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MOSAIC PAVEMENTS AT 'EIN EL FAWWAR

I
N the course of work undertaken in June 1931 by the Jerusalem Muni-
cipality to supplement the City water supply from 'Ein el Fawwar, a series

of mosaic pavements and foundation walls was discovered.

'Ein el Fawwar lies in the Wadi Fara between the mouth of Wadi Suweinit
and 'Ein Qilt. The flow of the spring, though usually fairly abundant, is

intermittent; the water rises freely for a period and then subsides—a pheno-
menon due to siphonic action or, according to the local explanation, to the

influence of a ‘Rasad’ or guardian spirit.

The spring rises in a rough masonry well enclosed in a rectangular con-
struction, now roofless but originally spanned from east to west by a double
arch resting on a central pier, which, with one of the arches, still stands. (See

PI. LVII. I.) In the eastern wall of the enclosure two outlets once fed the

aqueducts which can still be followed eastwards along the right side of the

wadi. The lower of these is a pipe, the upper an open conduit not much
less than a metre in width and rendered with a hard cement of lime and

ground bricks. The opening of the former in the wall of the enclosure is

crowned with a stone bearing a cross in relief: it is some 15 cm. above the

floor of the pool.

Four metres to the west of the pool and abutting upon the rock wall of the

valley is a group of rooms which include the remains of a small chapel with

an irregular courtyard to .the west. Little more than the foundations of the

building survive—these are mainly of rubble faced with plaster, but the walls

of the courtyard are partly built of rough masonry (PI. LVII, 2).

The main complex is entered from a small open courtyard (d) immediately

north of the chapel. A cement runnel applied to the wall of the latter dis-

charges into this court. From here a low step gives access past the north-west

corner of the chapel to -an inner courtyard (c), whose entrance is flanked on

the north side by a respond of which the outline alone is visible on the floor.

The door of the chapel, which is entered from this court, is preceded by the

remains of a small porch: it was found walled-up. The chapel itself consists

of an apsidal chamber divided into nave and chancel by a screen whose grooved

base, showing a narrow doorway in the centre, is still in position. Only a few

stones of the apse remain. At the north-west corner of the chapel a^e ( 1 3 cm.

in diamef'“r) on the floor-level discharges through the wall into thclputer court.

In the south wall a doorway gives access to a rectangular chambfe (b) partly

excavated in the rock: its walls, like those of the chapel and courtyard, are
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lined with plaster. The floor of this chamber is i o cm. lower than that of the

chapel and 1 9 cm. below the sill of the doorway connecting them. There is

a marked depression towards the north-east corner.

An opening in the west Wall of the chamber communicates with a small

annex, whose cement floor is 28 cm. above that of the chamber.

With the exception of the last-mentioned annex all floors, both internal and

external, are paved with mosaics. The chapel has a diaper pattern of red sprigs

surrounded by a border 45 cm. in width (PI. LVII, 2). In (b) the pattern

is coarser and lacks the border. The courtyards are paved with plain white

tesserae.

A number of ribbed sherds, glass lamp fragments, and an Arabic coin were

found in the inner courtyard.

The traces of several crude structures on the northern side of the valley may
be added to the small group just described as evidence of a former occupation

of the wadi.

R. W. H.
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A PORTRAIT OF VITELLIUS (?) IN ROCK CRYSTAL
AMONGST the examples of miniature sculpture in the Museum is the

crystal portrait head of a Roman from Caesarea (Cat. 3

1

. i
;
PI. LVIII).

It almost certainly represents the Emperor Vitellius, and originally formed
part of a statuette, or at least a bust, from which it has been broken oif at the

base of the neck. The head as it remains is i| inches high. Hair is indicated

by rather coarse and formalized grooves. The iris is incised. The face is

realistically rendered; we may note the ridges and wrinkles on the forehead,

around the mouth and eyes, and the loose roll of flesh over the outer corner

of either eye, beneath the eyebrows. The way in which the mouth droops

downwards at the ends, the rather bulbous nose, the receding forehead, and the

generally weak and self-indulgent character suggested by the whole face,

agree with the portraits of Vitellius as seen on the coins, and the description

of Suetonius.^ The latter, however, probably exaggerates the sensuality of

Vitellius’ life, which was in all likelihood no more pronounced than that of

many of his contemporaries: only more conspicuous in an Emperor. A youth

spent in Capri ‘inter Tiberiana scorta’ did not prevent him from displaying

considerable ability afterwards in public administration in Africa, over a

period of two years: a performance to which Suetonius is willing only to

accord the description ‘innocentiam’, thereby evidencing the apriori character

of his judgment.

The portrait is of the first century a.d., a period which saw the growth of the

fashion of carving objects in the round out of precious and semi-precious

stones. At first Alexandria seems to have been the centre of this technique,

perhaps a survival of the early Egyptian habit of working in hard stones. In

the British Museum are some similar portraits in other precious stones,^ in

particular a head of Claudius (probably) in burnt agate, a head of Tiberius

in turquoise, a bust of Agrippina the Elder in green plasma, and a head of

Vespasian in chalcedony. The use of rock crystal itself is better seen in the

group of objects such as fishes, game-counters, dice, also in the British

Museum.3 A useful approximate date for the coming into fashion of this

technique is provided by several fragments of vessels in the British Museum
* Erat enim in eo enormis proceritas, _/««'« rubida plerumque ex vinulentia, venter obesus, alterum

femur subdebile impulsu olim quadrigae, Suet., Vitell. 1 7. The complete description helps one to

imagine the whole statuette.

^ B.M. Cat. Engraved Gems and Cameos, Greek, Etruscan and Roman, 1926, Nos. 3944 (‘a

Claudian Caesar’), 3945 (Tiberius), 3946 (Agrippina), 3948 (Vespasian).

3 Ibid., Nos. 3971-4013.
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definitely imitating the designs on Terra Sigillatad and in particular certain

motijs datable to the end of the first century a.d. Later, carving in rock

crystal was carried on and developed under the Byzantines. Two fine and
remarkable specimens, of lions’ heads from the fifth century, were shown at

the Byzantine Exhibition in Paris in 1931;^ found at Alexandria, they are

reasonably held to have come from Anatolia, owing to their strong resemblance
to Hittite lions.

A suggestion that the present head represents L. Vitellius, father of the

Emperor (he who was ‘pietatis immobilis erga principem’),^ might seem
probable on apriori grounds, especially as he was a very successfol and capable
legate of Syria for a period, were it not for the fact that hitherto it is almost
exclusively Imperial portraits that have been found of rock crystal. In
addition the portraits of L. Vitellius on the coins'*- are very different from the
present bust; they represent a man of military, determined appearance, one
of the old Republican school of Romans, without the receding forehead so

obvious here, or the loose, flabby rolls of flesh on the face. He is evidently
much more a ‘vir pristinae virtutis’ than his son, and cannot be a candidate
for the honour of the present portrait.

J. H. I.

* Ibid, Nos. 4016 (surely imitating Form 37 ?), 4024, 4025.
== 111. Land. News, 1 1 July 1931, p, 61, Fig. ’ Suet. Fifell. 3.
^ Cf. e.g. Mattingly, Coins of the Roman Empire in the Brit. Mus., I, Augustus to Vitellius, PI.

60, 21 and PI. 61, I (reverse in either case).
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AN INSCRIBED EPITAPH FROM GAZA

The inscription ofwhich a copy is given below (Mus. Cat. 1. 93 07; PI. LIX)
came to the Museum recently from Gaza, where it had been in use as a

modern tombstone. The stone is 2 ft. 9 in. high by i ft. 9 in. wide, and has

been broken horizontally across the middle. The writing is rather careless

and provincial. It belongs to the latter part of the third century a.d., as is

evidenced by the form of the letters. This was a period in which Gaza was

becoming the focus of a flourishing neo-Hellenism, largely reflected from

Egypt, a movement which lasted till well into the fifth century, and included

in its orbit such figures as Nonnus, Procopius, and Choricius,* and gave us a

considerable number of the funeral epigrams in the Anthology.

6E eVAAlMOCYNHC HYP ATPION HAY0CN YMEWN,
XAPMAAA, eC<J>HAEN A’ EAfllAA T!C NEMECIC.

WA€TO MEN KOYPOC nATPWNYMOC EIKOCI MOYNAC
AYCMAC APKTOYPOY XEIMEPIAC ECIAWN.
WAETO A’ EHTAETIC OYrATPOC GYEATHP KAEOAOEA 5

APXATAGAC, TONEWN A’ EKAACEN EYTEKNIHN.

OIKTPON AE AITCOAOC KOYPHN KCOKYCE MAXAIOC,
AAAA HAEON 0NHTOIC OYAEN OAYPOMENOIC.
H MHN AMdJOTEPOYC fE HAAAinAOYTOI BACIAHEC

AirYHIOY XPYCEAlC HrAAICAN XAPICIN. 10

toe AE riATPAN AMH0E1CAN ANtO HOAIN erAOPOC EXGPtON

tOPGCOCAC KPHTHN MAPTYPEOYCAN EXEIC.

MEMtACGAI AE GEOIC APKEI MONON ANAPA TE 0NHTON
COnAlTACKOMENOYC THPAOC tOC XAAEOOY
HNTHCAC* tYXHI AE TA MYPIA HANTA nONHCAC i5

IKEO THN KOINHN ATPAnON EIC AiAEtO.

The reading is fairly certain, and the meaning clear, except for the beginning

of line 14. Letters missing on the stone and added by conjecture are under-

lined by dots. The following translation will show the sense, and the view here

taken of doubtful points.

jdfierce blaze ojfire destroyedyour happiness^ Charrnadasy andyour hopes were

disappointed by Fate. First your son, named ajter you, perishedy having lived

to see the Great Bear set in storms but twenty times. Then died seven year old

Kleodoxa, daughter of your own daughter Archagathe, frustrating the joy her

parents had in their ofispring. Pitiablyy tooy did Aetolos Machaios ( IMachaios

the Aetolian) lamentfor his daughter; but no profit is there for mortal men in

^ Cf., e.g., Bouchier, Syria as a Roman ProvincOy pp. 240 sqq., and bibliog. adfin.
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giving way to griej. Both children^ you know, had received goldenfavoursfrom
the Egyptian kings whose riches were established oj old. Moreover, you have

Crete as a witness of how you raised your native land on high againfrom amidst

the weapons offoes, after it had been humbled. A mortal man {like you) is only

justified in charging heaven with giving him a bitter old age {if he has been idle ?);

but you in your lifetime have been busy with your countless tasks ere you trod this

commonpath to the grave.

A few comments in addition: 1 . 2, XAPMAAA, apparently a voc. from
XAPMAAHS or XAPMAAAS.i 11

. 3, 4, i.e. the youth died in his twenty-first

year. 1. 7, Machaeus or Machaios, is a possible name. ‘Aetolus’ may give his

origin, ‘the Aetolian’; he is son-in-law of the deceased. 11. 9, 10, the reference

to the ‘Egyptian kings of ancient wealth’ is obscure. The usual form is

‘iraAmoirAouToi’. 1 . 1 1, ‘nOAiN’ might stand, in apposition to ‘OATPAn’, but
seems superfluous, and is more probably a misspelling for ‘flAAiN*. Several
eccentricities in the writing (e.g. the retaining of the ‘e’ in ‘Ae’ of 1. 7, and its

omission in 11. 2 and 6} justify one in assuming carelessness or illiteracy in the
stone-cutter. 1 . ri, erAOPOC for €K AOPOC. I. 12, the reference to Crete is

almost as dark as that to Egypt. We only know that as in the Late Bron2e
Age, so at this time, there was a considerable movement of people eastward
from Crete to the littoral of Palestine and Syria. 1 . 14, wriAiTACKoMeNOYC:
I have rendered what I conceive to be the general sense here. The reading is

certain except for n , which might possibly be a ‘N’. Can the engraver have
intended ‘ackoymcnoc’ ? I take ‘wc’ (before XAAenoY) after ‘MeMtACGAi’:
It is possible, however, that 1. 13 may be simply a ‘tag’ standing by itself, and
I. 14 commences a fresh sentence.^ In either case Charmadas is addressed.
1. 15, i.e., you have spent such a crowded life that you are not justified in
calling it wretched.

J. H. I.

’ Or, read XAPMA AAeC<t>HAeN : XAPMA accus. after HAYOCN, and AA€C4)HAeN from
AAIC<l>AAACO

, 6aia(paATOs occurs, with ‘ttAAt)’. This would avoid the hiatus.

J Orread:iiJ TTAl TACKOMCNOYC and trans.: ‘’Only a mortal man (i.e. whihtaVive) isjustified,U son OJ 1 askomenes, in charging heaven with &c.; but you, after a busy life, are now deadl This is
perhaps more likely, though APK£I would still be used in rather a strained sense.
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PLATE LIX





EXCAVATIONS IN PALESTINE IN 1931

I
T is intended to publish in each volume short summaries of excavation work
in Palestine concluded within the current year, abstracted from informa-

tion supplied by the excavators. It is hoped such reports will prove of assistance

in the scientific co-ordination of archaeological work.

In case the report of an excavation has been published elsewhere prior to

sending this article to print, reference is made to that publication,

BEISAN

Expedition of the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania.

FitzGerald, G. M.: ‘Excavations at Beth-Shan in 1930* (in QSt.., 1931), pp. 59-70,
Pis. I-VI.

'ein shams

Haverford Expedition.

Grant, Elihu: ‘Ain Shems, 1931’ (in QSt., 1931), pp- 167-70.

SABASTIYA

Joint Expedition of Harvard University^ the Palestine Exploration Fund, the British School

of Archaeology in Jerusalem, and the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

Crowfoot, J. W.: ‘Work of the Joint Expedition to Samaria-Sebustiya, April and

May, 1931’ (in QSt., 1931), pp. 139-4^) Pis. I-III.

SAFFURIYA

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

Sukenik, E. L.: niQ'X n'lB'D [‘Some Remains of Sepphoris’], (in Tarlns, Vol. Ill,

fasc. i), pp. 107-9, 2 Pis.

TALL EL 'UJUL

British School of Archaeology in E^pt.
Petrie, [Sir] Flinders: ‘Tell el Ajjul’ (in AE, 1931), pp. 33-4 6 Figs.

The Irq el Ahmar Rock-shelter

In May 1931 M. R. Neuville made, on behalf of the Institut de Pal^onto-

logie Humaine of Paris, a sounding in the Irq el Ahmar rock-shelter, situated

in the Wadi Khureitun, 2 km. west of the Umm Qatafa cave, excavated in

1928.’'

* Ren6 Neuville, ‘L’Acheuleen sup^rieur de la grotte d’Oumm-Qatafa (Palestine)’ in UAnthro-

pologic, XLI, 1931, pp. 13-51 and 249-63; R. Neuville et A. Mallon, ‘Les d6buts ^ Page des

m^taux dans les grottes du desert de Jud^e’, in Syria, XII, 193^5 PP* ^4“47 j
Pis. XV—XIX.
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The sequence of deposits was as follows:

Level A', Black earth, lo to 40 cm. Flints and potsherds of the Early and

Middle Bronze Ages; Middle Bronze hearth.

Level B: Fine grey earth, 20 cm. Microlithic industry corresponding to the

Lower Natufian (Mesolithic) of the Magharat el Wad (Layer B);' hearths;

no pottery. Animal remains.

Level C: Soft brownish earth, 40 cm. The industry has marked affinities

with the Lower Natufian, but includes a fair number of typical Aurignacian

scrapers. Bone beads; fragment of bone harpoon; numerous dentalia forming

ornaments. Abundant animal remains.

Level D: Tough brownish clay, 25 cm. Lower Middle Aurignacian industry,

corresponding to that of Layer E of the Magharat el Wad; numerous Gravette

points, but only a few and rather atypical scrapers. Animal remains.

Level E: Tough reddish clay, 30 cm. Same industry as in Level D, but with

numerous flat scrapers and only a few Gravette points. Animal remains.

Level F: Sticky reddish clay, 40 cm. Small number of atypical blades and

flakes, many of them having the striking-platform retouched. Human and

animal remains.

The excavation of the whole of the deposits will be carried out next season.

Khirbat et Tubeiqa

During June and July, 1931, the Presbyterian Theological Seminary,

Chicago, and the American School of Oriental Research, Jerusalem, con-

ducted an excavation at Khirbat et Tubeiqa, the Biblical Beth-zur. The
expedition was in charge of Professor O. R. Sellers and Professor William F.

Albright, assisted by a staff of scholars from America, Denmark, and Finland.

Work was confined to the area at the top of the hill, except for tracing 1 50
metres of the city wall. Owing to the shallowness of debris and the general

absence of stratification it was possible to excavate a comparatively large tract,

8,000 sq. metres.

Walls which were uncovered centred about a Hellenistic fortress on the

acropolis. This fortress showed three phases of building and one burning, all

Hellenistic.

Except in definite occupation levels the Hellenistic pottery was mixed with
Middle Bronze and Early Iron. There was a small amount of Early Bronze
and Late Bronze sherds (less than a basketful); but evidently the city was not
settled during those periods.

' Dorothy Garrod, ‘Excavations in the Mugharet el-Wad’, in QSt-, 1929, p. 220-222, and
I93i> PP- 99-103) PR I-III.
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Around the fortress was a complex of stores and dwelling-houses with a street

and an open place before the east gate, which faced 'Ein ed Dirwa (Philip’s

Fountain). In the market were what appeared to be a khan and a wine-shop
with nine large jars set into a rock-cut trough. By the fortress on the south

were three shallow graves, in which were skeletons but nothing else.

Two cisterns and a reservoir were cleared out completely. The reservoir was
evidently a natural cave which had been enlarged. Leading to it from the

north were steps, which descended to the bottom in a curved staircase with

rock-cut balustrade. A second entrance from the south had broken through
the plaster, which never was repaired. In the reservoir were many sherds, a

few coins, various animal bones, and a human skeleton covered with loose

stones.

From the Middle Bronze Age the excavators found jar handles stamped

with scarabs of the Hyksos type and a bone carving showing a standing man
with the right hand raised in ceremonial attitude, one of the few examples of

early Canaanite art. Early Iron I debris contributed some characteristic

vessels and a scarab of Rameses II. Early Iron II was represented by storage

jars, stamped jar handles with the ‘winged roll’ from the districts of Memshat,

Ziph, and Hebron, and the wax impression of a seal, ‘Of Gealyahu, the son of

the king’. There were found four inscribed weights: two ‘nesephs’ weighing

9-80 and 9-54 gm. respectively, a ‘pirn’ of 7- 1 8 gm., and a ‘beqa’ of 5-8 gm.

Hellenistic remains were the most abundant and the most significant, especi-

ally on account of the coins. These show that the city flourished in post-

Exilic times, reached its height of affluence under Antiochus Epiphanes,

rapidly declined after it was captured by Simon the Maccabee, and was

abandoned before the end of the second century b.c.

It is planned to offer a preliminary report of this excavation as an independent

publication during the coming year.

Ramat Rahel

RamAt Rahjel (P.E.F. Map XVII, M. t. 9-1) is situated between Talpiyot

and Giv'at Eliyahu (Khirbat Salih). The excavations there of the Jewish

Palestine Exploration Society lasted from the 1 6th January to the 17th March,

1931, under the supervision of Dr. B. Maisler, assisted by Mr. M. Stekelis.

A rock-hewn tomb-cave was discovered, consisting of a courtyard with a

large niche on the northern side, an ossuary chamber to the east and a bone-

chamber to the south. Small and narrow steps lead to a platform in the court-

yard. Thence one descended through the entrance of the ossuary chamber

(closed by a stone door, 75x65 cm.) to a pit in the floor (170x100x80 cm.),
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The ossuary chamber is almost square (315 cm. north to south, 285 cm.

east to west). It contained an ossuary near the entrance and five kukhim

closed with stones {golalim), viz.: (1) in the south wall: kukh (A) with three

ossuaries, one (60 x 25 x 3 5 cm.) being ornamented with six-pointed rosettes;

(2) in the north wall: kukh (B) with an unornamented ossuary (75 x 30 x 37
cm.), a skeleton, some pottery, and two ossuaries placed one on the other

(60 X26 X37 cm. and 61 X29 X35 cm.) decorated with rosettes; (3) in the

west wall: kukh (D) with four ossuaries, one with a gable-shaped lid, the other

small (45 X25 X28 cm.) and unusual, with a wall represented on its sides;

kukh (E), broken and empty. A later winepress, built of cement, was
opposite kukh (E); it contained Hellenistic pottery and an Astarte head
(Iron II).

Altogether eleven skeletons were found in the ossuary chamber with various

pottery of the first century b.c.

The entrance to the bone-chamber (270 cm. from east to west, 230 cm.

from north to south) was closed by a large stone (60 X40 cm.); then one came
to a small pit (130 x 80 x 80 cm.). This chamber contained six kukhinu. three

on the east (A, B, C), two on the south (D, E), one on the west (F). Each
contained the bones of one person, except (F), where bones of several

persons were found. In the bone-chamber were found: a gold ear-ring (in

kukh (C)), eight glass vessels, and various small objects.

A large Hellenistic pot was found on cooking-stones to the west of the niche

(285 X250 cm.) in the courtyard, with some seeds beneath it. A hollow to

the north of the niche ( 1 8 5 x 75 cm.) contained the bent skeleton of a woman,
lying on her right side, with several small cosmetic articles beside her.

The finds include Hellenistic pottery from the niche, much Iron II and some
Iron III pottery (including an Iron II jar handle stamped fi'r and a

meleki-stone capital (75 x 50 x 25 cm.) ornamented in the Cypro-Phoenician

style.

A detailed report of the excavations will appear in the Qdhes of the Jewish
Palestine Exploration Society.

Wadt el Maghara

Excavations in the caves of the Wadi el Maghara, Mount Carmel, are being

undertaken by the British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem in collabora-

tion with the American School of Prehistoric Research. In 1931 work was
carried out in three sites:

(i) MagharatelWdd{QzNto{^t\^t'f). This is the largest of the group,

and the interior was excavated in 1929 and 1930. This year work was con-
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fined to the Mesolithic deposit on the platform of the cave. Two phases of the

Mesolithic industry of Palestine were identified, and these have been named
Upper and Lower Natufian. In the Lower Natufian was found a group of
burials with head-dresses and other ornaments made up of dentalium shells

and bone pendants in place on the skeletons. At the base of the deposit was a

wall of rough blocks oflimestone resting on the bed-rock; this curved outward
from the levelled area and rock-cut basins found last year, and evidently

formed part of the same group of ‘works’.

(2) Magharat es Skhul (Cave of the Kids). A small rock-shelter containing

a single archaeological deposit of Mousterian age. Towards the base of this

deposit the skeleton of a young child was found in an intensely hard breccia

accompanied by typical Mousterian implements.

(3) Magharat et Tabun (Cave of the Oven). This cave contains a very deep

deposit, of which the upper part has yielded a Mousterian industry identical

with that of the Magharat es Skhul associated with a well-preserved fauna.

The lower levels are still unexplored, but have been reached in a sounding.

Megtddo

The ruins exposed in 1931 by Mr. P. L. O. Guy (on behalf of the Oriental

Institute of the University of Chicago) belong to different periods, the latest

being about the middle of the fourth century b.c.

Towards the south-west corner debris were removed to a depth of about

8 m. from a kind of funnel in the ground which measured some 40 m. across

at the surface; broken walls, some of the Middle Bronze Age, protruded from

the sides, and a late stairway led downwards into a masonry shaft: this rested

on the edges of a smaller rock-cut shaft, and the stairway continued down-

wards round the sides.

From the bottom of the rock shaft a sloping tunnel about 14 m. long carried

the stairway down to a total depth of 37 m. below the surface of the tell, and

at that level water was found.

From the foot of the stairway a horizontal tunnel 3 m. high and 2 wide

led south-west for 50 m. through the rock to a cave 23 m. long, over 7 high

and 4 to 5 broad. At the bottom was a water-pool, and from that steps led

upwards to an opening at the foot of the tell, and well outside it. Inside the

opening was a recess for a guard, and in that was the guard’s skeleton with

a heavy bronze mace-head. The opening to the cave had been blocked by a

massive wall.

The history of the system seems to be this: at some undetermined date in

the Bronze Age the cave was hacked out, access to it from the town above
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being perhaps obtained by a masonry passage, apparently of Late Bronze

Age, laid bare on the edge of the tell in 1929.

The vertical shaft and the horizontal tunnel appear to have been added

during the tenth century b.c., when Megiddo was rebuilt and a water supply

was necessary within the new fortifications. When this had been provided,

the older entrance was blocked.

Late pottery, including a sherd of black Greek ware, low down in the shaft,

and the fact that the stairway (of close on 200 steps) leads right up to the

surface of the tell, shows that the system remained in use practically down to

the latest period of occupation.

On the east slope, one of the main finds has been a collection of human
remains, including 48 measurable skulls, well dated to the Early Bronze
Age. These were lying in a depression in the rock, and had perhaps been

collected from tombs which it was intended to re-utilize.

Shaft tombs, with burials of two distinct periods, were discovered: the earlier

with pottery types of the latter part of the Early Bronze Age, including

hand-made ‘tea-pots’ (similar to BBSAJ No. 4, PL IV. 7). Definitely

associated with these in date were found wheel-made ‘tea-pots’, of a kind of

buccero ware with a wavy white line decoration. The origin of these vessels

is still undetermined; some resemblance to Minoan ware should be noted.

The later burials, of the end of the Late Bronze Age, produced bronzes,

pottery, small objects, and scarabs of Seti I and of Ramses II.

The pottery includes many decorated pieces, and, particularly, an intact

vase (33 cm. high) with a remarkable design of goats, palm-tree, birds and

a crab, as well as geometrical patterns.

Provisional reports will continue to be published in the OIC. The material

for a first final volume to appear in the OIP series is being prepared.
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CONCISE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EXCAVATIONS IN
PALESTINE.!

JERUSALEM

I
N referring to sites where excavations have been carried out in or near Jeru-
salem the common place-names now current (e.g. ‘Mount Scopus’, ‘Tombs

of Judges’) have been used. This does not, of course, imply the acceptance of

such names as topographically correct.

The area included in this list has been subdivided as follows:

A. JERUSALEM INTRA MUROS:
I. The Haram Area. 2. The North-Eastern Quarter. 3. The North-

Western Quarter. 4. The Area of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre and

Maristan. 5. The South-Western Quarter.

B. JERUSALEM EXTRA MUROS:
[a) Inner Circuit; i. Kidron Valley. 2. Museum Site. 3. Jericho

Road. 4. Area in front of Damascus Gate. 5. Suleiman Road, Lower Jaffa

Road, Mamillah Road. 6. St. Paul’s Road. 7. Street of the Prophets.

8. Russian Compound. 9. Hebron Road. 10. Mount Zion and Ophel.

{b) Outer Circuit: i. Wadi Yasul and Wadi Beit Sahur. 2. Batn el Hawa.

3. Hill of Evil Counsel. 4. Mount of Olives. 5. Mount Scopus. 6. Tombs
of Judges. 7. Bukharian Quarter. 8. St. George’s Area. 9. Jaffa Road.

10. Nahlath Ahim. ii. Nicophoria. 12. Lepers’ Home. 13. Greek Colony.

JERUSALEM INTRA MVROS
HARAM AREA

ROUND THE HARAM WALL^ [Hf I, 3 , 8—10, 12
, 1 3 ,

He 8 ]

Soundings carried out by the Palestine Exploration Fund in j86y—g.

Wilson and Warren : The Recovery oj Jerusalem^ London, 1 871, pp. 76-188, 226-32,

I PI., 13 Figs.

Warren, Charles, and Conder, Claude Reignier: The Survey of Western Palestine:

Jerusalem, London, 1884, pp. 126—56, 1 58—84, 9 Figs., Pis.

^ Continued from No. 3, pp. 139-49.
^ This report, dealing with excavations on both sides of the wall, should have appeared twice:

once in Jerusalem Intra Muros and again in Jerusalem Extra Muros', however, as the main object

of the excavation was the exploration of the Haram area as a whole, it has been included here.
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INSIDE THE DOME OF THE ROCK [Hf 14]

Soundings by the Turkish authorities in 18^4.
Clermont-(^nneau, Charles: ‘The Jerusalem Researches’ (in QSt.., 1874), pp. 135—6.

: Archaeological Researches in Palestine during the years 1873—4, London, 1899,
Vol. r., pp. 216-17.

NORTH EDGE OF PLATFORM

Casual discovery in 1868. [Hf 19.]

Wilson and Warren: The Recovery of Jerusalem, London, 1871, pp. 218—21.

Casual discovery in 1872. [Hf 1 1.]

Schick (C.): ‘Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1873), p. 72.

Solomon’s stables [Hf 4]
Soundings prior to 1864,

Pierrotti, Ermete: Jerusalem Explored, London and Cambridge, 1864, P* 77 *

Excavations by Turkish authorities prior to i8gi.

Schick, C.: ‘Reports from Jerusalem. Discoveries in “Solomon’s Stables” ’ (in QSt.,

1891), pp. 198-9, I PI.

Hanauer, J. E. : ‘A Subterranean Passage in Solomon’s Stables’ (in QSt., 1891),

p. 204 f.

TRIPLE gate [Hf 2]

Soundings carried out by de Saulcy in 1863.

de Saulcy, F.: Voyage en Terre Sainte, Paris, 1865, Vol. 2, pp. 1-17, 7 Figs.

Soundings carried out by Charles W. Wilson in 1864.

Wilson, Charles W.: Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem, London, 1865, p. 76, PI. XV,
Fig. 3; PI. XXVI, Fig. 6.

NORTH END OF EL BURAQ POOL [Hf 12]

Soundings made by Charles W. Wilson in 1864.

Wilson, Charles W.: Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem, London, 1865, p. 75, PI. XXVI,
Fig- 5-

NORTH-WEST ANGLE OF THE HARAM [Hf lO-Gc l]

Casual discovery in 1870.

Warren, Charles and Chaplin [Thomas]: ‘Discovery at the N.W. Angle’ (in QSt.,

1870), pp. 370-2.

Cleared in i8gi.

Hanauer, J. E. : ‘Cuttings in the Rock in the Haram Area’ (in QSt., 1891), 2 Figs.,

pp. 206 f.

EAST WALL OF THE HARAM [Hf 5]

Excavations carried out by the Turkish authorities in 1874.
Clermont-Ganneau, Charles: ‘The Jerusalem Researches’ (in QSt., 1874), pp. 136,

165.
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Clermont-Ganneau, Charles : Archaeological Researches in Palestine during the years

1873-4, London, 1899, Vol. I, pp. 132-5, i Fig.

Excavations carried out by the Turkish authorities in 1881-2.
Clermont-Ganneau, Charles: ‘Note IF (in QSt., 1882), p. 18.

'.Mission en Palestine et en Phenicie entreprise in 1881, Paris, 1884, pp. 47,
120 f., I Fig.

Warren, Charles and Conder, Claude Reignier: The Survey oj Western Palestine:

Jerusalem, London, 1884, pp. 237-9, i Fig-

GOLDEN GATE [Hf 7]

Casual discovery in 1872

.

Schick (C.): ‘Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1873), p. 72.
Excavations by the Turkish authorities in i8gi.
Schick, C. : ‘Reports from Jerusalem. Excavations at the Golden Gate’ (in QSt.,

1891), p. 201.

NORTH-EASTERN QUARTER
BETWEEN THE AUSTRIAN HOSPICE AND DAMASCUS GATE [Ge 4]

Casual discovery in 1871.
Wilson (C. W.): ‘Recent discoveries at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1872), pp. 47—51, i PL,

I Plan.

HARAT BAB HITTA [He 5]

Casual discovery in iSgy ( T).

Schick, C.: ‘Reports. New discoveries in Harat Bab Hytta’ (in QSt., 1896), pp.
128-31, I Plan.

BETHESDA POOL AND ST. ANNE [He 4, 7]

Excavations carried out by the Pires Blancsfrom 1863 to 1876.

Mauss, C. : La piscine de Bethesda a Jerusalem . . ., Paris, 1888, pp. 55-f-ii Figs.

Excavated by the Peres Blancs in 1888—igoo.

Schick, C.: ‘Pool of Bethesda’ (in QSt., 1888), pp. 115-34, 3 Figs., 4 Pis. (With
addenda by C. Wilson and R. C. Conder).

: ‘Neue Funde am Bethesdateich in Jerusalem’ (in MuNDPF, 1900), pp. 8i f.

Cr6, Ldon: ‘Discovery at the Pool Bethesda’ (in QSt., 1901), pp. 163-5, ^ Fig.

Excavated by the Phes Blancs in x88g

,

Cr6, Ldon: ‘Recherche et ddcouverte du tombeau de St. Joachim et de Sainte Anne
sous I’antique Basilique de Sainte Anne a Jerusalem’ (in RB, 1893), pp. 245—74, ill.

(Reprinted as a special publication, Paris, 1893, 32 pp.).

BIRKAT ISRa'iL [He 3]

Excavated by the Palestine Exploration Fund in 1868.

Warren, Charles and Conder, Claude Reignier: The Survey of Western Palestine:

Jerusalem, London, 1884, pp. 122—6, 2 Figs., Pis. VI, XVL
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Warren and Wilson: The Recovery of Jerusalem, London, 1871, pp. 189-98, r Fig.

CHAPEL OF FLAGELLATION, VIA DOLOROSA [He 2]

Excavated hy the Franciscan Fathers in i88g.

Schick, Conrad: ‘Recent discoveries in Jerusalem. An ancient Church in Tarik Sitti

Maryam’ (in QSt., 1889), pp. 172-4, i PI.

Excavated hy the Franciscan Fathers in igoi-3.

Vincent, Hugues and Abel, F.-M.
:
Jerusalem nouvelle, Paris, 1 922, Vol. 3, pp. 596-8,

Figs. 239-43, PI. LX, 1-5.

scEURS DE SION [Ge I, He i]

Soundings in 18 and i860.

Pierrotti, Ermete: Jerusalem Explored, London and Cambridge, 1864, pp. 60-3,

Pis. XII-XIII.

Casual discovery in 1863.

de Saulcy, F. : Voyage en Terre Sainte, Paris, 1865) Vol. 2, p. 192, i Plan.

Excavations carried out by Charles JV. Wilson in 1864.

Wilson, Charles W.: Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem, London, 1865, p. 76, PI.

XVII, Fig. 6.

Casual discovery in 1868.

Wilson and Warren: The Recovery of Jerusalem, London, 1871, pp. 201-3.

Cleared in i8y2.

Warren, Charles, and Conder, Claude Reignier: The Survey of Western Palestine:

Jerusalem, London, 1884, p. 209 f.

AREA WEST OF ECCE HOMO ARCH [Ge 2]

Casual discovery in 18^4, cleared on behalf of the Palestine Exploration Fund by Charles

Clermont-Ganneau.

Clermont-Ganneau, Charles: ‘The Jerusalem Researches. Rock and rock-cut

chambers west of Ecce Homo Church’ (in QSt., 1874), pp. 105-7, 142-6, 166,

264-9, 2 Figs.

: Archaeological Researches in Palestine during the years iSy3—4, London, 1899,
Vol. I, pp. 49-775 21 Figs.

Casual discovery in the Greek Convent Hobs al-Mastk near the Seeurs de Sion in igo6.

[Ge 2.]

V. B.: ‘D6couvertes arch6ologiques k Jerusalem’ (in Jerusalem, 1906), p. 85, i Fig.

Excavations by Greek Patriarchate in igo6. [Ge 2.]

Savignac, R. : ‘Chronique. Creation d’un sanctuaire et d’une tradition a Jerusalem’
(mRB, 1907), pp. 113-23, 3 Plans.

AUSTRIAN HOSPICE [Ge 3]

Casual discovery in iSyy.

Pierrotti, Ermete: Jerusalem explored, London and Cambridge, 1864, p. 34.
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Wilson, Charles W. : Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem^ London, 1865', p. 60, PI. XXIII,
Fig. I.

TARIq ES serai, house of veronica, house of SIMON THE CYRENEAN, ETC. [Gf 1 3]

Casual discoveries prior to i860.

Pierrotti, Ermete: Topographie ancienne et moderne de Jerusalem^ Lausanne, 1869, p.
161.

Excavations conducted hy the Uniate Greek authorities in iSg^.
Schick, C. : ‘Reports, r. Veronica’s House’ (in QSt., 1896), pp. 214—15.

KHAN EZ ZEIT [Gf 1 2]

Casual discovery in i860

.

Pierrotti, Ermete: Topographie ancienne et moderne de Jerusalem^ Lausanne, 1869,

p. 160.

EL WAD STREET [Gf 15]

Soundings carried out by the Palestine Exploration Fund in i86y—8.
Warren and Wilson: The Recovery of Jerusalem.^ London, 1871, pp. 281—4.
Warren, Charles and Conder, Claude Reignier: The Survey of Western Palestine:

Jerusalem, London, 1884, p. 236.
^

SUQ EL LAHMANIN [Gf 1 7]

Cleared in 1858.

Pierrotti, Ermete: Topographie ancienne et moderne de Jerusalem, Lausanne, 1869,

p. 160.

SUQ EL KHAWAJAT [Gf 1 6]

Excavated by C. Schick in i8y6.

Schick, C.: ‘Recent excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1877), P* 9 ^

HAMMAM ES SULTAN [Gf 1 4]

Excavations carried out by the Palestine Exploration Fund in i8y3.

Clermont-Ganneau, Charles: Archaeological Researches in Palestine during the years

i8y3-4, London, 1899, Vol. I, pp. 78-84, 10 Figs.

NORTH-WESTERN QUARTER
HARAT EN NASARA. COPTIC KHAN [Gf 4]

Casual discovery prior to i86g.

Pierrotti, Ermete: Topographie ancienne et moderne de Jerusalem, Lausanne, 1869,

p. 138.

HARAT EN NASARA [Gf p-io]

Casual discovery in i88y.

Schick, C.: ‘Notes from Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1887), pp. 154-6, 2 Pis.
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HARAT DEIR EL FRANJ [Gf 8]

Casual discovery in i8gi.

Schick, C.: ‘Reports’ (in QSt., 1891), p. 2,77 f., Map.

NEAR NEW GATE

Casual discovery i8gi

.

[Ff 4.]

Schick, C.: ‘Letters’ (in QSu, 1892), p. 17.

Casual discovery in i8gy. [Ff 2.]

Schick, C. : ‘Reports ... 2. Excavations inside the New Gate’ (in QSf., 1895), P-

qal'at jalud

Excavations carried out by Charles W, Wilson in 1864. [Ff 3.]

Wilson, Charles W. : Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem^ London, 1865, p. 73, PI. XXVI,
Fig. 3; PL XXVII.

Southings made by the Palestine Exploration Fund in x86g. [Ff 3.]

Warren and Wilson: The Recovery of Jerusalem.^ London, 1871, pp. 285—6.

Cleared by the Latin Patriarchate before i8y'/

.

[Ff 3.]

Schick, C. : ‘Die antiken Reste an der Nordwestmauer von Jerusalena’ (in ZDPF,
1878), pp. 15-23, Pis. Ill, IV.

Casual discovery in i8yy. [Ff 9.]

Warren, Charles and Conder, Claude Reignier: The Survey of Western Palestine:

Jerusalem., London, 1884, p. 267.

Casual discovery in 1888. [Ff 12.]

Schick, Conrad: ‘Recent discoveries in Jerusalem. II. Remains of Old Wall near the
North-East Corner of the City’ (in QSt., 1889), p. 65 f., i PI.

: ‘Remains of the Old City Wall’ (in QSt., 1890), p. 21.

Excavated by the Pcole Biblique in xgx2. [Ff 12.]

Vincent, Hugues: ‘Chronique. Jerusalem. Fouilles aux abords de la tour Ps^phina’
(in RB, 1913), pp. 88-96, 8 Figs.

Casual discovery by the Frhes des Ecoles chretiennes in xg2y. [Ff 3,]
Vincent, Hugues: ‘La troisi^me enceinte de Jerusalem’ ... 2. Les vestiges archeo-

logiques (in RB, 1927), p. 351.

LATIN patriarchate [Ff. 1 1]
Casual discovery in X836.

Pierrotti, Ermete: Topographic ancienne et moderne de Jerusalem, Lausanne, 1869,
p. 138.

grand new hotel [Ff l]

Casual discovery in x8yy.

Schick, C.: ‘Notes from Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1887), pp. 218 ff., 1 Plan, 2 Figs.

Casual discovery in x88y.

Guthe, H. : ‘Die zweite Mauer Jerusalems und die Bauten Constantins am heiligen
Grabe ... 2. Das Stadtviertel der Grabeskirche ... von C. Schick’ (in ZDPF, 1885),
pp. 271 f.
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Merril, Selah: ‘Recent discoveries at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1886), pp. 21-4, Plan.
Paton, Lewis Bayles : ‘The third wall of Jerusalem and some excavations on its sup-

posed line’ (in Journal of Biblical Literature.^ 1905)5 PP* I 97—2 iij i Map, 2 Figs.

POOL OF HEZEKIAH [Gf 3]
Casual discovery in i8gy

.

Schick, C.: ‘Reports and Papers ... 3. The West Wall of the Pool of Hezekiah’ (in

QSt., 1897), pp. 107-9, 2 Figs.

CHURCH OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE AND MARISTAN
MOSQUE OF OMAR, NEAR THE HOLY SEPULCHRE [Gf 5]

Casual discovery in 1858.

Pierrotti, Ermete: Topographie ancienne et moderne de Jerusalem, Lausanne, 1869,
p. 138.

PARVIS OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE. [Gf 6.]

Excavations carried out by Charles W. Wilson infront of the Entrance of the Holy Sepulchre

in 1864.

Wilson, Charles W.: Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem, London, 1865, pp. 74 f,

COPTIC PROPERTY [Gf 7]
Casual discovery in 1885.

Schick, C.: ‘Neu aufgedeckte Felsengraber bei der Grabeskirche in Jerusalem’ (in

ZDPF, 1885), pp. 170-3, PI. 5 -

Casual discovery in i8gy.

Lagrange, M. J.: ‘Chronique. L’inscription coufique de I’^glise du Saint-S^pulcre’

(in RB, 1897), pp. 643-7, 2 Figs.

Excavations conducted by the Copts in igo6

.

Vincent, Hugues: ‘Chronique. Un vestige des edifices de Constantin au Saint-

Sepulcre’ (in RB, 1907), pp. 586-607, 3 Figs.

: ‘Chronique’ (in RB, 1908), pp. 275-7, 2 Figs.

RUSSIAN COMPOUND [Gf 1

1

]

Excavations conducted by M. de Vogue in 18yy and 1862.

Vogii^, Melchior de: Le Temple de Jerusalem . . . Appendice: ‘Topographic de

Jerusalem’, Paris, 1864, pp. 117-20, PI. XXXVI.
Excavated in i8yy—6o by E. Pierrotti on behalf of the Russian Authorities.

Pierrotti, Ermete: Jerusalem Explored, London and Cambridge, 1864, pp. 33,

125-6, PL XXX.
Excavations by Charles W. Wilson in 1864.

Wilson, Charles W.: Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem, London, 1865, p. 74, PI. XX,
Fig. 8, Phot., p. 25.

Excavations carried out by Clermont-Ganneau on behalf of the Palestine Exploration Fund

in 1873-4.
Clermont-Ganneau (Ch.); Archaeological Researches in Palestine during the years

1873-4, London, 1899, Vol. I, pp. 85-100, i PL, 20 Figs.
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Excavations conducted by the Russian Palestine Exploration Fund in 1883.

Clermont-Ganneau (Ch.): ‘Archaeological discoveries in the Holy Land and Syria in

1883; Discovery of a fragment of an Imperial inscription at Jerusalem’ (in QSt.,

1884), p. 194.

Guthe, H. : ‘Die zweite Mauer Jerusalems und die Bauten Constantins am heiligen

Grabe. i. Die Ausgrabungen aufdem russischen Platz im Fruhjahr 1883. 2. Das
Stadtviertel der Grabeskirche, der Lauf der zweiten Mauer Jerusalems und die

Bauten Constantins am heiligen Grabe, von C. Schick’ (in ZDPF, 1883), pp.

245-87, 7 Pis.

Pravoslavny Palestinskiy Sbornik, No. 7, and Appendix 5, pp. 157-256, III, 1884,

pp. 1-80, 14 Pis.

Hitrowo, W. N.: ‘The scientific importance of the excavations conducted by the

Palestine Orthodox Society’ [in Russian] (in Sbontik, 1885 (7 Dec.)), p. 44.

Excavations conducted by the Russian Palestine Exploration Fund in i88y and 1888.

Schick, C.: ‘Weitere Ausgrabungen auf dem russischen Platz’ (in ZDPF, 1889),

pp. 10-18, Pis. 1-4.

S(chick), C. : ‘The Byzantine pavement near the Church of the Holy Sepulchre’ (in

QSt.y 1888), pp. 17-20, I Plan.

: ‘New excavations in Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1888), pp. 57-60, 3 Pis.

Excavations near the Holy Sepulchre by the Greek Patriarchate in 1888.

Schick, Conrad: ‘Recent discoveries in Jerusalem. I. Large Cistern under the new
Greek building south-east of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre’ (in QSt., 1889),

pp. Ill £, I PI.

Excavations carried out by the Greek Patriarchate in i8g2 .

Schick, C. : ‘Letters. IV. New sewer near the Church of the Holy Sepulchre’ (in OSt..

1892), p. 290.

Excavations carried out by the Greek Patriarchate in igoy.

Spyridonidis, C. K. and Hanauer, J. E. : ‘An ancient gate east of the Holy Sepulchre’

(in QSt., 1907), pp. 297-302, I Fig., i Plan.

MARISTAN [Gf 18]

Soundings made by the Palestine Exploration Fund in i86y—g.
Wilson and Warren: The Recovery of Jerusalem, London, 1871, pp. 269—76, i PI.

Warren, Charles and Conder, Claude Reignler: The Survey of Western Palestine:

Jerusalem, London, 1884, pp. 254-61.

Cleared in i8y2.

(Schick, C.): ‘Church of the Knights of St. John’ (in QSt., 1872), p. 100, i Plan.
Schick, C. : ‘Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1873), p. 72.

Casual discovery in 1882.

Guthe, H.: ‘Aus Briefen’ (in ZDPF, 1883), p. 78.

Excavations prior to 1888

.

Schick, Conrad: ‘Recent discoveries in Jerusalem. 11 . The Murlstan’ (in QSt., 1889),
pp. ii3f.
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Casual discovery in i8g4.

Schick, C. : ‘Notes’ (in QSt., 1894), pp. 146 f.

: ‘Entdeckungen und Beobachtungen aus Jerusalem . . . Vom Muristan’ (in

MuNDPV, 1895), pp. 6 f.

Casual discovery in iSgy.

Schick, C.: ‘Reports ... 4. Another Tomb at the Muristan’ (in QSt., 1895), p. 329.

Casual discovery in i8gg .

Schick, C. : ‘Reports. Remains of another Church in the Muristan ’ (in QSt.y 1899),
pp. 213-14.

Casual discovery in igoo .

Schick, C. : ‘Reports . . . Notes on the discovery of . . . some carved stones in the

Muristan’ (in QSt., 1900), p. 145.
Hanauer, J. E. : ‘Sculptured figures from the Muristan . . .’ (in QSt., 1903), pp. 77-9.

SOUTH-WESTERN QUARTER
THE CITADEL [Ffii]

Soundings by C. Schick in 18j8.
Schick, C.; ‘Der Davidsthurm in Jerusalem’ (in ZDPF, 1878), pp. 231—5, Pis. I-II.

OPPOSITE THE CITADEL [Gf 2]

Casual discovery in 1885.
Merrill, Selah: ‘Recent discoveries at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1886), pp. 21-3, i Plan.

CHRIST CHURCH [Gf l]

Casual discovery in 1841.

Pierrotti, Ermete: Topographic ancienne et moderne de Jerusalem, Lausanne, 1869,

p. 1 18.

Casual discovery in i860.

Wilson, Charles W. ; Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem, London, 1865, pp. 60 f., PI.

XXI, 5.

Casual discovery in igoi and in igio.

Vincent, H.: ‘Chronique . . . Vestiges herodiens pr^s de la citadelle’ (in RB, 1910),

pp. 418-20, PL III, Fig. 7.

Casual discovery in igog.

W(urst, Philipp): ‘Kurze Mitteilungen’ (in MuNDPV, 1909), p. 89.

HARAT EL QAL'a. POLICE BARRACKS [Fg l]

Casual discovery in 1838.

Pierrotti, Ermete: Topographic ancienne et moderne de Jerusalem, Lausanne, 1869,

p. 118.

ARMENIAN PROPERTY [Gg 9]

Casual discovery in 1833.

Pierrotti, Ermete: Topographic ancienne et moderne de Jerusalem, Lausanne, 1869,

p. 1 1 8.
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HARAT BAB EN NABI DAWUD. MAR JIRYIS [Gg 8]

Casual discovery prior to i86g

.

Pierrotti, Ermete: Topographie ancienne et moderne de Jerusalem^ Lausanne, 1869,
pp. 1 1 9.

HARAT ED DAWAIYA [Gf 1 9]

Casual discovery in i860.

Warren, Charles and Conder, Claude Reignier; The Survey of Western Palestine:

Jerusalem.^ London, 1884, p. 271.

SUQ ES SABBAGHfN [Gf 20]
Casual discovery in 1862

,

Vogtid, M. de: Le Temple de Jerusalem. Paris, 1864, pp. 1 12—3, i Fig.

Excavations by the Palestine Exploration Fund in i86g

.

Wilson and Warren: The Recovery of Jerusalem., London, 1871, pp. 274—6, i PI.
Warren, Charles, and Conder, Claude Reignier: The Survey of Western Palestine:

Jerusalem, London, 1884, pp. 234-5.

BURJ EL KIBRIt

Casual discovery in i8gy{T). [Gg 6.]

Schick, C.: ‘Reports ... II. Another interesting cistern’ (in QSt., 1898), p. 81.
: ‘Reports . . . III. Remains ofAncient City Wall’ (in QSt., 1898), p. 82, i Plan.

Casual discovery in igx4

.

[Gg 5 .]

Vincent, H.: ‘Chronique. Une mosaique Byzantine a el-Bat“n’ (in RB, 1914), pp.
436-8, Figs. 7, 8.

HARAT EL M ElDAN [Gg 7]
Casual discovery in JS<S5( ?).

Schick, C.: ‘Neu aufgedeckte Felscisternen und Felsgemacher in Jerusalem’ (in
ZjDP^, 1885), pp. 42-5, PI. I.

NEAR DUNG GATE (hARAT EL MAGHARBa) [Hg 2]
Casual discovery in igi^..

W(atson), C. M.: ‘Recent discoveries at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1914), pp. 165-9, i

Plan, 3 Figs.

Vincent, H. : ‘Chronique. i. Jerusalem. Glanures arch&logiques ... 2. Vestiges
antiques dans Mret el-Mogharbeh’ (in RB, 1914), pp. 429-36, Figs. 2-6.

TYROPOEON [Hf I, Hg l]

Excavated by Charles W. Wilson in 1864.
WHson, Charles W.: Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem, London, 1865, p. 75, PI. XXVI,

rig. 4.

Soundings carried out by the Palestine Exploration Fund in i86y—g,
W^ren, Charles and Conder, Claude Reignier: The Survey of Western Palestine:

Jerusalem, London, 1884, pp. 184—7, ^ Figs., Pis.
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JERUSALEM— MUROS
KIDRON VALLEY

WADI EN NAR

Casual discovery in 1880

.

Schultze, Victor: ‘Sarcophage und Grabinschriften aus Jerusalem’ (in ZDPF, 1881),

pp. 9, II.

Excavated by the department of Antiquities in 1923,
Mayer, L. A. : ‘A Tomb in the Kedron Valley containing Ossuaries with Hebrew

Graffiti Names’ (in BBSAf, No. 5, 1924), pp. 56-60, Pis. 5, 6.

Absalom’s tomb, and surroundings

Soundings made on behalf of the Palestine Exploration Fund in 1868
.
[Hf 18.]

Warren and Wilson: The Recovery of Jerusalem., London, 1871, p. 136.

Cleared by the Palestine Exploration Fund in i8yi .
[If i

.]

Clermont-Ganneau (Charles): ‘Notes on certain new discoveries at Jerusalem’ (in

QSt., 1871), p. 105.

Warren, Charles and Conder, Claude Reignier: The Survey of Western Palestine

i

Jerusalem, London, 1884, pp. 294 f.

Cleared by the Jewish Palestine Exploration Society in 1924. [If i.]

Reinach, Theodore: ‘Fouilles entreprises dans les tombes de la vallfee du C6dron par

Nahum Schlouszch’ (in CAIL, 1924), pp. 144—6.
Slouschz, Nahum: (n^sinn noB any— n"*!) b'bdd nn'Bnn [‘Excavations

around the Monument of Absalom (January to April, 1924)’] (in Qdbes, Vol. I,

fasc. 2), pp. 5-48. (Abridged translation in ‘Proceedings of the Jewish Explora-

tion Society’, 1925, pp. 7-30, ii Figs.).

GETHSEMANE

Casual discovery in i88q

.

[If 7.]

Schick, C. : ‘Notes from Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1887), pp. 151

Casual discovery in 1893. [If 2.]

Lees, F. Robinson: ‘Antiquities from Caesarea, &c.’ (in QSt., 1893), p. 140, i Fig.

Excavations carried out by the Palestine Exploration Fund in 1894-y

.

[He 10.]

Bliss, Frederick Jones: Excavations at Jerusalem 1894-q, London, 1898. (‘Tombs in

the Valley of Jehoshaphat’, pp. 238-9.)

Casual discovery in 1893

.

[If 2.]

S^journ^ Paul-M.: ‘Chronique . . . Nouvelles de Jerusalem’ (in RB, 1897), p. 131.

Excavations carried out near Gethsemane by the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate in 1907 .

[He 9, Hf 20.]

Spyridonidis, C. K.: ‘The Church of St. Stephen’ (in QSt., 1907), pp. 137-9, 2 Figs.

(Cf. Vincent, H.; ‘Encore I’inscription de Saint Etienne h Gethsdmani’ (in RB,

I 907)> PP- 607-11, I Fig.)
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'Excavations carried out by the Franciscan Fathers in igog—20. [If 2.]

Vincent, H.: ‘Chronique. L’^glise de Gethsemani’ (in RB, 1919), pp. 248—52,
Figs. 3, 4.

_

: ‘Chronique. L’^glise de Gethsemani’ (in RB, 1920), pp. 574—6, PI. 1-2.

Orfali, Gaudence: Gethsemani ou Notice surl'Eglise de I'Agonie ou de la Priere d'aprbs

les fouilles recentes accompliespar la Custodiefranciscaine de Terre Sainte iigog etig2o\
Paris, 1924, ii + 32 pp., 23 Pis., 10 Figs.

WADI EL JAUZ [Gc I, Fc l]

Excavations carried out by the Palestine Exploration Fund in i8gi.

Schick, C.: ‘Letters. Old Pool in Upper Kedron Valley or “WMy el Joz” ’ (in QSt.,

1892), pp. 9-13, I Plan.

Casual discovery in 1881 (.?).

Schick, C. : ‘Remarkable rock-cut tomb in “Wady el Joz” ’ (in QSt., 1 892), pp. 13—16,
1 Plan.

MUSEUM SITE [He 6]

Excavations carried out by the Palestine Exploration Fund in i8y3.

Clermont-Ganneau, Charles: ‘The Jerusalem Researches’ (in QSt., 1874), p. 95 f.,

I Plan, I Fig.

: Archaeological Researches in Palestine during the years 1873-4, London, 1899,
Vol. I, pp. 248-53, 5 Figs.

Casual discovery in igi2

.

Vincent, Hugues: ‘Fouilles a Tangle N.-O. de Jerusalem’ (in RB, 1913), pp. 101-3,
Fig. 10.

Cleared in igyo.

D. C. B. : ‘Note on a Cemetery at Karm al-Shaikh, Jerusalem’ (in Quarterly of the

Department of Antiquities, Vol. I, 1931), pp. 3-9, Pis. II-XVIII.

JERICHO ROAD
Casual discoveries in i8go. [He 1 1-12.]

Schick, C. : ‘Reports from Jerusalem. I. The New Road North of the City’ (in QSt.,

1890), pp. 246 f.

Casual discovery in i8gg

.

[Ge 5.]

: ‘Reports ... IV. The North Wall ofJerusalem’ (in QSt., 1899), pp. 38 f., Plan.

AREA IN FRONT OF DAMASCUS GATE
ST. Etienne [Gd 7, Ge 9]

Casual discovery in i8y8, excavated by the Dominican Fathers {subsequently the Ecole

Biblique) in i88i~g4.

Mantell, A. M.: ‘Jerusalem. Newly discovered Church’ (in QSt., 1882), pp. 116-20,

3 Figs., 2 Plans.

Merrill, Selah: ‘The newly discovered Church’ (in QSt., 1883), pp. 238-42, 2 Figs.
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Merrill, Selah: ‘New discoveries in Jerusalem’ (in QSt.^ 1885), pp. 222-8, i Plan,
I Facs.

Vaux, Ludovic de: ‘Decouvertes r^centes a Jerusalem’ (in Revue archeolongue. Vol.
VII,^ 1886),_pp. 371-4.

: ‘Memoire relatif aux fouilles entreprises par les R. P. Dominicains dans leur
domaine de Saint-Etienne, pr^s de la porte de Damas ^ Jerusalem’ (in Revue
arcMologique, Vol. XII, 1888), pp. 32-60, 6 Figs.

Schick, C.: ‘Die Stephanskirche der Kaiserin Eudokia bei Jerusalem’ (in ZDPF^
1888), pp. 250-7, PL 3.

Schick, Conrad : ‘Recent discoveries in Jerusalem. IV. Discoveries north ofDamascus
Gate’ (in QSt..^ 1889), pp. ii6f.

: ‘Discoveries north of Damascus Gate’ (in QSt., 1890), pp. 9— ii, i Plan, i PI.

Lewis Hayter, T. : ‘Ruins of Church on the Skull Hill, Jerusalem’ (in QSl, 1891),
pp. 211-18, 7 Figs., I Plan.

S6journ6, Paul-M.: ‘La Palestine chretienne. Decouvertes recentes et explorations’

(in RR, 1892), pp. 118-22, 4 Figs.

: ‘Chronique biblique. IF (in RR, 1892), pp. 258-61, 2 Figs., i Plan.

Lagrange, Marie Joseph; Sa/u/ Rtienne et son sanctuaire a 'Jerusalem^ Paris, 1894,
xvi+ 188 p., Front., 22 Figs., 2 Pis. (‘Resultats des Fouilles’ pp. 105-38).

SKULL HILL

Soundings carried out hy de Saulcy in 1863. [Ge 19.]

de Saulcy, F.; Voyage en Terre Sainte, Paris, 1865, Vol. 2, pp. 18—22, l Plan.

Casual discovery in 186j. [Ge 7.]

Schick (C.): ‘Gordon’s Tomb’ (in QSt., 1892), pp. 120-4, iU^s., i PL
Soundings carried out by the Palestine Exploration Fund in i86y, [Ge 18]

Warren and Wilson: The Recovery of Jerusaleniy London, 1871, pp. 277—80.
Warren, Charles and Conder, Claude Reignier: The Survey of Western Palestine:

Jerusalem^ London, 1884, pp. 235—6.

Cleared by C. Schick in iSyy. [Ge 20.]

‘Notes. Mr. Schick’s work at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1874), p. 125. /

Cleared about 1886. [Ge 21.]

Schick, C. : ‘Die neu aufgefundenen Felsengraber neben der Jeremiasgrotte bei

Jerusalem’ (in ZDPF^ 1886), pp. 73
“8

j
i, 2.

Casual discovery in 1894. [Ge8.]

Schick, C. : ‘Letters ... 5. Rock-cut aqueduct on Skull Hill’ (in QSt.^ 1894), pp. 263 f.

Casual discovery in i8g6. [Ge 6.]

Schoenecke, L. : ‘Ein Felsblock mit Grabern bei Jerusalem’ (in MuNDPFy 1897),

pp. 36-8, Fig. 8.

Schick, Conrad; ‘Reports and Papers . . . 2. Newly discovered rock and block with

tombs’ (in QSt., 1897), pp. 105-7, i Fig.

Excavations by the Franciscan Fathers in 1902 . [Ge 6]

[Dunkel, (Adolf)] ; ‘Nachrichten von unseren Stationen. Jerusalem’ (in HL^ 1 902),

pp. 91 f. (English translation published in QSt.^ 1902, pp. 403-5, i Plan.)
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AREA WEST OF NABLUS ROAD

Casual discovery ini8y5. [Ge 12.]

Chaplin, Thomas: ‘Discovery at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1876), p. 9.

Casual discovery in iSyS. [Ge 1 1.]

Schick, C. : ‘Neue Funde im Norden von Jerusalem’ (in ZDPF, 1879)) PP* 102—5,

PI. 3. (Translation in QSt.^ 1879, pp. 198 ff.)

Casual discovery before 1881 (^Conder's Tomb''). [Ge 10.]

Conder, Claude R.: ‘Reports. Jerusalem’ (in QSt.^ 1881), pp. 201—5, ^

Casual discovery in i8g3 . [Ge 1 1
.]

Schick, C.: ‘Letters . . . v. Excavations on the rocky knoll N. of Jerusalem’ (in QSt.,

1893), pp. 298-9, I Plan.

Casual discovery in i8g4. [Fe 4.]

Schick, C. and Bliss, F. J. : ‘Discovery of a beautiful mosaic pavement with Armenian
inscription north of Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1894), pp. 257-61, 2 Figs.

Bliss, F. J.: Excavations at Jerusalem in the years i8g4—y, London, 1898, pp. 253—9,

3 Figs.

Cleared in igoi. [Fe 9.]

Vincent, H.: ‘Chronique. Une mosai'que byzantine k Jerusalem’ (in RB, 1901),

pp. 436-44» 2 Pis.

: ‘Chronique. La mosaique d’Orph6e’ (in RB, 1902), pp. 100-3, 3 Figs.

Cleared in igoy, [Ge 14.]

Barton, George A.: ‘Researches of the American School in Palestine ... 2. Investi-

gations near the Damascus Gate’ (in Journal of Biblical Literature, 1903), pp. 176-
82, Figs, 8-13.

Casual discovery in igiy

.

[Ge 13.]

Grace, J. D,: ‘The Damascus Gate, Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1914), pp. 29-33, Plan and
Section.

MAMILLAH ROAD, LOWER JAFFA ROAD, SULEIMAN ROAD
MAMILLAH ROAD [Ff 6.]

Casual discovery in igos. (Between Mamillah Road and Jaffa Road.)
Merrill, Selah: ‘Notes from Jerusalem ... 3. A Bit of the Ancient Upper Gihon

Aqueduct’ (in QSt., 1903), pp. 157-8.

LOWER JAFFA ROAD

Casual discovery in i860. [Ff 7.]

Pierrotti, Ermete: Jerusalem explored, London and Cambridge, 1864, pp. 34-5.
Excavated in 1864.

Wilson, Charles W.: Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem, London, 1865, p. 77.
Casual discovery prior to i8y8. [Ff 5.]

Schick (C.): ‘Mittheilungen aus Jerusalem ... II. Die antiken Reste an derNordwest-
mauer von Jerusalem’ (in ZDPF, 1878), pp. 15-23, Pis. Ill, IV.
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Casual discovery in i88y. [Ff 7.]

Schick, C.: ‘Notes from Jerusalem. Old remains, &c., outside Jaffa Gate’ (in QSt.,

1887), pp. 213 f.. Plan.

Casual discovery in igoy. [Ff 5.]
Vincent, H. : Chronique ... A travers Jerusalem, notes arch^ologiques’ (in RB,

1908), pp. 267-75, I, II, I Plan.

SULEIMAN ROAD
Soundings in 1864. [Ff 9.]

Wilson, Charles W. : Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem, London, 1865, p. 74, PI. XXVII.
Casual discovery in 1888

.

[Ge 16, Ff 10.]

Schick, Conrad: ‘Recent discoveries in Jerusalem. 1 . Remains of Old Wall outside
the present Northern Wall of the City’ (in QSt., 1889), PP* 63 f.

Cleared in i8gi. [Ff 8.]

Schick, C.: ‘Letters’ (in QSt,, 1892), p. i7fF., 2 Figs., i Plan.

Casual discovery in i8g4. [Ge 15.]
Schick, C. : ‘Reports’ (in QSt., 1895), P*

Casual discovery in igo2

.

[Ge 15.]

Merrill, Selah: ‘Notes from Jerusalem ... 2. An excavation North of the City Wall’
(in QSu, 1903), pp. 155-7.

ST. PAUL’S ROAD
C.M.S. VICARAGE [Fc 3]

Casual discovery in ig02 .

Merrill, Selah: ‘Notes from Jerusalem ... 4. A section of Agrippa’s Wall’ (in QSt.,

I 903 )> PP- 158-9.

NEAR SITE OF NEW PROTESTANT CHURCH

Casual discovery in i8y3. [Fe 2.]

C. W. W(ilson): ‘Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1873), p. 37. (Based on report by C. Schick.)

STREET OF THE PROPHETS
Casual discovery in 1866.

Schick, C. : ‘Neu aufgefundene Grabaltertiimer bei Jerusalem’ (in Illustrierte Zeitung,

1866), pp. 408 f., II Figs.

Casual discovery in i8gi. [Ee 2—5, Fe 8, Ff 9.]

Schick, C. : ‘Watercourse providing the ancient City with water from NW.’ (in QSt.,

1891), pp. 278-80, I Plan.

RUSSIAN COMPOUND AND VICINITY

Casual discovery in i8yi. [Ee i.]

Clermont-Ganneau, Charles : Archaeological Researches in Palestine during the years

i8y3-4, London, 1899, Vol. I, pp. 254-8, i PI.
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NEAR RUSSIAN MISSION HOSPITAL [Fe I.]

de Saulcy, F.: ‘Caisses fun^raires ou ossuaires judaiques’ (in Bulletin archeologique

du Musee Parent., 1867), pp. 21-8.

Excavated by Charles W. Wilson in 1864, [Ff 9.]

Wilson, Charles W.: Ordnance Survey oj Jerusalem, London, 1865, p. XXIV,
Figs. 1-3.

HEBRON ROAD
Excavated by C. Schick in 1888. [Fg 4.]

Schick, C.: ‘Das Thaltor im alten Jerusalem’ (in ZDPF, 1890), pp. 31-6, PI. i.

MOUNT ZION AND OPHEL
Excavated by the Palestine Explor. Fundini8g4-y

.

[Gh 2-Hh 2, Gg 1 1, Hh 7-Hg 13.]

Bliss, Frederick Jones: ‘Excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1894), pp. 169-75,
I Plan.

: ‘Second report on the excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1894), pp. 243—57,
1 Fig., I Plan.

: ‘Third report on the excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt,, 1895), pp. 9-25,
2 Figs., 2 Pis., Plan.

: ‘Fourth report on the excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1895), pp.

97 f.

Dickie, Archibald C.: ‘Fifth report on the excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1895),

pp. 235-48, 1 1 Figs., i Plan.

Bliss, Frederick Jones : ‘Sixth report on the excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1895),

pp. 305-20, 4 Figs., 3 Pis., I Plan.

; ‘Seventh report on the excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1896), pp. 9-22,

4 Pis., I Plan.

; ‘Eighth report on the excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1896), pp. 109-22,
6 Figs., I Plan,

: ‘Ninth report on the excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1896), pp. 208-13,
1 Plan.

: ‘Tenth report on the excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1896), pp. 298-

305, I Plan.

: ‘Eleventh report on the excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1897), pp. 1 1-26,

2 Pis., I Plan.

: ‘Twelfth report on the excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1897), pp. 91—103,
I Fig., I PI., I Plan.

: ‘Thirteenth report on the excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1897), pp. 173-
81, I PL, I Plan,

Sayce, A. H. : ‘Note on the seal found on Ophel’ (in QSt., 1897), pp, 18 1 f., i Fig.

Bliss, Frederick Jones: ‘Fourteenth report on the excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt.,

1897), pp. 260-8, 3 Pis.

: Excavations at Jerusalem,i8g4-y . Plans and illustrations byArchibald Campbell
Dickie, London, 1898, xvi + 374 pp-j Front., 31 Pis., 4 Maps.
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MOUNT ZION (SOUTH-WEST HILL)
WEST SLOPE. PROTESTANT CEMETERY

Casual discovery in i8y6. [Gh i.]

Pierrottij Ermete: Topographic ancienne et moderne de ySrusalem^ Lausanne, 1869,
p. 119.

Excavated by Sir Henry Maudslay in [Gh i.]

Conder, Claude R. : ‘The rock-scarp of Zion’ (in QSt., 1875), PP’ Plan.

Warren, Charles, and Conder, Claude Reignier: The Survey of Western Palestine:

Jerusalem^ London, 1884, pp. 393-7, i PI.

Casual discovery in i8gi. [Fh i.]

Schick, C. ; ‘Reports. Protestant Burial Ground’ (in Q*?/., 1891), p. 278.

Casual discovery in igoy . [Gh 3]
Macalister, R. A. Stewart: ‘A mosaic newly discovered at Jerusalem’ (in <3 *?/., 1907),

pp. 293-5, I Fig-

AMERICAN CEMETERY

Soundings by Selah Merrill in i8gi. [Gg i.]

Schick, C.: ‘Letters’ (in QSt.^ 1892), p. 124.

BELOW BISHOP GOBAT’s SCHOOL

Casual discovery in 18gi. [Fg 2.]

Schick, C.: ‘Letters’ (in QSt., 1892), p. 16.

DORMiTio [Gg 10]

Casual discoveries in i8g8—g

.

Palmer, P. : ‘Anhang’ (zu Mommert, Carl : ‘Die Dormitio und das deutsche Grund-
sttick auf dem traditionellen Zion’) (in ZDPVy 1898), p. 183.

Renard, H. : ‘Die Marienkirche auf dem Berge Sion in ihrem Zusammenhang mit

dem Abendmahlsaale ... 2. Die Ausgrabungen auf dem deutschen Grundsthcke’

(in HL^ 1900), pp. 15-23, I PI.

Merrill, Selah: ‘Notes from Jerusalem, i. An Immense Charnel House’ (in QSt.,

1903), pp. 153-5.

ARMENIAN PROPERTY

Casual discovery in i8go. [Gg 3.]

Schick, C. : ‘Reports from Jerusalem. II. New discoveries at the house of Caiaphas,

on the so-called Mount Zion’ (in QSt., 1890), pp. 247 f., i Fig.

Excavations carried out by the Armenians in i8gg

.

[Gg 2.)

Vincent, Hugues: ‘Chronique’ (in RB, 1900), p. 118.

Vincent, Hugues and Abel, F.-M.: Jerusalem nouvelle, Paris, 1922, Vol. Ill, pp.

498-9, Fig. 183-4.

Excavations carried out by the Armenian Patriarchate in igo2. [Gg 2.]

Vincent, H.: ‘Fouilles pres du cenacle’ (in RB, 1902), pp. 274 £, i Fig.
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BUILDING NOW OCCUPIED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION [Fg 5]

Casual discovery in igio.

Abel, F.-M.; ‘Chronique. Petites decouvertes au quartier du Cenacle a Jerusalem’

(in RB, 1911), pp. 119-25, 6 Figs.

EAST OF CENACLE

Excavations carried out by Pierrotti in 1856. [Gg ‘12’.]

Pierrotti, Ermete: Topographie ancienne et moderne de Jerusalem, Lausanne, 1869,

pp. 1 19, 127 ff.

EAST SLOPE

Cleared by Ch. Clermont-Ganneau on behalf of the Palestine Exploration Fund in iSys.

[Hh 3.]

Clermont-Ganneau, Charles: ‘The Jerusalem researches . . . Great cavern in the side

of Mt. Zion’ (in QSt., 1874), pp. 98, 107.

: Archaeological researches in Palestine during the years 18^3—4, London, 1899,
Vol. I, pp. 291-5, 7 Figs.

ST. PETER IN GALLICANTU [Gg 4]

Excavated by the Assumptionist Fathers in i88g-igi2,

Germer-Durand, J.: ‘La maison de Caiphe et I’^glise Saint Pierre a Jerusalem’ (in

RB, 1914), pp. 71-94, 222-46, 20 Figs., 12 Pis.

Marchet, Xavier; Le veritable emplacement du palais de Caiphe et Teglise Saint Pierre a

Jerusalem, Paris, 1927, 112 pp., 18 Figs., 9 Pis.

OPHEL
Soundings in 1864 by Charles PF. Wilson. [Hf 15.]

Wilson, Charles W.: Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem, London, 1865, p. 75, PI. XXVI,
Fig. 4.

Soundings carried out by the Palestine Exploration Fund in i86y-g
. [Hf 3, 1 5—Hg 3—4.]

Wilson and Warren; The Recovery of Jerusalem, London, 1871, pp. 292-308.
Warren, Charles and Conder, Claude Reignier; The Survey of Western Palestine:

Jerusalem, London, 1884, pp. 157-8, 226-33, PI. X.

Excavations carried out in 1881. [Hh 6.]

Schick, C. : ‘Bericht iiber meine Arbeiten am Siloahkanal’ (in ZDPF, 1882), pp. 1-6.

Excavations carried out by the Deutscher Paldstina Verein in 1881. [Hg 7, 8, 10, Hh 5.]
Guthe, H.: ‘Ausgrabungen bei Jerusalem’ (in ZDPF, 1882), pp. 7-204, 271-377,

Pis. I—XI.
Excavations conducted bythe Palestine Exploration Fund in 1886 andi8go. [Hg I2-Hh4.]
Schick, C.: ‘Second Aqueduct to the Pool of Siloam’ (in QSt., 1886), pp. 197—200,

I PL, I Plan.

: ‘Reports from Jerusalem . . . VII. Recent excavations at Siloah’ (in QSt.,

1890), pp. 257ff.

Excavations carried out by the Palestine Exploration Fund in i8g4—y.
See Mount Zion and Ophel.
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Cleared in igoi

.

[Hg. I2.]

Schick [C.]: ‘The Virgin’s Fount’ (in QSt.y 1902), pp. 29-35, ^ Plans.
Masterman [E.]: ‘The recently-discovered aqueduct from the Virgin’s Fountain’ (in

QSt., 1902), pp. 35-8, 2 Figs.

Excavations carried out by the Parker Expedition in igog-ii. [Hg 9.]
V[incent], H[ugues]: Jerusalem sous terre. Les recentes fouilles d’Ophel, London,

1 9 1 1 ,
V -|- 45 pp*> 1 8 Pis. (English translation : Underground Jerusalem. Discoveries

on the Hill of Ophel (igog~ii), London, 1911, 52 pp., ill., 18 Pis.).

: ‘Les recentes fouilles d’Ophel’ (in RB, 1911), pp. 566-91, 4 Pis., ill.;

PP- 86-1 1 1, 5 Pis., ill.; pp. 424-53, 5 Pis., ill.; pp. 544-74,
2 Pis., ill.

Excavations carried out on behalf of the Baron Edmond de Rothschild in xgi3-i4

.

[Hg 1 1
.]

Weill, Raymond: ‘La citd de David. Compte rendu des fouilles executdes d Jeru-
salem, sur le site de la ville primitive. Campagne de 1 9 1

3-14’ (in REJ, Vol. LXIX,
1919)? PP- 1-85, Plans; (ib., Vol. LXX, 1920), pp. 1-36, 149-79, Plans; (ib.,

Vol. LXXI, 1920), pp. 1-45, Plans. (In book form: Paris, 1920, I. Texte, viii-f

209 pp., ill.

Excavations carried out on behalf of the Baron Edmond de Rothschild in ig23—4. [Hh i.]

Weill, Raymond: ‘La “pointe sud” de la Cite de David et les fouilles de 1923—4’ (in

REJ, Vol. LXXXII, 1926), pp. 103-17, Plan.

Excavations carried out by the Palestine Exploration Fund and the '’Daily TelegrapK in

1923-5. [Hg 6, 8.]

Macalister, R. A. S. : ‘First Quarterly Report on the Excavation of the Eastern Hill

of Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1924), pp. 9-23, 2 Pis., 9 Figs.

: ‘Second Quarterly Report . . .’ (ib., 1924), pp. 57-68, 7 Figs., i Plan.

Duncan, J.Garrow: ‘Third Quarterly Report...’(ib., I924),pp. 124-36, 3PIS., i3Figs.

Macalister, R. A. S.: ‘On a remarkable group of cult objects from the Ophel Excava-
tion’ (ib., 1924), pp. 137-42, 6 Figs.

Duncan, J. Garrow: ‘Fourth Quarterly Report . . .’ (ib., 1924), pp. 163-80, 6 Figs.,

4 Pis., I Plan.

C[ook], S[tanley] A.: ‘Inscribed Hebrew Objects from Ophel’ (ib., 1924), pp.
180-6, Pis. V-VI.

: ‘Fifth Quarterly Report . . .’ (ib., 1925), pp. 8-24, 27 Figs., 8 Pis.

Duncan, J. Garrow: ‘Sixth Quarterly Report . . .’ (ib., 1925), pp. 134—9, 2 Pis.

Macalister, R. A. S. and Duncan, J. Garrow: Excavations on the hill of Ophel, Jeru-

salem, 1923—5. (Annual of the Palestine Exploration Fund, No. 4), London, 1925,
xvi-H 216 pp.. Front., 217 Figs., XXVI Pis., 2 Plans.

Excavations carried out by the Palestine Exploration Fund and the British School of

Archaeology, Jerusalem, since J927. [Hg 5, 14.]

Crowfoot, J[ohn] W[Inter] : 'First Report of the new excavations at Ophel. Tyro-

poeon Valley. Excavations in Field 10.’ (in QSt., 1927), pp. 143-7, 5 Pis.

: ‘Second Report of the excavation in the Tyropoeon Valley’ (in QSt., 1927),

pp. 178-83, 4 Pis.

Lambert, C[harles]: ‘A Hoard of Jewish Bronze Coins from Ophel’ (in QSt., 1927),

pp. 184-8.



Crowfoot, J. W. and FitzGerald, G. M.: Excavations in the Tyropoeon Valley.^ Jeru-

salem., 1927. (Annual of the Palestine Exploration Fund, No. 5'), London, 1929,
xiH- 135 pp., Front., 21 Figs., XXII Pis.

Crowfoot, J[ohn] Wpnter]: ‘Excavations in the Tyropoeon Valley’ (in QSt., 1928),

pp. 9-27, Plan, VI Pis.

: ‘Excavations on Ophel 1928. Preliminary Report, to December 8’ (in QSt.,

1929), pp. 9-16, IV Pis.

SOUTH-EASTERN CORNER OF THE HARAM^ [Hf 6, I 5]
Soundings in 1857 andprior to 1864.

Pierrotti, Ermete: Jerusalem Explored, London and Cambridge, 1864, pp. 66, 93 f,

PI. XL

WADI YASDL AND WADi BEIT SAHOR^
Excavated by the Palestine Exploration Fund in 1874.

Clermont-Ganneau, Charles: ‘The Jerusalem Researches’ (in QSt., 1874), pp. 146 f.

: Archaeological Researches in Palestine during the years 1873—4, London, 1899,
Vol. I, pp. 420-48, 27 Figs., 7 Facs.

: ‘Ossuairejuif deJoseph, fils de Jean’ (in Revue archeologique, 1878), pp. 305-1 1,

5 Figs.

Cleared in 1887

.

Schick, C.: ‘Notes from Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1887), p. 154.
: ‘Notes from Jerusalem. II. The Tomb in WSdy Yasfil with the sarcophagus

(in QSt., 1887), pp. 215 f.

Excavated by the Palestine Exploration Fund in 1887

.

Schick, C.: ‘Herod’s Amphitheatre’ (in QSt., 1887), pp. 161-7, 2 Pis., 2 Figs.

(with notes by C. R. Conder).

BATN EL HAWA3

Casual discovery in 1873. [Ig ‘ r’.]

Chaplin, Thomas: ‘Letters’ (in QSt., 1873), PP- iff
Clermont-Ganneau, Charles: ‘The Jerusalem Researches’ (in QSt., 1874), pp. 7-10.

: Archaeological Researches in Palestine during the years 1873—4, London, 1899,
Vol. I, pp. 381-412, I Fig., 30 Facs.

Casual discovery in 1887.

Schick, C.: ‘Notes from Jerusalem IF (in QSt., 1887), pp. 152—3.

Casual discovery in 1904. [Ih 1.]

V(incent) H(ugues): ‘Chronique’ (in RE, 1904), pp. 430, 590-1, 2 Figs,

Casual discovery in 1908. [Ih ‘i’.]

Macalister, R. A. S. : ‘Notes ... 4. A tomb with Aramaic inscriptions near SilwSn’
(in QSt., 1908), pp. 341-2, 2 Facs.

* See also p. 172, n. 2.

^ See also beit sahur in Quarterly, No. 2, p. 90 [5].
3 See also batn el hawa in Quarterly, No. 2, p. 87 [2]^
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Casual discovery in ig23. [Ih 12.]

Abel, F.-M.: Jerusalem. Xombeau a Batn el-Hawa’ (in RB, 1023), pp. 108— ii,
2 Figs.

HILL OF EVIL COUNSEL
Casual discovery in i8yy. [Gh 4.]
Schick, C.: ‘Neu entdeckte Felsengraber am Berge des bOsen Raths’ (in ZDPF,

1878), pp. 11-15, Pis. 1-2, I Plan.

Casual discovery in 1884 .

Schick, C. : ‘Neu entdecktes Columbarium am Berge des bosen Rathes bei Jerusalem’
(in ZDPF, 1885), pp. 46-9, PI. 2.

Cleared in 1913.
Montgomery, James A.: ‘A Catacomb Church on the Hill of Evil Counsel’ (in

AASOR, 1923), pp. 126-8, I Fig.

MOUNT OF OLIVES
QASR 'aBD ED DHANAF [If 8]

Casual discovery in i8yo.

Clermont-Ganneau, Charles: Archaeological Researches in Palestine during the years
i8y3~4, London, Vol. I, p. 325.

‘dominus flevit’ chapel [If 3]
Casual discovery in igoy.

Vincent, H.: ‘Chronique. Une mosai'que chrdtienne au Mont des Oliviers’ (in R£,
1908), pp. 122-5, I Fig*

TOMBS OF PROPHETS

Casual discovery in 1880. [If 5.]

Schultze, Victor: ‘Sarkophageund Grabinschriften aus Jerusalem’ (in ZDPF, 1881),

pp. 14-16, PI. I.

Casual discovery in igoo. [If 6.]

Macalister, R. A. Stewart: ‘Reports . . . Mosaics from the Mount of Olives’ (in QSt.,

1901), pp. 24-5, I Fig.

BENEDICTINE CONVENT [If 4]

Casual discovery in i8g6,

S6journe, Paul-M.: ‘Chronique de Jerusalem . . . Mosaique et tombeaux au Mont
des Oliviers’ (in RB, 1896), pp. 274-7, ^ Figs.

PROPERTY OF SCEURS DE SION [Jg l]

Excavated in 1880 (J).

Biever, Z6ph.: Ddcouvertes sur le Mont des Oliviers’ (in Terre Sainte, 1881), pp.

774-5 *
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Casual discovery in igo2.

Vincent, H.: ‘Chronique . . . Nouveaux ossuaires juifs’ (in 1902), pp. 103-7, ill.

: ‘Chronique . . . Le tombeau a ossuaires du Mont des Oliviers’ (in 1902),

pp. 277-80, ill.

PATER NOSTER CHAPEL [Jf l]

Casual discovery c. 1868.

Warren, Charles and Conder, Claude Reignier: The Survey of Western Palestine:

Jerusalem.^ London, 1884, p. 399.

CARMELITE CONVENT [Jf^]

Excavated by the Tires Blancs in igio,

Vincent, H. : ‘Chronique. L’Eglise de I’Eleona’ (in RB, 1910), pp. j'73 f.

: ‘L’6glise de I’Elfona’ (in RB, 1911), pp. 219-65, 10 Figs., 10 Pis. incl.

plan.

Cr^, L6on: ‘La basilique hdlenienne de I’Eldona retrouv6e avec la grotte oii Notre
Seigneur instruisait ses disciples au Mont des Oliviers’ (in Oriens Christianus,

1911), pp. 119-34.
: ‘Nouvelles de I’El^ona’ (in Oriens Christianus, 1911), pp. 316-21.

Excavated by the Ecole Biblique in igi8.

Abel, F.-M. : ‘Chronique. Mont des Oliviers. Ruine de la Grotte de I’Eldona, tom-
beau etmosai'que’ (in RB, 1918), pp. 555-8, Figs. 3, 4.

ET-TUR-BETHANIA ROAD^

Excavated by Ca-pt. Guillemot and Frere Lievin in i8yy

.

Warren, Charles and Conder, Claude Reignier: The Survey of Western Palestine:

Jerusalem, London, 1884, pp. 331-40, 400-1, 6 Figs., 1 Plan. (Quoting report

by Capt. Guillemot.)

Casual discovery in i8g4, cleared by the Palestine Exploration Fund, [If 3.]
Schick, C.: ‘Reports . . . Recent discoveries on the Mount of Olives’ (in QSt., 1895),

pp. 32-6, I Fig., I PI., i Plan.

Bliss, F. J.: ‘Fourth report on excavations at Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1895), PP- 99“io6,
2 Figs.

: Excavations at Jerusalem i8g4-y, London, 1898, pp. 211-24, ill., 2 Pis.

(‘Church on Mount of Olives’).

RUSSIAN PROPERTY [Jf4]
Casual discoveries in 1870—8y.
Riess: ‘Reste eines alten armenischen Klosters auf dem Oelberg und die daselbst

aufgefundenen Inschriften’ (in ZDPF, 1885), pp. 155-61, i PI.
Clermont-Ganneau, Charles: Archaeological researches in Palestine during the years

1873-4, London, 1899, Vol. I, pp. 327-41, i PL, 5 Figs.

* See also bethphage. Quarterly, No. 2, pp. 90 f. [5 f.J.
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Casual, discovery in j88o. [Jf 5.]

Schultze, Victor: ‘Sarkophage und Grabinschriften aus Jerusalem’ (in ZDPF, 1881),
pp. 14-17, PL I.

Casual discovery in i8g3

.

Sdjourne, Paul-M. : ‘Chronique de Jerusalem . . . Mosaiques au Mont des Oliviers’
(in RB, 1893), PP- 241-2, 3 Figs.

KH. INQASHE
Casual discovery in 1880

.

Schick, C.: ‘Correspondenzen aus Jerusalem’ (in ZDPF, 1880), p. 2^0.

VIRI GALILAEI [Jc l]

Casual discovery in i88g

.

Schick, C.: ‘Katakomben auf dem Oelberg’ (in ZDPF, 1889), pp, 193-9, i P^cs.
!P1 . "V"*

Casual discovery in i8g4 .

Schick, C.: ‘Reports. New House on Karm es Sajad or the Viri Galilaei Hill’ (in

QSt., 1895), pp. 36 f.

'aqabat es suwan [Jd I.]

Casual discovery in ig28

.

Sukenik, E. L.: awm-m iniDa n'Tin' anap-navo (‘A Jewish Tomb-Cave on the

Slope of the Mount of Olives’) (in Jerusalem, Memorial for M. Luntz, 1928),

pp. 193-8, Pis. II-IV.

Casual discovery in igso .

Sukenik, E. L.: ,a a'nnn-nn mDa nnirt' D'nap-mjfD (‘A Jewish Tomb-Cave on the

Slope of the Mount of Olives, IP) (in Tarbts, Vol, i, fasc. 4), pp. 1-7, 5 Pis.

MOUNT SCOPUS
Excavated on behalf of the Palestine Exploration Fund in 18^3. [Jd ‘2’.]

Clermont-Ganneau, Charles: ‘The Jerusalem Researches’ (in QSt,, 1874), pp, 93-5.

Casual discovery in 1888 (J),

Schick, Conrad: ‘Recent discoveries in Jerusalem . . . III. Crusading ruins on Mount
Scopus’ (in QSt., 1889), pp. ii4f.

Excavations conducted by Mr. Gray Hill in i8go. [Jc i.]

Schick, Conrad: ‘Reports from Jerusalem . . . VI, Some excavations on Mount of

Olivet’ (in QSt., 1890), pp. 256 f.

Casual discovery in i8gg. [Ic i.]

Lugscheider, Bonaventura: ‘Ueber ein neuentdecktes jtidischcs Grab mit hebrSischen

und griechischen Inschriften’ (in MuNDPF, 1900), pp. 33-41, Figs. 17-27.

(With an appendix on the inscriptions found, by E. Kautzsch.)

Hornstein, C. A.: ‘Newly discovered tomb on Mount Scopus’ (in QSt., 1900), pp.

75-6, 2 Pis,

Cleared in igo3. [Jc 2.]

Dickson, Gladys: ‘The tomb of Nicanor of Alexandria’ (in QSt., 1903), pp. 326-32,

2 Figs.
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Clermont-Ganneau, Ch.: ‘Archaeological and epigraphical notes on Palestine ... 22.

The “Gate of Nicanor” in the Temple of Jerusalem’ (in 1903), pp. 125-31,

2 Figs. (Reprinted in French in Recueil d’archeologie orientale, Vol. V, pp. 334-40.)

Casual discovery in xg24. [Jc 3.]

Sukenik, E. L. ; n'“oyn no'DniuiKn o'nnp npjjD (‘A tomb-cave in the Hebrew
University Plot’) (in Qohes^ Vol. I, fasc. 2), pp. 74-80, Figs. 21-6. (Abridged in

English in ‘The Proceedings of the Jewish Palestine Exploration Society’, 1925,

PP- 43-7j
Figs. 21-6.)

RUJM EL QAHAQIR

Casual discovery in i8gi.

Schick, C.: ‘Reports from Jerusalem’ (in QSt., 1891), pp. 201-4. i Fig-

RAS ABU HALAWA

Casual discovery in 1904 (?).

Savignac, R.: ‘Chronique . . . Ossuaires juifs . . .’ (in RB, 1904)? pp- 262-5, 3 Figs.

TOMBS OF JUDGES
Excavated in 1898.

Palmer, P.: ‘Felsengrab bei Jerusalem’ (in MuNDPF, 1898), pp. 39-42, illus.

Vincent, H.: ‘Chronique. Un hypogde juif (in RB, 1899), pp. 297-304, illus.

Excavated by the Palestine Exploration Fund in 1900.

Macalister, R. A. Stewart: ‘On a rock-tomb north of Jerusalem’ (in OSt., 1900),

pp. 54-61, IV Pis.

Cleared by the American School of Oriental Studies in Jerusalem in 1902 .

Barton, George A.: ‘Researches of the American School in Palestine, i. The tombs
of the Judges and a neighbouring tomb hitherto unexplored. The second tomb’
(in Journal of Biblical Literature, 1 903), pp. 1 72-6, Figs. 6-7.

Cleared in 1924.

Slousch, N., Sukenik, E. L., Ben-Zvi, I.: "DunD,, roiara Q'lap nijJto 'tijA (‘Tomb dis-

covered in the Mahnaim Quarter’) (in Qobes, Vol. I, Fasc. 2), pp. 96-102, Figs.

33-4. (Abridged English translation in ‘Proceedings of the Jewish Palestine

Exploration Society’, Jerusalem, 1925, pp. 57-61, Figs. 33-5.)

BUKHARIAN QUARTER
Casual discovery in 1901. [Ec i.]

Vincent, H.: ‘Chronique . . . Hypog6e antique dans la ndcropole septentrionale de
Jerusalem’ (in RB, 1901), pp. 448-52, illus.

ST. GEORGE’S AREA
TOMBS OF KINGS

Cleared by de Saulcy in 1863. [Gd 2.]

de Saulcy, F.: Foyage en Terre Sainte, Paris, 1865, Vol. I, pp. 345-410, 16 Figs.;
Vol. II, pp. 188-9, 309-1 1

-
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Excavated by Ch. Clermont-Ganneau in i86g. [Fd i.]

Clermont-Ganneau, Charles : Archaeological researches in Palestine during the years
i8y3-4^ London, 1899, VoL I, pp. 266 f.

Casual discovery in i8y2. [Gd i.]

Conder, Claude R. : ‘Reports’ (in QSt,^ 1873), p. 22,

Casual discovery in i8gy. [Gd 3.]

Schick, C.: ‘Perpendicular rock-cut Tomb and Stone Basin in it’ (in QSt.^ 1895),
pp. 329 f., I Fig.

Casual discovery in i8g6. [Gd 4.]

Dickie, Archibald C.: ‘Report on the tombs discovered near “Tombs of the Kings”
’

(in QSt..^ 1896), pp. 305'— 10, 3 Figs. (Reprinted in Bliss, Frederick Jones: Exca-
vations at Jerusalem i8g4-y, pp. 243-9, ^ Pis. in colour.)

Casual discovery in i8gy. [Gd 4.]
Schick, C. : ‘Kurze Mitteilungen’ (inMuNDPF^ 1898), p. 30.

Casual discovery of a cave to the N. of the Tombs of Kings in igo8. [Gd 6.]

Vincent, Hugues: ‘Hypog^e romain au nord de Jerusalem’ (in RB, 1909), pp. 1 12-

16, 2 Figs.

sa'ad wa-sa'id and vicinity

Excavations carried out by Charles W. Wilson in 1864. [Gd i, Fe 7.]

Wilson, CharlesW. : Ordnance Survey ofJerusalem, London, 1865, pp. 72 f., PI. XXVI,
Figs. I and 2 (Excavations 2 and 3), pp. 76 f., PI. XXVI, Fig. 7.

Casual discovery in i8yo. [Fe 10.]

Schick, C. : ‘Reports ... V. Another rock-cut tomb’ (in QSu, 1898), pp. 82-3,
1 Plan.

Excavations carried out by Lewis Bayles Paton in igo4 (.?). [Gd i.]

Paton, Lewis Bayles: ‘The Third Wall of Jerusalem and some Excavations on its

Supposed Line’ (in Journal of Biblical Literature, 1905), pp. 197—21 1, i Map,
2 Figs.

Casual discovery in igo4. [Fe 6.]

Savignac, R. : ‘Inscription romaine et sepultures au Nord de Jerusalem’ (in RB,

1904), pp. 90-8, 2 Figs.

Casual discovery in ig24. [Ge 17.]

Vincent, L. H.: ‘Jerusalem. Glanures archeologiques’ (in RB, 1924), pp. 431-7,

S Figs-

Excavations carried out by the Jewish Palestine Exploration Society and the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem in ig2y—y. [Fe 3’—Gd 5'.]

Sukenik, E. L. : ‘Note on the North Wall of Jerusalem’ (in BASOR, No. 26, 1927)3

pp. 8—9. I Plan.

Vincent, Hugues: ‘La troisieme enceinte de Jerusalem’ (in RB, 1927), pp. 516—48,

Pis. XIII-XIX, 3 Figs.; (ib., 1928), pp. 80-100, 321-39, 6 Figs., Pis. I-VIII,

XV-XIX.
Sukenik, E. L. and Mayer, L. A.: The Third Wall. An Account of Excavations,

Jerusalem, 1930, 76 pp.. Front., 45 Figs., 10 Plans.
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JAFFA ROAD
Cleared by the Alliance Israelite in igoo.

Reinach, Salomon: ‘D^couverte de tombes grdco-romaines a Jerusalem* (in Revue
archeologique, 1900), pp. 392—6, 5 Figs.

: ‘Une parure d^couverte a Jerusalem’ (in CAIL^ 1918), pp. 382—6, ill.

NAHLATH AHIM
Excavated by the Jewish Palestine Exploration Society in 1923,

Mayer, L. A.: ''o'nN D'lap niyn (‘A tomb-cave in the Nahlath Ahim
Quarter’) (in Qobes, Vol. I, Fasc. 2), pp. 71-3, Figs. 19, 20. (Abridged English
translation in ‘Proceedings of the Jewish Palestine Exploration Society’, 1925,

pp. 40 f.. Figs. 19, 20.)

NICOPHORIA [Fg 3]

Excavated by the Greek Orthodox authorities in i8gi.

Schick (C.): ‘Recent discoveries at the “Nicophorieh” ’ (in QSt.., 1892), pp. 115—19,
illus., I PI.

Merrill, Selah: ‘An archaeological visit to Jerusalem’ (in BW^ 1899), pp. 277—8.
Macalister, R. A. S.: ‘Reports and Notes ... V. The Nicophorieh Tomb’ (in Q*?/.,

1901), pp. 397-402, 3 Figs.

LEPERS’ HOME
Excavated by the Department of Antiquities in 1926

,

Sukenik, E. L.: ‘A Jewish Hypogeum near Jerusalem’ (in JPOS, 1928), pp.
113-21, 5 Pis.

GREEK COLONY
Casual discovery in i88y.

Schick, C.: ‘Notes from Jerusalem IP (in QSt., 1887), pp. 156-8, 1 Fig.

L. A. M.
M. A.-Y.
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ADDENDA TO PARTS I AND II

BALATA
Casual discovery in igog

.

Macalister, R. A. S. : ‘Notes and Queries ... 6. Archaeological discoveries at Nablus’
(in Q*., 1909), p. 74.

Bohl, F. M. Th.: De ofgraving van Sichem . . . Zeist, 1927, pp. 29 f.

BEIT SHA'AR
Casual discovery in igoz.

Vincent, H. : ‘Chronique . . . Les mines de Beit Cha'ar’ (in RB, 1903), pp. 612-14,
I Fig.

'EIN KARIM
Casual discoveries in 188$ and igo^.
Meistermann, Barnab^: La pairie de Saint Jean-Bapliste, Paris, 1904, pp. 190-196,

Figs. 19-21.

HAIFA
Casual discovery in i88y.

Schumacher, G. : ‘Recent discoveries, notes and news from the Liva of ‘Acca’ (in

Q*., 1887), pp. 33 f-> I Fig-

Casual discovery in x8go.

Schumacher, G.; ‘Grabkammern bei Haifa’ (in ZBPF.^ 1890), pp. 175—80, 2 Figs.,

P1. 3 -

IRBID-EL JISH-KAFR BIR'IM
Excavations conducted hy the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft in xgoy.

Kohl, Watzinger and Hiller: ‘Aus den Berichten . . . iiber die Expedition zur

Erforschung der Synagogenruinen GaliMas’ (in MDOG, 29, 1905), pp. iif..

Fig- Sy PP- 27-32, Figs. 18, 19.

KAFR KANNA
Casual discovery in xgoo.

Clermont-Ganneau, Charles: ‘La mosai'que hebrmque de Kefr Kenna’ (in RAO.,
Vol. IV, 1901), pp. 345-60, PI. II, Plan. (English translation in QSt., 1901,

PP- 251, 374-89, plan, fig.)

KHAN EL AHMAR (ST. EUTHYMIUS)
Excavations conducted by the British School of Archaeology, Jerusalem, inxg2g.

Chitty, D. J. : ‘Excavations at the Monastery of St. Euthymius, 1929’ (in QSt.,

1930), pp. 43-7 ,
PI. I, pp. 150-3-
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KHIRBAT SAMMAKA
Excavations conducted hy the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft in igoy

.

Kohl, Wateinger and Hiller: ‘Aus den Berichten . . . iiber die Expedition zur

Erforschung der Synagogenruinen GaliMas’ (in MDOG,2'], PP* ^

magharat el wad
Excavations conducted hy the British School of Archaeology, Jerusalem, and the American

School of Prehistoric Research in igyo.

Garrod, Dorothy: ‘Excavations at the Mugharet el-Wad’ (in QSt., 1 93 1), pp, 99-103,
Pis. I-III.

NABRATAIN
Excavations conducted hy the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft in igoy.

Kohl, Watzinger und Hiller: ‘Aus den Berichten . . . iiber die Expedition zur

Erforschung der Synagogenruinen Galilaas’ (in MDOG, 29, 1905), pp. 25 f.,

Fig. 16-17.

NAZARETH
Casual discovery in i88g .

Schumacher, G. : ‘Recent discoveries in Galilee. Nazareth.—Discovery of a large

cave’ (in QSt., 1889), pp. 68-74, Fig. 1-8, i PL

Casual discovery in igyo .

E. T. R. ; ‘A rock-cut tomb at Nazareth’ (in Quarterly of the Department of Antiquities,

Vol. I, 1931), pp. 53-4, Plan, Pis. XXXIII, Figs. 2-5, XXXIV.

QUBEIBA
Excavations conducted hy the Franciscan Fathers in 1873,

Clermont-Ganneau, Charles: Archaeological Researches in Palestine during the years

1873-4, Vol. I, London, 1899, pp. 475-8, 8 Figs.

NEAR RACHEL’S TOMB
Excavated by the Augustine Fathers of the Assumption in i8gg .

Germer-Durand, J.: ‘Inscription latine d^couverte sur le canal de Jerusalem’ (in

Fchos d' Orient, Vol. IV, 1 900-1), pp. 9-1 1, illus.

: ‘Nouvelles inscriptions latines de I’Aqueduc de Jerusalem’ (in Fchos d' Orient,

Vol. IV, 1 900-1), pp. 134-6, illus.

RAMAT EL KHALiL
Excavations carried out hy the Gdrres-Gesellschaft in ig26~8.
Mader, A. E.: ‘Chronique. Les fouilles allemandes au Rdmet el Khalil . . .’ (in

RB, 1930), pp. 84-117, 199-225, Pis. V-VIII, 5 Figs.

SHA'FAT
Casual discovery in igiy.

Abel, F. M. : ‘Chronique. Tombeau et ossuaires juifs r^cemment ddcouverts’ (in RB,
1913)5 PP* 262-77, Figs*j Pis. I-II.
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ESH SHAJARA
Casual discovery in i88g

.

Schumacher, G. : ‘Recent discoveries in Galilee’ (in Qa?/., 1889), pp. 76f., Figs. 14-17.

TALHOM
Partly cleared hy the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft in igo^.

Kohl, Watzinger, and Hiller; ‘Aus den Berichten . . . tiber die Expedition zur

Erforschung der Synagogenruinen Galilaas’ (in MDOG, 29, 1905), pp. 14-21,

Fig. 7 on PI,, 6, 8—13.

TALL EL FARFA
Excavated by the British School of Archaeology in Egypt in 182^-g.

Petrie, [Sir] Flinders: ‘The Shepherd Kings in Palestine, Excavations at Beth-Pelet

IT (in AE, 1929), pp. I— 16, Figs, i— 19.

TALL EN NASBA
Excavations carried out by the Pacific School of Religion., since ig26 .

Bade, William Frederic: ‘Tell en-Nasbeh in 1929’ (in BPSR, Vol. 8, No. 3, 1929),

pp. 3-12.
: ‘Some tombs of Tell en-Nasbeh, discovered in 1929’ (in Palestine Institute

Publications, No. 2, Berkeley, 1931), 63 pp., XXIII Pis.

ET TAMRA
Casual discovery in i88y

.

Schumacher, G, : ‘Recent discoveries. Notes and News from the Liva of 'Acca’ (in

QSt., 1887), pp. 26 f,, 2 Figs.

TIBERIAS
Casual discoveries in i88t ,

. ,
.

Schumacher, G, : ‘Recent discoveries—^Notes and News from Galilee’ (in QSt.,x%%%

pp. 223 f., 4 Figs,

TURMUS 'AIYA

Casual discovery in igi2 .

Savignac, Raph.; ‘Chronique. D^couvertes k Tourmous'^a’ (in RB, 1913), pp-

106-18, Figs. 1 1-12 (Figs. 3-8 on PI.) (pp. 1 1 1-18 by Etienne Michon).

UMM QAL'A

Soundings made hy M. Rene Neuville in ig28.

Neuville, R. et Mallon, A.: ‘Les debuts de I’ige des mdtaux dans les grottes du

desert de Jud6e’ (in Syria, 1931), pp. 24-47, 10 Figs,, Pis. XV-XIX.

UMM QATAFA
Excavated by the Institut de Paleontologie Humaine of Paris in ig28 .

^ ,-pv , •

Neuville, Rene: ‘L’AcheuEen sup6rieur de la grotte d’Oumm-Qatafa (Palestine)

(in UAnthropologie, 1931), pp- 249-63, 24 Figs.

Neuville et Mallon : see under Umm Qal’a.
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UMM ER RUS
Casual discoveries in i8g8.

H[ugues]5 Vpncent]: ‘Une eglise a Oumm er Rous’ (in RB, 1898), pp. 611-ij',

6 Figs.

H[ugues], Vpncent] : ‘Chronique. Encore I’^glise d’Oumm er Rous’ (in RB, 1899),

pp. 452-7, 3 Figs.

WADI BEIT SAHUR
See JERUSALEM : wad! YASUL and wadi BEIT SAHUR.

ZIKHRON YA'AQ6V
Casual discoveries in 1887 .

Schumacher, G. : ‘Recent discoveries. Notes and News from Galilee’ (in QSt,, 1887),

pp. 221—3, ^ Fi&s-

ADDENDA TO PART III

To p. 30 ^TYROPOEON.

Wilson, C. W.: ‘The masonry of the Haram Wall’ (in QSi., 1880), pp. 14 ff., PI.

Top. 32—wadI el jauz.

Excavations carried out hy Charles BF. Wilson in 1864 [Gc i].

Wilson, Charles W.: Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem, London, 1865, p. 77.

Top, 43 VIRI GALILAEI.

Casual discovery in 1873.

Clermont-Ganneau, Charles: Archaeological researches in Palestine during the years

i8y3-i8y4, London, 1899, pp. 413-17, 8 Figs., i Plan.

INDEX
The figures refer to the numbers of pages (marked in square brackets below the

text). An asterisk after a number shows that the entry is referred to more than once
on that page.

The more important variations of the spelling are included. In order, however,
to avoid unnecessary repetitions, the seven variations following have not been listed

separately; places written with a dj or dsch are entered under 7, ch (French) or sch

under sh, ch (German) under kh, k under 7, ou under u.

Examples: Djerar or Dscherar see Jerar, Cha'fat or Scha'fat see Sha'fat, Chan,
Chirbet see Khan, Khirbat, Kahakir see Qahaqir, Roudjm see Rujm.

Slight variations of spelling not affecting alphabetical order have been also omitted.
The main entry follows in each case the system adopted in the text, which is based

on the System of Transliteration and the Transliterated Lists published by the Govern-
ment of Palestine in 1931.

The following abbreviations have been used:

AASORi Annual of the American Schools of Oriental Research; AEi Ancient
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The attached map is primarily intended to help the reader to orientate himself. The numbers
marking the various sites give the position, but not in all cases the exact place, of the site excavated.

The map, based on the Survey of Palestine map of Jerusalem, i:ioooo, August 1925, First

Edition, shows that section ofJerusalem where most excavations have been carried out. Reference

to the map is made in the text in square brackets.

A few places within the area of the map which could not be located exactly, have been indicated

by numbers in quotation marks.

Excavations extending over a considerable area have been marked either by a number and a line

or two numbers, one at either end of the line, the line marking approximately the area covered by

the excavators.

An asterisk in the following index shows that the place is referred to more than once in that page.

The reference is to the numbers of pages in square brackets at the bottom of the page.

Map
Page.

Map Map Map Map
Ref. Ref Page. Ref Ref Page. Ref Page.

Ec I 44 Fh I 37 Gf 7 27 He 7 23 Hg II 39
Ee I 35 Gc I 32, 50 8 26 8 21 12 39

2 35 Gd I 45^ 9 25 9 31 13 36

3 35 2 44 10 25 10 31 14 39

4 35 3 45 II 27 II 32 Hh I 39

5 35 4 45
* 12 ^5 12 32 2 36

Fc I 32, 5 45 13 25 Hf 1 2Ij 30, 50 3 38

Fd I 45 6 45 14 25 2 22 4 38

Fe I 36 7 32 15 25 3 21,38 5 38

2 35 Ge I 22, 24 16 25 4 22 6 38

3 35 2 24* 17 25 5 22 7 36

4 34 3 24 18 28 6 40 Ic I 43

5 45 4 23 19 30 7 23 If r 31*

6 45 5» 32 20 30 8 21 2 3 i*f.

7 45 6 33
* Gg I 37 9 21 3 41

8 35 7 33 2 37
* 10 2 if. 4 41

9 34 8 33 3 37 II 22 5 41

Ff '

10 45 9 32 4 38 12 2 if. 6 41
r 26 10 34 5 30 13 21 7 31
2 z6 ir 34

* 6 30
.

14 22 8 41

3 26* 12 34 7 30 15 21, 38*^40 Ig ‘i’ 40

4 26 13 34 8 30 16 21 Ih I 40

5 34 f. 34 9 29 17 21 2 40
6 34 15 35

* 10 37 18 31 Jc I 43
7 34 f. 16 35 II 36 19 22 2 43
8 35 17 45 ‘12* 38 20 31 3 44
9 35 ^- ik 33 Gh I 37

* Hg I 30y 50 I 43
10 35 19 33 2 3<5 2 30

‘2’
43

II 26 20 33 3 37 3 38 Je I 43 » 50
tz 29

Gf
21 33 4 41 4 38 I 42

13 2^>35 I 29 He I 24 5 39 2 42

Eg
14 26 2 29 2 24 6 39 3 42
I 29 3 27 3 23 7 38 4 42
2 37 4 25 4 23 8 38 f. 5 43
3 46 5 27 5 23 9 39 Jg I 41

4 36 6 27 6 32 10 38 ‘i’ 40

5 38





Egypt; AJA\ American Journal of Archaeology; AnzAWWx Anzeiger der Akademie
der Wissenschaften, Wien; BASOR: Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental

Research; BASPR: Bulletin of the American School of Prehistoric Research;

BBSAJ: Bulletin of the British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem; BMMA^ NT:
Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; BPM: Bulletin of the

Palestine Museum, Jerusalem; BPSR: Bulletin of the Pacific School of Religion;

CAIBLy CAIL: Comptes rendus, Academic des Inscriptions et des Belles Lettres,

Paris; DAWJV: Denkschriften der Akademie der Wissenschaften, Wien; HL: Das
heilige Land; JPOS: The Journal of the Palestine Oriental Society; MDOG:
Mitteilungen der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft; MJ: The Museum Journal;

MuNDPF

:

Mitteilungen und Nachrichten des Deutschen Palastina-Vereins; OIC:
Oriental Institute Communications

;
Qobes nn^nn pip

(Proceedings of the Jewish Palestine Exploration Society in Jerusalem); QS^.:

Quarterly Statement of the Palestine Exploration Fund; RAO: Recueil d'Arch^ologie

Orientale (by Ch, Clermont-Ganneau) ; RB

:

Revue Biblique
;
RP : Records of the Past

;

ThGl: Theologieund Glaube; JVFDOG: Wissenschaftliche Veroffentlichungen der

Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft; ZAW: Zeitschrift fur alttestamentliche Wissen-

schaft; ZDPF: Zeitschrift des Deutschen Pal^stina-Vereins.

A
Abel, Francois Marie: 3, 4% 13, 24,

37f
5 4^5 4^'? 4^»

Abu Ghosh: i.

Abu Shusha see Gezen
Ain (and components of 'Ain) see Tin.

el-Aisawiyah see 'Isawiya.

Albright, William F.: 5, ii, 14, 16^.

Amoas see 'Imwas.

Amwas see 'Imwas.

Arbela see Irbid.

Armageddon see Megidd6.

Ascalon: i.

'Asqalan see Ascalon.

'Auja el Hafir: 2.

el 'Azariyeh see Bethany.

B

Badb, William Frederic: 18,49.

Baisan see Beisan.

Bait (and components) see Beit.

Baitogabri see Beit Jibrin.

Balata: 2, 47.

Barnab6 d’Alsace see Meistermann.

Barrois, A. : 6.

Barton, George A. : 6, 34, 44.

Batn el Hawa: 2 f. see also Jerusalem, B. el H.

Battir: 3.

Beisan: 3 f.

Beit Alfa, Beit Ufa see Beth Alpha.

Beit Jemal see Beit Jimal.

Beit Jibrin: 4.

Beit Jimal: 4.

Beit Lahm see Bethlehem.

Beit Sahur: 5, see also Jerusalem, Wadi Beit

Sahur.

Beit Sha'ar: 47.

Beit Surik: 5.

Beitgemal see Beit Jimal.

Beitin: 5.

Ben-Zvi, Isaac: 44.

Benzinger, Immanuel: ii,

Besan see Beisan,

Bet (and components) see Beit and Beth.

Bet idschmal see Beit Jimal.

Beth Alpha: 5.

Beth Pelet see Tall el Fari'a.

Beth Shan, Beth Shean see Beisan.

Beth Shemesh see 'Ein Shams.

Bethany: 5.

Bethar see Battir.

Bethel see Beitin.

Bethlehem: 5.

Bethphage: 5 £, see also Jerusalem, Mount of

Olives.

Bettir see Battir.

Biever, Z6ph.: 41.
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Bir Ya^qub see Well of Jacob.

Bittir see Battir.

Bliss, Frederick Jones: 4% I 5 >
i7^Pf% 31,

34* 36* 42.

B6'hl, Franz M. Th. : 2*, 47.

C
CaifFa see Haifa.

Cafr (and components) see Kafr.

Cana see Kafr Kanna.

Capernaum, Capharnaum see Talhum.
Caphargamala see Beit Jimal

Carmel see Mount Carmel.

Chaplin, Thomas: 34, 40.

Cheneau, Paul: 5.

Chitty, D. J.: 10, 47.

Chorazin see Khirbat Keraza.

Clermont-Ganneau, Charles: 5, 14, 22% 23%
24, 25, 27, 28, 31, 32, 35, 38, 40*, 41, 42,

43> 44> 45, 47 j 48, 50-

Colonia see Qalunya.

Conder, Claude Reignier: 16, 21, 23% 24, 25,

28, 30*, 31, 33, 34, 37*, 38, 42* 45.

Cook, Stanley Arthur: 39,

Crace, J. D.: 34.

Cre, Ldon: 23% 42.

Crowfoot, John Winter: 39, 40^.

D
D. C. B.

:
32.

Dair (and components) see Deir.

ed Daweima: 6.

Dean, Bashford: 13.

Deir Dakhle: 6.

Der (and components) see Deir.

Dickie, Archibald Campbell: 15, 36, 45.

Dickson, Gladys: 43.

Docus see 'Ein Duk.

Dor, Dora see Tantura.

Drake, F. M. : 6, 20.

Drake, Tyrwhitt: 12.

Duncan, J, Garrow: 39.

Dunkel, Adolf: 33.

al Duwaimeh, ed Duweimi see ed Daweima.

E
E. T. R.:48.

Tin 'Arrub: 6.

Tin Duk: 6.
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Tin Karim: 47.
Tin Shams: 6 f.

Tin es Sultan see Jericho,

el Tizariya see Bethany.

Eleutheropolis see Beit Jibrin.

Emmaus see Tmwas.
Eriha see Jericho.

Erman, Adolf: 1 1.

F
Fisher, Clarence Stanley: 3% 12, 14.

FitzGerald, Gerald M.: 3 £, 13, 19, 40.

G
Garrod, Dorothy A. E.: 11% 15, 48.

Garstang, John: 2% 7, 9, 13, 16, 17, 18% 19.

Gaza: 7.

Gerar see Tall Jamma.
Gerizim see Mount Gerizim.

Germer-Durand, J.: i, 38, 48,

Gezer: 7 f.

Ghuzzeh see Gaza.

Gibeat Shaul see Tall el Ful.

Gischala see el Jish.

Gisler, Mauritius: 4^.

Grant, Elihu: 7.

Gray^Hill, Sir John: 8.

Guillemot, J. B. : 8, 42.

Gush Halav see el Jish.

Guthe, Hermann: 12, 26, 28^, 38.

Guy, P. L. O.: I2‘^.

H
Haifa: 47.

Hafir, el 'Auja see 'Auja el Hafir.

Hanauer, J. E. : 22% 28 f.

Hansler, Heinrich: 2, 5, 14.

Hama-Tiberias see Tiberias.

Hammam Tabariya see Tiberias.

Hammath see Tiberias.

Harbaj see Tall el Harbaj.

Hiller, Ernst: 47, 48% 49.
Hitrowo, W. N, : 28,

Hornstein, C. A.: 43,

Hrozn^, Friedrich: 19.

I

Hmw^: 8.

Irbid: 8, 47.

Isawiya: 8.
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Jabal Karmil see Mount Carmel
Jabal et Ttir see Mount Gerizim, Tabor.

Jacob’s Well Well of Jacob.
Jericho: 8 f.

Jerusalem:

Absalom’s Tomb; 31.

American Cemetery, Mount Zion: 37.
'Aqabat es Suwan: 43,
Armenian Property, South-Western Quarter:

29.

(House of Caiphas) Mt. Zion: 37.
Austrian Hospice: 23 f.

Bab el 'Amud see Damascus Gate.

Bab el Jedld see New Gate.

Bab el Magharba see Dung Gate.

Bab er Rahma, Bab etTauba, Bab ez Zaheriya

see Golden Gate,

el Baq a see Greek Colony.

Batn el Hawa: 40 and n. 3,

el Biten see Burj el Kibrit

Beit Sahur; 40 n. 2.

Benedictine Convent, Mount of Olives: 41.

Bethesda Pool see St. Anne.
Bethphage: 42 n. i, see also et Tur-Bethania

Road.

Birkat Hammam el Batrak see Pool of

Hezekia.

Birkat Isra’il: 23.

Bishop Gobat’s School: 37.

Bukharian Quarter: 44.
el Buqei'a see Greek Colony.

El Buraq Pool: 22.

Burj el Kibrit: 30.

Caiaphas, House of, see Armenian Property,

Mt. Zion and St. Peter in Gallicantu.

Carmelite Convent, Mount of Olives: 42.

Cenacle, Mount Zion: 38.

Chapel of Flagellation: 24.

Christ Church: 29.

Citadel: 29.

Conder’s ‘Tomb of Christ’: 34.

Coptic Khan, Old City; 25.

Damascus Gate: 23, 32 ff.

David’s Tower see Citadel.

Deir Mar Jiryis see Mar Jiryis.

Deir el Masakln see Leper’s Home.
Dome of the Rock: 22.

Dominican Convent see St. Etienne.

DominusFlevit Chapel, Mount of Olives: 41.
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Jerusalem, cont,:

Dormitio, Mount Zion: 37.
Dung Gate: 30.

Ecce Homo Arch : 24.

Ecole Biblique see St Etienne,

el Edhemiya see Skull Hill

Education Department: 38.

'Ein Sittl Maryam, Tin Umm ed Daraj,

Virgin’s Fountain, see Ophel
Eleona Church see Carmelite Property,

Mount of Olives.

Evil Counsel, Hill of, see Hill of Evil Counsel
Gethsemane: 31 f.

Gobat’s School see Bishop Gobat’s School

Golden Gate: 23.

Goliath’s Castle QaPat Jalud.

Gordon’s ‘Tomb of Christ’: 33.

Grand New Hotel: 26.

Greek Colony; 46.

Habs el Masih: 24.

Hammam es Sultan: 25.

Haram: 21 ff,

Harat Bab Hitta: 23.

Harat Bab en Nabi Dawud: 30.

Harat ed Dawaiya: 30.

Harat Deir el Franj: 26.

Harat el Magharba: 30,

Harat el Meidan: 30.

Harat en Nasara: 25*

Harat el QaPa: 29.

Hebrew University see Mount Scopus.

Hebron Road: 36.

Hill of Evil Counsel: 41.

Holy Sepulchre, Church of; 27 f.

Jabal Abu Ttir see Hill of Evil Counsel

Jabal Batn el Hawa see Batn el Hawa,
Jabal et Tur see Mount of Olives.

Jaffa Road, Lower: 34 £; Upper: 46.

Jeremia’s Grotto: 33.

Jericho Road: 32.

Judges, Tombs of, see Tombs of Judges.

Karm es Sayyad see Viri Galilaei.

Karm esh Sheikh see Museum Site,

Khan el Armen see Armenian Property,

South-Western Quarter.

Khan ez Zeit: 25,

Khirbat Inkashe; 43.

Kidron Valley: 31 f., 50.

Kings, Tombs of, see Tombs of Kings.

Latin Patriarchate: 26.
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Jerusalem, coni.:

Lepers’ Home: 46,

Mahnaim Quarter: 44.

Mamillah Road: 34.

Mar Jiryis: 30.

Maristan: 28 £

Moskobia see Russian Compound,
Mosque of ^Omar (near Holy Sepulchre): 27.

Mount of Offence see Batn el Hawa,
Mount of Olives: 41 ff., 50,

Mount Scopus: 43 £

Mount Zion: 36 ff.

Muristan see Maristan,

Museum Site: 32,

Nahlath Ahim Quarter: 46.

Nebi Dawud see Cenacle,

New Gate: 26.

Nicophoria: 46.

North Wall see Sa^ad wa-ssa^ld,

North-Eastern Quarter: 23 ff.

North-Western Quarter: 25 ff.

Notre Dame de Spasme see Hammam es

Sultan.

Ophel: 36, 38 ff.

Pater Noster Chapel: 42.

Pool of Hezekia: 27.

Pool of Siloah see Ophel.

Prison of Christ see Habs el Masih.

Prophets, Street of, see Street of Prophets.

Prophets, Tombs of, see Tombs of Prophets.

Protestant Cemetery, Mount Zion: 37.

Psephina, Tower, see QaPat Jalud.

QalVt Jalud: 26.

Qasr 'Abd ed Dhanaf: 41.

Qubur es Salatin see Tombs of Kings.

Ras Abu Halawa: 44,

Ras el Madbasa see Mount Scopus.

Rujm el Qahaqir: 44,

Russian Compound: 35 £5 Russian property

near Holy Sepulchre: 27 £; on Mount of

Olives: 42 £

SaW wa-Sa'id: 45 £
St. Anne: 23.

St. Etienne: 32 £
St. George (Anglican): 44 ff.

St George’s Monastery (Orthodox), see Mar
Jiryis.

St John, Church of the Knights of, see

Maristan,

St Paul’s Road: 35.
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' Jerusalem, cont,:

St. Peter in Gallicantu, Mount Zion: 38.

St Stephen’s see St Etienne.

Scopus see Mount Scopus.

Siloah, Siloam, Silwan, Tunnel and Pool of,

see Ophel.

Simon the Cyrenean, House of: 25.

Skull Hill: 33 £

Soeurs de Sion: 24; their property on the

Mount of Olives: 41 £
Solomon’s Stables: 22.

South-Western Quarter: 29 £, 50.

Street of the Prophets: 35.

Suleiman Road: 35.

Suq el Khawajat: 25.

Suq el Lahhamln: 25.

Suq es Sabbaghm: 30.

Tantur Fir aun see Absalom’s Tomb,
Tariq es Seray: 25.

Tarlq Sitti Maryam: 24.

Tariq el Wad: 25.

Third Wall see Sa^ad wa-Sa^ld.

Tombs of the Judges: 44,
Tombs of the Kings: 44 £
Tombs of the Prophets: 41.

Trinity, Orthodox Convent of the Holy T.
see Education Department

Triple Gate: 22.

etTur-BethaniaRoad: 425 x^^^A^^Bethphage

Tyropoeon: 30, 50.

el-'Umariya see Mosque of ^Omar
Veronica, House of: 25.

Via Dolorosa: 24 £
Virgin’s Fount see Ophel.

Viri Galilaei: 43, 50.

El Wad Street: 25,

Wadi Beit Sahur: 40.

Wadi el Jauz: 32, 50.

Wadi en Nar: 31,

Wadi Yasul; 40.

Zion see Mount Zion.

Jifna: 9.

el Jish: 9, 47.

Jones, A. H. M,: lo.

el Jura see Ascalon.

K
Kafr Bir'im: 10, 47.
Kafr Kanna: 47.
Kapernaum see Talhum.
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Kaphargamala see Beit Jimal.

Karge, Paul: 20.

Kautzsch, Emil: ii^.

Keraze see Khirbat Keraza.

Kfar Nahum see Talhum.
Kfar Nebarta see Nabratain.

Khan el Ahmar: lo, 47.
Khan el Lajjun see Megidd6,
Khirbat Hubeila: 10.

Khirbat Keraza: 10.

Khirbat en Nabratein see Nabratain.

Khirbat Sammaka: lo, 48,

Khirbet, Khurbet see Khirbat,

Kiriath 'Anavim see Abu Ghosh.
Kiriath Sepher see Tall Beit Mirsim.

Kitchener, Herbert H.: 16.

Kjaer, Hans: 14 f.

Knesevich, Emil G.: 7.

Kohl, Heinrich: 8, 9, 10% 13, 15, 47, 48% 49.
Kolonieh see Qalunya.

Kubebe see Qubeiba.

Kufr (and components) see Kafr.

Kula 'at see Qal'at.

Kulonieh see Qalunya.

Kuryet el 'Enab see Abu Ghosh.

L
Lachis see Tall el Hasi.

Lagrange, Marie Joseph: 15, 27, 33.

Lambert, Charles: 39^

Langenegger, Felix: 9.

Lees, F. Robinson: 31.

Legio (Khan el Lajjun) see Megiddd.

Lewis, T. Hayter: 33.

Liyat Zahluq see Tall 'Amr.

Lugscheider, Bonaventura: 43.

Lyon, David Gordon: 14^.

M
Macalister, Alexander: 7*.

Macalister, R. A. Stewart: 4, 7% 8% 17% 18%
19*, 20, 37, 39* 40, 41, 44, 46, 47.

Mackenzie, Duncan: 6.

Mader, A. E.: 13, 14% 48.

Magharat el Amira: ii,

Magharat el Wad: ii, 48.

Magharat ez Zuttiya see Magharat el Amira.

Malha: ii.

Mallon, Alexis: 15, 49^.

Mambre, Mamre see Ramat el Khalil.

Mansur, Asad: 13.

Mantell, A. M.: 32.

Marchet, Xavier: 38.

Mareshah, Marissa see Beit Jibrin.

Massey, W. T.: 15.

Masterman (E.): 39.
Mauss, C.: 23.

Mayer, L. A.: 12, 31, 44, 45.
Medieh see el Midya.

Megiddd: ii f.

Meirun: 12.

Meistermann, Barnabd (d’Alsace): 15, 47.
el Meqerqesh see Beit Jibrin.

Meron see Meirun.

Merrill, Selah: 27, 29, 32, 33, 34, 35*, 37, 46.

Midieh see el Midya.

El Midya: I2.

Montfort see Qal'at el Qurain.

Montgomery, James A.: 41.

Moreau, Adolphe: i.

Moulton, Warren J. :
4^.

Mount Carmel: 12.

Mount Gerizim: 12.

Mount of Oifence see Batn el Hawa and

Jerusalem, Batn el Hawa.
Mount Tabor see Tabor.

Mugharet (and components) see Magharat,

N
en Nabi Rubin: 12.

Nablus: I2f.

Nabratain: 13348.
Naplouse see Nablus,

en Nasira see Nazareth.

Nazareth : 1 3, 48.

Neapolis see Nablus.

Nebratein see Nabratain.

Nebi, Neby see Nabi.

Neuville, Rene: 49*.

Nicopolis see 'Imwas.

Noarah see 'Ein Duk.
Ndldeke, Arnold: 9,

O
Oak of Abraham see Ramat el Khalil.

Orfali, Gaudence: 5, 16, 32,

Ory, J.: 10.

Ovenden, George J. H.
: 3.
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p

Palmer, P.: 37, 44,

Paton, Lewis Bayles: 27, 45,

Peters, John P.: 4*.

Petrie, Sir Flinders: 16% 17^, 49.

Phythian-Adams, W. J.: 2% 7, 16% 19.

Pierrotti, Ermete: 22, 24% 25% 27% 29% 30,

,

34> 37? 38, 40.

Pinches, Theophilus G. : 8.

Q
QaPat el Qurain: 13.

Qalunya: 13.

Qaryat el ^Inab see Abu Ghosh.

Qubeiba: 48.

R
Rachel’s Tomb (vicinity): 48.

Ramat el Khalil: 13, 48.

er R^: 14.

Reinach, Salomon: 46.

Reinach, Theodore: 31*

Reinicke: I2*

Reisner, George Andrew: 14*.

Renard, H.: 37.

Riess: 42.

Rowe, Alan: 3*

S

Sabastya: 14.

SafFuriya: 14.

Sailun see Seilun.

St. Euthymius see Khan el Ahmar.
Samaria see Sabastya.

Samaritan, Well of the, see Well of Jacob.

Sammarin see Zikhrbn Ya^aqbv.

Saulcy, F^licien de, 22, 24, 33, 36, 44.

Savignac, Raphael: 24, 44, 45, 49.

Sayce, Archibald Henry: 36.

Schick, Conrad: 13, 22*, 23*, 24, 25*, 26% 27%
28% 29* 30% 32* 33*, 34* 35* 36, 37*

38*, 39j 40*, 41* 42, 43% 44, 45% 46*.

Schmitz, Ernst: 20,

Schoenecke, L.: 33.

Schollmeyer, A,: 15.

Schultze, Victor: 31, 41, 43.

Schumacher, G.: n% 20, 47% 48, 49% 50.

Schreiber, Theodor; 12.

Scythopolis see Beisan.
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Sebaste, Sebustieh see Sabastya.

SefFurieh see Saffuriya.

Sdjourne, Paul-M.: 3, 5, 20, 31, 33, 41, 43.
Sellin, Ernst: 2% g% 18 f.

Sepphoris see Saffuriya.

Seilun; 14 f.

Shafa 'Amr: 15.

Sha^fat: 48.

esh Shajara: 49.

Shallal: 15.

Shechem see Balata.

Shefa ^Amr see Shafa ^Amr.

Shiloh see Seilun.

Shuqba: 15.

Sichem see Balata.

Silo see Seilun.

Slouschz, Nahum: 19, 31, 44.

Souqba see Shuqba.

Spyridonidis, C. K.: 28, 31,

Sukenik, E. L.
: 5, 43% 44% 45% 46.

Sur Bahir: 15.

T
Ta^anach, Ta'annek see Tall Tih'nnik.

Tabor: 15.

Taihum: 15 f., 49.
Tall 'Amr: 16.

Tall Barak see Tall Mubarak.

Tall Beit Mirsim: 16.

Tall el Fari'a: i6, 49.

Tall el Ful: 16.

Tall el Harbaj: 17.

Tall el Hasi: 16 f.

Tall Hum see Taihum.
Tall el Husn see Beisan.

Tall Jamma: 17,

Tall Jazar see Gezer.

Tall el Judeida: 17,

Tall el Mastaba see Beisan.

Tall Mubarak: 18.

Tall el Mutasallim see Megiddi.

Tall en Nasba: 18, 49.

Tall el Qassis: 18.

Tall es Saft: 18.

Tall Sandahanna see Beit Jibrin.

Tall es Sultan see Jericho.

Tall Ti'innik; 18 f.

Tall Zakariya: 19.

et Tamra: 49.



TWuk Tall Ti^mnik.

Tantura: 19.

Tell (and components) see Tall.

Thiersch, Hermann: 4*

Tiberias: 19 £, 49.

Tsipori see Saffuriya.

Tumra see et Tamra.
Turmus 'Aiya: 49,

Turville-Petre, Francis: ii*.

U
Umm el 'Amad: 20.

Umm el Amud see the preceding.

Umm Jarar: 20.

Umm QaFa: 49.

Umm Qatafa: 49,

Umm er Rus: 20, 50.

V
V. B.: 24.

Van Kasteren, J. P.: 6, 15.

Vaux, Ludovic de: 33.

Viaud, Prosper Marie: 13 f.

Vincent, L. Hugues: 2, 3, 4, 5*, 6% 7, 8, 9, 13,

24, 26*, 27, 29, 30* 32% 34, 35, 37% 39,

40, 41, 42% 44% 45% 475 50*

Vlaminck, Benedict: 13.

Vogud, Melchior de: 27, 30.

W
Wadi Ghazza see Tall Jamma.
Wadi el Maghara see Magharat el Wad.
Warren, Charles: 21% 22, 23% 24% 25% 26%
28% 30% 31% 33% 37, 38% 42*.

Watson, C. M.: 30.

Watzinger, Carl: 8
, 9, 10% 1

1

, 13, 15) +7 » 4®^%

49.

Weill, Raymond: 39*

Well of Jacob, or Well of the Samaritan: 20.

Welter, Gabriel: 2, 12.

Wilson, Charles W.: 21, 22% 23, 24% 25, 26%

27% 28, 29, 30% 31, 33, 34, 35% 365 385

45 ,
50*.

Wurst, Philipp: 29.

Z
Zakariya see Tall Zakariya.

2^r'in see Zir'in.

Zikhrdn Ya'aq6v: 50.

Zir'in: 20.
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INDEX

Reference is to pages. An asterisk shows that the item is repeated
on the page.

Place-names in Palestine are arranged in the order resulting from the
transcription prescribed by the Transliteration . . . and transliterated Lists

issued by the Government of Palestine in 1931.

A
'Abasan el Kabir, mosaics, 136.

'Abd al-GhanI an-NabuIsi, 30.

^Abd ul-Hamid II, 134
'Abd ul-Majid, 135*
Abu-l-Fida’, 30.

Abu Gh5sh, inscription, 121 n. i,

Abu Shusha, hoard of coins, 15 mosaics, 136.
'Abud, mosaics, 137,
acanthus spirals, 189; wreath, 189.

Achaemenian seals, 44 f.

acorn pendant, bronze, 49, 53, 81,

Acre, coins, 4 n. 2, 84 n. i; era, 2 n. 21—
Tiberias road, 120.

al-AdhamI, see Fauzl, Husam.
Aegae, coins, 2 n. 2, 57, 65.

Aegina, 45 and n. 4.

Aelia Capitolina, see Jerusalem.

Aetheria, 184.

Aethiopian, see coins,

el AfFula, mosaics, 137,
el-Afram, see Aqush.

agate, see seals,

agha of Janissaries, 133*.

Ahmad b, Fadl-Allah al-'Umari, 30.

alabaster, 55; see also jars, vases,

alabastra, 49, 62, 74% 83, 1915 Egyptian, 49

j

Phoenician, 49; glass, 49.

Albright, W. F., 191.

Alexander I of Macedon, coin, 57, 65.

Alexander the Great, 2 n. 2, 15, 16, 26; coins,

I, 2, 4, 5^ and n. i, lo, 60; era, 2 n. 2; sarco-

phagus, 15 n. I.

Alexander Balas, coin, 192.

Alexandria, 1105 coins, 116.

All Agha, Khasseki, 133,

Alps, 15.

altar, 185, 187.

c c

Amasis, 56.

Amathus, 455 coins, 6 n. 2.

Amelung, 1 12.

American School of Oriental Research, see

Jerusalem (Institutions); Jerusalem (Sites).

American School of Prehistoric Research, see

New Haven, Conn.
amirs, Mamluk, 128, 131; Great Amir, 29.

amphorae, 51, 60, 83% 86, 95, 96, 103; glass,

625 red-figure, 21% 22^; see also ]i3ixs,

Amrit stele, 45* f.

amulets, 49, 55; Egyptian, 41, 42, 47-9; bronze

crescent, 85; canine tooth, 90; granite, 48,

96 f.; paste, 47 f.*, 60, 64, 80, 83, 87f^f, 91,

97,98,101; pendant, 7 8 fsacredeye,48,52,60,

64, 77, 82 f., 87 ff., 9 1, 97, 99, loi ; shell, 64.

a museauj see scrapers.

Amyklos, see Apollo.

Anastasius I, coin, 188.

Anata, mosaics, 137.

angle, Ijronze, 93; gravers, see gravers,

animal, see coins; ^ designs, 191; remains, pre-

historic, 186^; statuette, prehistoric, 194.

anklets, 52*; bronze, 52, 65, 70 £% 73, 76, 80,

82, 85, 86^ ff., 97% 99% 102 f.*

Antioch in Pisidia, inscription, 121,

Antioch in Syria, coins, 117.

Anubis, 49, 96.

antiquity dealers, Jaffa, i, ii; Jerusalem, I, 14.

ape (monkey), 77, 96; dog-feced, 88% ro2;

seated, 96; standing, 48% 89, 91.

Aphrodite, Crouching (Aphrodite at the Bath),

statue, 110-12; of Praxiteles, iri; on vase,

18*; see also Venus.

Apis, 49.
Apollo Amyklos, 45.

apse, 185*.

Apulia, pottery, 24.
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Aquileja, coins, 117.

Aqush al-Afram, 31 n, 2.

Aqush an-Najibi, Jamal ad-din, 29, 31 and n. 2.

Arab, Arabic, see architectural fragments, coins,

inscriptions, masonry, pottery,

Arabia, Arabian, 26, 1 21 £5 see also coins.

Aradus, coins, 3, 8 n. 3.

Aramaic, Aramean, see coins (legends), inscrip-

tions.

Archaeological Museum, Palestine, see Jeru-

salem (Institutions),

arch, 42, 185* 189*

architecture, Hellenistic, 15 n. i.

architectural fragments, Arab, 189^.

architrave, Byzantine, 189.

Arelate, coins, 113, 1x7.

Ares, statue, 1 1 1 ) on vase, 1 8.

Armenian, 125 see also inscriptions,

armlet, 112.

Arnutiya, mosaics, 1 37.

Arretine, see bowls.

arrow-heads, 42, 55* bronze, 55% 68, 70%
96, 101*5 flint, 1045 Gezer, 565 Hellenis-

tic, 56; iron, 55*5 Iron Age, 565 Palestine,

56; Tall Jamma, 565 triangular (‘three-

tongued’, three-bladed), 55 £, 70*, 10 1.

Artaxerxes III, Ochus, 5 n. 2, 57.

Ascalon, see Askalon.

ashes, layer, Qalandia, 107.

al-Ashrafi, see Taynal.

Asia Minor, 15, 1105 also pottery.

Askalon, coins, 3; excavations, i6*j mosaics,

1375 sites: Herod’s cloisters, no, 112, tomb,
1 82 £ ; also pottery, sculpture.

Assyrian elements, 445 see also Nusku, palaces,

pseudo-Assyrian, sculpture.

Astarte sanctuary, 192.

Athena, on coins, 5 £*; on vase, 18.

Athens, Athenian, Attic, coins, 3* and n.*;

coin typesy 2, 4 and n. 4, 5 £5 troops, 575
vase painters, artists, potters, 1 8,

20* £, 23 ff.,

47?. 525 vase exports, 215 see also kraters,

kylikes, lekythoi, pottery, skyphoi.

Atlas, 1 1 2.

atrium, 185,

Atilt excavations, 2 n. 2; south-eastern ceme-
tery (1930-1), 41-1045 situation and history,

41-4, objects, 44-51? tombs in detail, 57-
1045 harbour, 575 pottery, see pottery and
excavations, passim.
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Attic, see Athens.

Augusta Trevirorum, coins, 118.

Augustus, 1 21, 125.

Augustus (title), 122*, 123*.

Auja el Hafir, mosaics, 137, 142.

Aurignacian, see scraper.

Avi-Yonah, M., 136-81.

awl, bone, 194.

Ayyub b. Isma'il, al-Malik as-Salih, 31.

B
baal^ Amrit stele, 455= Apollo Amykios, 45 5 of

Beisan, 465= Heracles, 45.

Baaltars, coins, 5 n. i.

Babelon, J., 4 n. i, 2, 65 n. i, 84 n. x*

Babylonia, 67, 1895 see also seals.

Bade, W. F., 192.

badges, legionary, 124 £5 see also boar, bull,

dolphin, galley, Neptune.

al-Badri, see Tashtamur.

Bagoas, coins, 4 n. 2.

Bahri, see Mamluks.
Bait, see also Beit.

Bait al-huzn, 127 n. 2.

Bait al-Maqdis (Jerusalem), 30.

balat, 96.

Balqa’, 30.

Banassac, 126.

Banat Ya'qub (Daughters of Jacob), 128*5

‘bath’ of 13X 5 Jisr (Bridge) X28*, 130*
and n. 2, 4*, I3x*5 kabbr (qabr), 13X n. 65

Magharat Arabic inscription 1 27-31 5 Ma-
qam 127 n. 25 mesarea^, 1 31 n. 75 name,

128-305 sanctuary of, at Safad, 127 n, 25 other

sanctuaries, X3i*5 tomb of, 131*5 turbat*-,

131 -

bands, serrated, 189.

Bam Ya^qub (Sons of Jacob), Jisr ^ (Bridge of),

X 30 and n. 2, 3.

Banks, 131,

Baramki, D. C., 105-9.

basalt, see grinders,

bases, shaved, 50.

Basilica of the Miracle of Loaves and Fishes,

'Ein et Tabigha, 184 £*, 189.

basins, stone, 1 86.

el Bassa, mosaics, X42.

bath, 'Atilt, 465 of Banat Ya'qub, see Banat

Ya'qubs Byzantine, 105-9.
Battir, mosaics, 1425 survey of fortress, 190.



BaybarSj al-Malik az-Zahir, Rukn ad-din, 193;
inscriptions, 27-33; work at Nabi Musa, 30 f.

beads, 52, 80, 182; bone, 186; bronze, 91;
carnelian, 53, 60, 62 £, 65 ff., 71, 73, 78,
80 £*, 88 £, 94, 96 £, loi ; coral, 63, 74, 83,
96; crystal, 63; disk shaped, 64; eye, strati-

fied, 52£,62£, 67, 73, 78, 8oflF., 89£,92£,
96 fF., 100 £, 103*; frit, 52; glass, 52*£, 74,
78*, 90 £, 96, 98, 182; glazed, 63 £, 69;
gold,78, 88, 191 ;

gold capped, 94; haematite,

7 1, 90; ivory, 63; lapis lazuli, 182; onyx, 62,

675 81, 94) paste, 63, 67, 73, 78, 8o*ff.,9o£,

97) i°3> ring-shaped, 64; rock-crystal, 62;
silver, 53, 62 £, 67, 78, 80 £*, 82, 94, 98;
Stone, 182.

bead-spreader, silver, 88,

Beirut, 1 1 1 ; coins, 42, 69.
Beisan, Mekal stele, 45 n. ii, 46^; mosaics,

143 f,; potter’s stamp, 126^; temple ofTuth-
mosis III, 46; see also pottery,

Beit Alfa, mosaics, 144 f,

Beit Jibrm (Eleutheropolis), 1215 inscription,

1 21; mosaics, 146-8.

Beit Jimal, mosaics, 148.

Beit Nattif, mosaics, 148,

Beit Shi ar, mosaics, 149.
Beit Surik, mosaics, 149.
Beit Tima, mosaics, 149.
Beit ^tJr et Tahta, mosaics, 149,
Beitunya, mosaics, 149.
bell-krater, see kraters.

Benei Beraq, mosaics, 150.

Beni Hassan hoard, 2 and n, 6, 3.

Berchem, Max van, 132.

Berkeley, Cal, Pacific School of Religions, ex-

cavations at Tall en Nasba, 192 £
Bes on coins, 4 n. 4, 8^ and n. 2, 4; on scarabs,

44 £, 99; head-dress of, 99,
Beth-Shan, Mekal Lord of 46; see also

Beisan.

Bethany (el Tizariya), mosaics, 150.

Bethlehem, mosaics, 150.

Bethphage, mosaics, 150.

bezel, silver, 815 see also rings, passim.

Bible, Biblical, 1 28 j legends in Arabic literature,

128*

Bi’r al-Ma^In, 131.

Bi’r Ya'qub, mosaics, 150,

birds, on mosaic, 185.

Birket Isra’il, see Jerusalem (Pools).

Bithynia, Bithynian, iio*£; see also coins,

black-figure pottery, see kylikes, lekythoi, pot-

tery, skyphoi.

black-varnished pottery, bottles, bovs^ls, dishes,

kylikes, lekythoi, pottery,

blades, 186^; see also sickle-blades,

blazons, Mamluk, 128 and n. i.

boar, legionary badge, 124 £^; see also coins,

boat-shaped ornaments, see ear-rings, pendants.

Boeotia, 17, 26*5 see also kylikes, pottery,

bolt, bronze, 70,

bone, see awl, beads, containers, hafts, pin-heads,

rings, tubes,

bone, inlay, 19 1,

Boree, 190.

bottles, 51, 665 783 black-varnished, 74, 795
glass, 54 £, 76, 82, 19 1 i perfume glass,

1825 Phoenician, 76.

Boulogne, 126.

boundary slab, inscribed, 122 £
Bowdoin Box, Painter of the 21 £
bowls, 72 £5 Arretine,i265 black-varnished, 785

‘milk’ 100.

boy, on coffin, 185.

bracelets, bronze, 52*, 54, 63, 65, 74 £, 82 £,87,

9L 955 975 gJ^ss, 1821 silver, 103.
bread-stamp, inscribed, 125.

breccia, 190^.

Bridge of Jacob, see Ya'qub, Jisr.

Bridge of the Daughters of Jacob, see Banat
Ya'qub, Jisr.

Bridge ofthe Sons ofJacob, see Ban!Ya 'qub, Jisr.

Bringer-of-rain, see Mekal.
Britain, 26*.

British Museum, see London.
British School of Archaeology, Jerusalem, see

Jerusalem (Institutions),

bronze, binding, 76 ; fragments, 63*, 8 1 , 8 3, 1 83

;

group, 495 see also amulets, angles, anklets,

arrow-heads, beads, bolt, buckles, clamp, coins,

ferrule, fibulae, figurines, fish-hooks, hafts,

hair-ornaments, helices, incense-burner, jugs,

kohl-boxes, kohl-sticks, lotus buds, mirrors,

mug, nails, needles, pendants, rings, shovel,

strigils.

bronze, gold-plated, see ear-rings, helices.

Bronze Age, 16 \ see also tombs; Early see

flints, pottery. Middle see also flints,

pottery. Late see pottery,

brooch, gold, 67.
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Brygos painter, 20.

buckles, bronze, 65, 85, 100.

bull (Apis), 49, 88, 99; legionary badge, 1245

see also coins.

Burckhardt, John Lewis, 130 n. 3.

burials, Askalon, 182; 'Atlit, 57-1045 adult, 66*,

67*, 73*, 74*, 76 f., 82, 84, 88* £5 children,

66, 78% 82% 84, 89, 96; girls, 52, 65, 95 U
juveniles, 665 men, 55"^ f., 70, 96^ pre-Per-

sian, 595 repeated, 59; women, 52, 55, 57,

95, 183; see also tombs,

el Burjaliya, mosaics, 150.

burner, see incense

Burqa, 1 31.

bust, see coins, sculpture.

Buto marshes, 62.

button, silver, 66.

Byzantine, 193; also architrave, bath, clamp,

coins, concrete, pavements, pottery, sculpture,

tombs.

C
Camiran, see plates,

cable border, 63.

Cagliari, tombs, 58 n. i.

Caesar (title), 1 22 f.

Caesarea, findofstatuette, 1 1 2n. 1 5 mosaics, i5of.

Cairo, inscriptions, 31^.

caldarium, 107^.

caliph, caliphate, 135^.

Calliades, 20.

calligrapher, 135 n. i.

CamiruSj 126.

camps, Roman, before Masada, 191.

camp-gate, see coins,

candelabrum, 445 see also fire-altar.

Cantara Yacoub, see Ya'qub, Jisr.

Caparcotna, 121 f.

Capareae, 121.

cap, pointed, of Reshef, 46; see also lion-cap.

capital, volute, 47, 53% 87.

captives, five, on ring, 81 1 see also coins.

carnelian, see beads, scarabs.

cartouche, 193.

cat, silver, 96.

caves, igi; see also tombs.

Cave of the Kids, see Magharat es Sukhul.

cedar-wood fragments, 67,

Ceius, 125*.

cement, 188,

cemetery, 'Atilt, 41-104; see also tombs.
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censer, 44; see also fire-altar.

Cercopithecus^ see ape, standing,

cervoid animal, statuette, 194.

Cesnola collection, see New York,

chair, on vase, 23.

charcoal writing, 187.

Charinus, 20.

chariot scene, on lekythos, 73.

Chatsworth bust, 1 2 f.

Cheikho, 31 n. 2.

chiton, 19, 23^.

Christian, 14; sanctuary at Nabi Musa, 30 f. 5

tradition, 185; see also empresses, sculpture,

tombs.

chronology, Early Iron Age, 26; post-Philistine,

16; pottery, 19 1 f.

church, see basilica.

Cilicia, 45.

cill, 67.

circumvallation, Roman, 191.

cistern, medieval, 'Atlit, 42^, 78, 82.

Citadel, Jerusalem, see Jerusalem (Monuments).
Citium, 45; coins, 9 n. 5, 45.

city-goddess, on coins, 65.

clamp, bronze, Byzantine, 38.

Claudius, 26; period, 126^.

clay, see pottery,

cock, on seal, 193.

coins: Types: Arab, 39, 113; imitations of
Byzantine, 38; Arabian, 2 n, 3; see also below

Egypto-Arabian, Philisto-Arabian ; Bithynian,

III; Byzantine, 113, 188; Cilician, see

Tarsus; Crusaders, 42, 69 £; Cypriote, 2;

see also Amathus, Citium, Idalium; Cyre-
nean, 9 n. 2; Egyptian, 2* and n, 3^, 3, 8 11. 4;
Egypto-Arabian, i-io; Greek, 2 n. 3; see

also Athens; Hellenistic, 15 n. i; Judean
type, 2 n. 3; Judaea, Procurators of, 38, 188;
Macedonian, 2 and n. 2, 57; see also Aegae;
Mediterranean type, 8 n. i; Persian, 45;
Philisto-Arabian, i, 2^ n. 2 and 3% 3 and n.,

4% 6 n, I, 8-10, 60; see also Askalon, Gaza;
Phoenician, i-io, 41; see also Acre, Aradus,
Sidon, Tyre; Roman, 113-19, i88; see also

Alexandria, Antioch, Aquileja, Arelate, Au-
gusta Trevirorum, Constantinople, Cyzicus,
Heraclea, Nicomedia, Rome, Siscia, Thessa-
lonica; Syrian type, 2 n. 3; Thracian, 2.

Emblems: Athenian^ &c.: dolphin, 6; ele-

phant’s head, 6; head, youthful, 6; lion, 6;



owl, 5 £^5 satyr’s head, 6; Egypto-^Jrabiam

Aethiopian head, 9; animal, i, 8; boar, 105

bull, 85 diadem, dove, 3; gazelle, 8^; goat,

8, 10^5 head, male, 8% 9% 10; horse, 2 n. 3,

9; janiform head, 2 n. 3, 9^; lion, i, 8*, 9*;

panther, 8*5 ram, 8*5 sacred eye amulet, 8j

silphium plant, 9; sphinx, winged, 9; water
buffalo, 9; Macedonian: goat, 65; Philisto-

Arabian, see Egypto-Arabian, Phoenician:

crook, 7^, 85, 95; diadem, 3; dolphin, 7% 85,

95; flail, 7% 85, 95; galley, 3 £, 6 and n. 4, 7,

65, 76 £, 84, 91, 93; gazelle, 2 n. i;

hippocamp, 7*, 85, 87 n, i; lion, 2 m i, 76;
owl, 7% 85, 95; rider, 7; waves, 3, 6 £% 77,

91, 93; Roman: bust, 114^; camp-gate, 115^;

captive, 1 15; diadem, 1 14 n. 4; emperor, 1 16;

figure, 115^; monogram, 113, 117 n. i,

2; quadriga, 116; soldier, 114; standards,

ii3^ff., 1 17 n. 6, 7; wolf and twins, 116;

Uncertain: dolphin, 7; galley, 8; lion’s mask,

7; Persian dress, 8,

varia: hoard: Beni Hassan, 2 and n. 6;

(Palestine), i-io, 113-19; legends: Aramaic:

Cush, 9 and n. i ; Mazaeus,6; Mentor, 5 n. 2;

Greek: Alexander, 5> lO; Latin: Constanti-

nopolis, 1
1 3 £, 1 1 9 ; Gloria Exercitus, 1 1

3^;

Urbs Roma, 113 £, 119; Phoenician, 65;

metal: bronze, 65, 77; silver, 4, 60, 65 ff.,

73f-5 77% 89 f., 93, 95, 100, 102,

104, 192; patina

j

i, 113; standards: Attic,

4^; Phoenician, 4^ and n. 4; darics, 45 ; tetra-

drachm, 3 n. ;
tri-hemi-obol, 4.

columns, 187; twisted, 185; papyrus ^ ofLower
Egypt, 53-

column-krater, see kraters.

conches, 185^.

concrete, Roman, 182; Byzantine, 105, 107^.

Conder, R, C., 39.

Conservator!, see Rome.
Constans, coins, 1 1 3 £

Constantine I, 39, 120 ff.; coins, 113*5 119;

head, 13; hoard of coins, sculpture

of his period, 1 3 and n. 3.

Constantine II, coins, 113* £

Constantinople, bust, on coins, 1 14; coins, 1 13,

Constantinopolis, see coins.

Constantins II, coins, 113 £

containers of kohl-sticks, wood or bone, 87;

paste, 94.

coproliths, 186*.

coral, see beads, pendants,

cores, 186, 190,

core-scrapers, see scrapers.

Corinth clay, see pottery; excavations, 98 n. i

;

see also pottery, skyphoi.

Cornelia Salonina, 12*.

corvee^ 192.

couch, on vase, 23.

coup de poing^ 190.

cow and calf, 10 1.

crescents, microlithic, 186, 194; see also amulets.

Crispus, coins, 1 1 3.

crook, see coins.

cross, 183; pendant, 182; on stone, 183.

crown: Egyptian, 45; red, of Lower Egypt, 48,

91 ; white, of Upper Egypt, 48, 87, 99, 102;

solar, 49; see also disk, solar.

Crusaders, 42, 68 £; fort, 29; stone-dressing,

35} 69; see also coins,

cuneiform writing, 191.

cup, 100; see also kylikes.

Cush, 9 and n. i.

Cyprus, 15, 45*, 49*, 50, 54 n. 4; Greek colo-

nies, 57; see also coins, ear-rings, pottery,

sculpture.

Cyrene, see coins.

Cyzicus, coins, 117.

D
Daliat el Karmil, mosaics, 15 1.

Damascus, 30 and n. i, 128 n. 3, 189*; inscrip-

tions, 31 and n. 5.

Damra, inscription, 32-3.

Daphnae, 15, 26, 50, 56.

darics, see coins.

Daughters of Jacob, see Banat Ya^qub.

ad-Dawadm, see Sudun.

Dawarta, mosaics, 15 1.

deer, prehistoric, 190.

Defenneh, see Daphnae.

deinoi, 16 £
ed Deir, mosaics, 15 1.

Deir ^Alla, mosaics, 15 1.

Deir el 'Asal, mosaics, 15 1.

Deir *^Asfrn, mosaics, 15 1.

Deir 'Asfur, mosaics, 151.

Deir el 'Azar, mosaics, 152.

Deir Daqla, mosaics, 152.

Deir ed Dubban, mosaics, 152.
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Deir Ibn 'Ubafd (St. Theodosius}, mosaics, 152 f.

Deir el Muklik, mosaics, 153.

Deir Qal'a, mosaics, 153.

Deir Serur, mosaics, 153,

Deir Siar el Ghanam, mosaics, 153.

Deir Sim'an, mosaics, 153.

Deir Wadi el Qilt, mosaics, 153 £

Delmatius, coins, 114, 119.

Delta, see Nile.

Department of Antiquities, Palestine, i, 2 n. 2,

105, no, 1 13, ii+n. 5, 182.

Deve Huyuk, 26 n.

diadem, see coins.

Dimishqi, 30.

Diocletian, period, 1 3.

Dionysus, on vase, 17.

Du Manthus^ 123.

disk, solar, 63, 67, 97, 99.

dishes, 5 1 ,
7 1 , 94, 9 8 3

black-varnished, 7 3 £*, 7 7,

82, 1 00; Italian, 126 n. 15 stamped, 82, 124.

Djerabis, 46.

Doedalsas, 110% in*.
dog, on scarabs, 45, 71, 85 ff.; tooth, 90.

dog star, 91.

dolphin, legionary badge, 124*; see also coins.

Domnus, 124.

dosrabaiiu^ microlithic, 186.

dove, see coins.

dressing of stones, 35*, 38, 69, 188.

Dual Monarchy, see Egypt.

Dubil, mosaics, 154.

ducks, on mosaic, 185.

Dura, mosaics, 1545 see also pottery.

Duwaima, mosaics, 154.

E
ear-rings, 52* and n. 2, 54; boat-shaped, 66 £,

73? 79^*? 885 94? 103; bronze, 63, 91 5 bronze,

gold-plated, 53, 86, 93; Cypriote, 52 n. 2;

electrum, 625 gold, 66, 67, 80*, 88, 94* 103,
182 £5 Greek, 52 n. silver, 52 £, 65 £*,

73, 79* £* 89, 91, 95, 99, 103; on vase, 235
volute, 53, 67.

Edfu, 80.

Egyptj Egyptian, 2 n. 3, 15 f., 24, 26*, 45, 52,

56 f., 189, 192; Dual Monarchy, 55; com-
merce, 47, 49 £; frontier stations, 50, 565
Greek mercenaries, 5 n. 2, 575 troops, 575
Persian invasion, 5 n. 2, 57*5 elements, ob-

jects, material, 41, 44, 56 £5 Egyptianized
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communities in Palestine, 57; see also amu-
lets, coins, crown, figurines, forts, glass, gods,

loin-cloth, loop, mirrors, names, Nile, Suite,

scarabs, tombs, tunic.

Egypt, Lower, see columns, crown.

Egypt, Upper, see crown, flower.

Tin ^Arrub, mosaics, 154 £
Tin ed Dirwa, mosaics, 155.

Tin Duk, mosaics, 155-7.

Tin el Fawwar, mosaics, 157.

Tin Karim, mosaics, 157.

Tin et Tabigha, excavations, 184 £5 mosaics,

158.
_

el Tizariya, see Bethany.

electrum, see ear-rings, hair ornaments, rings,

elephant’s head, see coins.

Eleutheropolis, see Beit Jibrln.

emperor, see coins, sculpture,

empress, Christian, 14; busts of, 12-14 j Syrian

12-14.

end scrapers, see scrapers.

Eros, III,

Esdraelon, plain, 121.

Etruscan tombs, 21.

Eudocia, 39.

Europe, museums, 12; Western, 124; see

also fibulae.

excavations in Palestine (193 1-2}, 184-94; see

also "Atilt, Jerusalem (Sites), Qalandia.

extrados, 35.

eye-beads, see beads.

F
faience, 19 1.

Fauzl al-Adhami at-Tanami (at-Taiml?), Saif

ad-dln, 128, 13 1*

Ferrata (VI), legion, 121*, 122*.

ferrule, bronze, 90.

fibulae, bronze, 55*, 63* 78, 80, 89, 96, 1035
European, 56; Hellenistic, 56; Iron Age, 56;
Palestine, 565 silver, 89.

Tidelis Constans’ (VI) legion, 122 n. i.

figurines, 52; bronze ("Atlit), 46, 97, (British

Museum), 46, (Megiddo), 46, (Ras sLimra),

46 n. 3; Egyptian, 49; paste, 48 £, 53, 66,

69? 73 fo 77? 81, 87 £, 89, 91, 96* 97, 98 £,
102.

finger-ring, see rings.

fire-altar, 67, 81; see also censer, candelabrum,
fire-grenade, Greek, 38.



fish-hooks, bronze, 77 j 83.

five captives, see captives,

flail, see coins,

flakes, 186, 190*.

flamingoes, on mosaic, 1 85.

flat scrapers, see scrapers.

Flavian period, 126.

Flavius, 125.

flints, 1915 Early Bronze Age, 186; Middle

Bronze Age, 186; chips, 64, 78, loi; flakes,

78, 833 see also arrow-heads, saws,

flint industry, 186.

Florence, ‘Wrestlers’ group, 112.

flower, 87 £3 heraldic of Upper Egypt, 535 on

mosaic, 185^.

flower-loop, 60.

forts, on mosaic, 185; Egyptian, 565 Roman,
188 f.

fosse, medieval, 'Atilt, 41^ £, 59, 83, 89, 100 £

France, 194.

Franciscan Biblical Institute, Jerusalem, see

Jerusalem (Institutions).

Fretensis (X) legion, 121 and n. i, 124 £*5

badges, 124 £^; name, 125^5 tiles, 1245 tile

stamps, 125^.

Fretum Siculum^ 125.

frigidarium, 107.

frit, see beads.

‘frontality’ in sculpture, 1 2 £*.

furnace, Byzantine bath, 107*

G
Galerius, Maximianus (junior), 122^ £

Galilee, 1215 Sea of, (Lake Tiberias), 125, 184,

189; skull, 190.

galley, legionary badge, 124 £^j see also coins.

Gallienus, 12*.

games, on vase, 20.

Garrod, Dorothy A. E., 189.

Garstang, John, 3 n.

gates, on mosaic, 185^ Roman fort, 189J double-

winged, 193; also coins (camp-gate),

gate-keeper, 193.

gate-tower, 193.

Gaul, 265 see also pottery.

Gaza, 16, 26, 475 mosaics, 1585 coins, 3

and n.

gazelle, see coins.

Gedaliah, 193.

geese, on mosaic, 185,

St. George’s School, Jerusalem (Institutions).

Gezer, mosaics, 158^ see also arrow-heads,

pottery.

Ghabiya, mosaics, 1 59.

Ghar Ya'qub, 127 n. 2.

al-Ghazi, 135*.

Gilgamesh, 45.
Giveat Eliydhu, mosaics, 159.

glass, manufacture (Egypt and Phoenicia), 49 £5

see also alabastra, amphorae, beads, bottles,

bracelets, mosaic, pendants, rings, vases,

glazed, see beads, pottery.

Gloria Exercitus, see coins.

Gnathia ware, see pottery,

goat, on scarab, 63; see also coins,

gods, animal-headed, Egyptian, 74; see also

sculpture.

gold, see beads,brooch, ear-rings, hair-ornaments,

lotus buds, necklaces, pendants, rings,

gold-plated bronze, see ear-rings, helices,

gold leaf, see mosaic.

Gorgon head, on coins, 9.

Gorres-Gesellschaft, Oriental Institute, see

Jerusalem (Institutions).

Government House, see Jerusalem (Sites),

graffito, 73.

granite vessel, 90 j see also amulets.

gravers, 186^5 angle -'j 194; micro 194;

prismatic, 186^.

graves, see burials, tombs,

grave-stelai, see stele.

Gravette ^ointSy 186*.

Great Amir, see amir.

Greco-Persian period, 52.

Greece, Greek (Hellenic), 13, 15 and n. i, 25 £,

47J elements, 41, 44 £, 47, 575 colonies in

Egypt, 26, 57, see also Daphnae, Memphis,

Naukratis; in C^rus, 15, 45, S 7 »

Levant, 2 n. 25 in Palestine, 16, 56; Tall

Jamma, 265 in Phoenicia, 57; commerce with

Palestine, 47; export of vases, 15, 21, 24, 26;

influence: on coinage, 2, in Cyprus, 54 n. 4,

in Palestine, 26; mercenaries in Egypt, 5 n. 2,

56 f."^; myths, 255 see also coins, ear-rings,

fire-grenade, inscriptions, mirrors, pottery,

scarabs, sculpture.

Grida, 187.

grinders, basalt, 1865 limestone, 186.

gTPSum, 48, 94.
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H
hadlth, 29.

Hadrian, I20^£
haematite, see beads, scarabs,

hafts, bone, 194; bronze, 90.

Haifa, mosaics, 159.

hair-dressing, Roman, 1 1 1 ; see also pigtail,

hair-ornaments, bronze, 78 £, 865 electrum, 62

j

gold, 675 silver, 79.

Halhul, mosaics, 159.

Hamilton, R. W., 34-40.

el Hammam, mosaics, 159.

el Hammeh, mosaics, 160.

hammer-dressing, see dressing,

handles (mirror^), bone, 66 j ivory, 535 wood,

53; loop 50; wish-bone 72.

hare, 88, 99, couchant, 48% 91.

harpoon fragments, 186.

hawk-headed, see Ra^
hazret, 133.

head, see coins,

head-dress, see Bes, Isis.

‘heap of red sand’, see al-kathib al-ahmar. *

hearths, prehistoric, 186% 194^.

Hebrew, see pottery.

Hebrew University, see Jerusalem (Institutions).

Hebron, 126 n. i.

Hedera, tombs, 185.

Helena, coins, 113.

helices, 54, 62, 79, 103; gold-plated bronze, 81,

86 .

Hellenic, see Greek,

Hellenistic, 15 and n. i, 41, 44, 55; see also

arrow-heads, fibulae, lamps, pottery, sculpture.

Hephaistos, on vase, 18^,

Heptapegon (Seven Springs), 184, 189.

Hera, on vase, 18.

Heraclea, coins, 8 n. 5, 118.

Heracles, on coins, 5, 105 on scarabs, 19, 45,

46% 57, 7of,, 75, 85 £ 5 on vase, 1 8^ ofAegina,

455 of-the-Bow, 45; of-the-Club, 45% 70,

£; Hellenized baal, 45; the Lion-slayer,

46; with bow and club, 71, 75.

Herculeus Maximianus (senior), 1 23.
Herennia Etruscilla, ii n. i.

Hermonax, 21.

Herod, 39% 112; his cloister at Askalon, no,
1 12; palace at Masada, 19 1,

Herodotus, 15, 56.

heron, on mosaic, 185,
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herring-bone, 24.

Hertsliyd, 160.

hieroglyphs, see inscriptions.

Hill, G. F., 2 n. 3.

himation, 23; Ionic, 19.

Himmis akhdar, see Tashtamur.

hippocamp, see coins.

hippopotamus goddess (’Ipt or Ta-urt), 75.

Hisn al-Akriid, inscription, 31.

Hittite gods, 46; see also sculpture,

hoards, see coins.

Homer, 56.

Homs, inscription, 31.

HoV’^meny 49, 82, 86.

horse, prehistoric, 190; see also coins.

Horus, 44% 49% 62, 67, 81, 97; of Edfu, 80.

house types, 191; Middle Iron Age, 192.

al-Humaidi, 33.

Husam al-Adhami, 128.

hydria, red figure, 21.

Hyksos Age, Early, 192.

I

ibex, on scarabs, 63.

Ibn Battuta, 30.

Ibn Fadl-AIIah al-'Umarl, Ahmad b. Fadl-

Allah.

Ibn al-Wardi, 30.

Ibrahim Pasha, 57.
Idalium, 45; coins, 9 n. 6.

Iliffe, J. H., 11-26, 110-26, 182 £
Hmad ed-Din, mosaics, 160.

Imperial Forestry Institute, see Oxford,

imperial, see emperor, empress,

incense-burner, bronze, inscribed, 1 23.

indentions, 189.

infant skull, prehistoric, 190.

in planta pedis stamp, 1 26.

inscriptions, Arahtc\ Damra, 32 £; Maqam an-

Nabl Musa, 27-32; Safad, Magharat Banat
Ya'^qub,i27-3i ; Aramaic: on scarabs, 45, 75;
Armenian: mosaic, 167% 168% 169, 172;
cuneiform: on seal, 19 1; Greek: on lamps,

188, 193; mosaic, 142% 145, 147 £, 149%
150, 152 £, 154% 158, 1 6 1, 165^ IF., 169 £%
171^, 173, 175 £^; Greek and Latin: in the

Palestine Archaeological Museum, 120-6;

Hebrew: mosaic, 144 £, 155 £, 160, 178£; on
seal, 193; hieroglyphic: on scarabs, 44, 49, 71,

75, 80, 82, 86, 88, 91; on seal, 191; Latin:



in the Palestine Archaeological Museum, see

inscriptions, Greek and supra; Turkish:

Jerusalem Citadel, 132-5; see also coins,

(legends), lettering.

Institut de Paleontologie Humaine, see Paris,

intaglio, 79 £, 86, loi.

intrados, 35.

‘Invictus Augustus’, 123.

lonians, 15; dress, iqi see also himation.

Iphicrates, 57.

’ipt, 48, 75.

Upt'-mefiy 75.
Iqrit, mosaics, 160.

iron, fragments, 86, 91, loi; see also javelin

heads, knife, nails, plates, rings, spike, trowel,

tubes.

Iron Age, see pottery, tombs, walls; Early, 26;
see also arrow-heads, fibulae, pottery, tombs,

walls; Early II, see pottery; Middle, see

houses.

‘ironsides’ (legio VI Ferrata), 122.

*Irq el Ahmar, excavations, 185 f,

Irtah, 1 3 1.

^Isawiya, excavations, 186 f.

Ishmaelites, 130 n. i.

Ish“Shalom, M., 130 n. i.

Isis, 44% 49, 62, 67, 81, 92, 97; head-dress, 67.

Islam, see caliphate, Muslim.
Israelite, see tombs.

Italy, Italian, 21, 24; also dishes, pottery.

lultus^ 126.

ivory, see beads, handles.

j
Jaazaniah, 193*.

Jabal Furaidis, mosaics, 160.

Jabal el Muntar, mosaics, 161.

Jabal Qafza, mosaics, 161.

Jabal Shaihan, tomb of Moses, 30.

Jacob (the Patriarch), see Ya'qub; bridge of, see

Ya'qub, Jisr; Daughters of, see Banat Ya'qub;

Sons of, see Bam Ya'qub.

Jacob, Houri, 128.

Ja'kub, see Ya'qub.

Jalil, mosaics, 16 1.

Jalj ulya, mosaic, 1 6 1

.

Jamal ad-din, see Aqush.

James, Saint, Convent, see Safad.

janiform head, see coins,

janissaries, agha of, 1 33^.

D d

jars,50% 60% 65% 70% 7 3, 78*f.% 82 E, 85, 8g,
92 f.% 95 f.% 97 £, 100 £% 102 £; alabaster,

54; cosmetic, 54; glass, 54; alabastra,

amphorae.

jasper, see pendants, scarabs.

javelin heads, 55% iron, 55% 70^ £, 88, 95, 1 01.

Jawad, Hajj 'Abdallah, 182.

Jenin, mosaics, 161.

Jerash, inscription, 121.

Jericho, 27, 29, 30 and n. 5, 31; excavations,

184, 192; mosaics, 161-2.

Jerusalem, 29, 30 n. 5, 32, 135 n. i, 189; drain-

34% 39> history: first destruction, 193;
capture by Hadrian, 120; Aelia Capitolina,

120 £; see also Bait-al-Maqdis; mosaics, 162—

Collections: A. Rosh, 112; Institutions:

American School of Oriental Research, ex-

cavations, Tall Beit Mirsim, 191 £; ez Za-
hiriya, 193 £; British School of Archaeology,

excavations, Magharat es Sukhul, 189; Fran-
ciscan Biblical Institute, Museum, 124; St.

George’s School, inscription, 123; Hebrew
University excavations, Hedera, 1 85 ; 'Isawiya,

186; Jerusalem, 188; Qatanna, 191; Khaldl

Library, 34; Municipality, 39 £; Oriental

Institute of the Gorres-Gesellschaft, excava-

tions, 'Ein et Tabigha, 184 £; Kh. Minya,
188 £; Palestine Archaeological Museum,
coins, I—10, 1

1

3-9; inscriptions, Arabic,

32 £; inscriptions, Greek and Latin, 120-6;

pre-Hellenistic pottery, 15-26; sculpture:

Crouching Aphrodite, 110-12; Third cen-

tury portrait busts, 11-14; Monuments: Cita-

del, Turkish inscriptions, 132-5; Citadel

mosque, 134 £*; Haram (Temple area), see

Sites; Pools: Birket Isra'il, 38; Sites: Ameri-
can School of Oriental Research, 187-8;

Government House, 188; Karm al-Sheikh,

183; Talbiya, 184; Temple area, 39; Tyro-
poeon: 34-40; arch, 34% 35^; bench, 36;
bridge, 39; channel, 36, 39; coins, 38 £;

levels, 39 £; masonry, 34 £% 36% 38; pave-

ment, 35 £; pier, 34 £% 36, 38; viaduct, 34,

39* £; wall, 34% 38, 40; see also pottery;

Streets: Tarlq Bab es Silsileh, 34% 39; Tarlq

el Wad, 34; Walls: ‘First wall’, 34, 40; see

also pottery.

Jerusalem-Jericho road, 29.

Jesus, 185.
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jewel-box, on vase, 23*

jewellery forms, 49.

Jewish revolt, 121.

Jews, 30.

Jifna, mosaics, 178.

Jisr Banat Ya'qub, see Banat Ya'qub.

Jisr Bam Ya'qub, see Ban! Ya qub.

Jisr Ya'qub, see Ya'qub.

John of Ibelin, coin, 42, 69.

Johns, C. N., 41-104.

Joseph, his shirt, 128, 131.

Juda, 1 3 1.

Judaea, 120 £5 Procurators of, see coins.

judges’ seats, in gate, 193.

jugs, bronze, 49, pottery, 79, 187 ^ see also pen-

dants.

juglets, 51* 71, 74, 9h 93-

Julia Domna, 12^.

Julian, coins, 188.

Jupiter, on coins, 115^.

K
Kabbr benat Yakub, see Banat Ya'qub.

Kabeiric, see pottery.

Kabeirion, see Thebes,

el Kabrl, mosaics, 178.

Kabul, 1 31.

Kafr Bir'im, 131.

Kafr Kanna, mosaics, 178 f.

Kafr es Samir, mosaics, 179.

Kafr Uriya, mosaics, 179.

Kafr Yasif, mosaics, 179.

Kallikratides, 124.

kallipygic, 18.

kantharoi, red-figure, 20% 24.

Karm al-Sheikh, see Jerusalem (Sites),

al-kathib al-ahmar (the heap of red sand), 29,

30 and n. 5.

Keith, Sir Arthur, 190^.

Kerak, inscription, 31.

el Khadr, mosaics, 180.

Khaldi Library, see Jerusalem (Institutions).

Khan (title), 135^.

Khan el Ahmar, mosaics, 180.

Khan el Ahmar (St. Euthymius), mosaics,

108.

Khan Minya, mosaics, 1 80.

Khan es Sahl, mosaics, 1 80.

Khan esh Shuweika, mosaics, 180.

Khasseki 'All Agha, 133.
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Kh. Abu ed Dab’, mosaics, 181.

Kh. Abu Tantur, mosaics, 181.

Kh. 'Adasa, mosaics, 181.

Kh. 'Aly, mosaics, 181.

Kh. Dustrey, 41, 44.

Kh. Minya, excavations, 188 f.

Khnum, 48% 87, 91.

khulkhal anklet, 52 n. i.

King of Persia, on coins, 6% 7% 10% 76 £, 84,

87 n. I, 91, 93$ slaying the lion, 46.

knife, iron, 73.

kohl-boxes, bronze, 49, 86; wood, 49.

kohl-sticks, bronze, 52% 63, 65 £, 72 iff., 78, 81,

86f.^89^9I,94,97, 102.

kokim, see kukhim.

kraters, Attic, 24; red-figure, 2 1 £ ; bell 23* £

;

column 21.

kukh., 82, 128, 188.

al-Kutubi, 30.

Kyle, M. G., 19 1.

kylikes, 47, 83; black-figure, Boeotian Kabeiric,

16^ f.^, 25% 26, 47, 102; black-figure Attic,

18; black-painted, 100 £; black-varnished

47) 65 £, 72, 76, 78 f., 82 £*, 91, 102,

104; Hellenistic, 47, 59; red-figure, 21%
79; stamped, 72, 825 see also cup.

L
ladders, decoration, 72.

lady recumbent, statuette, 79.

La Graufesenque, 1 26.

el Lajjun, 121 n. 4.

Lambert, C., i-io, 113-19.

Lammerer, 190 £
lamps, pottery, 51, 73, 76, 79, 93, 98 and n. i,

102, 187 £, 19I3 193; Hellenistic, 51, 76,

187; inscribed, 188, 193; Roman, 19 1.

lance, forked, 49, 96.

Laodicea, 121.

lapis lazuli, see beads.

laurel leaves, silver, 53, 62, 81 ; on vase, 24
lead coffin, 1 85.

leather, 102.

legends on coins, see coins.

Legio (el Lajjun), 121 n. 4.

legions, Syrian, 121; see also Ferrata, Fretensis.

lekane, 24.

lekythoi, Attic, 17 £% 47% 59, 73^ £; black-

figure, 17 £*, 47, 59, 62, 73*, 93; black-var-

nished, 72. 79, 102j red-figure, 17, 19*, 20*,



21 {.% 23, 47) 59*) 74^ 83; white ground,

22 £, 76, 83.

lettering, Hellenistic, 124.

Levalloisean, 190.

Licinius the elder, 122^; coins, 113*
Licinius II, coins, 113.

Limes Arabicus, 189.

limestone, see grinders, mosaic cubes, sculpture

(statuette).

lion, gii couchant, 48, SS% 99, 102; with
Bes, 995 with Heracles, 45, 71, 85 £5 see also

coins.

lion-cap, ^ -skin, of Heracles, 45^.

Lippold, III.

Liverpool, University, excavations at Beni

Hassan, 3 n.

loin-cloth, Egyptian, 46.

lock, fragments, 183.

London, 126; British Museum: Cypriote sculp-

ture, 45, Phoenician figurine, 46, Tharros

finds, 44; Royal College of Surgeons, 190.

loops, Egyptian, silver, 53, 80, 96% 99.
lotus buds, 21; bronze, 815 gold, 49% 53, 75;

bushes, on mosaic, 185;^ flower, mother of

pearl, 965 paste, 49, 96; pattern, 18*.

Louvre Museum, see Paris.

Lucius, 125^.

Lucius Ori . . . , 123.

Lydda, inscription, 31.

M
Macalister, R. A, S., 1 2.

Maccabees, 192,

Macedonia, Macedonian conquest, 265 elements,

2 n. 2, 57 j in the Levant, 2 n. 25 see also coins.

Mader, A. E., 184, 188.

Magdalenian, Lower, 194*
Magharat Banat Ya^qub, see Safad.

Magharat el Kabara, carvings, 194.

Magharat es Sukhul, excavations, 189 £
Magharat el Wad, carvings, 194.

Magna Graecia, 24^.

major-domo, 31.

malakiy 132.

al-Malik as-Salih, see Ayyubj ^ az-Zahir, see

Baybars.

al-MalikI as-Salihi, see Baybars.

Mamluks, 32; Bahrl, 323 sultans, see Ayyub,

Baybars; viceroys, see Syria; see also pottery,

man, bearded, on finger-ring, 87.

D d 2

Manasseh, daughters of, 128 n. 7.

Manius Loricus, 123^.

Maqam Banat Ya'qub, see Banat Ya'qub.

Maqam hadrat Ya'qub, see Safad.

Maqam an-Nabi Musa, inscriptions, 27-32.
marble, no, 134.
Marcus, 123.

Marduk, 45.

marine deity, on coins, 8 n. 3; motives, 100.

Marthas, 187.

Marti, 125,

Masada, survey, 190 £
masonry, rubble, 182; Arab, 38, 128; Byzan-

tine, 1055 Roman, 188.

Matatyah, Matyah, 187.

Maximianus, see Galerius, Herculeus.

Mayer, L. A., 27-33, 127-31.
Mazaeus, coins, 4 n. i, 6.

Mazar an-NabI MusS, see Maqam.
McCown, T. D., 189.

meander, 19% 21 S,% 83.

Mecca, 32.

Mediterranean Sea, 189; Eastern, 15; type of

coins, see coins,

megaron, 19 x.

Megiddo, 16*^ see also el-Lajjun, sculpture.

Meidias painter, 19.

Mekal, 45 £*; stele, 45 n. 1 1, 46.

Memphis, 56.

‘men of bronze’, 56.

Mentor, coins, 5 n. 2.

Meron, 131.

Mesarea ben^t Jakfib, see Banat Ya'qub.

Mesopotamia, 45 £, 189.

Metellus, Portico of, 1 10^ £
metopes, 100.

micro-gravers, see gravers.

microliths, microlithic, see crescents, dos rahattu.

Milesian, see plates.

milestone, inscribed, 120 f.

Millar Burrows, 187.

MiracleofLoavesand Fishes,basilica, 1 84£, 1 89.

mirrors, bronze, 47, 49, 53% 75, 86 f.% 89, 94,

100; Egyptian, 53^; Greek form, 47, 49, 53.

Mizpah, 193.

Mnevis, 49.

monkey, see ape.

monogram, see coins,

mortar, Byzantine, 105.

mortarium, Roman, 1 24*.
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mosaic cubes, 189^^5 gold and silver leaf, lime-

stone, glass, ik

mosaic pavements, 105*, 106% 107*; 'Ein et

Tabigha, 185; in Palestine, 136-81 (con-

tinued in VoL III); patterns, 138-41.

Moses, tomb of, 27 n. 2, 29% 30"^ and n. 2, 31

;

see also Maqam an-Nabi Musa.

Moslem, see Muslim,

mother-of-pearl, see lotus-flower,

Mousteriansjin Palestine, 190*; in Europe, 190;

deposit, 190; industry, 1 86; implements, 190.

Morris jun., H. L., 189.

mug, bronze, 97.

Muhammad b. Mahmud al-Qabaqibl, tomb,

128 and n. 3.

Muhammad an-Nammari, 135.

Muhammad b. Rahhal, 29.

Mujrr ad-dln, 30, 32.

MuMm, see Maqam.
musalla^ 132.

Museum, Palestine Archaeological, see Jeru-

salem (Institutions).

Muslim arch, 39; burials, 62, 83, 85; shrine,

30, 128; see also Z2Xv^\i.

Mycenean, see pottery.

N
an-Nabi Musa, see Maqam.
an-Nabulsi, see 'Abd al-Ghani.

nails, bronze, 70, 78, 85; clamped, 77; iron, 55,

67? 7 i 5 73> 76,91-
Naevius, 126 n. r.

an-Najibi, see Aqush.

an-Najml, 31 n. 3,

names, Aramean, 45 ; Egyptian, 44; Phoenician,

45; Saite, 49, 82, 86.

an-Nammari, 135 n. i ; see also Muhammad,
narthex, 185.

naskhi script, 27, 32, 127; Ottoman, 132;
modern, 134.

nasta^ltq script, 135 n. i.

Natufian, Lower, flints, 186; hearth, 194^,

Naukratis, 15, 17, 57,
naves of basilica, 184 f.

Nawawi, 29.

Neanderthal man, 190*
neb sign, 63.

necklaces of beads, 48 £, 52^ f., 62 £, 78, 80%
81% 82, 94, 97; gold, 182; Phoenician, 49;
Tharros, 52 n. 3.
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Nectanebo II, 5 n. 2.

needle, bronze, 94,

nefer sign, 88.

Neptune, legionary badge, 124.

Nerita crassilabrutn^ see shell.

Neuville, Ren^, 185, 194.

New Haven, Conn., American School of Pre-

historic Research, excavations at Magharat

es Sukhul, 189.

New York, Metropolitan Art Museum, Cesnola

collection, 45.

Newell, 2 n. 2.

niche, 187, 189.

Nicomedia, coins, 118.

Nike, on coins, 115*; see also Victory.

Nile, on coin, 9; delta, 49 £, 57.

ntsha^ 1 31.

Nusku, 44, 67.

nut, sulphur, 79.

O
O’Brien, T. P., 189.

Odruh, Roman fort, 189.

Oedipus and sphinx, 16^; on vase, 25 £
oenochoae, 51, 89.

oleander, on mosaic, 185.

Olynthus, see pottery.

on3rx, see beads.

Orient, Oriental, 15, no, elements, influence,

44 f-) 54 n. 4-

Oriental Institute of the GQrres-Gesellschaft,

see Jerusalem (Institutions),

ornaments, see anklets, beads, bracelets, ear-rings,

necklaces, pendants, rings.

Orontes, 13,

orthostats, 192.

Osiris, 48, 87, 89, 96^.

ossuaries, 186 f.% 188^, 191^.

Oswald, 126*.

Otacilia Severa, ii iff., 14.

Ottoman empire, 135; script, see naskhi,

owl, see coins.

ox, prehistoric, 190.

Oxford, Imperial Forestry Institute, 67.

P

Pacific School of Religion, see Berkeley, Cal.

Painter ofthe Bowdoin Box, see Bowdoin.
palace, Assyrian, 465 Tall en Nasba, 192.

Palaeanthropus palestinus, 190.



Palaeolithic remains, 190.

Palestine, 30, 50, 122% 126, 131, 190, 192;
archaeology, 15; coast, 47, 49; northern,

113, 121; plains, no; southern, 17, 21,47;
commerce, 47; Arab conquest, 38; excava-

tions (193 1-2), 184-94; imports from Greece,

15*; from Magna Graecia, 24; Greek influ-

ence, 26; Hellenism, 15 and n. i*; see also

arrow-heads, coins, fibulae, pottery.

Palestine Archaeological Museum, see Jeru-
salem (Institutions).

Palestine Exploration Fund, 34.

palm-branch diadem, see coins.

palmettes, i8* ft, 23, 25* 47, 62, 73 f., 79*,

82, 84, 189.

Palmyrean style, 13 n. 4.

Pan, on coin, 9.

papyrus-bushes, on mosaic, 185; --^marshes, 62;

~ sceptre, 48* 74, 77 £, 87, 89, 91, 98,

102; see also columns.

Paris, Institut de Pal6ontologie Humaine, ex-

cavations at 'Irq el Ahmar, 185 £; Umm ez

Zuweitina, 194; Louvre: Crouching Aphro-
dite, 1 10% 1 1 1*, 1 1 2; Cypriote sculpture, 45;
mosaics, 137; Ras Shamra figurine, 46 n. 3.

Pasiteles, iii.

paste, see amulets, beads, containers, figurines,

scarabs, scaraboids.

patina, see coins.

patterns, mosaic, 139-41; see also acanthus,

bands, cable-border, herring-bone, inden-

tions, ladders, meander, palmettes, pearl and

bead, rosette, tongue-pattern, vine leaves,

vine-trellis, wreath-pattern.

Paul, martyr, 193.

pavement, Byzantine, 105% 106^; see Jeru-

salem (Sites), Tyropoeon, and mosaic pave-

ment.

Peace, statue, 112.

peacocks, on mosaic, 185.

pearl and bead, 1 89; see also mother-of-pearl.

peltasts, 57.
pendants, 52; boat-shaped, 53; bronze, 49, 74,

81, 89, 95, 98, 182; coral, 78; cross-shaped,

182; figurines, 81; glass, 1 82; §0^,49,53,75,
103, 182*; iron, 75; jasper, 71; jug-shaped,

i82f.; laurel leaves, 53, 62, 81; Phoenician,

49; quoit 96; silver, 53, 60, 62, 75, 77 f

,

81^ £, 88 £, 96, 100, 103; see also acorn,

lotus bud.

perfume bottle, see bottles.

Pergamum, iioi see also pottery.

Perigueux, 126.

Persia, Persian, 12, 57; elements, 44; figure,

49; influence, 2^; period, 41, 44^ £, 47 £, 50,

56, 59; war, 20; see also coins; King of'-',

see King.

Petrie, Sir W. Flinders, 23, 26.

Pharaoh, Saite, 80.

Pharnabazus, 57.
Pheidian school, 23.

Philip I, Roman emperor, 14.

Philisto-Arabian, see coins.

Phoenicia, Phoenician, 2 n. 3, 45*, 49* £, 52;
coast, 52 n. I, 57; colonies, 41, 44 £; com-
merce, 52; culture, 44 £; elements, 44% 57;
Greek colonies, 57; influence, 17; see also

bottles, coins, glass, names, pendants, pottery,

scarabs, sculpture, tombs,

pig, prehistoric, 190.

pigtail,

pin, bronze, 73.
pin-heads, bone, 67, 92.

pipes, pottery, 107.

Pisidia, 121.

pit, Byzantine bath, 1 09.

Pittsburgh, Xenia Theological Seminary, ex-

cavations at Tall Beit Mirsim, 191 £, ez

Zahiriya, 193 £
plaque, silver, 96.

plaster, 105% 107% 188.

plates, pottery,black-varnished,72, 83 ; Camiran,

17; Milesian, 17*; Rhodian, 16 f.^

plates, iron, 1 02.

Pliny the Elder, no*.
points, bone, 186; Gravette^ 186*; polishers,

186; triangular, 186.

Poitiers, 126.

polo-sticks (Saracenic blazon), 128 n. i.

Polygnotus, 21.

pomegranate flowers, 189.

Pompey, Sextus, see Sextus.

Pons Jacob, Pont de Jacob, see Ya'qub, Jisr.

Portico of Metellus, see Rome,
portrait bust, see sculpture.

Portugal, 126.

pots, cooking, 73, 78; miniature, 50 £, 66, 78,

97, 99; medieval glazed, 65.

pottery, potsherds, 63, 94, 182 £, 186; chrono-

logy, 19 1 £
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pottery [continued):

Sites: Askalon^ i 6% i8% 25 £; 'Atilt,

1 9 and 57-104 passimi Beisan, 1 Cyprus,

25 n. i; Dura, 126 n. i; Gezer, 17 £> He-

dera, 185; 'Irqel Ahmar, 1863 Jerusalem, 38,

1883 Olynthus, 245 Palestine, 15-265 Sa-

bastya, 126 n, 15 Samu', 205 Syria, 25 n. 15

Tall Beit Mirsim, 191 £5 Tall el Hesy, 225

Tall Jamma, 16% 17% 18* £5 21% 22"^, 23%
24*, 25% 26% 475 Tall en Nasba, 192 £5

Tantura, 22% 23 £; ez Zahiriya, 193 £

Styles: Apulian, 245 Arab, I93'^5 Arretine,

see bowls; Asia Minor, 15, 25, 525 Attic,

24% 25% 26 n., 41,47% 745 kraters,

kylikes, lekythoi, skyphoi; Boeotian, 25% 475

see also kylikes; Bronze Age, Early^ I93 £>

Middle^ 19 1, 194; Late^ 193; Byzantine,

38% 107, 188, 193*5 Camiran, see plates;

Corinthian, 16; see also skyphoi; Cypriote,

25 n. i; geometric, 51, 59; sub-Mycenean,

59, 100; Gaul, 126; Gnathian, 24*; Greek,

47% 5^5 55? 72 £5 early fine style, 21

;

late free style, 19; see also Pre-Hellenistic;

Hebrew, 21 ; Hellenistic, 15 £, 24* £, 47, 51,

59, 72 £, 76, 102 n, I, 187; Iron Age, 193;

Early, 15, 72, 76, 82, 100, 192 £; Early II,

84, 194; Italian, South, 23*; see also dishes;

Kabeiric, 16% 25% 47, 102; see also kylikes;

Mamluk,ig3; medieval, 63, 65, 68; Milesian,

see plates; Mycenean, 15, 2^1 5
Pergamene, 52;

Phoenician, 192; Pre-Hellenistic Greek in

Palestine, 15-26, 47 n. i; Rhodian, 16*; see

also plates; Roman, 16, 38, 185, 193;
Turkish, 193.

Technique: black-figure, 15 £, 25% 47*;

see also kylikes, lekythoi, skyphoi; black-var-

nished, 47, 51, 69, 73, 84 £, 89; see also

bottles, bowls, dishes, kylikes, lekythoi, plates;

clay, Asia Minor, 126; Attic, 18; Corin-

thian, 17 £; Gaulish, 1265 glazed, 63, 65,

68, 70; Hellenistic, 26; red-figure, 15, 47;
see also amphorae, hydriae, kantharoi, kraters,

kylikes, lekythoi; ribbed, 107, 183, 185; rou-

letted, 67, 83; slip ware, 63, 68; stamped, 15,

47, 79, 82, 124, 126; see also dishes, kylikes;

terra-sigillata, 15, 51 £, 84, 95, 126*; Asia

Minor, 24, 126; Gaul, 126 and n. i; Italy,

24, 1265 white-ground, see lekythoi; white-

painted, see lekane.

See also amphorae, bottles, bowls, cup,
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deinoi, dishes, hydriae, jars, jugs, juglets, kan-

tharoi, kraters, kylikes, lamps, lekane, lekythoi,

mortarium, oenochoae, pipes, plates, pots,

saucer, skyphoi, tear-bottles,

potter’s stamp, 1 26*

Praxiteles, iii*

Pre-Hellenistic Greek Pottery in Palestine, see

pottery.

Primus, 126 n. i.

principia (Sanctuary of the Standards), 189,

Procles, 20.

procurators of Judaea, coins, 38, 188.

prognathism, 190,

‘provincial’ Hellenism, no; influence on Roman
art, 13*

Psammetichus, 56.

pseudo-Assyrian, 81 n. i.

Ptah, 48, 77, 87, 89, 96*
P-tham-tek, 80.

Ptolemais, see Acre.

pudic pose. Aphrodite statue, 1 1 1.

Puteoli, 126 n. i.

Pyrenees, 194.

Q
al-Qabaqibi, see Muhammad.
Qalandia, excavations, 105-9.

Qastal, Roman fort, 189.

QastallanI, 29.

Qatanna, excavations, 191.

Qbab ad-dhur, 131.

quadriga, see coins,

quoit pendant, see pendants.

R
Ra', 44, 99.
ram, couchant, 48, 82, 88, 91, 99; sse also coins.

Ramleh, inscription, 31.

ra’-p-them., 80,

Ras Iskander, excavations, 184.

Ras en Naqura, 122.

Ras Shamra figurine, 46 n. 3.

red-figure, see amphorae, hydriae, kantharoi,

kraters, kylikes, lekythoi, pottery.

relatif dlappartenance, 1 3 1

.

Renan, Ernest, 44, 52 n. i.

Reshef-Mekal, 45 f.*.

rhinoceros, prehistoric, 1 90.

Rhodes, Rhodian, 5 n. 2, 1105 also plates,

ribbed pottery, see pottery,

Riegl, 12, 130. I.



rings, 54; bronze, 54, 78 £, 89, 99; electrum

setting, 54; iron facing, 52, 66; with scarabs,

54^; signet <^5 54; gold, 49; silver, 54; as ear-

rings, 66.

Finger 52% 54; bone, 93; bronze, 60,

78, 79, 98; bronze-wire, 66, 73, 89; glass,

182; gold, 54, 75, 87, 93f.; gold-wire, 54;
iron, 52% 55, 65 f.^, 70 E, 73, 77, 79, 85%
87 f., 91 f.,93*,95,97*ff.,ioo, io2£^; silver,

52, 54% 62, 66, 70, 75 £, 81, 88 £, 94, 96.

mpf-nfry 88.

rock-crystal, see beads.

rock-shelter, 'Irq el Ahmar, 185 £; Magharat
es Sukhoi, 189 £

Rome, Roman (City): coins, 1 18; Conservatori

Museum, head of Constantine, 13; Portico

of Metellus, sculptures, no* £; Vatican

Museum: porphyry sculpture, 13 n. 3;

Crouching Aphrodite, 110% in*; (personi-

fication), bust on coins, 114; Urbs Roma
legend, see coins; (Empire), 49, 193; art,

13*, III; Britain, 26*; see also camp, cir-

cumvallation, concrete, forts, hair-dressing,

lamps, pottery, tombs.

rosette decoration, i87*ff.; blazon, 128 n. i.

Rosh, A., 1 1 2.

Rossie Priory, head of Otacilia Severa, 1 3.

rostrate scrapers, see scrapers,

rouletted pottery, see pottery.

Royal College of Surgeons, see London,

rubble, see masonry.

Rubens, Peter Paul, in.
Rukn ad-dln, see Baybars.

rushes, on mosaic, 1 85.

Russia, Southern, 15.

S

Saake Getser lacoube, see Ya qub, Jisr.

Sabastya, 131; excavations, 184; inscriptions,

1 21 n. 2, 124*; see also pottery,

sacred eye, see amulets, coins.

Safad, Castle, 127 £; Convent of St. James,

128* £; inscription, 31; Magharat Banat

Ya'qub, inscription, 127—31; Mamluk
governors, 128* and n. 55 Maqam hadrat

Ya qub, 127 n. 2.

Saffuriyya, 131.

Saif ad-din, see FauzI.

Saite, 49, 82, 86; see also names, pharaohs.

Sajur, 26 n.

sakkos^ 19.

as-Salih (al-Malik), see Ayyub.
as-Salihi, see Baybars.

Salona, sculpture, 13 n. 3.

Salonina, 12*, 14.

Samu', see pottery.

Sanctuary of Standards, see principia.

sandstone, see stone.

Sardinia, 15, 44, 54 n. 3.

satyr’s head, see coins,

saucer, loi.

Sauvaget, J., 31 n. 5.

saws, flint, 73, loi.

Shn-Hor^ 71 .

scaraboid, 54; electrum setting, 94; inscribed,

82, 91; paste, 82, 91, 94; steatite, 71; see

also scarabs.

scarabs, 41, 46, 53 £, 191*, 193; inscribed, 49,

71, 75, 86, 88; with legs, 48, 81, 87, 91, 99;
on swivel mounting, 53 £, 75, 79.

Styles and subjects', Cypriote, 45; Egyptian,

44*, 49, 54, 99 and n. 2; Greek: archaic,

45, 47 j 57 ? 75 n. i, 79; in Sardinia, 15, 19;

mixed style, 57; subjects, 44 £, 57; Oriental

subjects, 44; Phoenician mixed style, 44*;

Tharros, 19, 44 £, 81 n. i, 99 n. 2; Tuth-
mosis III, 193.

Technique

i

carnelian, 44 £, 75, 79, 99;
haematite, 66, 71

;
jasper, 19, 44 £, 62, 70 £*,

81, 85 £, 99; paste, 44, 67, 75, 8O5 88; stea-

tite,44, 63, 71% 86, 92.

sceptre, see papyrus, Wadjet, was.

Schneider, A., 184.

Schulten, A., 190.

scrapers, core'-, 186, 194; discoidal flat^^, 186*;

end 186*, 194; h museau Aurignacian

186; plane 186*; rostrate «-, 186.

sculptors, Greek, no.
sculpture: Sites\ Askalon, ii—14, 1 10-12;

'Atilt, 46; Megiddo, 46; Ras Shamra, 46;

Salona, 13 n. 3; Solutr6, 194; Spalato, I3n. 3;

Syria, 46, no*.
Styles'. Assyrian reliefs, 46; Byzantine, 13*

and n. 3; Christian, 13; Cypriote, 2, 45, 52,

54; Eastern, 13; Greek, 1 2; Hellenic-Roman,

13*; Hellenistic, 112; in Palestine, 15 n. i;

Hittite reliefs, 46; Phoenician, 46, 49; pre-

historic, 194*; Roman, 1 2£; Syrian reliefs,46,

Subjects', animal, 194*; Aphrodite, Crouch-

ing, no-i2; emperor, 189; empresses, n-
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sculpture: Subjects\ {continued):

145 god, 1895 Peace, 112; portrait busts,

11-14; Victory, 1 12; Wrestlers^, 1 12.

Technique: bronze, 46; limestone, 194;

terra-cotta, 79 5 see also figurines,

seals, Achaemenian,44£5 agate, inscribed, 193;

Babylonian, 44; Beisan, 46; cylinder--, 19 1;

steatite, 1 0 1 ; Syrian style, 1 9 1

.

Sebastia, see Sabastya.

Seker, 48, 87, 89, 96^.

Sekhmet, 48, 66, 77, 87, 96 £, 99, 102,

Sennacherib, 193.

serpent, on coffin, 1 85 ; on vase, 22 ; see also snake.

Seth, 46.

Seven Springs, see Heptapegon.

sewer, Jerusalem, 34*.

Sextus Pompey, 125,

Shaft graves, see tombs.

shell amulet (Nerita crassilahrum\ 64, 96.

sherds, see pottery.

shield (of Saracenic blazon), 128 n. r.

shovel, bronze, inscribed, 123.

Shu, 48* 77, 81, 87*, 89, 91, 96* 99.

sickle blades, 186, 194^.

Sidon, 44; coins, 2* and n. 2, 3 and n., 4^ and

n. 4, 10, 46; coins, Sidonian type, 6-7, 57, 65,

73 f-5 75 77
* 84, 89, 90 f., 93, 100, 102;

tombs, 58 n. I, 2.

sigma-shaped inscription, 27.

signet rings, see rings.

Silenus, on coins, 9; on vase, 19.

silphium, see coins,

silver, fragments, 63; see also beads, bead-

spreader, bezel, button, cat, coins, ear-rings,

hair-ornaments, laurel-leaves, loops, plaque,

rings, wire,

silver leaf, see mosaic-cubes.

Simeon bar Ton, 187,

Sirius, 91.

Siscia, coins, 118.

skeletons, ^Atlit, 415 Hedera, 185; Jerusalem,

188; Magharat es Sukhul, prehistoric, 190^.

skull, prehistoric, 190^.

skyphoi, Attic black-figure, 18; Corinthian,

16 £*; mesomphalic, 84,

slip-ware, see pottery,

snake, serpent, on mosaic, 185^.

Sol, on coins, 1 14 £
solar, see crown, disk,

soldier, see coins.
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Solutr^ sculpture, 194.

Sons of Jacob, see Ban! Ya^qub.

Sothis, 91.

South-Italian style, see pottery,

sow and litter amulet, 48 £, 80

Spain, 15.

Spalato sculpture, 130. 3.

Spartan troops, 57.

spdt^ 91 .

Sphinx, on lekythos, 17, 19; and Oedipus, on
vase, 16*, 25 £; winged, see coins,

spike, iron, 77.

stamp, legionary, 124% 125^; see also bread,

potter, tile.

stamped pottery, see pottery,

standard, see coins,

star, on scarabs and seals, 99, loi.

statue, statuette, see sculpture,

steatite, see scaraboids, scarabs, seals,

stele, Amrit, 45 f.^; funerary, 23; of Mekal,
Beisan, 45 n. 1 1,

46*

stemless kylix, see kylikcs,

Stephan, S. H., 132-5.

stephane.^ 22 £*.

Stephen, martyr, 193.

stone, with cross, 183; sandstone slab, 183; of

Miracle of Loaves and Fishes, 1855 see also

basin, beads,

stork, on mosaic, 1 85.

stoup, 105.

strigils, bronze, 55, 98.

Strong, E,, 12 n. 3.

Strzygowski, J., 13 n. 2.

Sudun ad-Dawadari, Governor of Safad, 128
and n, 5; his daughter’s tomb, 128

Sukenik, E. L., 185 £, 188, 191.

sulphur, see nut.

sultan, 135*.

sump, 107.

Suyuti, 29 £
Syria, Syrian, 121, 131, 192; Northern, 26 n.,

1 21; empresses, 11-145 legions, 121; prin-

cesses, 12; viceroys, Mamluk, 29, 31, 131;
see also coins, pottery, sculpture, seals.

Syria Palaestina, 121.

T
tabula ansata^ I2I% 123,

at-Taiml, see FauzL
Talbiya, see Jerusalem, sites.



Talhum (Tall Hum), 184, 188.

Tall Beit Mirsim, excavations, 191 fF,

Tall el Faras, mosaics, 137.
Tall Jamma, Greek community, 56; see also

arrow-heads, pottery.

Tall en Nasba, excavations, 192 f.

Tall el 'Ujul, excavations, 184.

Tanam, 131.

at-Tanami, see FauzI.

tank, in Byzantine bath, 105 f., 107^.

Tantura, 575 excavation, 16*5 see also pottery,

Tardenoisian gravers, 194.
Tarlq Bab es Silsileh, ^ el Wad, see Jerusalem,

Streets.

Tarshiha, tomb, 183.

Tarsus, coins, 45.
Tashtamur al-Badri (Himmis akhdar), 128 n. 4,

tassel, 1 1 2.

taurodont dentition, 190.

Ta-urt,48,69,73,75,77,88*f.,9i,97,g9,io2.
Taynal al-Ashrafi, tomb, 1 28.

tear-bottles, 51, 98.

temenos, 192.

Templars, 41,

temple, round, on mosaic, 1 85.

Tennes, coins, 4, 90.

tepidarium, 107,

terra-cotta, see sculpture.

terra sigillata^ see pottery.

terre pise

e

wall, 192.

tetradrachms, see coins.

Tharros excavations, 44, 5^ n, see also neck-

laces, scarabs, tombs.

Thebes, (Greece), hegemony, 17; Kabeiron, 25.

Theodosius, St, monastery, Deir Ibn 'Ubaid.

Theotokos, 188.

Thessalonica, coins, 1 1 8.

Thoth, 48, 74, 77, 87, 89, 97, 99, 102.

Thrace, see coins.

Tiber, 13.

Tiberias, 184, 1885 Lake see Galilee, Sea of.

Tiberias-Acre road, 120.

Tiberio-Claudian potter’s stamp, 126^.

tile, stamped, 124^.

tile stamp, 125^.

Titus, 39.

tombs (tomb-caves, graves, shaft-graves); Sites\

Askalon, 182 f; 'Atlit, 41—104, detailed

description, 57-104; Hedera, 185; ^Isawiya,

186 f; Jerusalem, 187 f.; Qatanna, 19 1;

Safad, Magharat Banat Ya'qub, 128; see also

Banat Ya'qub; Sidon, 58 n. i, 2; Tarshiha,

1 83; Tharros, 58 n. i.

Bronze Age, 193; Byzantine, 193; Chris-

tian, 183; Iron Age, 41, 193^; Israelite, 193;
Phoenician, 41, 58; Roman, 193.

Arrangement and construction, 'Atlit,

58 £; equipment: Egyptian, 57; Iron Age,

41 ; Phoenician, 41, 57 £; see also burials,

ossuaries.

tongue pattern, 20 £% 23* £
tooth, canine, see amulets,

tower, 'Atilt, 41^ £; on mosaic, 185; Roman
fort, 188 £; Tall en Nasba, 192.

Tranquillina, ii.

Trans-Jordan, Limes Arabicus, 189; tomb of
Moses, 30.

transept, 185*

Trier, see Augusta Trevirorum.

tri-hemi-obol, see coins.

Troia de Setubal, 126.

trowel, iron, 42, 68.

tubes, bone, 66; iron, 90.

Tulkarm, 131.

tunic, 87; Egyptian, 45.

Turbat Banat Ya'qub, see Banat Ya'qub.

Turkish, see inscriptions, pottery.

Turris rubea, 29.

Tuthmosis III, 46; scarab, 193.

Tyre, coins, 2 and nn. i and 2, 3 n. 2, 4; Tyrian
type ofcoins, 7, 57, 85, 95, 104.

_

Tyropoeon valley, see Jerusalem (Sites).

U
al-'Umarl, see Ahmad b. Fadl-Allah.

Umm ez Zuweitlna, excavation, 194.

unguents, 51.

Urbs Roma legend, see coins.

Ure, 26 n.

V
vases, alabaster, 55; glass, 183, 188; see also

pottery.

Vatican Museum, see Rome,
vault, 189^; ^ barrel-shaped, 35, 188; see also

tombs.

Venice, porphyry sculpture, 13 n. 3.

Venus dei Medici, in*; lavans se, no; see

also Aphrodite.

Vespasian, 125.
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vexillatio, I2i and n. i.

Via Maris, 189.

Viceroys of Syria, see Syria.

Victory, statue, 112; on coins, 115 £5 see also

Nike.

Vienne, Aphrodite, 112.

Vindonissa, 126.

vine leaves, on vase, 24*.

vine trellis, 185.

Vitry, Jacques de, 41, 44.

volute, see capital, ear-rings,

vulture, 925 ^ head-dress, see Isis,

W
Wadi Khureitun, 194.

Wadi el Maghara, 190; excavations, 184.

Wadi at-Taim, 13 1.

Wadjet sceptre, 48.

wall, Askalon tomb, 1825 ^Atlit, 41^ £ 5 Byzan-

tine, 109; Iron Age, 193; Iron Age, Early,

1925 Tall Beit Mirsim, 19 1 £^j Tall en

Nasba, 192% 193*.

Warden of the Marches, 29.

Warren, Sir Charles, 34, 39^ £*,

was sceptre, 44, 99,

water-buffalo, see coins,

waves, see coins; profile, 189.

weapons, see arrow-heads, javelin-heads,

white ground, see pottery.

Wiesbaden, 126.

Wiet, G., 31 n. 5.

wire, bronze, 55, 66, 73, 895 gold, 54*; iron,

_54j silver, 49, 53 f 75.

wish-bone, see handles,

wolf and twins, see coins,

woman, running, on lekythos, 74; spinning, on
vase, 16, 25.

wood object, 89; see also cedar, containers, kohl-

boxes.

wreath pattern, 24.

Wrestlers^, Florence, see sculpture.

X
Xenia Theological Seminary, see Pittsburgh.

Y
Ya qub (Jacob the Patriarch), 1 28, 1 3 1 ; Daugh-

ters of, see Banat Ya'qub; Jisr (Bridge of),

1 30 and n. 1% 2, 4; Sons of, see BanI Ya'qub;

see also Baniit Ya'qub, Jisr.

Yaqut, 30 and n. 2.

Yebna, find of coins, i ; inscription, 31.

Yehonatan, 187,

York, 126.

Z
%ahi^ 134.

az-Zahir (al-Malik), see Baybars.

ez Zahiriya, soundings, 193 £
Zeus, on coins, 5.

ez Zib, inscription, 122 £
%thi^ zihl, 134.
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EGYPTO-ARABIAN, PHOENICIAN, AND OTHER COINS OF
THE FOURTH CENTURY B.C. FOUND IN PALESTINE

The following coins were acquired by the Department of Antiquities in

circumstances which imply that they belong to a hoard. They were offered

in small lots at short intervals by a Jerusalem dealer, except Nos. 4, 1 1, 13,

1 5, and 57, which came from a Jaffa dealer. No satisfactory information could

be obtained as to provenance, but the Jerusalem dealer believed that the coins

had been found, some at Abu Shusheh, near Gezer, and others at Yebnah,
a village about five miles from the sea and ten miles due west of Gezer. This
may mean that a hoard had been dispersed, or that the coins were picked up
in small numbers at some particular spot, perhaps in the sand dunes near the

coast, the dealer receiving his supplies from individuals belonging to each of

the villages named. Therefore, in drawing conclusions based on the sup-

position that these coins form part of a hoard, it is necessary to remember that

individual specimens may be extraneous.^

The coins were thinly and evenly coated with hard black patina; the small

amount of cleaning necessary made little or no difference to the weights before

cleaning given in the List. Except where otherwise stated the coins are in

particularly good condition, showing hardly any signs of wear due to circu-

lation. They are listed by legends and types, not in chronological sequence.

A few specimens apparently date from the fifth century (notably No. 50) and

the beginning of the fourth, but the majority seem to belong to the middle of

the fourth century, descending to the time of Alexander.

Certain coins in the set labelled Egypto- and Philisto-Arabian ^ are in mint W 44 to

state and seem likely on that account to be among the latest in the hoard; this 61’ lllialo Is

applies especially to a small group [a) showing lions and other animals; though

^ It may be useful to specify the various lots in the order in which they were offered for sale:

Lot I : Nos. 2, 14, 18, 20, 30, 35, 40, 46, S3, 54.

„ 2: „ 17, 19, 24, 55, 60. Lot 3: No. 45.

„ 4: „ 8,22,29,34,36,44,49,51.

» 5: » 3)16,23,28,33,38,42,47,63.
„ 6: „ 9, 21, 26, 27, 31, 58, 59.

„ 7; „ 4, 1 1, 13, 15, 57, from the Jaffa dealer.

„ 8: „ 12,32,37,62. Lot q: Nos. Z9-

„ 10: „ 5,25,41,43,48,50,52.
„ ii: „ 1,6, 10,56,61.

^ Using the names given to groups of similar coins in the British Museum Catalogue^ Palestine^

pp. 17611.
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possibly struck in Palestine or Egypt, these coins appear to have points in

common with Cypriote coins, as distinct from Phoenician coins struck under

Persian influence at Tyre '' and Sidon. Some of their types could also have

been borrowed from early coins of Thrace and Macedonia.^ The variety of

the types, coupled with their similarity in execution and appearance of being

contemporary, suggests that they were struck by the same mint craftsmen

for circulation in different localities. They seem to combine local types 3

with others prompted by Greek rather than by Persian ideas. In date the

coins of this small group may be very near the time of Alexander. It is

worth noting that Nos. 44 to 48 have the letter ^ in common with most
of the Sidonian coins in the hoard.

(b) Nos. 50, A few coins (S) in the Egypto- and Philisto-Arabian set appear to stand
S3> S4j ss> 58- alone and to have the character of issues from regular mints. Nos. 50 and 55,

apparently among the earliest, show bearded male heads of the kind found
on other coins in the Philisto-Arabian class, but in rather better style; the

facial characteristics and treatment of the hair and beard are vaguely remini-

scent of some crude examples of Cypriote sculpture.® No. 53 seems to be full

of possibilities for conjecture and may be of Egyptian origin, although, on
the evidence of the Beni Hassan hoard,^ coins of other than Athenian types

^ The hybrid illustrated in Phoenicia^ PI. XLIV, No. 2, having on the obverse the

usual Tyrian t3^e and on the reverse a lion attacking a gazelle, seems to belong to the group under
consideration.

^ This applies equally to many other coins in the Philisto-Arabian set. Since these notes were
written, an examination has been made of some rock-cut tombs found by the Department near
*Atlit Castle; these tombs are to be published in a later number of the Quarterly, but it may be
mentioned that their contents included coins of Sidonian and Tyrian types similar to these here
described (Nos. 21-41), also a coin of Aegae (S.ikf.C., Macedon^ p. 38, No. 4) datable to the

earlier part of the fifth century. Though corroded, this coin was not much worn in circulation;

such indications, added to the discovery by Newell of an era of Alexander at Acre beginning c,

347 B. c., tend to show that there must have been a fairly strong Macedonian element in the
Greek population of the Levant before the time of Alexander’s conquests.

3 As found on earlier coins in an area extending from Egypt to Phoenicia. Certain types (e.g. the
janiform head, the fore-part of a horse) occur consistently on Philisto-Arabian coins of apparently
different periods, which suggests that they are to be associated with local mints making successive

issues in their own particular types. Concerning Philisto-Arabian coins in general Hill states:

‘The characteristic of all this group of coins is that they represent types likely to attract the people
among whom they circulated. Beginning with imitations of various archaic Greek coins, the
engravers go on to types of local origin, drawing their inspiration from Syria, Judaea, Arabia, or
Egypt. None of these so varied types can be regarded as evidence of local cults.’

—

Palestine,

p. Ixxxviii.
^ ^ ^ ^

4 cf. ibid., PI. XIX, No. 28.
3 Cf. Myres, Cesnola Collection of Antiquities from Cyprus (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New

York, 1914), p. 204, Nos. 1288 and 1290.
^ Revue Numtsmatique^ I905> PP« 235 f. The hoard was found in the course of excavations
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do not appear to have circulated as currency in Egypt at the beginning of the
fourth century. It is difficult to suggest a date for this coin later than the
middle of the fourth century though it is in perfect preservation and similar

in fabric to coins of the group (^z) already mentioned. No. 58 bears types
attributed to Gaza, the reverse occurring on a single fragmentary specimen
in the Beni Hassan hoard.

Some other coins {c) appear to be similar in fabric to group [a) but rather (c) nos. 51,

different in style; the dove on No. 62 may indicate the mint of Ascalon; the
palm-branch (?) diadem on Nos. 51 and 52 is like the diadem worn by the
male head seen on earlier coins of Aradus.^

The coins of Athenian types, (c/), being presumably local copies, are difficult W 3 to

to date; they could be considerably later than originals from which they may
have been imitated; it would seem that such originals might belong to the

earlier part of the fourth century. Much interest attaches to No. 4 bearing the

legend no adequate interpretation has yet been found and it would
be inadvisable to add to the somewhat unconvincing suggestion hazarded in

a footnote to the list.

The combinations of Athenian and other types (e) are similar in character («) Nos. is to

to the Egypto- and Philisto-Arabian set, particularly group {a), but Nos. 19
and 20 seem earlier than group (iz), while No. 18 resembles No. i in style.

The Sidonian coins having o on the reverse are relatively clumsy (No. z^(J)Nos. zi to

excepted), the galleys with square stern, in particular, being carelessly out-

lined over clumsy zigzag lines of waves.^ The coins vary much in weight;

it is not easy to fit them into the Table given on p. xc of the British Museum
Catalogue., Phoenicia; an attempt to do so results in the following:

Rounded stern.

Indeterminate.

Square stern.

Stern not visible.

Nos. 21, 22.

Nos. 24, 35, 36.

No. 23.

Nos. 25, 27, 28, 29, 31.

Nos. 33, 34, 38.

Nos. 26, 30, 32, 37.

(Group V.)

(Unplaced.)

(Group VIII.)

(Group IV h.)

(Unplaced.)

conducted by John Garstang during the winter 1903—4 for the University of Liverpool; the hoard

contained 54 Athenian tetradrachms dating from the end of the fifth century b.c. together with

about 20 Phoenician coins ofTyre and Sidon, including fragmentary ones, and a fragment of a coin

attributed to Gaza of Philisto-Arabian types \rev. fore-part of a horse). The Athenian coins were
not chisel-cut but all the other coins, except three, were.

^ Cf. Phoenicia., PI. I, Nos. 1 2-15; the coins following in the same series show a laurel

crown. » As on coins of later Tyrian types.
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(g) Nos, 19 to

41.

Nos. 25 and 31 are similar in style and better executed than the majority

having galleys with square stern; apart from these, the coins with rounded

stern appear to be earlier, especially in the case of the smallest denominations

(Nos. 36 to 3 8). If this is correct and if the inscription of' belongs to Tennes,^

most of the coins in the Sidonian set are later than 350 b.c.^

Of the three coins bearingTyrian types, (g). No, 40 belongs to the beginning

of the fourth century. No. 39 is a plated specimen and may be later on that

account, while No. 41 has been classed with coins attributed to the period of

Alexander or his immediate successors.^

With regard to the denominations of the small silver coins (leaving out of

account Nos. 3, 39, and 50) the largest, which for convenience can be called

a unit, approximates to a tri-hemi-obol. The Sidonian coins of Phoenician

Standard are the heaviest; the coins of Athenian types, with some in the

Egypto- and Philisto-Arabian set,+ come next, their denominations and

weights having possibly been chosen to enable them to circulate with coins

of Phoenician as well as of Attic Standard. But the coins of the Egypto- and

Philisto-Arabian set are lighter and more definitely Attic, and they may, in

some cases, have been struck under conditions that did not make it necessary

to take into account possible competition with coins of the Phoenician Stan-

dard in circulation. Judged by appearance alone most of the coins could be

placed in one of three categories, the unit already mentioned, what looks like

a half, and what looks like a quarter, though the weights and consideration

of difference in standard show that other denominations must be represented;

the distinction by appearance (i.e. broadness of flan and, to a limited extent,

thickness or thinness, where marked) is, however, worth considering where
such coins circulated together without the aid of a balance. As the weights

* Babelon, Traiti, II, 2, p. 579. But No. 23, if the date has been correctly read as year 6 or

year 7, may create a difficulty in the arrangement of the coins of Mazaeus proposed ibid., p. 586.
^ See, however, ibid., pp. 563 ff. Nos. 24 to 34 belong to the group having ^ on the obverse and
O on the reverse which Babelon ultimately attributed to the period before 373 b.c.} but his former

proposal, ibid., p. 566, to attribute them to Bagoas, and his suggestion that they may have been

struck at Acre, after 345 e.c., deserve further consideration. The explanation of the date accom-
panying the letter ^ on coins similar to No. 24—ibid., p. 571—might still hold good if, as appears

possible, this coin stands apart from the group bearing the letter only and no date. The argument
in favour of the earlier attribution rests mainly on the weights.
3 References are given in footnotes to the list.

* Such as No. 58, which may be on the Phoenician Standard; also Nos. 45 to 48 (the Bes coins,

with the letter ^ as on Sidonian coins), No. 59, and Nos. 19 and 20, all of which come near in

weight to the coins of Athenian types.
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vary and the origin of many of the coins is uncertain, the hoard does not in

itself appear to provide sufficient material for an examination of the denomina-
tions and standards represented, but it will be of interest for comparison with
other finds in that respect.

C. Lambert.

LIST
(The coins are slightly enlarged in reproduction on Plates 1 and II, as shown by the scale.)

ALEXANDER THE GREAT
Nos.

1 . Head of Alexander (?) 1 . wearing royal kausia.

\Rev. Zeus'' seated 1 . on throne without back, holding eagle (?) in outstretched

r. hand and sceptre, dotted, in 1 . ;
in shallow incuse square. M.. (Slightly worn.)

6 mm. 0-12 grm.

2. Head of Heracles r. in lion-skin; dotted border.

fRev. [aJaezAN APOY, between club and quiver; in field, near club, pellet.

JE. 9 mm. 0-95 grm.

ATHENIAN TYPES
Helmeted head of Athena r.

Rev. Owl; on 1 ., olive-spray; in field, 1 . or r., symbols, legends, &c., as shown
below; in incuse square.

3. \ 1 ., crescent; r., \0E. JR. (Plated.) 15 mm. 4- 19 grm.

4. -<-r., AO[E] and JR- 9 mm. 0-79 grm.

5. Jr., A©[E]. JR. (Slightly worn.) 9 mm. 0*85 grm.

6. \ 1 ., crescent and star; r., large pellet and AG. JR. 8 mm. 0*73 grm.

7. /!., crescent; r., G. JR. (Worn.) 8 mm. 0*78 grm.

8. .-vr., AG. JR. 7 mm. 0*72 grm.

9. fr., AGE. 6 mm. 0*42 grm.

10. /!., crescent; r., ^0[•]. JR. 6 mm. 0*1 6 grm.

11. /Legend imperfectly struck. JR. 6 mm. 0*35 grm.

12. \ 1 ., no olive-spray; r., AOE. JR. (Worn.) 5 mm. o-2i grm.

13. 1

1

., no olive-spray; r., AGE. JR. 7 mm. 0*43 grm.

14. /r., [A]OE. .(R. 5 mm. 0*15 grm.

* The type seems to resemble Alexander’s usual reverse rather than the Baaltars type (cf. Babelon,

Les Perses Jchlmenides, No. 259), but the form of the eagle is indefinite.

* miD (? Mentor—^by transposition of the last two letters—^the Rhodian, who commanded Greek

mercenaries in Egypt under Nectanebo 11 and who afterwards entered the service of Artaxerxes III,

taking part in the invasion of Egypt, c. 343 b.c.)
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Nos.

COMBINATIONS OF ATHENIAN AND OTHER TYPES ^

15. Helmeted head of Athena r.

Rev. Irregular bar (? dolphin or owl imperfectly struck), in incuse square

dotted on two sides. JR. 6 mm. 0*15 grm.

16. Elephant’s head r. (? or helmet); line (? or cable) border.

\Rev. Owl; on 1 ., olive-spray; on r., AOE; in incuse square. JR. 7 mm. 0*3 grm.

17. Head of Athena r. (helmet indistinct but traces visible), dotted border.

\Rev. Head of roaring lion r. with 1 . fore-paw raised; ^ square border of dots in

incuse square. JR. 8 mm. 0-32 grm.

18. Youthful head r. wearing diadem and necklace.

)lRev. Owl; on 1 ., olive-spray and crescent; on r., ^0E and 5; in incuse square.

JR. (Slightly worn.) 7 mm. 0*24 grm.

19—20. (Two coins, identical in size and weight, from the same dies.)

Head of young satyr facing.

\\Rev. Owl; on 1 ., olive-spray and crescent; on r., AOE; in incuse square. JR.

9 mm. O' 7 grm.

SIDONIAN TYPES 3

Galley 1 ., with oars, over two lines of waves; above, inscr.; details as mentioned
below; dotted border.

Rev. (a) The King of Persia standing r., in r. hand dagger, 1
.
grasping head of

lion confronting him, erect on hind legs with 1. fore-paw raised; in

centre, inscr. ; in incuse square. Or,

(h) The King of Persia running or kneeling r. (as on sigloi) with bow and
spear or dagger; in incuse square.

21. HI (year 3) ;
waves undulating.

^ Rev. (i?) o/’ (yn). JR. (Worn.) 9 mm. 0-75 grm.

22. No obverse inscr.
; waves undulating.

^ Rev. («) o/*
; no incuse square. JR. (Worn.) 10 mm. 0-6

8 grm.

23. HI III (year 6 -[-?); '• waves undulating.

[»]

t Rev. (a) I'*,
(r» = Mazaeus®). JR. (Worn.) 9 mm. 0’6 grm.

24. [i]''3^ (3 and date, 30 -j- .?); waves undulating, only one line on flan.

^ Rev. (a)o. JR. (Slightly worn.) 10 mm. 0*9 grm.

* Thin in fabric and resembling coins classed as Egypto- and Philisto-Arabian. (B.M.C., Pales-

tine, 176 IF.)

* Cf. below, No. 60 (lion with paw raised), also Cyprus, PI. I, No. 5 (rev. of a coin

of Amathus ?). 3 Phoenicia, p. X46, Nos. 36, &c.
On the obverse there is a curve apparently belonging to the stern of the galley, but discon-

nected; this might be part of a (7 retrograde) or possibly a numeral to be added to the date,
s Babelon, Train, II. 2, p. 582.
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Nos.

25-34- ^ ('^ on No. 26); letter indistinct on Nos. 25, 30, 31 ; absent on Nos. 32-4;
waves mainly zigzag; shown by two double lines on No. 3 1 ; off flan on Nos. 26,
28 ; keel indicated by two horizontal lines crossed by oars i on No. 28.
Rev. (a) o. JR. (No. 34 plated.)

No. 26 worn; Nos. 30, 31, 33 slightly worn.
Sizes (mm.). 10, 10, ii, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 10.

ms. (grm.). 0-97, 0-75, o-8, 0-72, 0-9, 0-79, 0-85, 0-63, o-66, 0-72.
Dies. / t t

35^. lliii (year 5); one line of waves, zigzag.

\Rev. (^) King with bow and spear; no incuse. JE. 9 mm. 0-63 grm.

36. [•• t] ? two undulating lines of waves.

\Rev.
(5) King with bow and spear. JR. (Considerably worn.) 7 mm.

0-32 grm.

37. No obverse inscr. ; one line of waves, zigzag.

t Rev. (F) King with bow and spear. M. (Slightly worn.) 8 mm. 0-35 grm.

38 . keel shown by two straight lines crossed by oars, over one line of waves.

fRev. (F) King kneeling with bow, dagger, and quiver; two r. arms appear,

the one engraved first having elbow close to side and dagger in hand, the

second having elbow extended to 1., holding quiver. JR. 7 mm. 0-42 grm.

TYRIAN TYPES
39. Hippocampi r., carrying bearded male rider with bow; below, triple line of

waves ; dolphin in ex. ; cable border.

t Rev. Owl r., with crook and flail
; cable border. Al. (Plated.) 3 i ^ mm.

2-63 grm.

40. Hippocamp r.
;

dolphin below; cable border.

\Rev. Owl r., with crook and flail; cable border; in incuse circle. JR. (Worn.)

lo mm. 0-76 grm.

41. Hippocamp s L, over two undulating lines of waves; dotted border.

\ Rev. Owl 1., with crook and flail ; dotted border. iR. (Slightly worn.) 8 mm.
0*48 grm.

(UNCERTAIN)
42. Dolphin r.

;
dotted border.

\Rev. Lion’s mask facing; dotted border in circular incuse. JR. (Worn.)

6 mm. 0-23 grm.

I Cf. No. 38. ^ Cf. B.3d.C., Phoenicia, PI. XLIV, No. 3.

* This coin is in the style of Group III, referred to in the Quarterly of the Department of Anti-

quities in Palestine, Vol. I, No. i; the statement there made (p. 12) that no plated specimens are

recorded in Group III now requires correction.

•* Phoenicia, p. 230, No. 23, &c. ® Ibid., p. 233, No. 43.
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Nos.

43. Two figures in Persian dress standing confronted, each carrying shield and
spear; in square dotted border.

Rev. Obscure (J possibly hieroglyphs, or conventional representation of galley

over waves); in incuse square. JR. (Much worn.) 9 mm. 0*38 grm.

EGYPTO-ARABIAN, PHILISTO-ARABIAN, ETC.^

44. Obscure; apparently a human-headed animal
;

traces of circular dotted border.

Rev. Goat running r., head turned back; above, 9 5 square border of dots in

incuse square. Ai. (Worn.) 7 mm. 0’3i grm.

45. Lion springing to r. on back of ram lying r.
;

above, 9 ;
in circle of dots.

^Rev. Bes, standing to front, holding up two panthers ^ (one on each side) by
their tails, ^ fore-paws resting on the ground, heads inwards and looking up;
square border of dots in incuse square. JR. 10 mm. 0*7

1
grm.

46. -«-As 45 (same dies). JR. 10 mm. 0-73 grm.

47. Head of Bes facing; on either side, a panther (or lion) resting fore-paws on
his crown, looking back; dotted border.

\Rev. Lion r. jumping on gazelle crouching r.
; above, ') (a) ; square border

of dots in incuse square, 9 mm. 0*67 grm.

48. Head of Bes with panthers, as No. 47.
jRev. Lion jumping r. on back of gazelle lying 1 . ;

above, square border of

dots in incuse square. JR. pram. 0-75 grm.

49. Sacred eye amulet struck from a die; edges chiselled to give sharp outline

except along top where original slight convexity remains; pierced from end to

end in the usual way. (Riju plain.) JE. 8x5 mm. 0*55 grm.

50. Male head 1 ., with pointed beard, hair in a knot at back, wearing diadem;
cable border.

jRev. Lion 1 . attacking bull from behind; above, rrv 9 (13); square border of
dots in incuse square. Al. (Much worn.) 16 mm. 3*93 grm.

51. Male head r., eye full, with palm-branch diadem, wearing necklace
;

cable border.

\Rev. Lion springing 1 . over prostrate ram 1 . ;
s above, [m] ^ in incuse square.

JR. 9 mm. 0-67 grm.
' Including, probably, other Mediterranean types.

^ Connected with the cult of Bes (cf. the panthers or Hons on his crown, Nos. 47 and 48) and
having no topical significance.

’ Cf. a type of Aradus—^marine deity holding two dolphins by the tails

—

Phoenicia, p. 3,
No. 12, &c.
^ Can such objects have been used as currency in Egypt ? The technique of the engraving has

much in common with the Bes coins (Nos. 45~8) and others. The amulet is in a state similar

to the bronze coins described as regards condition and patination.
s Cf Ai/.a, Palestine, PI. XIX, No. 24; also Babelon, Les Perses Achlmlnides, PI. VIII,/

No. 165 earlier examples of the same reverse type. A similar lion is seen on coins of Heraclea
(Grose, McClean Collection, Vol. I, PI. 28, Nos. 3—9).
® Owing toaflawjnthediethefirstsignisnotclear; it is probablyN ; cf Babelon, TraV/, PI. CXXIV,

Nos. 1 and 2, bearing what appears to be the same letter and having reverse t)rpe similar to No. 62.
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Nos.

^2 . As 51 (same dies). Al. 9 mm. 0‘59 grm.

53. Bearded male head of Aethiopian type r., with horn, wearing ear-ring. (Head
of Pan ?)

^Rev. Water-buffalo of the Nile moving r. ; above, [^] (t?[p])^ ;
square cable

border in incuse square. Al. 9 mm. 0’68 grm.

54. Obscure (.^ Silphium plant).

Rev. Gorgon-head facing
;
2 below, on r., A’ («) ;

on hj [i^] ;
in incuse square.

JR. 9 mm. 0*65 grm.

55. Malehead r. with shortpointed beard and hair in aknot at the back; cable border. 3

\Rev. Male head (Silenus-like) r., hair similar, beard fuller, wearing ear-ring

and necklace; square border of dots in incuse square. JR. (Much worn.)

10 mm. grm.

56. Bearded male head 1 ., hair in a knot at back; dotted border.

fRev. Fore-part of lion lying r., looking back; square border of dots in incuse

,v square. Ai. 7 mm. 0*15 grm.

57. Bearded male head r., wearing necklace; cable border.

Rev. Obscure (imperfectly struck); in incuse square. Ai. (Much worn.)

7 mm. 0*36 grm.

58. Bearded male head r., hair in knot at back, wearing diadem and necklace.

fRev. Fore-part of horse + cantering 1 . ;
square border of dots in incuse square.

(Slightly worn.) 8 mm. 0-84 grm.

59. Janiform head, the face to r. having pointed beard, in dotted circle within

shallow circular incuse. •

er-Rev. Lion r., mounting throne ;
border on two sides, consisting ofa line ofdots

below throne and a continuous line on r. ; in incuse square. Al. 8 mm. 0*75 grm.

60. Janiform head, as preceding; in dotted circle.

fRev. Roaring lion sitting at bay with 1 . fore-paw raised
;

square border of dots

in incuse square.® Al. 7 mm. 0*25: grm.

6 1 . Head of roaring lion r. ; dotted border.

fRev. Winged sphinx^ sitting r.; square border of dots in incuse square. Ai.

10 mm. 0-62 grm.

' The initial letter of an Aramaic form of the word Cush, taken from hieroglyphs, should

unfortunately be 3; in Hebrew the word is (Erman u. Grapow, Worterhuch der aegyptischen

Sprache, 9. Lfrg. (1931), p. 109).
* Types also found on much earlier coins of Cyrene (cf. Cyrenaka., PI. II, No. 18).

3 Cf. Philisto-Arabian type (obverse), Palestine., PI. XIX, Nos. 14 and 18.

4 Cf. ibid., PI. XLII, No. 4.

* Cf. ibid., PI. XIX, Philisto-Arabian types (obverse), and B.Jid.C., Cyprus^ PI. II, types of

Citium (reverse). * Cf. ibid., PI. V. (Idalium.)
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Nos.

62. Young male head r., bare; dotted border.

^Rev. Goat running r.,i looking back
;
above, a dove standing r.

;
square border

of dots in incuse square. M. (Badly struck, but little worn.) 9 mm. o- 6^ grm.

63. Fore-part of boar (.?) r.
;

cable border.

^Rev. Goat lying r. ;
on 1 . olive-spray; square border of dots in incuse square.

JR. 8 mm. o-22 grm.

The following larger bronze coins, acquired from the same source, may be

associated in the hoard ; they are similar in patination to the bronze coins already

recorded but rather more worn.

SIDON
Galley 1 ,, stern rounded where visible, with oars, over two lines of waves,

undulating or zigzag, not neat
;

dotted border.

Rev. King of Persia driven by charioteer in car drawn by two (?) horses moving
slowly 1 .; double exergual line

;
dotted border. Five coins.

Nos.'^ . . (C. 1 1 1) (C. 509) (C. 580) (C. 630) (C. 631)
Sizes (mm.) . 15 1

17

Wts, (grmj) . 5*77 4 7-91 5‘^S 4-62

Dies . t t t t

(Lot 2.)'^ (Lot 9.) (Alone.

Much worn.)

(Lot 10.) (Lot 10.)

i

Galley 1 ., See., as preceding; above, iii (on the first specimen), ill iii (on the

second); dotted border.

Rev. King of Persia running r. with bow and spear; dotted border. Two
coins.

Nos (C. 633) (C. 681)
S/zes (mm .)... 15 15
Wts. (grm.) . . . 2'95 3*82

Dies .... /
(Lot 10.) (Lot II.)

ALEXANDER THE GREAT
Head of Heracles r. in lion-skin

;
dotted border,

t Rev. AAEEAN AP, downwards in centre; on 1 ., bow and quiver; on r., club; in

field r.. A; no border. One coin. JE. (C. 642.) 18 mm. 6’44grm. (Lot 10.)

Not worn.

C. Lambert.

* Cf. B.M.C., Cyrenaka^ PI. V, No. 4 (reverse similar ?).

* B.M.C., Phoenicia, p. 147, No. 46, &c. 3 Inventory Nos. in the Palestine Museum.
+ See footnote on p. i. s Ibid., p. 148, No. 53, &c.
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THIRD-CENTURY PORTRAIT BUSTS
Catalogue, No. S. 894. Female portrait bust nearly to waist; hollow behind. Draped
in tunic fitting loosely round neck; over this a cloak thrown around the shoulders is

brought across in front from r. to 1. just below the breasts and somewhat in toga style.

Of white marble. Height 2^^ inches, breadth 19 inches. Complete and unrestored,
including the base and tablet for inscription. Stated to have been found at Askalon.

The portrait bust here illustrated (PI. Ill) was purchased in 1922 from
a dealer at Jaffa, who is the authority for its provenance (Askalon).

A preliminary photograph appeared in the Bulletin oj the British School oj

Archaeology in Jerusalem, No. 5, 1924, p. 6i; and a somewhat inadequate

reproduction in Macalister, A Century oj Excavation in Palestine, Fig. 17
(facing p. 200). The period and subject of the work seem to merit a little

further investigation.

The lady’s nose is long, low, and flat, and has a strongly marked protuberance

about the middle when seen in profile. The tip is hardly more raised above

the face than this protuberance. The eyebrows are cursorily indicated by
shallow incisions. She has a remarkably long upper lip, i.e. the distance from

nostril to upper lip is greater than usual; eyes have the pupils hollow and iris

indicated by an incised circle. Her hair is brushed straight back from the

forehead in one sweep to the nape of the neck, leaving the ears completely

exposed; then returns upon itself straight up over the crown of the head

nearly to the forehead again, in a kind of broad,- flattened pigtail, apparently

of eight plaits joined together,^ to judge from the zigzag markings with

which it is incised. The ears are long and not well modelled; in front of either

a single lock of hair escapes on to the cheek. She has very high cheek-bones,

and the cheeks are rendered by an almost flat plane from ear to chin; the

latter is very broad and square. A prominent, square forehead, rather flat in

front, completes the general impression of masterfulness which we associate

with most of these Syrian Imperial ladies.

From the general form of the bust and style of hairdressing, it is clear at

once that it belongs to the third century a.d., and to the middle of that

century. Comparison with the coin-portraits shows that this particular style

of doing the hair in a broad pigtail, returning on itself from the nape of the

neck to the crown of the head, belongs to the time of Tranquillina, Otacilia

Were these sewn together ? v. M. M. Evans in Numb. Chron. 4th series, VI (1906), pp.57“8.

Cf. the two portraits of this period and style in the Brit. Mus. portrait gallery, Nos. 1923 and 1924
(the latter Herennia Etruscilla).



Severa, and Cornelia Salonina, i.e. from a.d. 238 to 268. It is not necessary

to assume that one of these ladies is represented in our bust, but, if so, the

resemblance is closest to Salonina, wife of Gallienusd The pronounced bulge

at the bridge of the nose, making it rather hawk-like in appearance, and a

certain severity of expression are to be seen in both bust and coin-portraits;

the unusual length of the upper lip seems also to connect the two. Macalister’s

description of the bust as having ‘a particularly evil and repulsive face’ is

surely too hasty and superficial. The features are certainly not classical, nor

attractive in the more girlish style of Julia Domna; they are rather matronly,

and indicate a masterful character. The high cheek-bones, the crooked nose,

the long upper lip, and the intent gaze, all combine to suggest a strong per-

sonality. It is unfortunate that we know so little of Salonina; she appears on

the scene as wife of Gallienus from no one knows where, and disappears into

silence at his death in a.d. 268. In any event, there can be little doubt that this

bust represents one of the line of Syrian princesses and empresses which
began with Julia Domna, and, more particularly, one of the three or four latest

of that line. The face seems to convey a suggestion of Persian or Armenian.

Further study would probably produce more sculptures of this period

in the museums of Europe; and further examples of third- and fourth-

century work, properly studied and dated, are much to be desired. Whilst

making known the present work, which has perhaps some peculiar interest

of its own as coming from Palestine, it may be worth while to direct attention

again to one or two other important works of the period and the opinion of

several scholars upon them. The late third-century half-bust of a man at

Chatsworth^ has been described by RiegP in words which may be taken as

well summing up the chief qualities and marks of this style. He says of it:

The contours are clear and hard with the minimum of modulation in the whole or in

the parts (in the rendering, e.g., of the contours of lips, eyebrows, or eyelids) in con-
trast to the absence of clearness in the treatment of the details within each plane
(Detailfi^che). The hair over theforehead and eyebrows is summarily expressed as compact

protuberances, with the detail merely scratched in
;
the pose of the head is stiff to the front

(as in the ‘frontality’ of the older Greek statues) without the characteristic turn to the

side of the portrait heads of the third century. . . . The drapery is pressedforward into

one plane, and resembles a damp cloth. The hollows between the flat folds appear as

* Cf. Numis. Chron. 4th series, VI (1906), pp. 57“^ Pb IV; Mattingly and Sydenham,
Roman Imperial Coinage, Vol. V, Pt. I (by P. H. Webb), PL IV; Roman Medallions in the British

Museum, 1874, Pis. XLIX, L.
* Mrs. Strong, Roman Sculpture, II, PI. CXXVIII and p. 383.
^ SpatrSmische Kunsiindustrie, p. 109; quoted by Mrs. Strong, loc. cit. (whose trans. I give).

Italics mine.
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deeply grooved lines which, however, do not (as in classical drapery) run down into the
lower hem,^ but end above it^ in thefield of the plane.

A comparison of this with our bust will reveal many points of similarity,

particularly to the words in italics. The folds, especially of the tunic between
the breasts, are lifeless, stiif, and angular, if judged by Hellenic-Roman
standards. The gradations are too sudden. The fine head of Otacilia Severa

at Rossie Priory should also be compared and contrasted; cf. Poulsen, Greek
and Roman Portraits in English Country Houses^ PL io8, p. 109, and reff.

The Chatsworth bust above referred to dates from the end of the third

century. By that time at Rome the ‘return to Frontality’ was making itself

felt; with Diocletian and Constantine it was complete, the best-known
example being, of course, the colossal head of Constantine in the Conservatori

courtyard. This ‘frontality’ and flatness of technique came from the East^

(whence the early Greeks themselves had received it, though they were to

modify it vastly in accordance with their own genius). It is one of the

important criteria by which Byzantine or Christian Art is differentiated from

Roman. 3 The East is asserting itself again, and invading the European area

after its long subjection to the Hellenic style. Our bust, then, may well exhibit

characteristics which at Rome itself would not be forthcoming until the last

decade of the third century;^ in that event this example of provincial art has an

illuminating significance. ‘Provincialism’ is about to triumph, and nemesis

awaits the scoffers. Not indeed until now can one appreciate the exquisite

accuracy of
iam pridem in Tiberim defluxit Orontes

which was even more a prophecy than a complaint against current conditions.

The portrait stands on the boundary between Classical and Byzantine. In

form, conception, and external details it is Roman, of the Imperial tradition;

subject, manner, and spirit are Eastern, and diffuse that prophetic quality

which marks those works that occur at the dawn of a new epoch.

* Or, with the present bust, the upper one. Some grooves do indeed on our figure reach the (upper)

edge of the tunic, but there is a sufficient number which do not to illustrate Riegl’s description.

^ Space permits only the bare statement here; but cf., e.g., Diehl, Manuel d’Art Byzantin, I, ch. i,

passim^ and the various (especially the earlier) works of Strzygowski.
3 The obscurity which envelops the art of sculpture in the period immediately preceding the

Constantinian has lately had some light thrown on it by H. P. L’Orange, in an article on ‘Die

Bildnisse der Tetrarchen’ in Acta Archaeolofica^ II (1931), pt. i, pp. 29-52. This article treats in

particular of busts and herms at Spalato and Salona and the porphyry groups at Venice and in the

Vatican. It may profitably be studied in connexion with the present portrait by those wishing to

penetrate into the origins of Byzantine sculpture.

Though already, from the first century onwards, they were in evidence, much more intensely,

at Palmyra.
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Since the above was written the Museum has acquired a second portrait of the

same period and style (Catalogue, No. 3 1.324; PL IV {a) and [b)). This was

purchased from a dealer in Jerusalem, who states that it was found at Askalon

some twenty-five years ago, since when it has lain hidden in his cellars. It is

10 in. high, and of white marble. The nose has been completely destroyed,

and the head is broken off under the chin so that the neck and bust are miss-

ing; but apart from these accidents the head is well preserved.

Technique and style are very similar to those of the ‘Salonina’ bust, e.g. the

shallow treatment and arrangement of the hair, incised iris and pupil, and the

all-over smoothness of surface. The features, however, differ considerably,

e.g. the shallowness of the eyes, in contrast to the deeply set sockets and over-

arching brows of the former bust, and the rounded cheeks as against the high

cheek-bones of the other. Both may have originated in the same workshop, if

not from the same hand. This second bust may be Otacilia Severa, wife of

Philip I, who is said to have declared herself a Christian and to have assisted

the Christian community not a little; the features are of a more classical type

than those of the other. In any case, we have here a second portrait of the

same Syrian house of Empresses, between a.d. 238 and 268. That they

should both come from Askalon is testimony to the influence and popularity

there of these particular Imperial ladies, J. H. Ilifpe.
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PRE-HELLENISTIC GREEK POTTERY IN PALESTINE

There exists a vague impression in some quarters that Greek imports

into Palestine commenced only with the Hellenistic period. Some odd

fragments of black glazed vessels from the early part or middle of the fourth

century may have been observed here and there, but the general impression

seems to be that these were accidents and exceptions; for have we not all been

taught that Greek influence came East with Alexander.? A consequence of

this view has been that few students of Palestinian archaeology have thought

Greek pottery worthy of their serious attention.

In view of the accuracy with which almost any Greek potsherd can be dated,

and the need of bringing to bear on Palestinian remains every possible piece

of evidence for cross-dating—even in the second and third periods of the

Early Iron Age !—^it would clearly be of great assistance to find such Greek

sherds in stratified layers or sealed deposits. The object of the present note

—based on the Greek sherds in the Museum and an examination of several

mounds—^is to draw attention to the chronological range of the examples

known, and the considerable number of good vases of sixth- and fifth-century

date represented.! It does not pretend to be more than a preliminary survey

of isolated and perhaps somewhat incidental finds. It would have been, indeed,

surprising if the activity of the Greek exporters of vases from the seventh to the

early fourth century b.c. had entirely neglected Palestine, when their markets

and colonies extended from South Russia to Spain, from the Alps to Egypt.

While the Ionian Greeks were adventuring all over the Eastern Mediter-

ranean, founding factories at Naukratis and Daphnae, while Asia Minor was

inhabited by Greeks, Cyprus permeated with Greek colonies and legend, and

Sardinia taking Greek scarabs in hundreds, while the spirit of Herodotus was

abroad, is it likely that such an accessible and promising market as Palestine

should have been overlooked ?

The following list omits Mycenaean on the one hand and the stamped

Hellenistic ware of Asia Minor, passing into Terra Sigillata, on the other. In

other words, it is confined strictly to Greek painted pottery, the early experi-

ments, and the Black- and Red-Figure styles. Some of the pieces have

* Such pieces rather go to contradict the statement, ‘Xhese are, however, by no m^ns great works

of artj the Hellenism that influenced Palestine was of an inferior brand’, Macalister, A Century

of Excavation in Palestincy p, 239. Pottery, architecture, coins, and sculpture (cf. the Alexander

sarcophagus) seem to indicate that a proportion of the best contemporary work reached Palestine,

i.e. Hellenism in Palestine may have been diluted quantitatively, but was in quality quite equal to the

average of the day in Greece itself.
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been previously published separately, in the P.E.F. Quarterly Statement

and Palestine Museum Bulletin, No. 4. They are photographed here for con-

venience, and to supplement the previous publication (if any).

The earliest pieces are Nos. i, 2, and 3, parts of a Rhodian pedestal plate

and deinoi of tire seventh century from TellJemmeh and Askalon. Apart from

these pieces and one skyphos of Corinthian ware (No. 4), also from Askalon,

there is so far a lack of seventh-century wares. The evidence, however,

warrants us in believing that a considerable quantity of such vases did reach

Palestine, and will be forthcoming when more attention is given to that period,

especially in the sites along the coastal plain. At present the chronology of

the post-Philistine period is extremely vague, down to the time of Alexander.

A proper attention to the Greek pottery of these centuries should do what the

Egyptian correspondences have done for the Bronze Age. It should no

longer be possible for an archaeologist in Palestine to assume that Rhodian

ware (like No. i) can be put as late as 500 b.c., or a group of ordinary

Black-Figure fragments ‘represent the beginning of the fifth century’.

So far little attention has been paid to sites which are known to be mainly or

largely of Greek period. Where any work has been done, as at Askalon or

Tanturah, it has hardly gone beyond the stage of trenching a likely piece of

ground, which promised not to be too expensive. Both these sites, however

(to take them as examples), need to be excavated on a large scale and with a

systematic programme extending over some years. Askalon is deeply buried

under many feet of soil; Tanturah is a vast mound comparable in area even to

Megiddo, and bristling with Hellenistic and Roman pottery, amongst which

fifth- and sixth-century fragments are occasionally found, even in the small

tests that have been made.

To students of Greek pottery some of the most interesting pieces will be

Nos. 33~7 (PI. IX(b), 1--5) from Tell Jemmeh,^ about 7 miles south of Gaza
in Southern Palestine. These are fragments of several of the late fifth-century

Black-Figure cups, of which the best known are perhaps the Boeotian

Kabeiric class. These fragments, if not actually of the Kabeiric series, are

very closely related thereto. Three of the sherds have figures, and on Nos. 33
and 34 the scene is fairly clear: on 33 is shown Oedipus in conversation with

the Sphinx, and on 34 a woman seated on a stool in front of a basket, possibly

spinning. The former is obviously a representation of the famous Boeotian

legend of Oedipus and the Sphinx, and serves to recall the fact that this late

Black-Figure technique was peculiarly at home in Boeotian factories. This

* For other Greek vases from Tell Jemmeh, including some not acquired by the Museum, cf.

Sir Flinders Petrie, Gerar, PI. XLVI.
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is the remotest find-spot for these late Black Figure wares yet recorded. That
the figure of a sphinx on the Red Figure squat lekythos (No. 13) also comes
from Tell Jemmeh (1927) is perhaps nothing but a coincidence; but being of

exactly the same date (late fifth century) as the Black Figure fragments, it

might perhaps set one wondering what link there could have been between
Boeotia and South Palestine in the early days of the fourth century b.c.

Would an answer be connected with the hegemony of Thebes

LIST OF VASES OR FRAGMENTS
1. Mus. Cat. No. P. 1831. PI. V (a), i. Pedestal plate. Rhodian (Camiran,

Milesian) ware. Late seventh century b.c. 0-13 5 x 0-085 m. From Askalon.

This piece (with Nos. 2 and 3) may have originated in Rhodes, Miletos,

or Naukratis, most probably Rhodes. Phoenician influence is very likely to

be seen in this style of Greek vase-painting. (Cf. P.E.F. Quarterly Statement,

April 1923, PI. IV, 17; Bulletin oj the Palestine Museum, No. 4, PI. VII, 6.)

2, 3. Mus. Cat. Nos. P. 1830, P. 1833. PI. V (a), 3 and 5. Rim and

foot fragments of deinoi. Rhodian ware. Late seventh century b.c. P.1830,

o-i5xo-o67m., from Tell Jemmeh; P. 1833, 0-089 x 0-07 m., from Askalon.

These three pieces, with No. 4, are the only seventh century vases repre-

sented. For Nos. 1 , 2, and 3 cf., e.g.. Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum, Danemark,

Fasc. 2, PI. 75, I and 2; E. R. Price, J.H.S. XLIV, pp. 190 sqq.. Pis. VII,

10; VIII, I, &c.

4. Mus. Cat. No. B. 637. PI. VI (c). Corinthian skyphos. Late seventh

century b.c. From Askalon. Ht. 0-123 m.

Typical greenish-yellow soapy Corinthian clay. Black-varnished internally,

and on upper half externally. Over the latter four broad reddish-brown

circles, in pairs, run round the vase. The lower half plain except for a series

of tall vertical rays rising from a broad line, all in black paint. On the upper

side of the offset foot-ring a reddish-brown band; on the under side of foot,

inside the ring, two narrow and one broad concentric circles enclosing a dot

at centre. The skyphos is well and finely made, the paint applied rather care-

lessly. Fragmentary, about half missing. (Cf. Bulletin oj the PalestineMuseum,

No. 4, PI. VII, 3; P.E.F. Quarterly Statement, April 1923, PI. II, 4.)

5. Mus. Cat. No. P. 195. PI. V (b), i. Fragment of small Attic Black

Figure lekythos. Sixth century b.c. 0-076 x 0-059 m. From Gezer.

The scene represents Dionysus, wearing a crown of vine leaves, looking

backwards whilst holding a lyre before him. He is seated in what seems to

be a boat. Details in white and purple over the black, as well as incised. On
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shoulder, lotus pattern. (Cf. Macalister, The Excavation of Gezer, Vol. Ill,

PL CLXXVII, 23 (coloured reproduction).)

6. Mus. Cat. No. P. 1968. PI. V (b), 3. Fragment of Attic Black Figure

lekythos. Sixth century b.c. o-i 15 x 0-09 m. From Askalon (top stratum).

The scene represents the lower part of Athena (probably) striding to r. Her

foot is rendered in white over the black. Below, narrow purple bands over

the black, or directly on the red clay. Incised lines rather coarse.

7. Mus. Cat. No. P. 1950. PLV (b), 4. Fragment of small Attic Black Figure

lekythos. Sixth century b.c. 0-073 x 0-044 From Askalon (top stratum).

Decoration of palmettes. Lotus pattern on shoulder. Details in white, and

incised.

8. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2322. PL V (b), 2. Fragment of small Attic Black

Figure lekythos. Sixth century b.c. o-o57xo-o4m. From TellJemmeh, 1927.

Decoration of palmettes.

9. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2336. PL V (a), 2 and 4. Fragments of Attic skyphos.

Sixth century B.c. Ht. 0-065 m. From Tell Jemmeh, 1927.

The fragments join, No. 4 at r. of No. 2. Upper part covered with black

paint, over which narrow circular bands in purple. Below, decoration of

vertical lines or rays in black on the red clay. Remains of horizontal loop

handle. Interior painted black.

This skyphos is of typically red Attic clay, in contrast to No. 4 (Corinthian).

10. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2354. PL V (b), 5. Fragment of Attic Black Figure

kylix. Sixth century b.c. 0-05 x 0-024 m. From Tell Jemmeh, 1927.

The fragment shows a robed man seated to r., with part of a second figure

before him. Incised details.

11. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2346. PL VI (a) and (b). Fragments of small Attic

Black Figure lekythos. Sixth century b.c. From Tell Jemmeh, 1927.

Four gods in procession to r.: apparently in order from r., Hera, Ares,

Hephaistos, Aphrodite. The interest is concentrated on the second figure

(from r.), who appears to be gesticulating excitedly and attempting to draw
his sword. His r. arm is grasped by the third figure (? Hephaistos), who wears

a short tunic represented in white paint over the black. Aphrodite then brings

up the rear. Owing to considerable gaps in the vase, this interpretation is not

certain; but the attitude and style of all the figures are thoroughly familiar,

and belong to the regular repertoire of mid sixth century Attic vase painters.

The third figure, with his short tunic, his protruding ‘bun’ of hair at the back,

and his pronounced ‘kallipygic’ tendencies, is evidently intended for some
comic personage, such as Heracles or Hephaistos.
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Details overpainted in white, and rendered by incised lines. The remains of

the vase consist only of two fragments. Original height of vase, c. o-i6 m.

12. Mus. Cat. No. 32.307. PI. VIII (b). Red Figure lekythos. About
480 B.c. Orig. ht. c, 0-2 m. From a cemetery near the Castle at Atlit, found
in separate pieces in rock-cut tombs L/21, L/21B, and L/23, in 1931.
The vase is fragmentary and has been restored. The principal figure, how-

ever, is fairly complete and well preserved; her pose and the style of her
drapery are sufficient to date the vase to the early part of the fifth century.

She is clad in an Ionic chiton and himation, and is running to r., her head
looking directly backwards, with its 1. profile exposed to the spectator. Her 1.

arm swings forward and her r. backwards as she runs. Her hair is confined in

a sakkos. Archaism is noticeable in the combination of head looking to

(spectator’s) 1., trunk facing, and legs to r. in the direction she is going; the

regular spread-out style of the early Red Figure painters, with the impossible

anatomical joins concealed under the drapery; and the immature rendering of

the drapery itself. Originally there may have been a Silenos chasing her, to

account for her running. There is room for such a figure, in the familiar

crouching-running position, on the parts missing.

Around under shoulder, a maeander between black lines. On shoulder,

palmettes connected by wavy stems in black on the red ground. At base of

neck, a small tongue pattern encircling neck. The obverse is the side nearest

to the user when the vase is held in the 1. hand; thus the design is wholly con-

fined to this area, and the maeander above ceases at the other side.

For further details of the finding of this vase, and the interesting contents

(including green jasper scarabs of the Tharros type with Heracles as archer,

&c.) of the tombs in question, cf. C. N. Johns, ‘Excavations at Atlit: The
South-Eastern cemetery’, in Quarterly of the Department oj AntiquitiesyNcA. II,

1932 (to appear shortly).

13. Mus. Cat. No. P. 1597. PI. VI (d). Part of Red Figure squat lekythos

About 420-410 B.c. 0-065 X 0-053 m. From Tell Jemmeh, 1927.

Decoration shows a sphinx seated to 1 ., its tail raised in a backward curve,

and wings outspread. Below, a line reserved in the (red) colour of the clay.

Down the front edge of the wings, near the edge of the fragment, a row of

fine dots in brownish-black paint. Restored from three fragments. It has

a foot-ring which, with the under side of base, is left in the colour of the clay.

The style is the Late Free Style, as on most of the extant squat lekythoi of

this shape, which was favoured by the Meidias painter and his fellows. Cf.

Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases, III, E 698; Walters, Hist. Anc. Battery, I, PL XLII;
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Milchhoefer, Jahrbuch^ 1894, pp. 57 fF., &c. These attractive squat lekythoi

are probably the tiny gems turned out by the best craftsmen during intervals

in the production of larger chejs-d' cewure. The quality of their painting is

usually first rate, and the vases frequently appeal more than the larger ones of

the period in virtue of their greater simplicity.

14. Mus. Cat. No. P. 1598. PI. VII (a), i and 3. Two fragments of moulded
Red Figure kantharos, in form of male head with goat’s ears. About 475 b.c.

0-105 X o-o6 m. From Tell Jemmeh.
The face has been painted red, the hair yellow, both colours being preserved

to a considerable extent. The upper part of the cup was almost cylindrical,

flaring outwards slightly at the top, and was probably turned separately, the

lower part being moulded. The upper part is painted black on the inside,

and had as usual a Red Figure scene on the outside. Unfortunately, too little

remains to reconstruct the scene, but from the leg of a galloping horse on one
fragment and the attitude of the horse’s and man’s legs on the other it is clear

that some active and lively scene of men and horses was the subject: perhaps

some game or contest, if the object under the horse’s belly on the fragment

PI. VII (a), I , is a ball. The scene is bounded below by a band of tongue pattern

and dots in black. The point where one handle sprang off is just visible at the

upper left of the smaller fragment.

This type of kantharos, moulded in the form of a human or animal head, with a

cylindrical top bearing a Red Figure scene, was very popular with Attic potters

during the first third of the fifth century, cf. Perrot & Chipiez, Hist, de VArt
dans PAntiquite^ X, p. 748, PI. 23; ib., pp. 750-3; Beazley, J.H.S., XLIX
(1929), pp. 38-78; Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases, III, p. 372, E 784; Cat. of Greek
Vases at Toronto (Royal Ont. Mus.), No. 358, and reff. there quoted. The
drawing on the present vase is precise and accurate, the style free and vigorous.

The painted scene on the upper part was evidently of equal importance to the

modelled head, not subsidiaryto it, as on earliervases of thiskind. Both painting
and modelling have lost almost all traces of archaism: they may be dated, then,

to shortly after the Persian War. Procles, Charinus, and Calliades in Attica

were especially given to producing this type of vase; the Brygos painter seems
to have been fond of decorating them. There is, perhaps, hardly enough of
the subject of the present vase left to determine for certain the painter.

1 5. Mus. Cat. No. 3 1.232. PI. VII (a), 2. Part of neck and shoulder of Red
Figure lekythos. C. 475-450 b.c. Orig. diam. 0*087 m. From a burial at

Samu'.

On the shoulder, five palmettes, with slender stems and spirals in black; small
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dots in black at intervals around palmettes. On lower part of neck, a tongue
pattern between two narrow black bands. Just below shoulder, a double row
of dots in black between one black line above and one or more below. Neck
painted black above tongue pattern.

This lekythos is probably one of the considerable number associated with
the Painter of the Bowdoin Box’ (Beazley, Attic RedFigure Vases in American
Museums^ pp. 70—2; Attische Vasenmaler^ pp. 1 3 8—143). The shoulder decora-
tion at least suggests the same style, which, though inclined to be careless, was full

of character. Cf.also(7«/.^Gr^f^Th'j'er<z/Tbro;z/o(RoyalOnt.Mus.),No. 366.
Foundin aburialwithHebrewsherdsofc. 800B.C. andoneMycenaeansherd(?}.

1 6. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2319. PI. VII (a), 5. Fragment of neck of Red Figure
column krater. About 460-450 b.c. o-o55x o-o39m. From Tell Jemmeh,
1927.

This type of large krater with column handles and panel decoration flourished

about the middle of the fifth century. For examples cf. J.RA., XXXVIII
(1918), p. 33, Fig. 5; Cat. oj Greek Vases at Toronto, No. 364. The present

fragment, from the neck, shows a band of lotus buds with interlacing stems.

They were amongst the favourite Attic vases exported to Italy, where they

occur fairly often in Etruscan tombs. It is interesting to find them also

travelling to South Palestine.

1 7. Mus. Cat. No. P. 23 5 1. PI. VII (a), 4. Fragment of lower part of large

Red Figure amphora or hydria. About 425 b.c. o-o66 x 0 043m. From
Tell Jemmeh, 1927.
The fragment, though small, shows that the vase was of fine red clay with

beautiful, brilliant black glaze both inside and out. The upper edge of the

fragment just includes the border beneath the main scene, consisting of a bold

pattern of alternating broken maeanders and dotted oblique crosses.

1 8. Mus. Cat. No. P. 1 604. PI. VII (a), 6. Fragment of Red Figure amphora
or krater with man and horse’s hind quarters. About 440 b.c. o-i x 0-046 m.
From Tell Jemmeh.
A man, draped, and holding or leaning on a knotted stick, stands just behind

a horse. The scene was evidently executed in the large fine style, reminiscent

of wall-paintings, represented by Hermonax, Polygnotus (the vase-painter),

and other masters of the grand manner, about 450-430 b.c. This ‘Early Fine

Style’ was much influenced by contemporary works in architecture, sculpture,

or large-scale wall-painting.

19. Mus. Cat. No. P. 1605. PI. VII (b), 3. Fragment of Red Figure kylix.

About 500-480 B.C. o-o9xo-o45m. From Tell Jemmeh.
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Remains of the scene on interior: a man reclining on a couch, all enclosed

within a circle reserved in red.

20. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2872. PI. Vn(b), 2. Fragment of Red Figure

amphora. About 480-460 B.c. 0*079 xo-o6m. FromTantura.

Lower border of scene: two men facing one another (one foot of either only

appears, with a stick between).

21. Mus. Cat. No. P. 1600. PI. VII (b), 4. Fragment of Red Figure

amphora. About 460-450 b.c, 0-048 x 0-41 m. From Tell Jemmeh.
Leg and foot outlined against a piece of drapery; insufficient to determine

the subject.

22. Mus. Cat. No, P. 2875. PI. VII (b), 5. Fragment of Red Figure

amphora. About 450 b.c. 0-07 x 0-042 m. FromTantura.
A man’s bent leg from knee to foot with a serpent (i’) near it; portions of two

draped figures at either side. The execution is good and the style developed;

e.g. the folds of the drapery are vigorously and well rendered. An interesting

feature is two ancient holes, which may have been rivet holes (as often), or

more probably here to make the sherd into a loom weight.

23. Mus. Cat. No. P. 1 602. PI. VII (b), 6. Fragment of Red Figure krater.

About 450 B.c. 0-026 X 0-035 m. From Tell Jemmeh.
The fragment is from just below the rim (at top in photograph), which

is slightly everted. Decoration consists of a portion of a flying cloak, of de-

veloped style. The vase must have been large, as the walls are thick and the

curvature slight.

24. Mus. Cat. No. P. 196. PI. IX (a), 3. Fragment of Red Figure lekythos.

About 475-460 B.c. 0-067 X 0-055 Frocn Tell el Hesy.

The decoration shows a winged female figure standing to r., holding out

her 1. hand which may have grasped a torch. She wears a long chiton, with

black band around the edge of the sleeve. Her hair falls in a long plait down
her back and a stray curl over her shoulder. Around her head it is confined in

a stephane. The style is still somewhat archaic, the eye being drawn full face;

chin and mouth also exhibit signs of a fairly early date in the fifth century.

Above the figure, and just below the shoulder of the vase, is a maeander frieze.

The lekythos was probably analogous to No. 1 5, and belonged to the class

with a single figure much favoured by the ‘Painter of the Bowdoin Box’.

Cf. No. 1 5, and reff. ad loc.

25. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2328. PI. VII (b), i. Fragment of white-ground

lekythos. Mid fifth century B.c. 0-035x0-03201. From Tell Jemmeh, 1927.
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Apparently several rather crudely executed animals below a tongue pattern

immediately underlying the shoulder. In black on a white ground.

26. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2320. PI. VII (b), 8. Fragment of white-ground
lekythos. Mid fifth century b.c. 0-035 x 0-058 m. From Tell Jemmeh, 1927.
On shoulder, double tongue pattern. Below shoulder, maeander between

two bold brownish-black bands on either side.

27. Mus. Cat. No. V. 1762. PI. VIII (a). Red Figure lekythos. Orig. ht.

c. 0-32 m. About 450 B.c. Petrie argues, from the find-spot, for a date not
later than 457 b.c. {Gerar, p. 4). From Tell Jemmeh.
At r. one woman clad in chiton and himation and wearing a stephane of

laurel leaves stands before another who is seated to r., clad in a chiton;

the latter holds out her hands to receive a jewel-box held out to her

by the former. The chair of the seated woman has fine curving legs in

the contemporary Attic style and an elaborate curved back and shoulder-

rest. Both women wear ear-rings, the seated one round, the standing

one drop-shaped
;
the seated one also has in her hair at the front a stephane or

diadem. The right leg of the seated woman is shown appearing through her

drapery.

Eyes are drawn correctly in profile. The drapery is executed with great

freedom and exquisite fineness, and reflects the skill attained by Attic artists

of the Pheidian school. The subject is one familiar on the mid fifth century

grave stelai.

On the neck, a tongue pattern; on shoulder, three finely executed, sym-
metrically arranged palmettes, enveloped in winding tendrils terminating in

spirals. Immediately below shoulder, a frieze of maeander and diagonal cross

with short strokes dropping from the border into its angles. Below figures,

a short maeander frieze. Neck, handle, and foot with parts of body restored,

but most of the figures are original.

Cf. Bulletin of the Palestine Museum, No. 4, PI. VII, 1 1; P.E.F. Quarterly

Statement, pp. 13 1-2; Petrie, Gerar, PI, XLVI, 4.

28. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2874. PI. VII (b), 7. Fragment of bell-krater of South

Italian style. Fourth century b.c. 0-068 x 0-048 m. From Tantura.

Upper part of a female figure with spread wings. The style is South Italian

and degenerate, e.g. the eye is almond-shaped with a dot in centre; the mouth
and chin also very crude. On the inside, just below lip, a band reserved in the

(red) colour of the clay.

29. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2329. PI. IX (a), r. Fragment of rim of bell-krater.

Early fourth century b.c. o- i 3 x 0-05 5 m. From Tell Jemmeh, 1927.
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The familiar wreath of laurel leaves encircles the rim on the exterior.

Painted black internally. The vase is probably of Attic workmanship: cf.

the one lately found at Olynthus {A.y.A,, XXXIII (1929), p. 56 and

Fig. 7).

30. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2338. PI. IX (a), 6. Fragment of rim of bell-krater.

Early fourth century b.c. o- i 5 x 0-045 From Tell Jemmeh, 1 927.

Around, under rim, externally, a wreath of laurel leaves. Red band reserved

in colour of the clay on inner edge of rim.

Probably of Attic workmanship.

3
r. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2348. PI. IX (a), 2 and 4. Fragments of kantharos of

‘Gnathia’ ware. Third century b.c. From Tell Jemmeh, 1927.

Orig. ht. c. 0-2 m. Fragment No. 2 is from the mouth and shoulder. No. 4
from the base. Around, just above shoulder, ran a wreath pattern in white,

immediately above a tongue pattern on shoulder. The body was decorated

with vertical panels of herring-bone in white, bordered in part below by a

double band of vine leaves. The whole vase, inside and out, is covered with

fine, lustrous black glaze, except for the patterns reserved in the (red) colour

of the clay. The white details are added over the black.

This ‘Gnathia’ ware is so called from Gnathia, in Apulia, where the earliest

large finds of it were made. It was produced widely in Italy during the third

century b.c.; its polychrome effect, in combination with the essential Greek
black-and-red technique, represents a last effort of true painting to maintain

its hold in face of the increasing popularity of moulded and stamped decora-

tion. It is a local example in Magna Graecia of a tendency widespread in the

Hellenistic world.

Cf., e.g., Walters, Hist, ojAm. Pottery^ I, pp. 487 ff.; Brit. Museum, Cat. of

Vasesy IV, p. 23; Pagenstecher, Arch. Anz., 1909, pp. 1-17.

Such a vase as this is fully in accord with the mass of Hellenistic pottery found

in Palestine. Although the majority of the Sigillata so far seems to come from

Asia Minor, yet a number of pieces are Italian. The present piece shows that

already in the third century b.c. Magna Graecia was definitely contributing

her vase-products to Palestine. Similarly, ‘Gnathia’ vases occur in Egypt: cf.

Edgar, Cat. General du Musee du Caire, Vases grecques, LVI, PI. XIII, Nos.

26.220 to 26.223; and in Melos.

32. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2873. FI. IX (a), 5. Fragment of shoulder of lekane or

deep bowl. Third century b.c. 0-06x0-03 7 m. FromTantura.
The fragment has a pattern of vine leaves in white paint over brownish-

black, springing from a wavy stem represented by an incised line. Below, on
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body (at upper edge in photograph), remains of starnped or moulded decora-

tion. Interior covered with red glaze.

A piece of Hellenistic white-painted ware, perhaps made in Asia Minor.

33. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2352. PI. IX (b), i. Fragment of Black Figure stem-

less kylix. Late fifth century B.c. 0-978 x 0'055m. From Tell Jemmeh, 1927.

Scene showing Oedipus leaning on his staff, talking to the Sphinx; all

between palmettes.

34. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2317. PI. IX (b), 2. Fragment of Black Figure stem-

lesskylix. Late fifth century b.c. 0067X o-o55m. From TellJemmeh, 1927.

Scene showing seated female figure to 1 . before a basket on the floor; she is

probably spinning. Behind her a palmette.

35. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2345. PI. IX (b), 4. Fragment of Black Figure stem-

less kylix. Late fifth century B.c. 0-047 x 0 043 m. From TellJemmeh, 1927.

Upper part of figure with arm apparently akimbo. Behind, a palmette.

36. Mus. Cat. No. P. 2339. PI. IX (b), 3. Fragment of Black Figure stem-

less kylix. Late fifth century B.c. 0-05 x 0-035 m. From Tell Jemmeh, 1927.

Decoration: a palmette; beginnings of a figure (?) at r.

37. Mus. Cat. No. P. 1952. PI. IX (b), 5. Fragment of Black Figure stem-

less kylix. Late fifth century b.c. 0-039 x 0-04 m. From Askalon.

Decoration: a palmette, and commencement of some design at r.

The last five pieces. Nos. 33-37, as indicated above, are of peculiar interest.

They -all belong to a class of Attic or Boeotian ware in which the Black Figure

technique lingered on for 130 years or more after it had been abandoned in the

more progressive Athenian potteries, until at least about 400 b.c. The variety

of these late Black Figure vases best known hitherto is that called ‘Kabeiric’,

owing to its having been found largely at the Theban Kabeirion. But there are

various other classes, having many characteristics in common with the Kabeiric

ware, e.g. a fondness for a comic scene or humorous treatment of well-known

Greek myths, a uniform low quality of skill in drawing, and a preference for

cups with either a very short stem or none at all. The Boeotian potteries were

probably only provincial branches of the Attic industry. This late Black Figure

pottery has been most fully studied by Professor P. N. Ure and Mrs. A. D.

Ure; cf.,e.g.,theformer’s SixthandFiJthCentury PotteryJromRhitsona,^z.sdim,

and various articles in and the latter’s article iny.H.S., XLVI (1926),

pp. 54-62, Pis. II-IV, on ‘Floral Black-figured Cups at Schimatari’.

Few of these vases have been found outside Greece.^ It is, therefore, of con-

I One from Cyprus: cf. Murray, Smith and Walters, Brit. Mus. Excavations in Cyprus^ 1900,

p. 76, Fig. 139, grave 26; one from Syria, in Ashmolean (? early 5th cent., Attic), from ‘a pit grave
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siderable interest to find them at Tell Jemmeh and Askalon; especially at the

former, some 7 miles south of Gaza, on the fringes of the Arabian desert.

Professor Petrie argues a Greek settlement of some strength during the sixth

and fifth centuries, at first trading with Daphnae.

A Boeotian connexion for No. 33 may be seen in the peculiarly Boeotian

legend depicted on it: nothing less than the interview of Oedipus and the

Sphinx. The fondness for this particular scene is indicated by its occurrence

twice, if not three times, on these late Black Figure cups at Tell Jemmeh. The
further examples were not acquired by the Museum, but are figured in Petrie,

Gerar, PI. XLVI; cf. ib., p. 20.

All the fragments here illustrated are painted black on the inside, and have
a black band externally round the rim, which is offset and slightly concave,

except in No. 37. Nos. 33, 36, and 37 have a narrow band reserved in the

colour of the clay on the inner edge of the lip.

As already stated, the above list is not exhaustive but representative, and is

almost entirely confined to pre-Hellenistic Greek vases. Two third century

pieces are included (Nos. 31 and 32), as representing the old tradition of

painting rather than the specifically Hellenistic technique of moulded ware.

The amount of classical Greek pottery that emerges is notable; it is clear from
this brief survey that Greek influence and products in Palestine were consider-

able long before the days of Alexander the Great. Yet the fact should not

surprise us; there were flourishing Greek colonies in Egypt at this time, and
an exact parallel occurs in the case of Roman Britain. Twenty-five years ago

it used to be taken for granted that in the year a.d. 43 the Invasion of Claudius

made a clean and sudden break in the culture of that country. Since then

excavation and study have taught us that the Romanization of Britain had
been in progress long before this (half a century at least) through the channels

of trade and ordinary commercial intercourse. In like manner, excavation

and attention particularly directed to the period c. 900-300 b.c. in Palestine

seem likely to prove that the Macedonian Conquest only served to intensify

a development which was already well established. Roman civilization spread

to the remoter and less known Britain from Gaul; Egypt may have provided

the bridge over which contacts with Greece were first established in Palestine.

For the chronology of the Early Iron Age cross-dating with Greek pottery

would provide a standard inferior to none, and supply a need keenly felt

by all students of the period. J. H. Iliffe.

of the latest period (6th-4th cent.) at Deve Huyuk on the left bank of the Sajur in N. Syria’, a
reference I owe to Professor Ure, who regards the present fragments as dating from the third

quarter ofthe fifth century, and ofAttic origin.
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TWO INSCRIPTIONS OF BAYBARS
I

UNERARY shrine, to the south of Jericho, locally known as Maqam ^

an-NabI Musa, marked on the Palestine
Exploration Fund Map, Sheet XVIII, P.t.

Neby MUsa,
Founder’s text 668 a.h. Slab of marble

embedded in the western wall of the main room,
to the left of the door leading to the mausoleum.
The form of the stone is reminiscent of the
sigma-shzped table, with its bevelled frame and
sunk central part. Maximum dimensions
measured on squeeze 90 cm. by 92 cm. Ele-
gant mamluk naskhiwithmany diacritical points

and a few differentiating signs, the filling orna-
ments sometimes taking the shape of leaves.

Below this inscription is an additional slab of
marble with one line of text [O] written in rather crude characters. The
sequence of lines is best seen in the sketch. Unpublished,^ cf. Plate X.

^ This appellation is used by town-folk
j
peasants call it ‘Mazar^

^ So far as I can see it has not even been mentioned in the rather voluminous literature dealing with
the shrine and the pilgrimage to the tomb of Moses. The most important passages may be quoted
here: Fabri, Evagatorium^ ed, Hassler, Vol. II, pp. 1675 175; Tschudi, Reyss und Btlgerfahrt %um
Heyligen Grah^ St Gallen, 1606, p. 322; Greffin Affagart, Relation de Terre Sainte (1533-1534),
Paris, 1902, p. 127; Quaresmius, Terrae Sanctae Elucidation Antwerp, 1639, Vol II, Lib. VI,
Cap. Ill, p. 7365 Nau, Voyage nouveau de la Terre Saintey 1679, pp. 344-555 d’Arvieux, MlmoireSy
Paris, 1735, Vol II, p. 195 f.; Pococke, J Description of the East^ London, 1745, Vol II, p. 30;
Lartet, Exploration ghlogiquen p. 308 £5 G. H. v. Schubert, Reise in das Morgenlandy 1838-9,
Vol III, p. 95; Ritter, Erdkundey WestasieUn 1 850, Vol II, pp. 486, 489, 560, 605; E. W, Schulz,

Reise in das Gelohte Landim Jahre 18 (3rd ed.), 1854, p. 169; Tobler, Denkbliitter aus yerusalentn

1853, p. 723; Seetzen, ReiseUn 1854, Vol II, p. 271; Rey, Voyage dans le Haouran (1857-58),
p, 274; Sepp, JerusaleTUn Schaffhausen, 1863, p. 6841.5 de Noroff, Pllerinage en Terre Sainte de

Vigoumlne russe St-P^tersbourg, 1864, p. 62!., note; Clermont-Ganneau, The Jerusalem

Researches’ (Letter No. X, 3rd May), QSt.y 1874, p. 171 (revised, with addition of three draw-

ings, in Archaeological Researches in Palestincn II, pp. 47—50)5 de Luynes, Voyage d"^exploration

d la Mer Morte^ 1874, Vol I, p. 77; Schick and Marti, ‘Die alten Lauren und Kloster in der

Wuste Juda’, ZDPV^ Vol III, 1880, p. 16; Conder and Kitchener, Survey of fVestern Palestine,

MemoirSn Vol III, p. 220; Post, ‘Narrative of a Scientific Expedition in the Trans-Jordanic Region

in the Spring of 1886’, QSty 1888, p. 1785 van Kasteren, ‘Aus der Umgegend von Jerusalem’,

ZDPVn Vol XIII, 1890, pp. 91, 1 18; Lievin de Hamme, GuideAndicateur des sanctuaires et lieux
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Mosesgrab’5 Paldstinajahrbuchy VoL IV5 1908, pp. 98 jfF,, Pbj Spoer, ‘Das Nebi-Musa-Fest’,

ZDPF, Vol XXXII5 19095 pp. 207^21; R. Hartmann5 ‘Nebi MQsa’, MuNDPF, 191O5 pp. 65-^

75; Abel, Une croutere autour de la Mer Morte^ 191I5 pp, 173-84; Kahle, ‘Gebrauche bei den

moslemischen Heiligtiimern in V^^s^^T^‘^^^Paldstinajahrhuch^YQL VIIIjpp, 165 fF.; La Palestine . .

.

par des Professeurs de Notre-Dame de France k Jerusalem, 4th ed., 1922, p. 304; Canaan,

‘Mohammedan Saints and Sanctuaries in Palestine’, JPOS^ Vol IV, pp. 1 7? 75 5 Vol VI, pp. 1
1 7 fF.

;

Vol VII, pp. 66 f.; Z. Vilnay, ‘Qibre haq-qedoshim’, Sefer hash-shana^ Vol II, pp. 122-124.
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. . . Qur’an IX. 1 8 . . . Ordered the construction oj this honourable shrine over

the tomb oJ Moses, njoho spoke with God . . . our Lord, the Sultan al-Malik az~

Zahir . . . ^ukn ad-dunya wa-d-dtn . . . Abu-l-Fath Baybars. Associate of the

Commander of the Faithful . . . This {was done) after the return of his mighty

followingfrom the pious pilgrimage and his visit to Jerusalem, may God accept

from him {this ojfering), during the Governorship of his servant and regent, the

Great Amir, the Warden of the Marches, Jamal ad-dtn Aqush an-Najlbl,

Viceroy of the Syrian provinces . . . during the months {of the year) 668 of the

Hijra of the Prophet (1269/70) . . . Under the supervision of the servant

yearningfor God the Fxalted, Muhammad b. RahhaP . .

.

According to local tradition based on an interpretation of the well-known

hadith I

(‘had I been there I would have shown you his tomb to the side of the road

below the heap of the red sand’), ‘the heap of red sand’ was identified with

a red hill on the Jerusalem-Jericho road (kilometre 19.150), on the top of

which the Crusaders’ fort Turris rubea was built.^ Consequently the tomb

of Moses was located a few miles to the south-east on the other side of the

road. Curiously enough this identification, which we should expect to have

been common knowledge some time before 668 a.h., is not suggested in some

of the most important commentaries, such as Nawawl ^ or Suyuti,'^ although

both of them lived a considerable time after the erection of the shrine. Even

Qastallani, who knew of the existence of a tomb of Moses in the vicinity of

Jericho, mentioned it among a number of other traditional tombs^ without de-

^ Cf. Wensinck, A Handbook of early Mohammedan Tradition^ p. 172.
2 With regard to other locations of the tomb, cf. Qastallani, I.C., Infra^ Gildemeister, ZDMG^
VoL XXXVI, 1882, p. 395i Le Strange^ Palestine under the Moslems^ p. 240 (quoting 'All al-

Harawl), p. 5335 Hartmann, l.c., p. 67.
3 Sharh to Muslim, Sahih^ chap. FadS’il, para, min fada’il Musa, ed. Bulaq, 1283, Vol. V, p. 1 31.

^ Zahr ar^Ruba to Nasa’I, Sunan^ ed. Cairo, 13^2^ Vol. I, p. 296.
3 Irshad to Bukhari, Sahthy chap. Jana’iz, bab 69, ed. Bulaq, 1267, Vol. II, p. 494.am

iuNiJJill ^ UrJjb
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ciding which was the genuine one, but in a later volume he supplemented his

statement by saying that the tomb near Jericho had become better known.’'

Of other geographers who flourished after the erection of the shrine neither

Ibn al-Wardi nor Abu-l-Fida’ mentions the tomb of Moses. Ibn Fadl Allah

al-'Umari locates it—^in accordance with a tradition preserved by Yaqut ^—on

the Jabal Shaihan in the Balqa’.^ Dimishql mentions it as situated to the east

of Bait al-Maqdis which may refer to the Maqam as well as to any site in

Trans-Jordan.+ The first Arab authority to mention the tomb as being

situated near Jericho is Ibn Battuta, who travelled in Palestine more than half

a century after the erection of the Maqam, and his description s can be taken

as evidence that he was unaware of the fact of a Muslim shrine having been

built on the site. It hardly needs mentioning that in view of Deut. xxxiv. 6

Jews never venerated any site as the tomb of Moses.

Nearly a century passed before Baybars’ work at ‘NabI Musa’ was mentioned

in literary sources. The oldest ofthem is al-KutubI (died 764 a.h.), who gives

a list of buildings erected or repaired by Baybars at the end of the latter’s

biography * and says: ‘and he built a domed chamber and a mosque over the

tomb of Moses . . . and it is near al-kathlb al-ahmar., and he endowed it with

a waqf’.7 SuyutI,® Mujlr ad-din,® and 'Abd al-GhanI an-NabulsT° followed.’'’'

It has been suggested that there was originally a Christian sanctuary on this

> Ib. chap. Anbiya’, bah 31, Vol. V, p. 433. wt xa jij

^ S.V. ijlsr*- III. 210, 1. 4; ands.v. III. 346 (=Marasid, II. 138); in the latter passage

merely his death is mentioned and not his tomb; Yaqtit mentions also the other tomb of Moses
near Damascus, 11 . 589, 1. 21, without commenting on the incompatibility of these two statements.

3 Masalik al-absSr, ed Zeki Pasha, I. 176, 1. 10.

+ Ed. Mehren, p. 81, 1. 10:

^ Ed, Defr^mery et Sanguinetti, I, p. 227, quoted by Hartmann, Ic., p. 67: ^
luW Uii ‘In the vicinity of Jerusalem and Jericho is

a spot also known as “the heap of red sand” which Jews keep in great esteem’.

^ Fawat d-wafayat^ I, pp. 89 ,

1

ult-90, 1 . i.

S* sf

7
^

vklc
^

duA.3 « • • *

® The History of the Temple of Jerusalem^ translated by James Reynolds, p. 389 f,

’ al-TJns al-jatily pp. 93, 1
. 4 f., 423, 1

. 4b, 433, 1 . 18, 434, 1 . 17, 444, 1 . penult. (Sauvaire’s transla-

tion, pp. 26, 217, 238, 240).

Jr-rihla al-qudsiyya (MS, in the Palestine Museum Library, p. 22i, ZDMG^ XXXVI,
pp. 394 ff.).

“ Three of the last five passages quoted in the preceding three notes are mentioned in R. Hart-

mann, ‘Nebi Musa’, MuNDPF, 1910, p. 67 f.; Mujlr ad-dIn and 'Abd al-GhanI in Vilnay, 1 . c.;

Mujlr ad-din has been quoted by many others as well (Conder and Kitchener, Clermont-Ganneau,
Abel, Spoer, II. cc., supra).

To the references quoted by Abel, l.c., p. 1 83, n. 3, the following should be added: de NorofF,

Clermont-Ganneau, de Luynes, Survey of Western Palestine, Lievin, Spoer, Canaan, 11. cc., supra.
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spot, and that the Arabs have turned it into the present shrine. This theory is

untenable for a number of reasons. The words 'ordered the con-

struction of in line (a) are hardly ever used for anything but a new structure;

such few fragments of earlier architecture as are to be found in the shrine are

spolia similar to those we find in buildings of undoubted Muslim origin.

In a text mentioning the tomb of Moses in the vicinity of Jericho before

Baybars built the shrine the tomb is described as having no structure above it.^

Jamal ad-din Aqush ^ an-Najlbi,^ originally a mamluk of al-Malik as-Salih

Ayyub, later his major-domo, passed into the service of Baybars, on the 19th

Dhu-l-Qa'da 658 (26th October 1260), appointed major-domo for a second

time, in 660 Viceroy of Syria, dismissed from office in Rabf I, 670, died the

5th Rabi' 1,4 677 (27th July 1278) as septuagenarian.

Line A. Tasltm instead of saldm is to be explained as a rhyme-word to kallm.

Lines C-H. The titles given to Baybars in this text areknown fromsome of his

other inscriptions,^ such as Damascus, 6 59 a.h.,^ Cairo 660,^ Cairo 66 5,^ Cairo

666,^ Ramleh 666,^^ Homs, Rabf I 666,^^ Hisnal-Akrad 669,^^ Lydda, Rama-
dan 671,^3 Yebna, Rabf I 673,^4 Safad,^5 and especially that of Kerak,^^ in

^ Masalik al'-absar^ ed. Zeki Pasha, I, p. 176, 11. ii fF,

^ Abu-l-Fida’, ed. Reiske, V. 30 (ed. Constantinople, IV, p. 7, 1 . 14 = Ibn al«Wardi, II, p. 220,
1 . ult); DhahabI, Duwal aUisldm^ Hyderabad, II, pp. 133, 1 . 10, 138, 1. 2 f.; Mufaddal, ed.

Blochet, pp. 104, 124, 184; Ibn Habib, pp. 248, 264; Salih b. Yahya (2nd ed,), pp. 57, 58, 66,

133 (in his commentary Cheikho mistook A. al-NajibI for A. al-Afram); Quatremere, Sultans

Mamlouks^ I a, pp. 1 17, 188, I b, pp. 13, 26, 31, 74, 94, 167; Ibn Taghribirdi, Manhal^ s.v. (MS.
Paris, Ar, 2069, fol. 5 Ibn lyas, I, p. 99, 1, 65 Sauvaire, ‘Description de Damas’(in "Journal

Asiatique^ 9® serie, t. Ill, 1894), pp. 444 f., 499 f., nn. 339, 340 (quoting besides Hlmawi also

DhahabI, Safadi, Saqqa'i, and Ibn Kathir); Zambaur, Manuel de Ginealogie et de Chronologies p. 30.
3 In Abu-FFida’, 11. cc., the nisba is spelt an-Najmi; the correct form has been established by

other authors quoted in the preceding note and by DhahabI, al^Moschtahihs ed. de Jong, s.v., p. 70.
4 Manhals Lc.: Rabf II.

^ I wish to repeat here my thanks to Professor Wiet and M. J. Sauvaget who have most obligingly

supplemented my list of inscriptions of Baybars, the former from the manuscript of his Repertoire

chronologique d^epigraphie arabe^ the latter by copying an unpublished text in Damascus.
^ van Berchem, Inscriptions Arabes de Syrie^ pp. 49 ff., PI. VI, ii.

7 CIA, j£gyptes I, No. 74, pp. 1 1 8 ff.

s CIA. I^gyptes I, No. 7^ p. i2ii No. 128, p. 189 f,

^ CIA. ^gyptCs I, No. 79, p. 122 f,

van Berchem, Inscriptions Arabes de Syrie^ pp. 57 ff., PI. VII, 3.

“ van Berchem, Inscriptions Arabes de Syrie^ p. 55 f.

Sobernheim, CIA. Syrie du Nord^ Nos. 4, 5, 6.

Clermont-Ganneau, Recueil d*Archeologie orientaks L 262 ff,; ‘Notes d’epigraphie et d’histoire

arabes’, JA. 8® sen, t. XII, 1888, pp. 305 S.\ Archaeological Researches in PAestines II. no ff.

Clermont-Ganneau, Archaeological Researches in Palestines II. 177 ff*

Defr6mery, Memoires dlhistoire orientalcs II. 364J Quatremere, SM. Ib, p. 48.

Sauvaire in de Luynes, Voyage d la Mer Morte^ II, p. 199.
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which most of them occur. Two titles appear in a slightly different form,

namely jlhU. and which we find elsewhere as

“V" Of those not mentioned in the

texts quoted above the following are known from other inscriptions of

Bahri Mamluks tilL«.2

Line J. Above the j of 4. 15^there is a * which could be added to and

read a form not uncommon in the literary Arabic of the Mamluks; 3 in

reality, however, it is probably a differentiating sign only. This journey

to Jerusalem which Baybars undertook on the completion of his pilgrimage

to Mecca is mentioned bymany Arab historians, cf., e.g., Husn al-mandqib (MS.
Paris, Ar. 1707, fo. i27''-228’'); Abu-l-Fida’, s.a. 668 (ed. Reiske, Vol. V,
p.26=Ibnal-WardI, II. 229,1. 4b); Nuwairl,s.a.668 (MS. Leyden, Or. 2m.,

fo. 294^ 1 . 8 f.); &M. I b, p. 75; Ibn lyas, 1 . 207 f. The wording of the passage

in Mujir ad-din (p. 43 3, 11 . 17 ff.) is very different from the one on p. 93, and

whereas the latter seems merely to reproduce the text of the inscription,

the former shows that Mujir ad-din had another, independent source of in-

formation.

Line N. The word in angular brackets, transcribed as looks in the inscrip-

tion like a j with a head-piece,which in the original text must have been a mm.
We should expect the last word to be either as-saldm or at-tasllm^ the con-

ventional end of this so common phrase, or else at-tahiyya, the latter being'

a rhyme-word to an-nabawtyya. None of these readings is justified by what
is visible of the obliterated end of the line. Moreover—unless I am much
mistaken

—

at-tahiyya does not occur except in phrases containing the full

formula 'aid sdhibihd ajdal as-saldt wa-s-saldm.

II

Damra avillage in the district ofGaza, P.E.F. Map, Sheet XIX. E.w. Tumrah.
Three Fragments of marble found near the well at the northern end

of the village, now in the Palestine Archaeological Museum (Nos. I

8727-8). Six lines of very clear provincial mamluk naskhi, full diacritical

points, abundant vowel-marks, several differentiating signs. Maximum di-

mensions of fragments (a) and (b): 67 cm. in length, 43 cm. in height; frag-

‘ CIA. l^gypte, I, No. 251, pp. 368, 710.
^ CIA. £gypte, I, No. 95; Sobernheim, Baalbek^ Nos. ii, 12.

^ Zetterst^en, Beitrage^ p. 145) b penult.
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ment (c): 40 cm. in length, 40 cm. in height. The fragments cover the left

half of lines 1-3, and the right third of lines 4-6. Unpublished, cf. Plate VI.

tU- ^ Jl 1 iisl

*!
*'

ctUU jlIaL^pl , . . <3^^] 2

^Tc^Lill ctiill
3

Ua)l ^
8.

[^2^UJ1 ij ^_j . .
. ^^^1 j^\ ^]-9 ul;[-t-nd • • •] 4

? l^^ 5. <-

[• J
1 6

. .
.
Qur’an XXVII. 91... the Most Powerful Sultan^ the Lord of the Necks of

the Nations^ the Master . . . al-Malik az-Zahir Abu-l-Fath Rukn ad-dunya
\wa-d-di\n \Baybd\rs as-Saliht, Ass\octate of the Commander of the Faithful . .

.

and may he unfurt\ his flags and banners \in East and West\ . , . in char\^ge of

the work was . . .] al-Humaidt. And this [was done] . . .

Line 4. The honorific surnames as well as the relatif d'appartenance impose

the suggestion that the name of the Sultan was Baybars. Traces of this can be

recognized in the second and third letters visible in line 4, which form the rd

and the ending paraph of the sin in The first letter appearing on this

fragment which looks on the photograph like a stylized 4 of a well-known

type, is a final nun^ the hook to the right being due only to a portion of the

marble having been chipped off. We are thus left with just enough space to

fill the beginning of the line with the missing five letters, written in the broad

character of the script of our text, and complete the word to abovewhich

the beginning of the name would have been written. If this assumption

is right, there is nothing missing between the end of fragment b and the

beginning of c. L. A. Mayer.
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STREET LEVELS IN THE TYROPOEON VALLEY. IT

The northern boundary line of the great Tyropoeon viaduct, as marked
by Sir Charles Warren in Plate XXXVI of the Palestine Exploration

Fund Jerusalem Excavations and annotated with the words ‘Presumed Line

of First Wall’, if produced westward, cuts the present line of the Tarlq el Wad
at a point approximately 7*5 m. north of Tarlq Bab es Silsileh. Ten metres

farther west it crosses the line of the El Wad sewer some 4*80 m. north of the

same street.

At about this point the engineers engaged on the construction of the new
sewer during the summer of 1931 encountered the face of a wall of rather

rough masonry laid in courses 60 cm. high, the stones being up to 1 20 cm.
long and laid as headers and stretchers. The core of the structure, through
the top of which the sewer was cut, is composed of rubble and concrete:

it proved, with the northern face, to have a thickness of 14 m. The face of

the wall is precisely parallel to the line indicated on the Palestine Exploration

Fund plan.

At the same point two changes were noted: ( i) The lower street level which,

followed from Shaft II, had been traced to within a few metres of the wall, dis-

appeared. Had it continued without change of level it would have passed

some 35 cm. below the top of the wall. (2) The sewer was deflected a few
degrees to the east, its width and depth reduced, and its vaulted roof replaced

by horizontal slabs. The course of the sewer from now on becomes irregular

and its construction of an inferior quality.

It happens that the arch of the viaduct beneath which the sewer and ancient

street passed at this point is still accessible through the lower part of a house a

few metres east of the Khaldl Library on the south side of the Tarlq Bab es

Silsileh. The arch, which lies partly below the present street, is filled up to

the springing with rubbish. A sheer wall of debris blocks its northern end,

forming a precarious foundation for the houses built above. In order to ascer-

tain the connexion between the pavements, the viaduct, and the cross-wall, it

was decided to make an excavation inside this arch, clear a section of the

uppermost pavement, and, if possible, see the relation of the cross-wall to one
of the piers of the viaduct.

A glance at the plan shows that the arch as it now stands is a composite
structure. The total area is covered by at least four distinct vaults which vary

’ Continued from Vol. I, p. i03f.
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not only in the character and quality of their construction, but also in width

and alignment, {a) The first, A'ONC, spanning the northern end, is slightly

pointed: the key course is narrow, and its axis inclined slightly eastward of

that of the main structure. The voussoirs at the western springing are 6o cm.

deep from soffit to extrados, those on the east only 30 cm. (^h) The area

B'M'LP has a semicircular barrel vault: the height of the courses, some 40 cm.

on the soffit, is fairly uniform, {c) To the southern end of this section an

extension PLG'D has at some time been added. The junction PL was origin-

ally concealed by bonding together the intrados of the two sections, but the

builders did not allow for an unfortunate subsidence of the new structure,

which has resulted in the fracture of the alternate bonded stones and disclosure

of the straight joint within. The southern edge of this extension has further

been supported by an apparently pointed arch KJH'D. [d) To the south of

this a medley of small alterations and extensions brings the plan to an end at

EF—a mean total length of 20 m.

It is clear that B'M'LP represents the original arch. The northern extension,

however, is carefully constructed to fit in under its end so that the boundary

M'B' is hidden and cannot be placed with certainty. AQRR' is a solid masonry

pier built to support the termination of the arch on the east side. Since there

is a gap of several centimetres between this pier and the inner side of the arch,

the builders’ aim seems to have been frustrated. Some of the stones have the

diagonal dressing characteristic of Crusading work.

The excavation was made so as to clear the western pier of the northern

extension, including its junction with the original arch. The springing course

of this extension at its southern end is set back i o cm. from the face of the pier

on which it rests, forming a narrow shelf whose width is reduced to zero at O;

the second and eighth courses from the top of the pier itself are similarly set

back at the southern end but are flush at the north—thus effecting an appreci-

able change of axisbetween the foundation ofthe pierand the superimposed arch.

For 3*26 m. below the springing the pier is of hammer-dressed masonry set

in courses averaging 54 cm. in height. The stones vary from 50 to 130 cm.

in length. The sixth course is higher than the remainder and rests on a row

of rougher and irregular stones projecting some 1 5 cm. from the face of the

pier, and giving the impression of a foundation course. [See section through

x-x, and Plate.]

At a depth of 3-50 m. below the springing a pavement r-i8 m. wide was

uncovered. It proved to lie along the side of a street of diagonally laid flags,

clearly identical with the upper of those seen in Shafts I and II. Some of these

flags are striated at right angles to the line of the street: otherwise they are
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worn smooth by use, except where the surface has been deliberately roughened

to provide a firm bed for the side pavement beneath which the street paving

proper extends.

Certain features of the pavement and of the pier are noticeable: (a) the pave-

ment is composed of alternately narrow

and wide slabs; the former leave a hiatus

of some 50 cm. between their inner

edge and the foot of the pier. (^) The
rough stone footing of the pier projects

25 cm. above the top of the side pave-

ment. The stone visible in the photo-

graph immediately beyond the opening

in the pier rests upon the paving slab,

whose inner edge lies 10 cm. within the

line of the lowest regular course of the

pier, (c) Beyond this slab the pavement
ends. The street paving here extends to

the foot of the pier but shows signs of

derangement, being patched with frag-

ments of striated flags laid longitudin-

ally. Below the latter and the end slab

of the pavement a channel runs diagon-

ally south-east from the drainage open-

ing visible in the pier, (i/) The southern

end of the pier rests on a bench which
forms the lowest visible course of the

pier ML and projects 71 cm. from its

main face. The rough footing stones are

here absent. It may be conjectured that

their beginning marks the end of the

bench and consequently gives the ap-

proximate northern edge at M' of the

original arch.

After the clearance shown in the photo-

graph had been completed, the excavation was continued by raising the

broken slab under the metre rod and sinking a shaft beside the foundation

of the pier. The width of the shaft was restricted to a bare 150 cm. by the

presence below the street of the new reinforced concrete sewer.

At a level 65 cm. below the street pavement the top of the north face of a
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wall was encountered and cleared to a depth of i-6o m. The masonry is

roughly dressed, with the suggestion of a marginal draft. The joints between

courses and stones are 1 1 cm. wide and are filled with small rubble and mortar.

Each course is set back 3 to 5 cm. on that below it. The foundations of the

pier below the footing consist of three courses of undressed stones set in a

powdery grey mortar of lime and ashes; below is a filling of rubble and earth.

Large quantities of potsherds were found both above and below the pave-

ment. The value of the former for dating purposes is small owing to a partial

disturbance of the debris above the street on the occasion of a minor repair to

the sewer in recent years, so that datable sherds ranging from the Byzantine

period to the present day are found distributed through all levels.

Below the pavement the filling consisted of a damp and clayey earth, homo-
geneous and undisturbed up to the grey mortar in which the pier foundations

are laid. It yielded, in sifting, large quantities of sherds uniformly of hard fine

ware, red and buff; none of these could be dated later than the Roman or

earliest Byzantine period. Of six coins found below the pavement two are of

the procurators [cf. B.M. Cat. of Palestine Coins

^

PI. XXVIII, Nos. 4 and 7]
dating a.d. i o and 1 8 respectively; a third, though illegible, is probably of the

same period. The remaining three coins break the chronological consistency

of the material. One is an Arab imitation of Byzantine coinage inscribed

of the seventh century. The remaining two are badly defaced but

can be assigned to the same century. A small fragment of a Greek fire

grenade was also found; this too must be placed after the Arab conquest. It

cannot definitely be stated whether these four objects derived from the clayey

filling or from the rubble and mortar of the pier foundations. The pier itself

with the arch upon it is indubitably Arab work, a fact that appears both from
the form of the arch and from the masonry, a large part of which is re-used:

one stone, in particular, in which a bronze revetment clamp happens to be
visible, seems to derive from a Byzantine building. The appearance of this

arch exactly resembles the inner section of the vaults opening onto the

western side of Birket Israel.

With regard to the cross-wall and earlier parts of the vault, the probability

is that they are contemporary with each other. It can be seen that the face of

the wall is precisely parallel with the southern end of the original arch, PL.
It happens, further, that the masonry of the Arab pier at C is partly broken
away: by peering through the crevice between the two piers it is possible to

make out what seems to be the northern end of the original arch pier—B'.

Assuming that the northern and southern boundaries of the arch were parallel,

and constructing B'M' accordingly, we find the face of the wall to be 1*60 m.
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north of this line—a position consistent with the assumption that the wall is a

continuous substructure bearing the piers of the original viaduct. The great

width (14 m.) of the wall then requires explanation. Perhaps the relative

position of its southern face and the line G'D may be taken to suggest a con-

nexion with the first extension of the arch southward—an extension which, to

judge from the character of the masonry, may have taken place not long after

the construction of the original arch. It should be added that no regular

masonry was found on the southern face of the wall during the Municipal

work, nor was any change detected in the character of the rubble filling to

indicate an original width or account for the subsidence of the newer structure.

The Street Levels. It has already been said that the lower of the two streets

disappeared shortly before reaching the cross-walk The inference is that it

had already fallen into disuse when the viaduct in its present form was built,

and was then cut through to allow the foundations of the latter to be sunk.

It is not known whether it reappears on the south- The relation of the two

streets to each other and to the viaduct is shown in the diagrammatic section

on p. 37. The section shows in black those parts of the streets which have

actually been seen. Since it is improbable that the lower street was laid before

the reign of Herod the Great, the cross-wall must be post-Herodian, and, to

judge by the rise in level, can scarcely be dated before the destruction of the

City by Titus. Since the Temple area was in all probability abandoned for

some centuries after the second revolt, it is difficult to account for the construc-

tion of a great bridge leading to it across the Tyropoeon valley before the reign

of Constantine or Eudocia. If the upper street level was laid at the same time,

it must be assumed that the Arabic coins slipped in with the foundation of the

northern arch in the early Muslim period. The high level of the pier footing



conformity with a pre-existing line of street or to some other cause is a

question which, like that of the motive of the periodical extensions north

and south, may for the present be left undecided.

With regard to Sir Charles Warren’s ‘assumed line of the first wall’, it should

be noted that we have no evidence that the wall encountered by the Municipal

engineers, and described above, is anything more than the foundation of the

northern Tyropoeon viaduct; Sir Charles Warren’s assumption is neither

confirmed nor disproved by the discovery.

R. W. Hamilton.
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EXCAVATIONS AT ‘ATLiT (1930-1)

THE SOUTH-EASTERN CEMETERY

Evidence of a hitherto unrecognized Phoenician settlement has come
to light in the course of excavations on the site of the medieval seaport

which lay under Pilgrims’ Castle at ‘Atilt. Under a fort at the south-east

corner of the land-wall rock-hewn shaft graves of Phoenician type have been
encountered, containing evidence of an occupation extending from the second
phase of the Early Iron Age (beginning c. 900 b.c.) down to the Hellenistic

period. A few intact burials could be dated by Phoenician coins and other

means to the latter half of the Persian period, the fifth and fourth centuries b.c.

Their culture was complex, an eclectic combination of Greek, Egyptian, and
Oriental elements such as Attic vases, Egyptian amulets, and scarabs in mixed
style. The skeletons were too decomposed to yield any anthropological

material. The graves dealt with form only a portion of the whole cemetery;

this report is issued pending further investigation and must therefore be

regarded as provisional.

§ I . Situation and History

In describing the demolition of the older Templar fort at Khirbat Dustrey

which was to be superseded by the new castle upon the promontory at ‘Atilt

the chronicler drops an intriguing hint of the ancient remains which came
to light.

‘At length they reached the original foundation where an ancient wall appeared,

long and compact. Money was found in a coinage unknown to us to-day, provided

by gift of God for his sons the Knights to relieve them of expense and toil. After-

wards as they were excavating and removing sand in front of this another, shorter

wall was found and in the level ground between the two a copious spring of fresh

water bubbled up. So the Lord gave them stone and a good deal of cement for

their use.’^

Discoveries no less astonishing must have taken place at the south-east corner

of the town when the watch-tower was built and a fosse hewn (PI. XIII, Fig. i).

The tower stood upon the north end of a ridge of rock which had been the

burying-ground of an older settlement upon the site of the medieval town

and castle. The shaft graves of this cemetery were cut through by the fosse,

by rock-hewn rooms at various levels west and north of the tower, and by the

' Jacques de Vitry, in Gesta Dei per Francos, ed. Bongars (Hanover, l6ii), I, 1131.
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conduit and cistern; and in two cases they were spanned with arches in order

to carry the walls of the tower across them (Fig. 2).^

These mutilated shafts were a clue which we first followed up during the

clearance of the fort in 1930 and to which we gave undivided attention in

the latter part of 1931. Fourteen graves were cleared, including some

hundred burials. At least eleven more remain to be dug; these are shown

without numbers on the plan. Others exist no doubt east and south of

the fosse.

Of the graves which were examined in 1 930-1 some had already been dug

out by the Crusaders in the course of building. Both the shafts crossed by the

walls of the tower, L 14 and L 20, had been dug, presumably to test their

depth, since one of them, L 20, was abandoned before the lowest burial in

the shaft was reached, although at 3-4 metres from the top the filling con-

tained a Crusader coin, apparently of John of Ibelin, Lord of Beirut (1198-

1236). The filling of the other, L 14, contained nothing but an ancient

arrow-head (cf. PI. XX, c) and a worn iron trowel dropped in by one of the

masons (PI. XVI). The rock ceiling of the western chamber {b) of L 20 hap-

pened to be broken by an enlargement of the adjoining cave, L 8, but the

original burials were undisturbed. The two graves, Ly and L 19, at the

north-west corner of the fort on the other hand were made to conform to

the rock-cut plan; the one, L 7, a cave approached from the lower terrace or

from a break in the wall of L 2, the other, L 19, a shaft grave descending

from the upper terrace; they were both enlarged and knocked into one. L 1

9

was swept clean but for a fragment of a blue-glazed Egyptian amulet found

in a corner near the new door, but L 7 still contained an ancient burial in the

slot at {b) somewhat upset but covered up again. The conduit leading to the

cistern near the tower crossed two shafts, one of which, L 22, was considerably

disturbed since the cistern had also broken into the shaft. Again, the shafts

and underground chambers which lay in the path of the fosse were completely

destroyed; thus L 35 lost its eastern chamber. Those which it just missed,

L 23, L 23 B, and L 34, were nevertheless broken into during the scarping,

probably out of curiosity, for the breaks were barely large enough to wriggle

through. Near the breaks they seem to have been rummaged slightly, pos-

sibly when more recent burials were inserted from the fosse, but apart from
these intrusions they had not been interfered with. One of the shafts on the

western slope, L 13, contained nothing but broken rock, but as neither the

shaft nor side-chamber had been completed, it may never have been used

for burial.

’ Quarterly of the Department of Antiquities-, Vol. I, No. 3, pp, 1 13 fF,
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Altogether some ten of the tombs examined had not been seriously disturbed

since ancient times. But, with only one exception, L i6, where the two

original burials were still intact, they had all been reopened from time to time

for fresh interments, over a period which, to judge from the coins, covered

hardly less than four hundred years: broadly speaking, the latter half of the

Persian period and the early part of the Hellenistic. In origin they all go

back to the Persian period; then they were cut for their original owners and

then the settlement flourished to which they belonged. This, too, was perhaps

the period of the walls of solid masonry referred to by Jacques de Vitry at

Khirbat Dustrey, and of the coins ‘unknown to us to-day’.

§ 2. The Objects

The contents of the tombs were predominantly Egyptian, but often Greek,

and sometimes a mixture of either with Assyrian, Persian, or local elements,

a complex of cultures typically Phoenician, which is shown at a glance by the

scarabs on PI. XIV. Like those in the British Museum from a Phoenician site

in the Western Mediterranean, Tharros in Sardinia, they fall into three main

classes:

‘(i) Scarabs of Egyptian manufacture;

(2) Scarabs of Phoenician manufacture with Oriental subjects in “mixed”
style;

(3) Scarabs with Greek subjects.’^

The Egyptian are represented by our No. 942, Ra‘ holding the was
sceptre, a purely Egyptian type in carnelian; also by No. 41 2, in green jasper,

Isis and Horus in the rushes and by a number in paste or steatite, correctly

inscribed in hieroglyphs, some with Egyptian names. Nos. 499, 553, 659,

709, 762, and 813. A Phoenician compound occurs in Nos. 366 and 649,
where Isis suckles Plorus on her lap, facing an object which in the case of

No. 366 at least (Fig. 24) strongly suggests the censer or candelabrum of the

Assyrian Nusku, and should be compared with a late Babylonian seal found
by R6nan at Sidon (Fig. 94 a, tail-piece on p. 104). 3 No. 935 is another

Phoenician compound; the Egyptian dwarf Bes struggles with two lions

arranged in the heraldic style characteristic of Achaemenian seal cylinders,^

^ Catalogue of Engraved Gems and Cameos^ Greeks Etruscan, and Roman, in the British Museum
(1926), Introduction, xxxi. Nos. 349-431.
^ Ibid., Nos. 272 and 352 (Tharros).
^ Delaporte, Catalogue des Cylindres Orientaux, Musee du Louvre, I, PI. 57, No. 20 (R. 2);

II {Acquisitions), Pis. 91, 92. Cf. several in the Tharros group, B.M., Engraved Gems, Nos. 353,
356, 375, 376, 386.
+ Ward, Seal Cylinders ofWestern Asia (Washington, 1910), Chap. LX, No. 1 108, &c.
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a symmetrical arrangement with Bes which also occurs on local coins of the
Persian period.^ Oriental tradition also affects the treatment of Heracles, the
favourite Greek subject at 'Atilt. In No. 552, a carnelian scarab inscribed
with an Aramean name, he is of the type which became usual in archaic Greek
art; an incongruous combination of Heracles-of-the-Bow with Heracles-of-
the-Club.2 Two legs of the lion-skin swing behind him, but it is not clear

whether he wears the lion-cap or whether his head-dress is simply hair rolled

into curls in the formal archaic style.^ In another attitude. No. 497, he recalls

the kneeling-running figure on the Persian daric, as well as the Heracles of
Aegina.4 But the type which is more distinctive of 'Atilt has a significant

difference; in Nos. 496, 687, 705, all scarabs of green jasper, he clearly has
the lion-skin fastened to his head, but he has discarded his bow in order to

thrash a helpless lion which he lifts upside down by one of the hind legs in a

fashion reminiscent of the Mesopotamian god Marduk or the hero Gilgamesh,
a motive common on Achaemenian seals (Fig. 94 b, tail-piece on p. 104,
Ward, No. 106^).^ There is a dog in the field behind him.
This is a form of Heracles-of-the-Club which seems to have been peculiarly

Phoenician.^ It occurs on fifth- and fourth-century coins of Citium in Cyprus
and on fifth-century coins of Tarsus in Cilicia, both closely connected with
Phoenicia; also on three published scarabs,^ one from Cyprus, another possibly

from Tharros; again in a series of statues in the Cesnola Collection,® in the

British Museum, and in the Louvre; and finally on a stele from Amrit in

Phoenicia.^* In Cyprus, always an outpost of Hellenism, the local baals were
Hellenized as Heracles even in Phoenician strongholds such as Citium and
Amathus;^° the Greeks of Idalium on the other hand identified the baal with

Apollo Amyklos, a popular etymology which betrays the Phoenician name,
Mekal,ofalightning god, Bringer-of-rain,whomthe Egyptians called Reshef.^^

He is perhaps the baal portrayed on the Amrit stele; although dressed in an

Egyptian crown and tunic and riding circus-fashion on a lion’s back like the

^ Quarterly.) Vol. II, No. i, PI. II, No. 45.
^ Myres, Handbook of the Cesnola Collection^ Metropolitan Museum (New York, 1914), p. 171.
3 Cf. BM.) Engraved Gems^ No. 394, from Tharros.

Cf. Furtwangler, Gemmen^ Taf. VIII, 38, supposed to be from Aegina. Also B.M., Engraved
Gems, No. 499, c. 480 B.c., from the Castellan! Collection.
5 Ward, op. cit.,^ Chaps. LIX, LX, and p. 388.
* Roscher, Lexikon der Griech. und Rom. Mythologies I, 2145 ff., where the various references

are given.

^ Furtwangler, Gemmen, Taf. VII, 54. ® Myres, Handbooks Nos. 1094 ff.

5 Contenau, Manuel d'Archeologie Orieniale (Paris, 1931), HI, Fig. 895, p. 1474.
British Museum Catalogue of CoinSs CypruSs Introduction, xxviii, xxix.

Vincent, Biblique (1928), pp.524ff., apropos the Mekal stele of Beisan mentioned below,
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Hittite deities, yet he prepares to thrash a diminutive lion exactly as Heracles

does on our scarabs, ‘a motive identical’, it has been remarked, ‘with that

which occurs so often in the great reliefs of the Assyrian palaces’. ^ A lion in

this position is dealt with even more drastically on one of the Hittite reliefs

from Djerabis.2 But other local analogies are not lacking: for example, a

bronze figurine (Palestine Museum, I. 9043, PI. XV, a), which was found

during the clearance of the medieval bath-house (PI. XIII, Fig. i). It has

been a good deal damaged by corrosion, but so closely does it resemble in its

attitude another and better preserved specimen of Phoenician provenance

now in the British Museum, that a description of the latter may serve to

supplement the details.^ It is dressed in a tall pointed cap, bound near the

top below ‘a flower-like termination’, possibly because it was supposed to be
made of reeds or straw. It wears the usual Egyptian loin-cloth crossing in

front. The right arm is raised as with our figurine; the fist is clenched to hold

a weapon square with the arm. Here it differs from our figurine where the

right fist is made in the form of a ring to hold a weapon pointing either

upwards behind the head or downwards away from the body. The left arm
in both is extended in front of the left thigh as if holding something off, or

else grasping a shield as in the Megiddo specimen (PI. XV, 6
,
Palestine

Museum, M. 1083, assumed date c. 1300 b.c.).'^ The crown is Reshef’s and
is also worn in a slightly different form by the deity on the Amrit stele, as

well as by the seated god represented as Seth on a stele from one of the Temples
of Tuthmosis III at Beisan which is expressly entitled ‘Mekal, Lord of Beth-
Shan’; there the baal was certainly represented as Reshef in a seal of some
two centuries later.® Our figure of Heracles as clearly resembles the North
Syrian or Assyrian reliefs in its attributes as it does the figurines of Reshef-
Mekal in its attitude, and it was conceivably this fighting god whom Heracles
the Lion-slayer came to represent. An analogous development from Meso-
potamian sources seems to have taken place in the case of the Persian king-
slaying-the-lion, the type adopted for instance for Sidonian coins of the
fourth century b.c., types of which were found in most of the graves at 'Atlit.

Besides the scarabs there are other groups of objects which illustrate the

* Perrot and Chipiez, History of Art in Phoenicia (London, 1885), II, 12; cf. Contenau, op. cit.

I, Fig. 147, p. 240. 2 Carchemish (1914), PI. B, ii.
^ F. L. Griffith, ‘The God Set of Ramessu II and an Egypto-Syrian deity’, Proc. Soc. of Biblical

Research.) 1894, p. 89 and plate; an even finer specimen has recently been found at Ras Shamra
and is now in the Louvre, Contenau, op. cit. II, Fig. 740, p. 1071.
^ Other examples have been collected by P^re Vincent, Revue Biblique (1928), PL XXV.
® Rowe, P.E.F., Quarterly Statement (1928}, p. 79, PL V, and Topography and History of Beth~
Shan (1930), p. 14; also Vincent, Revue Biblique (1928), pp. 528 ff.
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meeting of Greek and Egyptian commerce on the Palestine coast, particularly

during the Persian period. Along with archaic Greek scarabs such as Nos. 497
and 629, there are several Greek vases of painted pottery which must have

been imported from Greece itself. Only one was found whole and in place;

the others have been reconstructed from fragments found in the filling of

shafts which had been disturbed by repeated interments. These examples

cover the whole period of active export from Attic and other Greek factories

beginning with the introduction of black-figure painting. * The earliest, such

as Nos. 32. 528 and 32. 529 from tomb L 21 (PI. XXI), are Attic black-

figure lekythoi of the sixth century b. c. , the details painted in white and incised

presumably of the same date must be No. 32. 415 (PI. XVIII), although

it was found in an intact grave, L 1 6, containing a coin which could hardly

be earlier than the fifth century b.c. (see below, p. 60). A good deal of an

Attic red-figure lekythos of the early fifth century. No. 3 2. 3 07 (PI. XXII), has

been reconstructed from scattered fragments found in three different shafts,

L 21, L 21 B, and L 23 (see below, pp. 74, 79, 83).3 From another shaft,

L
3 5, comes the rim of a black-figure kylix. No. 32. 979, akin to the so-called

Kabeiric class, originally an Attic product which conservative Boeotian potters

continued to make until at least 400 b.c., fully a century after the Athenians

had given up black-figure for red-figure technique. Though little known
outside Greece, it has also been found in Southern Palestine, at Tall Jemma
near Gaza, where it is dated to the late fifth century or possibly the opening

of the fourth.-^ Among a mass of sherds of plain black-varnished ware, a few

kylixes have been partly built up; the delicate profile of one. No. 32. 685
(Fig. 57, p- 84), suggests the fifth century, the rest are fourth century or

later (32. 590, Fig. 46, p. 78; 32. 684, Fig. 58, p. 84; 32. 978, Fig. 93,

p. 103). Some of the sherds are distinctively Hellenistic, since they belonged

to vessels stamped with a rouletted circle on the internal base, e.g. a plate

from L 22, No. 32. 676; or with palmettes, six or twelve in a circle,

e.g. a stemless kylix built up of fragments from L 21, No. 32. 513 (Fig. 36,

p. 72). These again must have been imported from Greek lands. Hellenic

influence appears again in one of the bronze mirrors. No. 32. 712 from

L 23, c-v (PI. XXVII), which is supported by a volute capital on the tang.s

No less distinctive are the Egyptian amulets of glazed paste which were

^ Examples of Greek painted pottery of pre-Hellenistic date now extant in Palestine have been

collected in this Quarterly^ Vol. II, No. i, pp. 15 ff-

^ Ibid., p. 17 on Nos. 5-8; PI. V (^), I, 2, 45 PI. VI {a), {b).

2 Ibid., p. 19 on No. 12; PI. VIII (i).

* Ibid., p. 16 f. and p. 25 f. on Nos. 33-7} PI. IX (b).

s Myres, Handbook ofthe Cesnola Collection^ p. 491, where it is dated to the sixth or fifth century.
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found with a number of womens’ burials, evenly distributed through most of

the tombs. Those with the lowest burials were in a state of crumbling and
sometimes nothing but a lump of white gypsum showed that they had existed.

Probably many more would have been preserved had the deepest parts of the

shafts been less near water-level and consequently less damp. However, eight

representative sets were recovered, and eighteen different types have been

recognized with certainty, the majority of which are included in the largest

set found with ^r-vi, one of the earliest burials in tomb L 23 (PI. XXVIII [a).

These lay in a chain between the legs, stretching from waist to ankles.

A smaller set with d-ii, a burial in another chamber of the same tomb, were at

the head. In other cases they appeared to occupy no particular position, but

as they were all perforated or provided with eyelets for threading they may
have been included in necklaces, if any. Most of them have a glaze which
varies between blue and green according to its thickness; others are of a buff

paste which shows no trace of glazing. The commonest type of all is the

sacred eye, usually in glazed paste but occasionally in black granite

(PI. XXXIII); very few of the womens’ burials were without it. Then
there is a group which recurs in six out of the eight sets (PI. XXVIII {a),

[6)):

721, the papyrus sceptre of the goddess Wadjet;

727-8, the scarab with legs;

729, 31, Shu, either human or grotesque in face;

733, Ptah-Seker-Osiris;

739, the standing ape {Cercopithecus)\

749, Ta-urt or Tpt.

The papyrus sceptre, Shu (in paste), Thoth, and the standing ape are all

distinctive of the Persian period. Dynasties XXVI-XXX.^ Less frequent are:

734, Khnum;

735, Sekhmet;

742, the ram, couchant;

743, the hare, couchant;

745-8, the lion, couchant.

Khnum and the hare are again characteristic of the period.^ It is also repre-

sented once or twice by:

726, the white crown of Upper Egypt;

798, the red crown of Lower Egypt, from L 23 b, b-br (PI. XXX);
636, the sow and litter, from L 21 b, c-iv (PL XXV).^

* With the exception of the first and last, theyare arranged in the order of Petrie’s corpus,
London, 1914. 2 Ibid., Nos. 20, 167, 202, 204.
3 Ibid., Nos. 187, 213. 4 Ibid., Nos. 48, 49, 234.
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Further:

875, Anubis, from L 24, a-iv (PI. XXXIII);
750, the bull of Apis or Mnevis (PI. XXVIII, 3);

which continue into the Roman period, provide the same terminus a quo^

DynastyXXVI. ^ From L 24,<z-v,comes a unique group in bronze (PI. XXXIII).
Nos. 891—2 are a pair, one shown in full view, the other side view; and are

evidently Isis with the solar crown, since the other pair. Nos. 893-4, are

Horus the Child.^ This group also contains a miniature jug of bronze
(PI. XXIII, 897). A child’s necklace from /z-iv at the same level in this shaft

contains some unusual forms in addition to the commoner Egyptian figurines,

most of them bound with a loop of silver wire for hanging (PI. XXXIII). No.
876, of blue paste, is not unlike a contemporary form of the forked lance,^ yet

may conceivably be connected with Nos. 877-8 which appear to be rough
forms of the open lotus-flower.+ It was a popular pendant in Phoenicia at this

period.s Likewise the damaged gold pendant from L21, (5-v(PI. XXIII, 549),
which appears to be a closed lotus bud; and from the same grave as the sow,

L 2 1 B, r-iv, another pendant in bronze (PI. XXV, 644),which is either a lotus

bud or an acorn. Both figure on contemporary Phoenician statues and in

necklaces.6 Alabastrons proper, such as 32. 548 (PI. XXII) from the same
grave as the gold lotus bud, and 3 2. 4 1 7 (PI. XVIII), are also Egyptian, a luxury

product which the Phoenicians prized so highly that they copied it in fine

glass.7 So, too, the kohlAiOSi (PI. XXVII, 71 1); being of bronze, this one has

survived where others made of wood, the material usual in Egypt, have no

doubt perished.8 It came from the same chamber as the largest set of amulets;

and it is significant that it came from the same burial, L 23, r-v, as the mirror

of Hellenic style already referred to (p. 47, above) and a gold signet ring

engraved with a Persian figure. The lady who possessed these things had

a scarab inscribed with the Saite name, Hor-men, ‘How steadfast is Horus’

(PI. XIV, 709: p. 86, below).

The mass ofthe material—pottery,jewellery, andweapons—^is not particularly

distinctive of any one foreign culture but was common to the whole littoral

from the Nile Delta to Phoenicia and to Cyprus, as re-united by the revival

of commerce in Saite times. Forms of jewellery, for instance, then common to

Cyprus, Phoenicia, and coastal Palestine can mostly be traced to Egypt. But

as in the manufacture of fine encrusted glass, e.g. 32. 416 (PI. XVIII), there

I Ibid., Nos. 197, 207. ^ Ibid., Nos. 145, 149. ^ Ibid., No. 38.

4 Ibid., No. 267 ; H. XLV, 267, f.
_

® Perrot and Chipiez, History of [Art in Phoenicia, II, Fig. 312 on p. 383.
® Ibid., PL X opposite p. 382; Fig. 310, See. Ibid., Pis. VIII, IX.

® Catalogue Geniral, Musk du Caire, Objets de Toilette, I, Pis. XI, XVI, XVIII.
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were crafts of Egyptian origin which Phoenicia and its dependencies had

made their own. Thus the commonest pot at ‘Atilt, a long jar or amphora,

pointed at the base and almost hole-mouthed, is akin to forms of the Persian

period found not only in the Egyptian Delta, ^ but at frontier stations between

Egypt and Palestine,^ and in Cyprus as well.^ At ‘Atlit they were found in

every shaft; they were usually in fragments, but from one intact tomb, L i6,

they seem originally to have been arranged according to a definite plan, in

this case four standing at either end of the shaft both above and below the

cover-stones (see p. 6o, below) and in ones and twos at head and feet of the

burials. The ware is coarse and porous, showing that they were everyday

water-pots. Although in the course of time most of the unbroken pots have

fallen to bits if exposed to damp, they were well baked to a uniform drab

white or buff, brown or dull red. The chief variations of the main type.

Fig. a, b, Cy d, e, were well represented in tombs 1 6 and 24 (PI. XIX). In a

Fig. 3

few instances, loop handles and shaved bases were found, parts of a very heavy

jar of type Fig. 4 [j] needing two bearers to carry it,which can be restored from

a complete example found in the Greek fort at Defenneh, the ancient Daph-
nae.^ With one or more burials in most of the shafts occurred a small pot of

* At Naukratis, E.E.F., Naukrathy I, London (i888), PI, XVI, 3; and at Defenneh, E.E.F.y

Nebesheh {Am) and Defenneh {Tahpanhes)y II, London (1888), PI. XXXIII, 4.

* At Tall Jemma and Tall Fari'a, collected in Corpus of Palestine Pottery (London, 1930),
type 47, H, R, V.

5 In sixth- and fifth-century tombs at Larnaka (Citium), Journal of Hellenic Studies^ XVII
(1897), p, 160, Fig. 13.

Nebesheh, etc.y II, p. 64, PI. XXXIII, 65 Naukratis, I, PI. XVII, 17; Corpus, type 47, Y.

Taken together, sixth to fourth centuries B.c.
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type (g)

;

this has a rebated lip to take a lid (Fig. 79, p. 97). Juglets or bottles

of type (^) were not uncommon, nor dishes of type (7). These smaller typeswere
of the same red ware, usually coated with a buff slip and sometimes decorated

with horizontal bands of haematite red. There was a single oenochoe of the

same ware (PI. XXIX). Of the few lamps found, two were of the common
ware, one of contemporary local shape (PI. XXXI, Fig. 72), ^ the other rather

akin to Greek shapes^ (PI. XXXVI, Fig. 92). Two others of Hellenistic

moulded form were of an ashy grey

fabric, apparently because the clay had
been mixed with ash (Pis. XXVI, 619;
XXXIV, 907). The latter occurred

among a group of burialsmarked by tear

bottles of common red ware. A little

light yellowware ofa soft pastewasfound,

e.g. a small juglet. Quite exceptional

were several pieces of a smooth light red

waremadeofaclayasfine asthe biscuit of

Greek painted or black-varnished vases.

There is a small amphora intended for

unguents, from L 23, c-iv (PI. XXIX).
There are also some dishes or plates, e.g.

one reconstructed from the shaft debris

of L 21 (Fig. 37, p. 72), another with

handles from L 34 (Fig. 88, p. loi),

both on ring bases. They have all been

smoothed or even burnished on the

wheel; the dishes have been painted on

the rim and inner base with horizontal

bands in haematite red, which burns

The fabric is by no means as fine or as bright a red as Cypriote

geometric,^ of which a few odd sherds have been found (PI. XX, 321*

962); nor as hard as another fabric, also represented by a few sherds

(32. 510, 679), which have a very hard biscuit and a very smooth dull-

red slip not far removed from terra sigillata proper, as yet unknown at

‘Atlit. Indeed the form of one of the plates, found at the top of shaft L 24,

^ Corpus^ type 91, M.

^ Broneer, Corinth, IV. 2
,
Terra Cotta Lamps (Camb. Mass., 1930), type VII, p. 45 &c. Cf.

Corpus, type 9 1 ,
V.

3 Myres, Handbook of the Cesnola Collection, fabric xvil, pp. 105 ff.

purple or black where it is thick.

r f'
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Fig. 5

is not unlike typical forms of terra sigtllata\ it has a ridge near the rim and

a step where the body rises from the internal base; again it has a flat ring base

(PI. XXXII, 840; Fig. 77, p. 9 5). Should a foreign provenance be sought for

this transitional fabric, possibly an extension of the Attic industry in Asia

Minor, perhaps at Pergamum during the third century b.c.?

The women’s ornaments, by far the greater part of the objects, may be

summarized by a typical group. The minimum seems to have been an anklet,

a pair of ear-rings, a finger-ring, a y^o-^Z-stick, and a necklace of beads and

pendants sometimes including some figurines. The girls had a pair of

anklets and a pair of bracelets each (PI. XXVI, c-v). The anklet was always

of bronze and very heavy. Like the bracelets it was made of a single rod of

metal, bent so that the ends overlapped (PI. XVII, 414). Almost invariably it

was worn on the right ankle.’' The ear-rings were usually of silver,

a simple twist of one and a half turns (PI. XXV, 640-1, Fig. 5),

which, to judge from a Cypriote statue, was worn in the upper

lobe of the ear.'* For finger-rings iron was popular; in one case,

32. 355, a silver ring had been faced with iron on the bezel.

With only one exception, 32. 949, the rings had flat bezels, separately

made and welded to the hoop; they vary in shape from lentoid to round,

or rectangular with rounded corners (PI. XXXVII). iTo/^Z-sticks were of

bronze, flattened at one end and swollen at the other (PI. XXV, 650, &c.).

The commoner necklaces were made up of frit and glass beads; the usual

colours being shadesof blue and green,white and black (Pis. XXV, 642; XXVI,
662). Many of the glass beads were impressed with a number of eyes made up

of two or more strata of glass of a colour contrasting with the matrix

and with intermediate strata of the same colour as the matrix, or

else of two colours both contrasting with the matrix; e.g. dark blue

and white on a matrix of light blue, all made flush with the bead

(Section in Fig. 6). In the Graeco-Persian period these stratified

eye-beads, to adopt the term used in a recent classification, were common
not only to Egypt and Phoenicia but to the whole Mediterranean area, spread

no doubt through Phoenician agency.^ Most necklaces included a sacred

eye amulet.

With a few more or less undisturbed burials, either in^slots countersunk in

Fig. 6

* Called khulkhsl in Arabic and still worn on the Phoenician coast in Renan’s day, Mission de

Phinicicy I, p. 457.
* Myres, Cesnola Collectiony No. 1083, pp. 167 ff., where they are regarded as distinctively

Hellenic, being confined to the late fifth and early fourth century in Cyprus.
* Beck, Classification and Nomenclature of Beads and Pendants (Oxford, 1928), pp. 63 ff.; Perrot

and Chipiez, op. cit.y II, PI. X, a necklace from Tharros, reproduced in colour.
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the floors of the chambers, or on the floors themselves,^ mirrors and richer
ornaments were found. The mirrors were all of bronze, flat and circular; not
oblate as their Egyptian prototypes. They had a short tang for insertion into
a handle; one ivory handle has survived where more ordinary wooden ones
have doubtless perished^ (PI. XXIII, 551; Fig. 7). The tangs were all plain

except for one which was in the form of a volute capital supporting the mirror
(PI. XXVII, 712; see above, p. 47). Even this may ultimately be of Egyptian
derivation; originating in handles which combine with the papyrus column
of Lower Egypt a voluted capital representing the heraldic flower of Upper
Egypt.3 But in form our mirrors are Hellenic rather than Egyptian.^

With these lower burials there were necklaces of carnelian and silver

beadsaswellasglass(Pls.XVII,4ii; XXV, 652). Theyincluded pen-
dants, such as silver laurel leaves (Pis. XVII, 410; XXV, 646-7), lotus

buds or acorns(Pls.XXIII, 549,Fig. 8; XXV, 644), or a paste figurine

orsimply a stratified eye-bead on a silver loop (Pis. XXXIII, XXXVI, fig. s

991). Scarabs, too, may have been included since they were all

perforated for threading, while some were mounted on a swivel

pendant (PI. XXIV, 629). Aswell as the usual twist ear-rings of silver,

these lower groups included gold ones of boat-shaped form (PI. XXV,
637-8, Fig. 9). One has a pendant decorated in ffligree (PI. XXXVI, pjQ ^

990) ;
another pairwere bound inwire terminating in volutes (PI. XVI,

369-70). The twisted ear-rings were often in gold-plated bronze instead of

silver;® and as well as the usual twist and a half (PI. XXXI, 821,2) there were

’ L 16, i-i; 21, b~v; 2i B, c-iv, 23, c-iv, v, vi, vii; 23, 23 B, f-vi; 24, c-i, iij 35, Wi, iv.

* Catalogue Giniral^ Musie du Caire, MtroirSy Introduction, xxv.
3 Ibid., xix; PL III, No. 44. 016. Myres, Cesnola Collection^ p. 491,
® As at Tharros, Perrot and Chipiez, op. cit.y II, p. 378.
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helixes of four turns (Fig. i o, Pis. XVII, 408-9; XXV, 643). Were these ear-

rings or ornaments for the hairP^ Their position in the graves was ambiguous;

but clumsy as they seem, ear-rings like this are represented upon a Cypriote

statue as worn upon the upper lobe.^ On the other hand there still re-

main a number of plain bronze rings, too large for finger-rings and too

Fig, 10 Fig. 12

small for bracelets, which were conceivably used for hairdressing. ^ In

the lower graves the finger-rings too are various. The popular iron form

reappears in gold and silver (PI. XXXVII, 713, 509, 65 1 ;
PI. XXV, 651 ;

PI.

XVII, 413) and shows that it was the custom to engrave the bezels as signets.

Rectangular bezels were supported on volutes at the ends of the hoop

(Fig. ii). Wire rings of gold were not uncommon; they were made of

a single strand, bent, the two free ends being woven through the bend in

a reef knot or as shown in Fig. 12 (Pis. XXIII, 557; XXXI, 826). Did this

slender form also exist in silver or iron wire, which would be extremely liable

to corrosion and consequently would not survive? Rings with scarabs in

swivel mountings were rare.^ One was found intact, with a plain scaraboid

in a box-setting of electrum, mounted on a hoop of silver thickened at the

back in the usual way (PI. XXXI, 831). Another scarab was still in its silver

setting (PI. XVI, 366), but without the hoop; in another case, 32. 942, 3, an

Egyptian scarab and a thickened silver hoop presumably went together. With
afew of the lowest burials, cosmetic jars werefound: e.g.in alabaster (PI. XXII,

548) or glass (PI. XVIII, 416). Another burial, L 2 1 b, r-iv, had a small bottle

of thick transparent glass smashed into innumerable fragments which have so

' A question raised a propos ofelaborate ornaments of this form from Sardinian tombs, ibid., p. 37 6.

’ Myres, Cesnola Collection, No. 1083, p. 167.
5 One from Sardinia bears the impression of hair and veil, Perrot and Chipiez, op. cit,, II. 376.
In Cyprus typical of the ‘period of Oriental influences’, preceding direct Hellenic influence in

the fifth century. Myres, Cesnola Collection, pp. 41 1 ff.
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far defied reconstruction. A group, ^-i, in the only intact tomb, L 1 6, sug-
gests that Greekvases served the same purpose as alabaster and glass (PL XVIII,
4^ 5)*

Many burials, roughly a third of the total, had no objects beyond an iron

finger-ring, some pottery, large nails, and other corroded fragments of metal;

notably in crowded chambers such as 1 2 (r), 21 b
(
6), 24 (6), and in the filling

of the shafts. Amulets were conspicuously absent. Were these men? For very
few burials were marked by distinctively masculine equipment such as arrow-
heads. A few fibulae were found, one definitely with a man’s burial, 24 a-ni

(PI. XXXIV, 8 6 5), marked by arrow-heads (PI. XX, 8 59, &c.) and two bronze
strigils

( PI.XXXIV, 914-15). But fibulaewere also used bywomen (PI.XXXVI,
994). They were all of bronze, the pin being of one piece with the spring

which was inserted into a socket at the end of the bow.

On either side of the elbow the bow was thickened and

lightly incised with rings, as if to represent a coil of wire

(Fig. 1 3). This particular type was current in the coun-

try as early as the period of the Dual Monarchy and it

persisted into Hellenistic times. ^ Pieces of bronzewire were often encountered

which may have belonged to lighter fibulae of this or the semicircular form.*

Various types of javelin- and arrow-heads are shown in Fig. 14 and PI. XX.
Of these, [a) and {b) occurred in iron; (c), (d?), and {e) in bronze, the latter

evidently cast. Both the iron forms have tangs; all three bronze ones, tubular

sockets. Of the two iron forms, {a) is flat, and, in spite of heavy corrosion,

some specimens show a marked rib on the blade and a stop at the top of the

tang; {b) is triangular and pyramid-shaped. Of the bronze ones, (c) has three

blades or wings; (^) wings prolonged into barbs; (e) is solid and pyramid-

shaped, and was possibly designed for piercing leather clothes especially.*

The iron heads (a) and (b), which were javelins rather than arrows, were

found in clusters; e.g. seven of («), three corroded together, 32. 843-6, 7-9
with 24 a~i (see below, p. 95), or again, five of (a) with two of (b), together

with one of (c) and one of (^), 32. 486-90, 491-2 with 20 b-iv (see below,

p. 70). Type (J) occurred exclusively in one group only, six together,

32. 859-64 with 24 ^-iii; but with a higher burial in the same shaft, 24 a-i,

there was a group of type (a). Thus all five kinds were contemporary, and,

apart from one group of over forty heads of type (e) with the main burial at

^ Petrie, G^rar (London, 1928), p. ii (e). From graves at 'Ein Shams, P.E.F.^ Annual^ II

(1913-14), PI. XLIII,&c.; Excavation ofGezer (honAoti., I9I2},P1.CXXXIV,3,26.
* Gerar, p. ii (F); PI. XVIII, 29, 30.

3 Petrie, Gerar (London, 1928), p. 16, on PI. XXIX, No. 21.

Fig. r3
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the bottom of shaft L 20 (p. 70), no one type was more numerous than

another. Like the fibulae they are also of European origin; they are derived

from forms which reached Palestine from the north in the second phase of

the Early Iron Age and persisted into the Hellenistic period. The triangular

Fig. 14

type is evidently akin to Homer’s ‘three-tongued’ arrow. Examples closely

resembling our types (c) and (e) in particular have been recorded not only

from lowland sites such as Gezer^ and Tall Jemma, which had a strong

Greek community during the early Persian period and may have been an
Egyptian frontier fort under the XXVIth Dynasty,3 but also from Defenneh
(Daphnae) and Memphis,'^ the two camps successively occupied by the Greek
‘men of bronze’ whom Psammetichus and Amasis enlisted, as Herodotus says,

to protect them from the Egyptians.®

Were the warriors at 'Atilt also Greek mercenaries? Egyptianizing material

is conspicuously absent from the few men’s burials so far identified by

» Petrie, (?£rar, p. 15, PL XXIX; Macalister, Gezer, 11 . 372; III, PL CCXV.
* Macalister, loc. cit. ‘Strictly confined to the Hellenistic period.’
3 Petrie, op, cit.^ pp. 15, 16, 20.

Petrie, Tools and Weapons (London, 1917), p. 34, PL XLII, especially Nos. 218-19, 226-7,
247)248—51. ^ Herodotus, II. 152 ff.
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weapons; the two scarabs found with one of them, 20 ^-iv, both represented
Heracles, one in mixed style (cf. p. 45, above), the other in archaic Greek
style (PI. XIV

, 49^5 75 P* 4-S)’ women’s equipment is predominantly
Esypti3-U or Phoenician, although there are some Greek elements to be
accounted for. Trade was doubtless an important factor; ‘Atlit has a fair

natural harbour and might have had a connexion with various Greek settle-

ments such as Naukratis in the Delta, or colonies in Cyprus and possibly
others nearer at hand on the Phoenician coast. At the same time there are
indications from coins that the coastal population contained a Macedonian
element, presumably soldiers;^ thus from the filling of shaft 12 at 'AtlJt came
a coin of Aegae which may be identified with Alexander I of Macedon,
c. 480 B.c. Now the bulk of the coins from the graves that are in a state to

be identified are Tyrian and Sidonian types which appear to belong to the
early fourth century b.c., precisely the period when both the Persians and
Egyptians were employing Greeks in increasing numbers to fight their battles.

Iphicrates’ peltasts accompanied Pharnabazus on his abortive Egyptian ex-
pedition of 374; Athenian and Spartan troops foiled Artaxerxes Ochus’ first

attack upon Egypt in 357; Greeks were the mainstay of both sides when he
renewed his attempt in 344-343 b.c. ‘The native troops on either side,

Persian and Egyptian, hardly count for anything now; all the real fighting

is done by Greek mercenaries on both sides.’^ Perhaps the survivors of these

campaigns settled in Egyptianized communities at places on the Phoenician

coast such as 'Atilt, marrying local wives much as Ibrahim Pasha’s veterans

are said to have done at the neighbouring village of Tantura a hundred
years ago.

§ 3. The Tombs in Detail

The detailed description of the tombs which follows tomb by tomb directly

represents the record of excavation. Hence, on the accompanying sections

and plans the burials are numbered downwards, the first being the highest and
most recent. In the well or shaft they are listed under (^); in the various

chambers under {b)^ (c), and so on. Wherever the arrangement of the burials

was at all intelligible, a plan is given showing the position of each object;

anything recovered from the sieve being marked in the doorway, individual

beads and sherds excepted .3 In many cases the original arrangement of the

^ Quarterly^ Vol. II, No. i, p. 2, n. 2.

* Hall, Cambridge Ancient ilhtory^ Vol. VI (1927), p. 1515 Chap. VI, ii.

3 The numbers refer to the Palestine Museum Catalogue where the objects are entered in con-

secutive tomb groups. The year’s prefix, 32., is omitted. Unpublished plans and photographs are

also kept at the Museum.
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burials was confused by a succession of burials, first in the chambers and

afterwards in the shaft. As in other Phoenician tombs elsewhere, ^ the

chambers were not really meant to accommodate more than one, two, or three

burials. Our intact grave, L i6, had only two, one in the chamber and

another at the bottom of the shaft. Other chambers had from one to three

slots countersunk in the floor, each intended for one occupant as two sealed

slots showed, L 21, ^-vii (p. 76) and L 23, f-vi (p. 94); here the burial lay

on the rock covered by a very light layer of sand and broken rock. Most of

the slots had a curious feature that implies that they were originally prepared

for a single burial lying on the rock; about the middle of the slot a hump
of rock was reserved to support the pelvis.^ Our evidence shows that head

and feet were probably supported at the same level by jars filling the trough

at either end of the grave (p. 60). The shaft was the only means of access

to chambers opening off its sides at the bottom, 4 or 5 metres underground.

It could be descended by staggered footholds. That it was intended to be no

more than a means of access is clear, because the chambers were deliberately

protected from the filling by a series of flat cover-stones which rested on ledges

above the lintels of their doors (Fig. 1 5, p. 6 1). If a slot was cut in the floor

of the shaft (Fig. 28, p. 69), another ledge was provided to take another set

of cover-stones. Whenever a new burial was made in the chambers, the shaft

had to be emptied, the cover-stones lifted and afterwards replaced before the

shaft was filled in again. But at ‘Atilt, in every tomb except one which con-

tained only two burials, this tedious process seems to have been neglected

after a number of interments had taken place. The local rock is weak, a

coarsely laminated sand- or limestone which is liable to break off along the

laminations. Perhaps the cover-stones broke and were not replaced; indeed,

if an overhanging ledge broke, as in L 16 (Fig. 15, PI. 61), they could not

be replaced. Then the shaft was hastily filled in, the fragments being left in

the filling, or used to cover a recent burial, or to block the doors so as to check

the talus running into the chambers from the shaft. Eventually no one
bothered to clear a way into the chambers, and burials were made in the

shaft filling one above the other. Naturally the succession of burials in any
one chamber was not as clear-cut as in the shaft. Again, the order in which
the chambers were used may have been quite arbitrary; they may have been
occupied one by one or they may all have been in use at the same time. For

* Examples from Sidon, and from Cagliari and Tharros in Sardinia, Perrot and Chipiez, op. cit.^

I, Figs. 102, 3, 4; 169-71, 176.
^ At Sidon, although confined to slots, it was sometimes imitated on flat rock outside by a neat

pile of pebbles. R^nan, Mission de Phinicie (Paris, 1874), I, p. 457.
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purposes of dating, burials in the shaft which were level with the lintels or
above are evidently subsequent to burials in the chambers. But apart from
any positive indication to the contrary, any group of chambers side by side

must be taken together.

Repeated burials in the chambers would have tended anyhow to damage the

objects and confuse their ownership; but the general untidiness was increased

still more by careless filling of the shaft after the cover-stones had gone. In
making room for a fresh burial in one of the chambers, intruders may have
dealt clumsily with what they found. Pottery might be broken and the sherds

removed to the top along with sand and broken rock. The resulting debris

might be tipped into two or three neighbouring shafts if they happened to

be open at the same time; and if the doors were only partly blocked a talus

would run into the chambers. Hence, objects that occurred in the shaft-filling

and taluses might have been foreign not only to the shaft burials but to the

chambers as well. Hence, the taluses had to be distinguished from the original

surface in the chambers, no easy matter where burials were covered by no
more than a few centimetres of sand. The red-figure lekythos (PI. XXII, 307)
was a conspicuous case; sherds of this lekythos were specifically recorded from
the filling and taluses of three neighbouring shafts, L 21, L 21 b, and
L 23. Again, two Attic black-figure lekythoi (PI. XXI, 528, 9), as well

as a Hellenistic kylix and other late pieces, were reconstructed from fragments

found throughout shaft L 2 1 ;
some had been lifted and re-deposited with

each successive burial. Covering as they do a period of at least two centuries,

it is unlikely that they belonged to one burial in the first instance. The sherds

of other kylixes were mixed up in L 2 1 b and L 23, and even when combined

they were sufficient only for a partial reconstruction. Where the disturbance

had been aggravated by medieval building operations, evidence has emerged

of burials earlier than the Persian period; the sherds shown on PI. XX,
are Cypriote sub-Mycenean, and Geometric. As they were found in half-

emptied shafts near the fosse, L 20, 34, and 35, they probably represent the

debris of some older tomb destroyed in the scarping. If pottery was upset in

this way, it stands to reason that the distribution of coins may also have been

affected, especially as they were mostly very small Phoenician types, not

a centimetre across. It is not surprising that in the filling of L 12 a coin of

the fifth and a coin of the second century b.c. were encountered scarcely half

a centimetre apart (p. 65). Such considerations help to explain incon-

sistencies in the contents of the graves; and they should impose caution in

dating individual burials or groups of burials unless there is good reason to

believe that the original arrangement still held. The one intact tomb, L 1 6,
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is a case by itself (see below). In other tombs the only absolutely intact burials

were in slots sealed with cover-stones, such as 21, b-Vn (p. 76), and 23 b,

c-vi (p. 94). In open slots, such 21 b and 21 b, c, the lower burials were

probably intact since they were covered by the upper ones (pp. 74, 80

respectively). Elsewhere, even when the arrangement was fairly clear as in

23 r or 35 1!^ (pp. 85, 102 respectively), the possibility of loss or confusion

cannot be entirely eliminated.

TOMB L 16

Fig. 1 5. Although intact the burials had been disturbed by the collapse of

the ledge overhanging the side chamber {b). At the west end the cover-stones

had slipped down, so disarranging the deposit of jars in the shaft and breaking

many of them. But it was clear that they had originally stood four at each

end, both above and below the cover-stones (384-91, 392-9 respectively).

The various types are shown in Fig. 16; PI. XIX.
There were five like (i); three like (/); seven like {ni)\ while [ri) was unique.

They were all made of a coarse, porous ware, burning from light brown to

bright red right through.

Jars generally resembling (i) were placed in

the troughs at either end of grave {a-i), 400,

401, and of grave {b-i), 403, 404. With (a-i)

there was also 402 of type («); with (b-i) two

more jars resembling {k), 405, 406, and the

two loop handles only of a heavy amphora like

Fig- 4 (/)» P- SI-

Objects with (a-i), PI. XVII, fig. 17:

418, silver pendant, consisting of a loop

probably terminating in a flower,

threaded with a bronze ring for hang-

ing.

419, sacred eye amulet, perforated, of faded

green-glazed paste.

420, bronze finger-ring.

C. 1 1 84, silver coin, obscure but apparently

of the so-called Philisto-Arabian class ^ ranging from the fifth century

B.c. to the time of Alexander. M. 9 mm. 0*37 grm.

422, carnelian beads, standard triangular, convex.^

^ British Museum^ Catalogue of Greek Coinsy Palestine^ PI. XIX.
* Beck, Classification and Nomenclature^ Pis. II, III.
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Objects with Pis. XVII, XVIII:

408-9, pair of ear-rings or hair ornaments of electrum, each a helix of four

turns ending in a decorated terminal now unrecognizable.

410, silver pendant representing laurel leaves.

41 1, necklace of beads;

() silver beads of six granules.

() beads of banded onyx and rock crystal, barrel-shape.

(f) carnelian beads, standard circular and short truncated bicones.

{d) one stratified eye-

bead, blue eyes,

white matrix. I

412, jasper scarab (Fig. 18,

full-size; PI. XVII,

412), Isis suckling

Horus in the papy-

rus marshes of Buto.^

413, silver finger-ring, rec-

tangular bezel prob-

ably supported on

volutes at ends of

loop (cf. Fig. II,

p. 54); bezel crudely

engraved in style of

32.651 (PI. XXV).

414, bronze anklet.

415, lekythos, black-figure palmettes, incised and painted above in white.

416, amphora of blue glass, sides gadrooned and encrusted with wavy
bands of white.

^

417, fragments of alabastron, restored as in Fig. 19.

TOMB L7
Fig. 2, p. 43. Originally a tomb of four chambers approached through a

window in the roof, it was enlarged by a medieval tunnel communicating

with the lower range of stables on the west. The cave and tunnel were almost

full of sand, on top of which lay some recent Moslem burials. At the same

* Beckj Classification and Nomenclaiurey p. 63.
* British Museum^ Engraved Gems^ cf. Nos. 272 from Chiusi^ 352 from Tharros.
3 Cf. coloured reproduction in Perrot and Chipiez, Phoenicia^ II, PI. VII, i.
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time doors were made into a neighbouring tomb L 1 9 and into the lower

rooms on the north. This entrance crossed slot (<5), Fig. 20, which contained

the only surviving ancient burial. This had been turned

over and covered up again with flag-stones. Sherds of

medieval glazed slip and painted ware were found be-

tween the stones and on the floor of the cave.

Objects with (^-i), PI. XV:
321, Sherds. Thin red ware, imperfectly baked inside,

painted black bands and circles on red slip; drab

ware, burnished red slip, including ring base and

side of bottle; drab ware, side of bowl painted

black lines on rim and from rim to base, also top

of bottle painted black bands.

322, bronze bracelet, overlapping ends, flange opposite joint; iron strip

twisted round it.

323, bronze /i^o^Z-stick, two fragments, together 130 mm. long.

3 24, bronze fragments, possibly ring and bow of fibula.

325, bronze fragments, ornamented with knobs, probably belonging to

small fibula.

326, silver fragments, corroded.

327, bronze ear-ring.

328, steatite scarab. Fig. 21; PI. XIV, 328. A man grasping the horns of

an ibex or goat, which looks back-

wards,winged solar disk above; neb

sign in exergue. Cable border.^

3 29, necklace of beads:

(a) silver of six granules, three beads in

one, two in one, one single.

(b) carnelian, short circular and long barrel.

(e) crystal, standard circular.

(J) coral, cylinder beads, chiefly long.

(e) ivory, hexagonal, long.
,

(/) stratified eye-beads of various sizes, blue eyes, white matrix, standard

circular.
.

(j-) glazed paste beads, white; blue glaze gone yellow, standard circular;

one green bicone.

' For a similar motif cf. British Museum, Engraved Gems, No. 233, ‘Geometric’, in Ass^ian

style; 303,
‘Orientalizing’, from Latakia. DAsvgorte, Catalogue des Cylmdres Ortentaux, Mush

du Louvre, Acquisitions, A. 894, Syro-Cappadocien; Ward, Seal Cylinders, No. 840, Assyrian .

Fig. 21



{h) Also very small circular disk or ring-shaped beads, sometimes three or

four together, blue glaze gone yellow.

330, sacred eye amulet, perforated, blue-glazed paste.

331, shells {Nerita crassilabrum) as amulets.^

332, flint waste chips.

TOMB Li2

Fig. 22

Fig. 2, p. 43. The top metre and a half of the shaft was cut away to make
a room (L 1 2) up against the town wall, one of the lower western range of

rooms belonging to the medieval fort. The surface-filling of the existing shaft

* Petrie, Amulets^ No. io8.
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consisted of medieval floor-sweepings, such as sherds of salt-glazed cooking

pots.

Fig. 22. No cover-stones remained on either of the ledges between b and c.

Consequently the filling was disturbed; level with burial (a-i) a silver coin of

the fifth century b.c. occurred; on the rock floor scarcely half a metre away,

a bronze coin of the second or first century b.c. A bronze kohl-

stick was found near (a-i); also an iron finger-ring (PI. XXXVII,
a, hf 237)) with a setting which may have held a carnelian circular

bead found close by, and another with a square bezel (PI. XXXVII,
a, 339)* But neither can be ascribed with certainty to (a-i)

because a medieval bronze buckle (Fig. 23) also occurred here. The coins

referred to are:

C. 1185, Aegae.

Goat kneeling to r. on one knee, looking back, above, traces of [o]; dotted

exergual line.

Rev. Incuse square in four divisions.,

JR. 12 mm. 0-74 grm.

Although not much worn, it must have lost considerably in weight through

corrosion.

Dated to 480 b.c. and attributed to Alexander I of Macedon.’^

C. 1186, Sidon?

Bust of city-goddess r. wearing turreted crown and veil; dotted border.

Rev. Indistinct; apparently galley with some traces of Phoenician inscription

below.

JE. 22 mm. 3*91 grm. Second or first century b.c.^

The slot in (b) was full of debris; (^-i) lay partly on this filling, partly on

the rock step. It was a typical girl’s burial with a bronze anklet, a pair of

bronze bracelets, a pair of silver ear-rings of a twist and a half, and a miniature

pot of type (g). Fig. 4, p. 51. The slot contained nothing but sherds of the

usual hole-mouth jars.

The corresponding slot in (c) also contained no burial; it was filled with

three courses of building stones laid dry on their thinnest face, two headers

to a stretcher, the courses alternating. All the slots in (r) were in some

disorder; they had formerly been covered, but the stones were found either

broken or buried on end in the slots. Among the debris were odd sherds from

hole-mouth jars and a few sherds of a black-varnished kylix.

* British Museum.y Catalogue of CoinSy MacedoUy p. 3^* may be later, but not much, if the

views of Babelon are followed; see Traite des Monnaies Grecques et Romaines, II, i, p. 1098.

^ Phoenicia^ p, 16I5 No. 1 18, &c.

Fig. 23
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Across slots;

(c-i) adult, extended.

(c-ii) juvenile, extended.

Middle slot:

(f-iii) child:

pair of plain silver rings as ear-rings,

silver finger-ring with curved lentoid bezel. (Cf. PI. XXXIII, 866.)

(f-iv) adult, disordered:

pair of silver ear-rings, twist and a half,

silver button, hemi-spherical, loop flush with back,

iron finger-ring, lentoid bezel only,

scarab, haematite, base plain, head broken, 12 x 10x4 cm.,

one or two sherds of a black-varnished kylix.

(r-v) had apparently been displaced by

(r-vi) an extended burial.

East slot:

(r-vii) adult, extended:

outside right arm, a bone tube (PI. XVI, 354) resembling a mirror

handle (cf. PI. XXIII, 551),
at right hand, fragments of a silver finger-ring including the flat

lentoid bezel faced with iron,

iron finger-ring with similar bezel,

bronze wire finger-ring,

(r-viii) much disordered, probably by (r-vii);

the skull was placed on a stone at the middle of the slot and the

femurs were standing on end. The ear-rings were both out of place,

gold ear-ring, boat-shaped,

silver ear-ring, also boat-shaped,

bronze kohl-?>tick, 1 20 mm. long,

carnelian circular bead,

paste figurines, one probably Sekhmet perforated at the back, others

crumbling and unidentified,

mouth of bottle, buff ware, dark red wash,

small dish or cover of miniature pot (cf. Fig. 79, p. 97), buff ware,

two small silver coins, unidentified.

West slot:

(c-ix) adult, apparently extended; the remains were wedged between four

cover-stones which stood endwise, probably belonging to the

middle slot.
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Scarab of blue paste, in a band setting of silver with pivot holes at either end
to receive loop of finger-ring (PI. XVI,
366).

Isis suckling Horus on her lap (Fig. 24).!
Her head-dress suggests the vulture head-
dress (Fig. 25), crowned by the solar disk.

The stand in front resembles the older fire

altar of the Babylonian god Nusku (see

tail-piece. Fig. 94 a, on p. I04).2

(c-ix) continued (PI. XVI):

369, 370, gold ear-rings, boat-

shaped, bound with gold wire

finishing in volutes,

37^9 goH brooch or hair ornament, coils welded at the back to take
a clasp or pin.

Fig. 24

(twice original size)

Fig* 25

,
circular beads; one silver, one carnelian, one onyx, one green paste,

and some stratified eye-beads, blue eyes on a white matrix,

bone pin-head.

The west chamber (</) had a cill of two worked stones as in the slot in (c).

The door had been invaded by a talus from the shaft. The floor was
formerly covered with sand to a depth of about 30 cm. only. On the
surface about the middle of the chamber were fragments of cross-cut cedar

wood.

3

(^f-i) adult, extended:

near right shoulder fragments of iron nails over 1 2 mm. thick,

sherd of buff ware, rouletted band.

(d'-ii) adult, extended:

two silver coins unidentified.

{d-m, iv, v) adults, extended.

TOMB L 13

This shaft was never finished; it was cut to a depth of 3 m. 85 with the

usual ledge above the side chamber. The latter had been picked out in out-

line, and in the floor of the shaft a slot had been half cut. Perhaps the work
was abandoned for fear of breaking into the adjoining chamber of L 19
(Fig. 2, p. 43). No trace of any burial occurred in the filling,

' Cf. B.M-f Engraved Gem, No. 353 from Tharros.

® p. 44 and note 3.

* Identified by courtesy of the Imperial Forestry Institute, Oxford.
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TOMB L 14

Fig. 2, p. 43. Before bridging this shaft so as to carry the west wall of the

tower across it the Crusaders cleared it, probably in order to investigate its

depth. Some medieval brown-gla2ed slip-ware was found in the filling, and
at the bottom of the shaft a worn mason’s trowel belonging to one of the

TOMB L 19

Fig. 26 Fig. 27

builders (PI. XVI, 382). The only relic of ancient burials was a bronze arrow-
head of type (c), Fig. 14, p. 56, and PI. XX. In scarping an esplanade on
the west side of the tower the medieval builders cut away the west end of the
shaft, so destroying the fourth of a line of cubical niches on the north side, to

judge from the fact that there are still four on the east and south. It is unlikely
that they were made to support a centring for the arch; presumably they were
ancient offering niches. The top of the shaft was paved level with the
esplanade.
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TOMB L 19

P* 43 * closely adjoined L 7 the Crusaders utilized this tomb
as part of the same souterrain.

By making a door at the north-east corner to communicate with L 7, by
cutting away the rock wall between the south and west chambers, and by
deepening the floor-level with
a slot that they found in the L/J20 .

south chamber, they converted '

it into a roomy cellar (Fig. 27).

At the same time they covered

the shaft with a massive slab,

marked by their characteristic

diagonal dressing. Swept into a

cornernear the doorwere the last

remains of an ancient burial:

some blue-glazed beads and part

of a similar figurine, possibly

Ta-urt.
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TOMB L20

Fig. 2, p. 43. This shaft was

crossed by the north wall of the

tower, and, like L 1 4, it had been

investigated by the medieval

builders. To a depth of 4 metres

the filling was chiefly sand con-

taining a mixture of ancient and

medieval objects, such as black-

varnished sherds and two Cru-

sader coins; one of them has been

identified with John of Ibelin,

Lord of Beirut (1198-1236).
At 4 metres and below the

original filling of broken rock

remains; the builders could now
get into the side chamber (^), hence they did no more excavation. Cover-

stones which fitted the ledge in (a) were found in (^) and have been

replaced.

The slot countersunk in the floor of the shaft may originally have had
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another set of cover-stones; actually it was full of broken rock. Just above

the ledge was a bronze arrow-head, three-bladed of type (c), Fig. 14, p. 56;

PL XX, 43 5. Below the ledges at each corner of the grave stood a hole-mouth

jar. On the rock floor lay an undisturbed burial (^z-i), the skeleton clearly

distinguishable in spite of the crumbling state of the bones, and evidently

a man’s, nearly 6 feet tall. Out-

side the right leg and also between

the legs was a group of forty-

three arrow-heads, all triangular,

of type (e). Fig. 14, p. 56; PI.

XX, 436, &c.

The side chamber (<5) was ir-

regular. The floor was first cut

more or less level with the step,

then deepened, except for narrow

benches at either side, and finally

left uneven. When enlarging a

cave adjoining the west end (L 8,

Fig. 2, p. 43) the medieval

builders broke into the cham-
bers; some of their sweepings,

glazed sherds, and a Crusader

coin were found on the surface.

Consequently (^-i) was disturbed,

but the fragments of a broken jar

remained on the south bench, below it (^-ii), a child burial. The main group
were all on the rock or in the slot. Fig. 29.

Objects with (<i5-iii):

483, bronze anklet, the two ends wrenched apart.

484, silver finger-ring, flat lentoid bezel.

48 5, part of a bronze nail or bolt.

Objects with (Mv);

486-90, iron javelin-heads, leaf-shaped as type (a), Fig. 14, p. 56; PI. XX,
504-...

491-2, iron javelin-heads, triangular as type (^), Fig. 14; PI. XX, 491.

493, bronze arrow-head, three-Waded as type (c), Fig. 14; PI. XX.
494, bronze arrow-head as type (e). Fig. 14; PI. XX.
49 5, part of iron finger-ring.

496, scarab, green jasper (Fig. 30; PI. XIV, 496). Heracles with club and
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lion-skin, about to thrash a lion which he holds upside down by
a hind leg; dog in the field behind.

^

30 Fig. 31

497, scarab, green jasper (Fig. 31; PL XIV, 497). Heracles with bow and
club in the kneeling-running position, quiver behind his back, his

hair rolled in archaic curls.^

Objects with (^-v):

498, scarab, haematite, face plain, 9 x 6 x 4*5 mm.
499, scarab, steatite (Fig. 32; PI. XIV, 499): originally inscribed with three

columns of hieroglyphs the middle appears to read §bn-HorA

Fig. 32

500, jasper pendant, 1 3 mm. long.

501, haematite bead, long rectangular.

502, carnelian bead, circular, short barrel.

503, fragments of iron finger-ring, flat lentoid bezel.

504, iron javelin-head, leaf-shaped (PI. XX, 504).

505, bronze anklet.

481, juglet, red ware, found above (Fig. 34).

482, dish, red ware, buff slip, as type (y ), Fig. 4 j P* 5 ^*

506, base only of scarab or scaraboid, steatite (Fig. 33;

PI. XIV, 506).

Objects with (^-vii), upper burial in slot:

507, bronze anklet.

508, fragments of iron nails.

Objects with (^-viii), on rock floor of slot:

' See above, p, 45; Furtwangler, Gemmen^ Xaf. VII, 54)
Cagliari, probably from Tharros.

^ Cf. Furtwangler, Gemmen, Taf. VIII, 38, from Aegina? Also, S.Af., Engraved Gems, No.

499, late archaic Greek.

* For a Saite example of similar style see Petrie, Scarabs (London, 1917)) PI- LIII, 25 h, c.

^ Lieblein, Diet, de Noms Hieroglyphiques, III, p. 1 13®5 2488, Sheben-Isis, 241 1) Sheben

Soffits, both feminine as our 499.
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509, iron finger-ring plated with silver, flat lentoid bezel (PI. XXXVII, 509).
510, odd sherds from black-varnished kylix and lekythos; also base of bowl,

very hard red ware, smooth bright-red slip (see above, p. 51).
51 1, fragments of bronze M/-stick.

TOMB L21
There was a remarkable confusion of sherds in this shaft: Hellenistic through-

out, but chiefly with the upper three burials (^-i, ii, iii); Hellenic below and

Fig. 35 Fig. 37 ft]

in the side chamber (^), probably deposited there by the talus. There were
also occasional Early Iron sherds, such as a wish-bone handle, cream slip-ware
painted with ladders in black, orange slip-ware with a band of red (PI. XXI).
Near (a-i, ii, iii, iv, v) sherds of varnished ware;

513, varnish burnt brown;
stemless kylix, stamped on internal base (Fig. 36).

514, plate with moulded rim, black varnished (PI. XXI).
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525, bowl of the same fine clay as the black-varnished sherds, smoothed or

burnished on the wheel, painted with a wash burning from red to

purple or black (Fig. 37). See above, p. 51.

520, top of lamp, ashy-grey ware;

base of dish, black varnished, showing last letter, O, of a graffito.

Near («z-iv, v) and in door of
(
6):

528, Attic black-figure lekythos, palmettes incised and encircled in white
paint (PI. XXI).

529, Attic black-figure lekythos, with chariot scene incised (PI. XXI).
The objects properly belonging to the shaft burials were few.

With (iz-i), adult, extended:

silver ear-ring, boat-shaped,

bronze >^o/^/-stick, probably no mm. long,

bronze wire finger-ring, fragments,

beads; one circular carnelian, one barrel bead of glazed paste, circular

ditto, one stratified eye-bead.

With adult extended:

paste figurine, Ta-urt, glaze gone,

iron finger-ring, fragments.

With (iz-iii), small adult, extended:

fragment of plated silver coin, apparently a Sidonian type, first half of

fourth century b.c. (cf. C. 1195, P* ^4)»

iron knife, fragment of blade,

flint saw, 20 mm. long.

With {a-iv):

part of bronze pin, 3 2 mm. long,

iron nail, 9 5 mm. long,

flint saw, 1 5 mm. long.

With (a-y):

bronze anklet, much corroded by damp.

The door of the chamber was blocked by a talus of debris containing

sherds of nearly all the Hellenistic and Hellenic pieces already mentioned.

The chamber itself was largely filled by another talus, this time of sand falling

from a break in the ceiling, possibly made by an adjoining tomb. The sand

could easily be distinguished from the original filling of broken rock, on

which lay {b-i, ii, iii).

Objects with (i-i), adult, extended:

sherds of hole-mouth jars and of a ribbed cooking pot, coarse red ware,

quartz grits.
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At feet:

black-varnished dish (Fig. 38),
crude juglet, light-red ware,

dish of similar fabric, as Fig. 4 (j), p. 5 1 , diameter 123 mm.
Near head:

Fig. 38 [J]

fragment of silver coin, apparently a Sidonian type, first half of fourth

century b.c. (cf. C. 1195, p. 84),

bronze ^0/^/-stick, probably 160 mm. long.

At chest:

blue-glazed paste figurines,

papyrus sceptre, 3 2 mm. long,

and Thoth, 19 mm. long,

beads; two coral cylindrical, one black glass, short truncated bicone.

Between and (($-iii), both extended burials:

544, fragments of a black-varnished bottle with fluted sides, neck and foot

missing, red biscuit (PI. XXII).

Near the shoulders of (<5-iii) on cover-stones of slot:

307, sherds of an Attic red-figured lekythos, dated r. 480-

475 B.C.I (Fig. 39, PI. XXII), viz. the untarnished

partof the figure,head, left shoulder and leg, together

with the handle and base and part of the shoulder,

which is painted with palmettes connected by wavy
stems in black on a red ground,

also bronze pendant,

and part of a paste of figurine representing one of

the Egyptian animal-headed gods standing.

South slot:

adult, extended with head propped up against one

end of the slot.

(^-i), adult, extended and laid above two cover-stones on
the rock.

Objects such as the alabastron (548) had been broken and
the bracelets (588-9) displaced, hence it is possible that

other objects such as the Attic vases had been removed
from this grave.

Objects with (^-v), PI. XXII:

548, alabastron, one side shattered.
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549> pendant, possibly lotus bud; the eyelet had been wrenched off,

550, silver ring, possibly a pendant,
^ ^

the eyelet having corroded.

551, bronze mirror, straight tang for

insertion into a bone handle,

decorated with incised rings

and riveted with bronze pins.

552, scarab, carnelian, perforated

(Fig. 41; PI. XIV, 552); base

engraved with Heracles beard-

ed, wearing the lion-skin and

carrying bow and club. His

head-dress suggests formal

curls rather than the lion’s

mane. In the field beginning

behind his back an Aramaic inscription.^

553, silver pendant, holding paste scarab in swivel band-setting (Fig. 42,

PI. XIV).

Fio. 41 Fig* 4^

Fig, 40

The back is cracked but was evidently inscribed:

‘How steadfast is ’Ipt (or Ta-urt), the hippopotamus goddess’.s

5 54, pendant of iron, with a bronze point at the bottom, bound with silver

wire with a loop for hanging (Fig. 43).

557, gold finger-ring, made by weaving two free ends of wire through a

bend as Fig. 1 2, p. 54.

558-9, bronze bracelets.

A sherd of 525, another of 528 or 529 (p. 73), also three silver coins, one

a Sidonian type, presumably of the early fourth century:

I 'j'Jie regular archaic Greek type. Cf. one from Tharros, Engraved Gerns^ No. 394 *

a hciblein, Dictionnaire de Noms Hierogfyphtques, 111 . 1016, No. ai86j I. 1137— Stele C. loi

in the Louvre, 661 b.c.

3 See above, pp. 48, 69, 73.
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C. 1189, Galley lying before fortress having towers (two on flan); in ex.

(?lion L); dotted border.

\Rev. (type partly erased, but apparently) King of Persia standing

right shooting with bow; in incuse square.

JR. 8 mm. 0-48 grm.^

North slot:

It had originally been covered, but only the middle two stones

were found in place; thus it was full of sand, which contained

one or two sherds of 525 (p. 73).

(6-yi) was crouched at one end of the slot.

With (^-vi):

562, bronze anklet.

(^-vii) an adult extended burial lying on damp rock.

With (^-vii):

563, silver finger-ring, flat lentoid bezel (cf. PI. XXXVII, 509),
three silver coins, one unidentifiable.

C. 1190, seems to resemble a Sidonian^ type of the end of the

fifth century b.c.

C. 1 19 1 , apparently similar to C. 1189 above, a Sidonian type of the early

fourth century.

TOMB L21B
The cover-stones had been removed from the ledges and were found either

above the top burial (^-i), where one was broken into halves, or blocking the

door of (c). Consequently fragments of one and the same object, e.g. a frag-

mentary black-varnished kylix (590, Fig. 46), occurred both in the filling

and in a talus running into the open door of (<$). Again a fourth-century coin

(C. 1192) occurred level with (a-ii), although the burial blocked the door

into (c) which contained Hellenistic objects such as the moulded lamp on
PI. XXVI, an apparent contradiction also due to refilling. There were also a

few Early Iron sherds in the filling resembling those from shaft L 2 1 ,
a sherd

from the shoulder of a white-ground lekythos (fifth century b.c.), and a piece

of a Phoenician bottle of blue glass encrusted with yellow.

(a~i, ii), near these burials but not necessarily belonging to them:

fragments of bronze binding intended for a wooden object some

7 cm. long and, to judge from the rivets, 5-6 mm. thick,

also, scattered fragments of iron nails (cf. PI. XXIV, 575).

* Cf. British Museum Catalogue of Coins, Phoenicia, p. 142, No. 14, &c., there dated c. 400-
384 B.C. ^ B.M.C., Phoenicia, PI. XVII, No. 14.
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C. 1192, silver coin, apparently a Sidonian type, first half of the fourth
century b.c. (cf. C. 1195, p. 84).

(^-iii) consisted chiefly of a

broken skullandfemur -|~-OMB L/

2

1 a.

and had probably been

displaced to makeroom
for (a-iv); nearly level

with (i2-iii) was an iron

spike and clamped nail

(PI. XXIV, 573, 4).

(^z-iv) was an extended adult with

no objects except a

bronze fish-hook.

(zz-v), an adult side by side with

(^z-iv):

near the head, a black-

varnished dish, decor-

ated with reserved

rings on the red
ground on the exter-

nal base (Fig. 45),
at the chest, paste

figurines, formerly

glazed blue: papyrus

sceptre, sacred eye,

Shu, Ptah, Sekhmet,

Thoth or ape, Ta-urt, up to 37 mm. long,

silver pendant consisting of a loop continued in two claws to hold

a stone or carnelian bead,

iron finger-ring, flat lentoid bezel.

C. 1193, silver coin, of the same type as bronze coins attri-

buted to Sidon and presumably of the fourth century

B.C.i

Galley 1 . with oars, over two zigzag lines of waves;

above, traces of [3] ;
border, if any, not visible.

fRev. King of Persia kneeling (running) right with bow in left

sfcTiow yy

Fig. 44

Fig. 45 [i]

* Babelon, Traiti des Monnaies Grecques et RomaineS'y PI. CXXI, Nos. 8—1 1 ;
Quarterly^ Vol. II,

No. I, p. 6f.
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hand and spear in right (as on sigloi); in shallow incuse

square.

M. 7 mm. 0-15 grm.

In the talus were more fragments of a black-varnished kylix, 32. 590
(Fig. 46)5 and of a black-varnished bowl with a beaded rim;

still more were found in (r). There were also sherds of hole-

mouth jars, the base of a heavy jar of type [j) (Fig. 4, p. 51),

and a sherd of a thin red cooking pot, probably of the same

form as the miniature pots, type (^). Flint flakes also oc-

curred, mostly waste chips, but some possibly worked. In the
Fig. 46 [|] chamber were as many as seventeen burials, difficult to trace

and poorly equipped.

With (<5-i), bronze kohl-sXick.

With (^-xi), bottle, red ware, haematite band on lip (Fig. 47).

With (^-xiii), a child buried with its mother:

a silver pendant of the form f belonging to a necklace of beads, con-

sisting of sixty-five small carnelian disk beads, three silver

beads of six granules, a hollow, spherical bead of gold and

pendant amulets, e.g. papyrus sceptre, on silver loops, one

of which may have held a stratified eye-bead (cf. 24, ^z-iv),

another child burial (PI. XXXIII, 871-5).

Near (^-xvii): bronze nail, clenched (PI. XXIV, 6ro).

Fig 47 [i]
Other chamber (c) was protected from the shaft-filling by

a blocking of two disused cover-stones. The cutting of the

medieval cistern caused a small break at the south-west corner, but this was

too small to permit intrusion.

Burials (c-i) and (c-iii) were close on top of each other and confused.

Objects apparently belonging to (c-i):

613, bronze fibula, elbow incised at each end to represent a coil of wire,

spring inserted in socket at one end, turnover catch at the other

(PI. XXIV, 613).

614, bronze ring, overlapping ends; internal diameter, 9 mm.; possibly a

hair ornament.

615, fragments of bronze finger-ring.

616, beads; one barrel of transparent glass, four regular circular beads of

various sizes in black glass, one with a layer of white through the

middle, one short gadrooned bead of blue glass, one regular circular

gadrooned bead of drab paste, wedge-shaped pendant of coral, &c.
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6 1 7, silver ear-ring, boat-shaped (PI. XXIV).
6 1 8, nut of sulphur.

619, lamp, top only, ashy-grey ware (PI. XXVI).*
Under (c-i), scattered sherds:

590, fragments of black-varnished kylix (Fig. 46, p. 78).
620, body of pear-shaped bottle,

black-varnished ware (cf. PI. XXII, 544) divided by bands at middle,
stamped palmettes on either side,

approximately 80 mm. high.

621, sherds of small jug, soft yellow

ware.

Also, fragments of hole-mouth jars and
a heavy blunt base of a jar of

type (/).

(r-ii) was covered with broken cover-

stones but was confused.

Objects with (c-ii). Fig. 48:

623, black-varnished lekythos, mouth
missing, painted palmettes on
shoulder connected by wavy
stems, in black on the red

ground. A mouth found near by appears to belong to the red-

figure kylix, 32. 307, rather than to this one.

624, beside 623, terra-cotta statuette of a recumbent lady, hollow inside and

evidently cast; the slip has gone (PI. XXVI).
625, bronze finger-ring (PI. XXIV).
Also, two bronze rings and an iron ring, only 10 mm. internal diameter,

perhaps hair ornaments.

See p. 54, above.

633, silver ear-ring, or hairorna-

ment helix oftwo turns.

(r-iii) lay almost on the rib

dividing the two slots.

Objects apparently belonging to

(r-iii); Fig. 49:

629, carnelian scarab perforated in swivel mounting of bronze with silver

pivots, loop for hanging (PI. XXIV, 629); on base, intaglio in

archaic Greek style (PI. XIV, 629), Fig. 49.

1 Cf. Harvard Excavations at Samaria (Cambridge, Mass., 1924), p. 320, Hellenistic lamps.
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Fig. 50

630,
scarab, yellow paste, perforated; on base, intaglio, ra'-p-them,^ the last

syllable being an epithet of Horus of Edfu which is included in the

name of the Saite Pharaohs, P-tham-tek^ (PI. XIV,

630), Fig. 50.

631, silver loop probably belonging to 630 since it resem-

bles 629.

632, bronze fibula, broken but complete, the bow incised

with rings at either end, the pin formerly in one

piece with the spring (PI. XXIV).

634-5, pair of silver ear-rings, twist and a half.

(c-iv) Though rebated to take cover-stones, the south slot

was open and full of broken rock. As (^’-iii) lay partly

over it and (c-iv), the top burial, only a few centi-

metres below the top of the central rib, it is possible

that some objects, especially beads, have been as-

signed to (^-iv) instead of (f-iii). It is even possible

that the objects assigned to (e-iv) represent two

different burials in the slot, because although one set of silver ear-

rings and a necklace of paste beads together with some teeth, all

under a broken cover-stone, seemed to show that the burial lay head

west, another skull with one of a pak of gold ear-rings was found

^ near the feet surrounded by car-

nelian and silver beads which

were also found towards the north

side of the slot.

Objects assumed to belong to (^'-iv). Fig.

51, PI. XXV:
636, paste amulet, blue glazed, eyelet on

back: sow and litter.^

637-8, pair of gold ear-rings, boat-

shaped.

639, bronze anklet.

640-1, pair of silver ear-rings, twist and

a half.

642, necklace of paste beads; short circular beads of white, green, and blue

paste, and stratified eye-beads: {a) dark-blue eyes on a light-blue

matrix, {b) dark-blue eyes on a yellow matrix.

‘ Cf. Petrie, Scarabs, PL LV, 4; Newberry, Timmins Col/ectim, PI. XLI, 31.
^ Erman and Grapow, JVorterbuch, V. 355. ^ Petrie, Amulets, No. 234.
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^43 >
gold-plated bronze helix, ribbed ends, possibly a hair ornament (see

p. 54, above).

644, bronze pendant; closed lotus bud or acorn,

also, another bronze fragment.

646-7, silver pendants; laurel leaves,

also, hook of another silver pendant.

649, scarab, green jasper, perforated; on base: Isis enthroned, suckling

Horus on her lap; in front, an
altar, cf. 32. 366, p. 67,’' and Fig.

94a (Fig. 52, PI. XIV, 649).

650, bronze kohl-stxch, swollen at one end
and flattened at the other. fig- 5*

651, silver finger-ring, rectangular bezel supported on volutes at either end
of loop (Fig. II, p. 54); intaglio, five captives bound together

(PI. XXV).
652, necklace of beads: silver beads of six granules, onyx barrel bead (found

near 630), and carnelian regular and short circular beads and

truncated bicones.

653, fragments of a clear glass bottle; the body was smashed but the neck
has been built up; it is straight

and measured 41 mm. in ex-

ternal, 26 mm. internal dia-

meter.

(r-vi), adult, extended, lying on the

rock.

Objects with (r-vi). Fig. 53:

654, necklace consisting of a few paste

beads, four white short circular

and one stratified eye-bead;

two silver beads of six granules,

and some carnelian, two regular

circular and nineteen triangular

convex beads.

655, silver bezel, oblong, 10 mm. long,

pendant figurines, blue or green glaze.

656, scarab with legs, eyelet at back.

657, Shu.

* B.M., Engraved Gems, especially Nos. 282-3, scarabs with pseudo-Assyrian subjects, probably

from Tharros.
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Fig. 54

658, ram couchant.

The north slot was also open and full of broken rock and sand. At the top

was (c-ii); on rock bottom (c-v). At 20 cm.

from the top there was a scaraboid which
might have belonged to either:

659, scaraboid of yellow paste, perforated;

on base incised {^) on either

side, i.e. Hor-men, a personal name of

the Sake period^ (Fig. 54 and PI.

XIV). Cf. 32. 709, p. 86.

(c-v) was a child, extended over-all length 80 cm,, a most clearly marked
burial showing the ornaments in position, including beads.

Objects with (c-v), Fig. 53, PI. XXVI:
Around the neck:

660-1, necklace of beads, chiefly paste, in white, green, and light blue,

together with some stratified eye-beads, dark-blue on a light-blue

matrix; also seven silver beads of six granules.

663, fragments of a silver pendant for the necklace.

664, sacred eye, faded green glaze.

On the wrists:

665-6, bronze bracelets, overlapping ends.

On the ankles:

667-8, bronze anklets, ends meeting.

TOMB L22
Fig. 2, p. 43, and Fig. 55. The south side of the shaft was partly destroyed

by the cutting of the medieval cistern (L 22); the conduit crossed the top of

the shaft. Hence it had been completely cleared. The side chamber, how-
ever, still contained traces of burials. It consisted of an open slot or loculus

{b) with a square tunnel or kukh to the side (c). Although rebated to take

cover-stones, the slot was open and full of broken rock. At the top were three

pointed hole-mouth jars; below them a child burial {b-i), and on rock bottom
an extended adult (<^-ii). Throughout the filling were sherds of black-

varnished ware belonging to a kylix, and a dish with a high ring base decorated

on the internal base with a double circle of stamped palmettes inside and outside

of a rouletted circle. There was also a single sherd of Early Iron Age thin grey

fabric, burning red, polished, and painted with concentric circles in black.

' Leiblein, Dictiomaire de Noms HUroglyphiqueSy I. 1137, from Stele C. lOi in the Louvre,
dated 661 b.c.; Fraser, J Catalogue of Scarabs (1900), p. 51, No. 432, among unclassed names of
Dynasties XXII-XXX.
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With
bronze-ware bracelet, overlap-

ping ends, diameter 43 mm.,
coral bead, cylindrical,

fragment of alabastron.

With (/5-ii):

flint flakes, some worked,
hole-mouth amphora at feet.

The slot contained one burial (^-i),

laid right inside, the head covered

by the top of a hole-mouth jar or

amphora. In the covering were more
fragments of the black-varnished ware
already described, together with pieces

of a fragmentary black-varnished plate

with a rouletted circle on the internal

base.

Other objects with (c-i)

:

bronze fish-hook and other

fragments,

sacred eye, green glazed paste.

TOMB L23
Fig. 2, p. 43, and Fig. 56. A break -

through from the medieval fosse into ;

the eastern chamber (c) betrayed this fig. ss

tomb, but in spite of such easy access

this chamber proved to be comparatively undisturbed and to contain a

valuable association of objects underneath one intrusive Moslem burial. In

the shaft the usual confusion reigned, and for lack of cover-stones it was pro-

longed into the chambers, both of which were only half closed. From the

filling and slopes came some more sherds of the red-figure lekythos, 32. 307,
first encountered in tomb L 21 (^): viz. the tarnished part of the figure, the

right hand, shoulder, and leg, together with sections of the meander on the

shoulder (PI. XXII, 307) and a few sherds from the stemless kylix, 32. 513,
also encountered in L 2 1 . There was one sherd of a white-ground lekythos

of roughly the same period (PI. XX, 679), and a fragmentary black-varnished

kylix (Fig. 57), which also suggests the fifth century. The other pieces were

later: e.g. a black-varnished stemless kylix (Fig. 58); sherds of another
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fOME) L/25.

Stamped with palmettes on the internal base and covered with poorer varnish

probably containing lead;

the base of a mesomphalic

skyphos, &c. At the same

time there were a few stray

sherds of Early Iron II, e.g.

thin red ware polished and

painted with concentric cir-

cles in brown or black; and

at the other end of our period,

one or two sherds of hard

‘sealing-wax’ red or of drab

paste covered with a red slip

which may be compared to

terra sigillata^ see above, p.

5 1 f. The shaft burials had

nothing of interest {aA and

ii), an adult and child may
have been inserted through

a break-through from the

fosse; but (^-iii and iv)

were ancient, they were

buried each with four hole-

mouth jars, and between

them the filling was strewn

sfcTioN n

Scut.

ros5t.

Fig. 56

with black-varnished sherds, &c. (307, 573, 679, 684-5).

With (^-iv), Fig. 59:

686, bronze anklet,

two coins occurred in the taluses running into {b) and (c):

P
j

C. 1195, Sidonian type, variously dated within the

7 fourth century:^

Galley 1.: (waves off flan); above,
[
3];

^asHS ' dotted border,

\Rev. King of Persia slaying lion; in centre,

^ , o [J/l; in shallow incuse square.
M. 9 mm. 0-63 grm.

Fis- 57 [-1]
Fig. 5* ft]

Much corroded but little worn.
I Cf. B.M.C.'y Phoenicia^ p. 146, No, 36, &C. There dated 370—358 B.c.; by Babelon to period

before 373 b.c., see Traiie, II. 2, pp. 566 ff.; Babelon was formerly of the opinion that the coins

of this group v/ere later than 343 b.c, and that they were struck at Acre.
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C. 1196, Tyrian type, earlier part of the fourth century B.C., possibly the

end of the fifth. ^

Hippocamp right; dolphin below; cable border.

Owl right; behind (diagonally across field), crook and flail;

cable border, in shallow

circular incuse.

M. 10 mm. 0*57 grm.

Little worn.

In the south niche (^) burial (^-i) lay

on a slope of broken rock mixed with

fallen flakes from the overhang which

had disordered the skeleton. The jars

at the head and feet were of type (e).

Fig. 3, p. 50. Black-varnished sherds

occurred as in the shaft.

Objects with Fig. 60:

687, scarab, greenjasper, perforated; on

base intaglio, Heracleswith club

striking a lion which he holds

upside down by a hind leg; dog
crudely indicated in the field

behind, cf. 32.496, p. 70 f. (Fig.

59; PI. XIV, 687).

Fig. 59

Fig. 60

689, iron finger-ring, flat lentoid bezel.

(^-ii) lay lower down the slope, with similar jars at head and feet.

Objects with (^-ii), Fig. 60:

690, fragment of iron finger-ring.

691, bronze anklet.

692, bronze crescent, as amulet,^ also, bronze nail.

The blocking of (r) was not sufficient to keep out a talus of debris from

the shaft containing many of the black-varnished sherds already referred

to. On clearing this away two burials (r-i, ii) were found on the original

surface; although they had no distinctive objects they were probably ancient

because they lay on the original rock debris. At the middle of the chamber,

however, the filling changed to black earth in which lay a recent Moslem

burial, very much better preserved than any of the ancient skeletons and

marked by two bronze buckles (cf. Fig. 23, p. 65). This interment upset the

middle one of a line of five ancient burials lying on the rock (r-iv,v,vi, vii, viii).

* Cf. B.M.C.j Phaentda, p. 230, No. 23, &c. * Petrie, Amulets, No. 85.
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Though all the skeletons were very much decayed they could be identified

quite readily by their objects, especially the anklets; all except (c-viii) seem

to have escaped disturbance.

tOM6 i/2.3 ^ « Objects with (c-iv), Fig, 6i:

701, bronze .^o.^/-stick, 135 mm.
long.

702, bronze mirror, flat and cir-

cular diameter 1 1 8 mm.,
plain tang, length 60 mm.

703, bronze anklet.

704, amphora, fine light-red clay,

smoothed or burnished on
the wheel; now encrusted

with lime (PI. XXIX).

705, scarab, green jasper, per-

forated; on base, intaglio,

Heracles with club striking

a lion which he holds up-

side down by a hind leg;

dog in the field behind, cf. 32. 496, p. 70 f. (Fig. 62; PI. XIV, 705).

Objects with (i'-v). Fig. 61:

706,

bronze anklet.

707-8, pair of gold-plated bronze helixes, either ear-rings or hair-orna-

ments (cf. PI. XXV, 643); now heavily corroded.

Wr<47(U jK

7<' VJ
7'^

Fig. 61

Fig. 62

709, scarab, green-glazed steatite; on base, incised: Hor-men^ a

personal name of the Sake period, cf. 32. 659, p. 82 (Fig. 63;
PI. XIV, 709).

710, fragment of iron, 65 mm. long.

71 1, held in the right hand:

bronze kohl-hox of four tubes arranged around a central pillar fixed in

a square base-plate; the canopy had to be twisted in order to get at

the tubes; the whole was probably tied together with a strip of linen,

the rods resting between the tubes* (Fig. 64; PI. XXVII, 71 1).

^ Cf. Catalogue GMral^ MusSe du Caire, Ohjets de Toilette^ I, PI. XL
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712, bronze mirror, flat and circular, diameter 140 mm.; tang, 50 mm. long,

ending in volutes which support the mirror, see

above, p. 53 (PI. XXVII, 712).

713, gold finger-ring, flat lentoid bezel, engraved with the

figure of a bearded man, dressed in a tunic falling to

the calves and wearing a flat cap, his hair caught up
in a knot behind the neck; he moves left offering

a flower held in both hands^ (PI. XXVII, 713).
Objects with (^^-vi). Fig. 61:

714, bronze bracelet, found on a stone above the feet; maxi-
mum internal diameter 75 mm.

715, bronze mirror, flat and circular, diameter 125 mm.; tang,

54 mm. long, ending in square capital to support

mirror.

716, bronze anklet.

717, bronze >^o/^/-stick, 150 mm. long.

718, iron finger-ring, flat lentoid bezel.

719, group of ^(3/^/-sticks in container, perhaps wood or

bone.

720-50, figurines of blue-glazed paste, found between the

legs in a chain stretching from the waist to ankles, PI. XXVIII:

720, sacred eye, perforated.

721, papyrus sceptre.

722-4 as 721; 725, 16 mm. long.

726, crown of Upper Egypt.

727, scarab with legs and eyelet underneath, cf. 728.

729, Shu, human-headed, eyelet on back.

730, as 729 but 21 mm. high.

731, Shu, grotesque, perforated behind head.

732, Ptah-Seker-Osiris, perforated behind head.

733» as 732.

734, Khnum, perforated at back.

735, Sekhmet, perforated at back.

736, as 735.

737, Thoth, perforated at back.

738, as 737.

Fig. 64 [«

I The head-dress and costume resembles that of the Persian king or rider of the hippocamp on

Phoenician coins: see Quarterly^ Vol. II, No. i, Pis. I-II, Nos. 36, 39, 43; also B.M., Engraved

Gems^ Nos. 432, 436, both Graeco-Persian work of the fifth century b.c.
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73 9> dog-faced ape, sitting upright.

740, dog-faced ape?, kilted.

741, dog-faced ape or monkey, squatting.

742, ram couchant.

743, hare.

744, as 743.

745-8, lion couchant.

749, Ta-urt.

750, bull, left forefoot advanced.

751, fragments of silver pendant.

Objects with (c-vii), Fig. 61:

752, bronze anklet.

753, iron finger-ring, fragments only.

754-6, figurines of green-glazed paste:

754, sacred eye,

755, lion couchant,

756, Ta-urt.

Unassigned objects; possibly belonging to (r-viii):

757, gold ear-ring, boat-shaped.

758, gold bead,

759, silver ring, flat round, bezel faced with iron (PI. XXXVII).

760, silver bead-spreader, a ring 27 mm. in diameter, with coils 1 2 mm.
long welded on opposite sides.

761, carnelian beads, regular circular.

762, fragmentary scarab, white paste; on base, seated figure right facing

nejer sign and flower with long stalk,

possibly a corruption of (0I, rnpt~njr^

‘a happy year’,i Fig. 65; PI. XIV,
762.

At the door of [d) the blocking was low and

consequently was covered with a slope of debris

from the shaft, which contained one jar of type {d) (Fig. 3, p. 50) and four

of the more usual type, together with black-varnished sherds. The slope

barely covered the two burials, both lying on the rock floor.

(</-i) was an adult, extended across the chamber, to which belonged:

764, an iron javelin-head, leaf-shaped, of type [a) (Fig. 14, p. 56); length,

60 mm. without tang.

(i/-ii), extended adult, to which the rest of the objects appear to have belonged

:

> Newberry, Scarah^ PL XXI, No. 2 ; but cf. also PL XXV, Nos. 1,12.
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763, bronze wire ring, overlapping ends, maximum internal diameter,

35 mm.
765-6, pair of silver ear-rings, twist and a

half.

767-74, paste figurines, green glazed:

767, sacred eye, eyelet on top.

768, papyrus sceptre, eyelet at top.

769, as 768, top only.

770, Shu, pierced at back.

771, Ptah-Seker-Osiris, pierced behind
head.

772, Thoth, pierced behind head.

773, ape standing.

774, Ta-urt, pierced behind head.

775, top of a turned wooden object.

776, bronze ring, as 763.

777, bronze ^oA/-stick, 1 27 mm. long.

778 , bronze mirror, flat and circular, diameter 9 5 mm. ,
plaintang 50 mm. long.

779, bronze kohl-s\xck., about 140 mm. long.

780, silver finger-ring, plain.

781, Oenochoe, trefle top and ring base; light-red ware, buff slip, heavily

encrusted (PI. XXIX).
also, silver and bronze fragments belonging to small pendants or fibulae, and

some beads:

carnelian truncated bicone,

circular stratified eye-bead, &c.

TOMB L 23 B

Like the last tomb, L 23, this one was accessible from the medieval fosse.

Consequently the surface burials of the eastern chamber {b) had been dis-

turbed. The western (c), however, was protected from recent intrusion by the

shaft-filling, and contained one absolutely intact burial in a covered slot (^:-vi).

The three burials at the bottom of the shaft, two adults and a child all

perished by damp, were made after the door into {c) was blocked with broken

cover-stones from the ledge. Underneath them were sherds of three or four

hole-mouth jars, a few stray sherds of black-varnished ware, and a silver coin:

C. 1 197, Sidonian type, dated within the first half of the fourth century b.c.,

cf. C. 1 195, p. 84, letters effaced.

M. 8 mm. 0*53 grm.

tOM£> L/23.
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There were also:

fragments of a half-tube of iron, 200 mm. long and 6 mm, in

diameter,

part of a bronze haft or ferrule, possibly 25 mm. in diameter,

a large canine tooth pierced at the root for threading as an amulet,

several beads, three circular and one truncated bicone of green

TOMB L/33t.

4

SfCttON XX

ScA-Lf’ 4iirTamiiMil’ '
I

'-?

Fig. 67

paste, one circular of blue glass, one stratified eye-bead, blue
on yellow matrix, and one truncated bicone in haematite,

and a fragment of a polished granite vessel.

In chamber
(6)

below, two disordered burials of uncertain date (S-i, ii)
;
two

extended adult burials were traced on the rock floor (^-iii, iv). From the
filling three small silver coins were recovered, two of which have been
identified;

C. 1198, Sidonian type tentatively attributed to Tennes, c. 352 b.c.^

* Cf. Babelon, Traitiy II. 2, p. 579, No. 933.
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Galley left with oars; stern rounded; over waves (one undulating

line on flan); above, 1 1
1
(year 3); dotted border,

tRev. King of Persia slaying lion
;
in centre, ©/’(yJl) in incuse square.

9 mm. 0*40 grm.
C. 1 199, apparently Sidonian, dated within first half of fourth century b.c.,

cf. C. 1 195, p. 84, but obverse effaced.

M. 10 mm. 0*28 grm.
Objects with (i5-iii). Fig. 68:

792, bronze bracelet, open ends, internal diameter 32 mm.
793-4, pair of silver ear-rings, twist and a half.

795, beads: one regular circular bead of white paste, apparently glazed

green; one short bicone, blue glass.

796, fragments of iron, perhaps belonging to thick nails.

Objects with (/5-iv), Fig. 68:

797-807, paste figurines, drab paste without glaze (PI. XXX):
797, papyrus sceptre, top broken

off.

798, crown of Lower Egypt.

799, scarab with legs, eyelet

underneath.

800, sacred eye, perforated.

80 1, Shu, pierced at back.

802, Khnum, feet broken off.

803, ape, standing, hands on

thighs.

804, ram (,»’), couchant.

805, hare, couchant.

806, lion.

807, Ta-urt.

808, iron finger-ring, flat oval

bezel.

809, bronze ko/i/stick, 165 mm. long, bent.

810, bronze bead, regular circular, 1 4 mm. diameter.

81 1, part of bronze ear-ring, boat-shaped.

812, handle of black-varnished kylix.

Found near surface:

791, juglet, light-red ware, 125 mm. high (Fig. 4 (/i), p- 5 ^; KXI).

8 13, scaraboid, greenish-yellow paste, perforated; inscribed as on nega-

tive: spdt, Sothis or Sirius, the dog star, often attributed to
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Isis,^ followed by a conventional form of the protecting vulture^

(Fig. 69; PI. XIV, 813).

814, iron finger-ring, flat oval bezel.

815-16, bone pin-heads.

8 1 7, stratified eye-bead, blue eyes on white matrix.

Fig. 71

818, fragmentary scarab, steatite, perforated; the border is difficult to trace

but seems to be made up of interlocking ‘S’s (Fig. 70; PI. XIV, 8 1 8).

The blocking of broken cover-stones at the door of (c) did not entirely keep

out the shaft debris, but on the left (Fig. 73) a jar was still in place (Fig. 71

;

1 Erman and Grapow, Worterbuch, IV. iii.

^ Cf. B.M.^ Catalogue of Scarabs, &c., No. 1408.
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PI. XXXI, 819), and on the right a fold-over lamp (Fig. 72; PI. XXXI, 820);
both of coarse red ware.

Fragments of another jar as Fig. 71, and sherds of hole-mouth jars also

occurred. Near {c-i), not far from the talus, was the mouth of a lekythos,

painted in black.

Inside some confusion was caused by new burials having displaced older

ones such as (^'-ii, iv). From right inside near (^‘-ii) two silver coins were
recovered, both of the same type, e.g.:

C. 1 200, Sidonian type, dated within the first half of the fourth century b . c .,

cf. C. 1195, p. 84.

Galley left, on two zigzag lines of waves; above, 3 (!3); dotted

border.

\Rev. King of Persia slaying lion; in centre, o (P); in shallow

incuse square.

M. 8 mm. 0-74 grm.

Rather worn.

Objects with (^’-i), Fig. 73

;

821-2, pair of ear-rings, gold-plated bronze, twist and a half, ribbed at ends

(PI. XXXI).

823, iron finger-ring, flat lentoid

bezel.

824, beads: stratified eye-beads,

blue on white matrix, one

with gold eyes on white

matrix, all circular.

825, bronze angle, longer arm

5 cm.

Objects with (^-iii). Fig. 73:

826, gold finger-ring, made of a

double strand of wire tied

in a reef knot (Fig. 74;
PI. XXXI).

827, iron finger-ring, thin flat

lentoid bezel.

828, bone finger-ring.

Objects with (i^-iv), Fig. 73:

829, iron finger-ring, flat circular bezel (PI. XXXVII).

830, juglet, light-red ware, red wash on mouth, as 32. 791, 9 (Fig. 4 [h)^

P- 50 -
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With [c-v). Fig. 73:

831, silver finger-ring, thickened loop and swivel mounting

holding a plain paste scaraboid in a box-setting of

electrum (PL XXXI).
The slot was covered by cover-stones; except for a light cover-

ing of sand and broken rock over the burial it was empty. The skeleton

had entirely perished, but the distribution of objects shows its direction.

Objects with (c-vi). Fig. 75; PI. XXX:
833,

bronze one end still in a serrated container, of paste.

834, gold ear-ring, boat-shaped.

835, broken gold finger-ring made
of two strands of wire, used

as ear-ring.

836, necklace of beads; silver hol-

low circular beads; carne-

lian beads, regular and

short circular, short trun-

cated bicones, regular and

short hexagonal truncated

bicones; barrel-bead of

banded onyx, gold cap for

one end only.

837, bronze needle.

838, bronze mirror, flat and cir-

cular, diameter 157 mm.;
plain tang, 5 5 mm. long.

Crumbling lumps of green and white gypsum may indicate that there were
figurines.

TOMB L24
This shaft was crossed by a medieval wall carried on one huge stone, but

before deciding to bridge it in this way the builders appear to have dug out

the first metre of filling to see how deep it went. Thus medieval rubbish and
ancient sherds were tipped back with ordinary earth instead of the original

rock debris which was useful for building. From this debris, besides the

common coarse red ware and a few black-varnished sherds, fragments of two
dishes of a fine red clay were recovered. The one restored in Fig. 77 (3 2. 840)
has a hard biscuit almost of ‘sealing-wax’ red, is slip-smoothed, and painted

with a wash that burns from red to purple according to thickness. The flat

ring base and the step on the inside of the body half-way up both recall
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characteristic forms of terra sigillata

(PL XXXII, 840).

The disturbance did not extend as

far as two hole-mouth jars which were

found standing at either corner of the

east end just above the first burial {a-i).

Fig. 76. Another lay on the right of

the head of the burial. It was a man’s,

extended; on his chest was a cluster

of seven iron javelin-heads of type (a)

(Fig. 14, p. 56; PI. XX), which were

from 80 to 100 mm. long. He wore

an iron finger-ring with a flat lentoid

bezel (PL XXXVII, 936).

The next burial {a-n) was similarly

arranged but with the jars standing

on either side of the feet and the base

belonging to a heavy amphora of

type (/) (Fig. 4, p. 51) at the head.

It was a woman’s or girl’s burial, with

the usual silver twisted ear-rings and

bronze bracelets, also a bronze pen-

dant 4 mm. square with the eyelet

welded diagonally on one of the flat

faces. Level with the burial, but

not necessarily in place, was a silver

coin:

C. 1201, Tyrian type, dated to the

late fifth or early fourth

century b.c.'‘

Dolphin right; cable

border.

\Rev. Owl right, behind

(diagonally across field),

crook and flail; cable

border in incuse circle.

M.. 8 mm. 0*43 grm.

Almost in mint state.

* Phoenicia, p. 227, No. 4, &c.

TO Mb L/24.

PLAN

Fig* 77 [I]
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Below this, one cover-stone {balaf) was still in position on the upper ledge

and another had been leant up against it to enclose a child burial (^^-iv). The
others were found lying haphazard in the shaft, one whole, the others in

halves. Amongst them were sherds of six or seven broken hole-mouth jars,

the bases and handles of two heavy amphorae of type (/), PI. XXXII, 8 5 8, and
a ‘button’ base of another heavy jar, PL XXXII, 857. On removing all this two

extended burials were discovered side by side, a man’s (^-iii) and
a girl’s (-2-v), both roughly level with the ledge, the latter with her

head actually on the ledge in the middle of the cill of the side

chamber {])).

Objects with {a-ui). Fig. 80:

on the chest, six bronze arrow-heads, three-winged and
barbed, on tubular sockets (Fig. 78), also a bronze fibula,

broken but complete (Fig. 13, p. 55, and PL XXXIV, 865).

Objects with (^z-iv), PL XXXIII:

866, silver finger-ring, lentoid bezel.

867, silver quoit pendant.
Fig- 78 868, silver cat, eyelet on back.^

869, silver plaque, eyelet at top.

870, another.

871-5, figurines of buff paste, bound with silver loop for hanging:

871, Ptah-Seker-Osiris.

872, another, broken.

873, Shu, broken.

874, ape.

875, Anubis.

876, lotus or forked lance,^ blue paste, bound with silver loop.

877, lotus-flower, mother-of-pearl, with silver loop.

878, another.

879, shell hanging on silver loop.

880, beads: black glass, short circular; short stratified eye-beads, white eyes

on blue matrix; coral long cylindrical; carnelian regular barrel.

88 r, granite sacred eye, perforated.

882,

also another.

883-7, figurines in green-glazed paste:

883, Ape or Sekhmet seated.

884, Shu.

885, Ptah-Seker-Osiris, fragmentary.

I Petrie, Amulets, No. 224. * Ibid., No, 38.
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Fig- 79 [i]

tc?AAfi>. J-/a4.
i i->.H

886, Thoth (?), fragmentary.

887, Ta-urt, fragmentary.

Objects with («-v). Fig. 80:

On either side of the head were two hole-mouth jars, and outside (^^-iii):
888,

a miniature pot and cover, both of

common light-red ware, buff slip

(Fig. 79).

On either side of the legs, a pair of bronze

figurines, PI. XXXIII:
889-90, Isis crowned with the solar disk.

891-2, Horus the Child, right hand to

mouth.

On the hands and feet;

893-4, pair of bronze bracelets.

895-6, pair of bronze anklets.

On the chest, necklace of beads, &c.,

PI. XXXIII:

897, bronze miniature mug.

898, beads: carnelian regular circular and

long barrel; plain paste beads,

yellow and green truncated bicones;

stratified eye-beads, blue eyes on

white matrix, blue and white on

yellow matrix, white eyes and yellow

crumbs on dark-blue matrix.

899, 900, paste figurines, green glazed:

sacred eye and Sekhmet (?), c. 35 m.

long.

901, granite sacred eye.

Found lower down, probably from (i^-v):

903, iron finger-ring, flat lentoid bezel.

(^-vi) lay on the rock in an uncovered slot

at the bottom of the shaft, but there was nothing to show that there had been

a burial except a bronze anklet, ^o^Z-stick, and iron finger-ring.

The upper side-chamber Fig. 76, p. 95, would have been accessible

when the cover-stones were in position on the ledge below b, and even after

they had been raised to make room for burials (/?-iii, iv, v), which would not

have been disturbed since they were buried under the displaced stones. The

door was open and had been invaded by the shaft-filling; under the talus just
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inside the door were fragments of two bronze strigils (PL XXXIV, 914-15;
restored in Fig. 81). Inside the chamber was a whole family of burials lying

on the rock under a light covering of sand; the only indications to show where
they had been were skulls and tear-bottles. The latter were of common red

ware, one with traces of red wash, another with a design in black (Fig. 82).

There was also a dish of type (y), Fig. 4, p. 51, with inverted rim. On the

surface was a moulded lamp of ashy-grey ware (Fig. 83; PI. XXXIV, 907),
with relief decoration and traces of a black slip, red where thin.^

Fig. 81 [J]

Fig. 82 [J]

Fig. 83 [I]

A few beads should also be noted: silver circular and black, blue, or green

glass, chiefly circular, one or two gadrooned. In one case stratified eye-beads,

white on a blue matrix, were used to ornament a bronze pendant.

Fragments of iron and bronze finger-rings were also found. The lower

chamber (c), Fig. 84, p. 99, was partly filled with a talus of debris which must

have fallen when one or other of the burials (a-iii, iv, v) was made; a greater

fall was fortunately prevented by a rough blocking. Thus the slope barely

reached (£-!), which was extended on the rock floor beside the slot, while

(c-ii) in the slot was intact. Both were only lightly covered when buried.

Objects with (ir-i). Fig. 84:

922, jar with one handle, dark-red ware (Fig. 4 (e), p. 51; PL XIX, 922).

923-34, paste figurines, glazed green (cf. set on PI. XXVIII):

923, papyrus sceptre, eyelet at top, 17 mm. long.

* Cf. Harvard Excavations at Samaria, p. 320, Hellenistic lamps, especially 1.3 a and I. 9 a. At
Corinth, moulded lamps do not begin before 200 B.c., Broneer, Corinth, IV, 2, p. 7.
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924, crown of Upper Egypt, fragments probably 30 mm. long.

925, scarab with legs, eyelet underneath,

24 mm, long.

926, sacred eye, eyelet on top, 17 mm.
long.

927, Shu, grotesque, pierced at back,

20 mm. long.

928, Sekhmet, eyelet behind neck, pro-

bably about 3 6 mm. long.

929, Thoth, eyelet broken off, 41 mm.
long,

930, ram, couchant, probably about

20 mm. long.

931, hare, pierced below ears, probably

about 22 mm. long.

932, lion couchant, eyelet on top of back,

broken but probably about 22 mm. long.

933, bull, broken but probably 22 mm. long.

934, Ta-urt, eyelet behind neck, 44 mm. long.

935,

scarab, green jasper, perforated: on the base, intaglio, Bes wrestling

with two lions; he wears the five-

plumes head-dress; on either side

of his head a six-pointed star,i

Fig. 85; PL XIV, 935.

926, iron finger-ring, flat oval bezel

(PI. XXXVII, 936).

937, bronze anklet.

938, bronze ring, overlapping ends, internal diameter 33 mm.
Objects with (c-ii). Fig, 84:

939, miniature pot as 888 above.

940-1, pair of silver ear-rings, twist and a half.

942, scarab, carnelian, perforated; formerly mounted on

943, silver loop, thickened at back. The scarab is typical Egyptian work

and was probably chipped when it was mounted.

On the base: Ra',1., hawk-headed, wearing solar disk and holding sceptre.*

944, bronze anklet.

* B.M.y Engraved Gems, No. 368, from Tharros.

* Cf, B.M., Engraved Gems, No. 275, ‘imitation of Egyptian work in the style of the Tharros

gems’.
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945 j
bronze mirror, flat and circular, diameter 105 mm.; plain tang, 45 mm.

long.

946, bronze buckle (.?) 14 mm. long.

947, fragments of silver pendant.

948, beads: stratified eye-beads, white eyes on blue matrix, blue eyes on

white matrix.

Possibly from talus:

949,

iron finger-ring, widened in front (PI. XXXVII, 949).
C. 1202, Silver coin, Sidonian type, dated within first half of the fourth

century, cf. C. 1195, p. 84.

M. 7 mm. 0*42 grm.
TOMB L 34

Fig. 2, p. 43

TOMB) 1./34.

Being situated very close to the medieval fosse, the shaft was
broken through during the scarping and emptied

down to the break. Below this the debris included

sherds of several hole-mouth jars, part of the base of

a black-varnished dish decorated internally with a

rouletted circle, and at the same time some Early

Iron sherds (PI. XX), probably the debris fromW * some older tomb completely destroyed by the

scarping of the fosse. Among them were such

M typical Cypriote sub-Mycenean forms as the side

and handle of a cup, smooth orange slip-ware,

painted with a marine motive in red; the neck of

a bottle with one handle, white slip-ware painted

with bands of red and black; and sherds of a ‘milk’

bowl, the metopes hatched or stippled in black.

Two cover-stones were still in place on the ledge;

the others had been lifted off and two were found in

the shaft below. Above and below the ledges were

Fig. 87
objects belonging to one or more disturbed burials,

(^z-i). Fig. 87, &c.:
Kylix of fine red clay, covered with a smooth light-red slip and painted in

SK-treau
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black (Fig. 88), two or three saucers of common red ware, six bronze arrow-
heads of type (e) (Fig. 14, p. 56, and PI. XX). Sacred eye, green-glazed

paste, a few circular carnelian beads, a flint saw, and waste chips.

TOMB L3C

Fig. 2, p. 43, and Fig. 89. Like

the neighbouring tomb, L 34, this

one was damaged by the medieval

fosse; it lost its eastern chamber
and the shaft its filling. On the

slope of what remained were three

recent burials (a-i, ii, iii) inserted

through the break, and below them
the debris of at least one ancient

burial (/2-iv), possibly more. There

were sherds of several hole-mouth

jars and the base of a heavy jar

of type (f); some stratified eye-

beads; a bronze arrow-head, three-

bladed, of type (r); and two iron

fragments (PI. XXXV, 963-4),
which mayhave been javelin spear-

heads with tangs.

There was also a small conical seal

of steatite (Fig. 90), the only one

so far found in the cemetery. The
base is intaglio; the impression

seems to show a cow and calf, with

perhaps a star in the field above^

(PI. XIV, 989).

The door of the western chamber
Fig. 89

^ Engraved Gems^ No. from Tharros.
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((5)
was encumbered with a talus of debris from the shaft under which were six

hole-mouth jars of type (c) and one of type (e) (Fig.

/ \ 4, p. 51), lying side by side, mouth or foot towards

M-~~M the door. Across the door, level with the cill, lay a

fli Jifm i^~^) to which presumably belonged. Fig. 9 1

:

971-7, paste figurines, glazed green (cf. set on
'

PI. XXVIII):

971, papyrus sceptre, fragments only.

972, crown of Upper Egypt.

973, Sekhmet, head only.

974, Thoth, broken.

975, dog-faced ape, head only.

976, lion couchant, eyelet on back.

977, Ta-urt, legs only.

1001, bronze anklet.

H 1002, lamp, light-red ware, heavily en-

L crusted with lime. Fig. 92;
A PI. XXXVI.^

’ \ 1003, iron finger-ring.

» 1005, riveted iron plates, 20 mm. long,

perhaps belonging to some
leather article,

also, fragments of a bronze ^Oy^/-stick.

Scattered under the talus inside the door

were sherds of

(a) a lekythos, black-varnished, paint-

ed with radiating lines in black

on shoulder, grey biscuit;

(<5)
a plain black-varnished kylix,

bright-red biscuit, Fig. 93;
(c) a black-figure kylix, akin to the

so-called Kabeiric class, see

above, p. 47 (PI. XXXV, 979).
Two burials lay on the rock floor, as it

were on the south bench formed by the central slot. Close to (^-ii) and out-

side the talus were two silver coins, one of which can be identified;

C. 1203, Sidonian type, perhaps early fourth century b.c., cf. C. 1193
above, p. 84. Al. 9 mm. 0*54 grm.

* Cf. Broneer, Corinth^ Terra-cotta Lamps., types VII, p. 45 f
,
IX, pp. 47 fF,, very early Hellenistic.
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Objects with (^-ii), Fig. 91, PI. XXXVI:
980-1, silver ear-rings, helixes of four turns.

982-3, silver bracelets, hollow, ends open.

984, iron finger-ring, fragments only.

985-6, bronze anklets, overlapping ends.

Although rebated to take cover-stones, the centre was open and packed with

Fig. 92 [|] 94 [I]

the usual pointed hole-mouth jars, together with the top of a large amphora.

Fig. 94, PI. XXXII.
About half-way down. Fig. 89:

990, a gold ear-ring, boat-shaped, with an ivy-leaf pendant (PI. XXXVp.
On the floor of the slot were three burials marked by their anklets (^-iv,

996) lying between (^-v, 999) and (<^-vi, 1000).

To {b-iv) may be assigned. Fig. 91, PI. XXXVI:

991, silver pendant, holding a stratified eye-bead, blue eyes on white

matrix.

992, fragment of a similar pendant.

993, a few beads: stratified eye-beads, dark-blue eyes on blue matrix, blue

eyes on white matrix; plain green paste beads.

994, bronze fibula.

995, iron finger-ring, flat lentoid bezel only.

996, bronze anklet.
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The slot also contained a sherd of thin red ware painted with concentric circles

in black (PI. XXXV, 962); some sherds of a black-varnished kylix (Fig. 92);
a flint arrow-head with cross straight-edge; and a silver coin;

C. 1204, apparently a Tyrian type of the late fifth or early fourth century

B.C., cf. C. 1201, p. 95.

6 mm. 0*22 grm.

Badly struck and rather worn.

C. N. Johns.

Fig. 94 a (much enlarged)

Fig, 94 b
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A BYZANTINE BATH AT QALANDIA

I
N August 1931 while villagers were tilling their ground at Qalandia,

twelve kilometres north ofJerusalem, they uncovered the floor of a chamber
paved with stone slabs. They reported the discovery to the Department of

Antiquities, which subsequently excavated the surrounding area.

The site contains two groups of rooms, numbered respectively I and II on
the plan, the first consisting of three rooms A, B, and C; the second of two,

D and E. The walls throughout were of rough masonry, the stones averaging

40 cm. X 40 cm. X 30 cm., with a core of rubble and mud. They were
plastered inside and outside with lime mortar. In some cases the walls were
entirely destroyed, but the plan could be reconstructed from the surviving

edges of mosaic paving.

Chamber A was destroyed to floor level: it was paved with white tesserae

whose upper side was left rough to hold a covering of plaster. It contained

the remains of a furnace at the east end.

No communicating door was found between this chamber and B. The walls

of the latter were better preserved except in the south-east corner. The floor

was paved with stone slabs (Plan and PI. XXXVIII, Fig. 2). Two recesses,

semi-elliptical in plan,were built into the north wall of the chamber, the plaster

facing of which was carried without interruption across the lower portion of

each recess, thus forming a stoup 60 cm. deep. Round the top of the stoup ran

a ledge which may have supported a cover (PI. XXXVIII, Fig. i). The east

wall also contained two recesses, one similar to those on the north, the other

rectangular in plan. A door in the south side of this chamber communicated

with the last member of the group, C.

Chamber C was paved with tesserae, averaging 1 7 mm. square, laid parallel

to the walls of the chamber (PI. XXXIX, Fig. 2) in a bedding of strong lime

cement. It contained a tank(^) and a basin to the east. The tank is rendered in

lime over a layer of hard concrete containing a proportion of ground pottery.

Access to it was by a flight of steps in the south-west corner (PI. XXXIX,
Fig. 2). The bottom drained towards a circular sump in the north-west corner

(PI. XXXIX, Fig. 2). The tank was fed by two funnel-shaped apertures in

the floor of the chamber; of these one on the south was lined with mosaic, the

other, on the east, with concrete. The basin was less well preserved: enough

remained, however, to suggest that in its latest phase it was roughly circular

in plan.
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A runnel passing below the connecting door brought water into this chamber
from B, one branch discharging into tank (a), the other running north of the

basin and being lost in the destruction of the eastern part of the chamber.

At a depth of 20 cm. below the surface of the paving stones in Chamber B
there was a layer of mosaics extending not only under the whole pavement
but also under the wall dividing chambers B and C. Thus at some time prior

to the laying of the paving stones, B and C formed a single square room paved
with mosaic. Between the mosaics and the present floor there was an un-
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interrupted layer of black ashes, pointing to a conflagration on a large scale
which probably necessitated the replacement or repair of the mosaic pave-
ment. At the same time the large chamber was divided into two, a new
paving of stone being laid in B and the mosaics in C being repaired
(PL XXXVIII, Fig. i).

^

Similarly, the original scheme contained one large tank with steps at both
ends (see Plan). It was coated with a layer of concrete, over which ribbed
potsherds were placed with a final coating of plaster. Two pottery pipes
discharged into it from the north. This was later divided into a tank and a
basin, the former retaining the width of the original tank, but the eastern
portion being largely filled in to allow the passage of the runnel leading from
Chamber B.

Of the second group, room D was so badly destroyed that its means of
communication, if any, with Group I could not be ascertained. Chamber E
was likewise doubtless connected with D, but the wall between them had
entirely disappeared. Chamber E was paved with mosaics similar to those in

C: they were covered on top with plaster. It contained two niches, semi-
elliptical in plan on the north (PI. XL, Fig. i), and two tanks, {b) and (r), on
the east side. The sides of tank {b) were rendered with concrete, over which
ribbed potsherds were placed, with a final layer of plaster (PI. XL, Fig. 2).

The floor, which was paved with white tesserae averaging 2 cm. square, was
reached by a flight of four steps, and sloped towards a circular sump in the

north-east corner.

Tank (c) was paved and plastered in the same way. It contained a sump in

the north-west corner and a small niche in the north side.

North of Group I traces of the rock-cut foundations of a circular structure

were visible (PI. XLI, Fig. i): the foundations were plastered both internally

and externally, the plaster being charred and the whole full of ashes—a fact

suggesting the existence here of a second and larger furnace for heating

water.

The whole building was evidently designed as a bathing establishment, the

two groups being perhaps independent (except for the furnace north of Group
I which may have served both sections). Chambers A and D, being nearest

this furnace, would be used as hot rooms or calidaria, the remainder for cooler

temperatures: B and C, for instance, at the rearrangement after the fire may
have served as ‘tepidarium’ and ‘frigidarium’ respectively, though originally

there was one large room only here, with a rectangular tank at its southern

end. It is noticeable that the damage caused by the fire is more extensive

near the caldarium, which may have been the source of the fire.
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PLATE XXXVIII





PLATE XL

Fig. a. TANK AND STEPS {b) IN CHAMBER E, SHOWING PLASTER



PLATE XLI

Fig. 1 . FURNACE, NORTH OF GROUP I

Fig. 2. PIT WITH STEPS, EAST OF GROUP II



To the east of Group II was a circular pit, partly rock-cut and partly built,

with two steps leading to the bottom (PI. XLI, Fig. 2). A narrow channel

discharged into it from the direction of tank (c) and an outlet was provided

on the south-east.

Rubble walls of inferior workmanship exist to the north of the site, probably

later than the baths and contemporary with an intrusive wall in Chamber B.

D. C. Baramki.
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A COPY OF THE CROUCHING APHRODITE
AMONO the pieces of classical sculpture in the Museum of the Department

xjLis a marble statuette, originally about 1 8 inches high, of Aphrodite at the

Bath, or Crouching Aphrodite (PL XLII (a) and (<$)). It is of coarse-grained

white marble, polished, with a few yellow streaks, and comes from ‘Herod’s

Cloisters’ at Askalon.^ The head, arms, and left leg are unfortunately missing,

but from neck to right ankle it is otherwise fairly complete. The goddess was
represented kneeling under a jet of water, or pouring water over herself.

The original creator of the type was a Bithynian sculptor of about 250 b.c.,

named Doedalsas. This fact itself illustrates how widely the creative instinct

in Greek art had spread by the middle of the third century b.c. The wild hill

country of central Asia Minor contributes a work which in pose, conception,

and execution is as developed as anything that Greek sculptors ever produced,

and rapidly acquired a world reputation. It is not Pergamum, or Alexandria,

or Rhodes, but Bithynia which conceived the work. Is it safe, on our present

knowledge, to exclude the possibility of some such ‘provincialism’ as this

having flourished in the plains of Palestine?

Pliny lists the statue as ‘Venerem lavantem se’ standing among others in the

‘Portico of Metellus’ at Rome; he attributes it to Doedalsas. Many repro-

ductions exist, the best known of which are in the Louvre and the Vatican.^

A considerable number are from Syria.

The history of the type is complicated,^ but appears to have been somewhat
thus. The original of Doedalsas, a bronze figure,''- remained in the East, and

is reflected in the numerous replicas, both bronze and marble, found up and

down the Syrian coast, of which our statuette is one. The Vatican copy may
also derive from this; it has several points in common with the other copies

from the East, e.g. the closeness of the right knee to the ground, differing

herein from such a version as the marble one in the Louvre. In the early part

of the first century b.c., a marble copy was set up in the Portico of Metellus

at Rome, and is the statue mentioned by Pliny. Two points here deserve

emphasis (they are really obverse and reverse of a single fact) : firstly, that the

statue in Rome, like all others with it in the Portico and associated Temples,

had certainly been there a long time when Pliny saw it, and not recently

* P.E.F.y Q.5., 1922, p. 1
1
7.

^ Cf. Amelung, Die Sculpturen des Vatikanischen Museums, II, pp. 680 sqq., and II,Taf. 76;
Rodenwalt, Die Kunst der Jntike, p. 457 (fig.); Syria, 1925, pp. 31 1 sqq., Pis. XL, XLI.
3 Cf. A. W. Lawrence, Classical Sculpture, p. 290, and reff.

Cf Lippold, Kopien und XJmhildungen Griechischer Statuen, pp. 47—8.
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imported or set up. Secondly, the statue of Doedalsas was still in Bithynia in
late Imperial times, since it appears then on coins of Bithynia. i This proves
that the statue in Rome was not the original brought from the East. It is this
appearance on the coins which makes the identification certain. As Lippold
has suggested, the marble copy may have owed something to Pasiteles, who
was concerned with the work for the Portico of Metellus.
Differences are to be seen in various details of the extant copies. Chief

among these are the distance of the right knee from the ground, and the
emphasis on the rolls of flesh around the goddess’s waist due to her crouching
position. It is a matter for discussion whether the statue in the Vatican or the
marble one in the Louvre represents the original of Doedalsas more closely.

Probably the greater voluptuousness of the latter indicates that it is farther
removed from its Hellenic originator and was accommodated to Roman taste.

The Jerusalem copy, like the Vatican one, has much less of this voluptuous
quality. It seems more concerned with simply studying the effects of the
crouching position on the anatomy of the goddess, as it might treat an athlete.

Like the other copies of the work from Syria, it gives the impression of being
a descendant of the ‘strong style’. It is less doubled up and tire waist is longer
than in the Louvre or Vatican figures. In fact, the breasts are really too small,

the waist unduly long, and the whole figure rather too spare for a woman; the
back is too straight and lacks modelling. Evidently the actual sculptor of our
figure was not quite in the first class. The comparison which has been made
of the Louvre figure with the ladies of Rubens will make the difference clear;

such a comparison would not hold for the present copy.

It is permissible to imagine the head as resembling the Praxitelean type of

Aphrodite, though this must not be pressed too far. On the Vatican figure,

where the head is preserved, the type approximates to that of the Venus dei

Medici, having the hair tied in a kind of bow on the top in the Roman
manner. The head of a bronze copy from Beirut, now in the Louvre, is

nearer the Praxitelean type.^ On the present copy, the hair falling down the

back and swinging somewhat to the left side, shows that the head was averted to

the right in the manner seen on other copies, to avoid the face being splashed,

A number of varieties of motij were introduced by some of the copyists;

e.g. an Eros was added (somewhat as on the ‘Mourning Ares’), and a ‘pudic’

pose suggested. It is only to be expected that the period which gave us the

Venus dei Medici should seek to improve such a vigorous conception as the

Aphrodite at the Bath by the infusion of a pretty little coquettishness.

^ Cf. Th. Reinach, Gazette dee Beaux-Jrts-, 1897, 315 Anm. 4; Klein, Praxiteles^ S. 272, VI.
^ Syria^ 1925, l.c.
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The present copy is one of a number of statues found in ‘Herod’s Cloisters’

at Askalon, and, like them, had evidently been made for its position there.

The other statues are more architectural in their nature (Peace, and Victory

standing on a globe supported by Atlas; cf. P.E.F., Q.S,, 1921, pp. 14-15,
Pis. I-HI). The Aphrodite may have occupied a niche in the building. We
may safely date it to the time of Herod, in the last quarter of the first century

B.c. It may thus be of some use as a criterion for dating the other copies.

The Jerusalem statuette should, therefore, be welcomed as giving further

evidence of the widespread popularity, especially in the East, of a work which
was outstanding, even amongst the experimenters of the Hellenistic Age, for

its boldness of conception, its three-dimensional quality, and its combination

of realism with all the marks of the strong style. Among extant Greek statues

the only close parallel is the group of Wrestlers at Florence, the original of

which, as Amelung reminds us, dates from about the same time.

While this note was in the press, I came to know of another fragment^ of

the same type, in the possession of Mr. A. Rosh of Jerusalem, by whose

courtesy I am able to include it here (PI. XLIII a and 6). It is of coarse-

grained marble; ht. 0*26 m. The torso alone is preserved, but sufficiently so

to show several interesting variations on the usual type. Chief among these

is the support of some kind at the lady’s left side (best seen in the back view,

PI. XLIII (5). This accounts for her slight inclination in that direction with

the upper part of the body, thus imparting a faintly sinuous median line to

the whole work. Other examples are erect and self-supporting.

The head on the present statuette was averted to the left, as is evident from

the lock of hair visible on the right shoulder. She wears an armlet on the

right upper arm, and has a tassel or cord falling loosely around her shoulders,

a touch of originality in this copy, though perhaps hardly in complete con-

sistency with the subject.

The workmanship is ordinary. There is little modelling in the back. The
rolls of flesh of the Vienne example in the Louvre are again absent. We may
date it to the first century b.c.

J. H. Iliffe.

' Vouched for by its owner as having been found at Caesarea or in the immediate neighbourhood.
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A HOARD OF COINS OF THE CONSTANTINIAN
PERIOD

The following coins, belonging to a hoard, were acquired from a resident

in Northern Palestine. The circumstances of discovery are unrecorded.

It cannot be stated that the hoard is complete, but this is probable because the

owner, when handing it over to the Department of Antiquities, ‘kindly’

threw in a few other coins that happened to be in his possession; all or most

of these could be separated as they were of Byzantine or Arabic types, much
corroded and worn, also different in patination. The coins belonging to the

hoard are mainly in good condition or very little worn. The large majority are

of Gloria Exercitus types, issued probably very late in the reign of Constan-

tine; the coins showing two standards are of larger module than the coins with

one standard; the ornament on the standard is either a circle or a dot,’‘ except in

the case of two coins of Constantins II and Constans struck at Arelate which

have on the standard i and c, respectively, also one coin of Constantine II

struck at Constantinople having The Urbs Roma and Constantinopolis

coins seem to have been roughly contemporary with the Gloria Exercitus

types in the hoard. A few later coins of other types indicate that the hoard

was abandoned not long after the death of Constantine. Lists giving legends,

types, and mints are appended.

OBVERSE LEGENDS
LiciNius I. (j coin.)

1. IMPLICINIVSPFAVG

LICINIUS II. (Tofal 3 coins.)

2. VALLICINIVSNOBCAES (l coin.)

3. DNVALLICINLICINIVSNOBC (2

coins.)

CONSTANTINE I. {Total163 coins.)

4. CONSTAN TINVSAVG (10 coins.)

5. IMPCONSTANTINVSAVG (among
doubtful specimens.)

6. IMPCONSTANTINVSPFAVG(7coins.)

7. DNCONSTAN TINVSPFAVG (7 coins.)

8. VICCONSTANTINVSAVG (4 Coins.)

9. CONSTANTl NVSMAXAVG (l2I

coins.)

10. CONSTANTl NVS[E -
-] (l coin.)

11. DVCONSTANTI NVSPTAVGG (15
coins.)

CRispus. (i coin.)

12. IVLCRIS PVSNOBC

HELENA. (2 coins.)

13. FLIVLHE LENAEAYG

CONSTANTINE II. (Total

7

1 Coins.)

14. C0NSTANTINVSIVNN0BC(68 coins.)

14/1. CONSTANTl NVSIVNNC (2 coins.)

II3
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14/2. CONSTANTINVSIVNNOBCAES
coin.)

CONSTANTIUS II. 8l CoiftS.)

If. FLIVLCONSTANTIVSNOBC(38coins.)

16. CONSTAN TIVSAVG (31 coins.)

17. CONSTANTI VSPFAVG (2 coins.)

18. DNCONSTAN Tl VSPFAVG(iocoins.)

coNSTANS. (Total 41 coins.)

19. FLCONSTANSNOBCAES (3 coins.)

20. FLIVLCONSTANSNOBC (9 coins.)

21. CONST ANSAVG (4 coins.)

22. CONSTANS PFAVGi (8 coins.)

23. CONSTANS MAXAVG (6 coins.)

24.

DNFLCONSTANSAVG (3 coins.)

2f. DNCONSTA NSPFAVG (8 coins.)

DELMATius. (Total 6 coins.)

26. FLDALMATIVSNOBCAES (2 coins.)

27. FLDELMA Tl VSNOBC^ (3 coins.)

28. FLIVLDELMATIVSNOBC (l coin.)

URBS ROMA. (Total 42 coinsl)

29. URBS ROMA

coNSTANTiNOPOLi(s). (Totals^ coins.)

30. CONSTAN TINOPOLl (if coins.)

31. CONSTAN TINOPOLIS (20 coins.)

0 = Obverse legend absent. (3 coins.)

The seventy-four coins, having parts of their legends effaced, referred to at the end
of this note, are not included in the numbers of the coins shown above; they are,

however, counted in the list of Reverse Types which follows.

OBVERSE LEGENDS (cont.)

(I

OBVERSE TYPES
A Head and neck, undraped,^ r. laureate.

B. Bust, fully draped or draped and cuirassed, r. laureate.

*B. As B, but cuirassed only.

C. Bust, draped, 1 . laureate.

*C. As C, but wearing imperial mantle.

D. As A, but diademed.'*'

E. As B, but diademed.

*E. As *B, but diademed.

F. Bust r., veiled.

G. Bust of Rome or Constantinople, 1 . helmeted and cuirassed.

REVERSE LEGENDS AND TYPES
Approximate Number

diameter & weight

(mm.). (gm.). coins.

a. CLARITAS R Sol, radiate, standing 1., r. hand 20 3 -og I

EIPVBLICAE raised, flail in 1.

b. GLOR lAEXERC ITVS Two standards; on each side, a 16—18

soldier with spear and shield.

2-3S 2d5

' van; CONSTA NSPFAVG 2 van: FLDELMATI VSNOBC
3 Sometimes with traces of drapery below neck.
'* Occasionally the diadem looks like an ornamented laurel-crown.

® Max. 3-9; min. 1'74 (isolated specimens). The majority are grouped round 2-5. Weights of

individual coins may be ascertained from the Department of Antiquities, Jerusalem.
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c. As h.f

d. lOVICONSER VA --

<?. lOVICONS
ERVATORICAESS

/. lOVICONS
ERVATORiAVGG

g. PAXPV BLICA

h. PROVIDEN TIAEAVGG

hh. PROVIDEN TIAECAESS

k. SECURI TASREIP

/. SOLI INVICTO COMITI

m. SPESREI PVBLICA

a. VICTLAETAE
PRINCPERP

0. VN MR

%
p. CONSTAN

TINVS
CAESAR
SMANTe

•

q, CONSTAN
TIVS

CAESAR
SMANTS

* Max. 2- 12 }
min. 0 -92 .

ofi/y one standard.

Figure standing tofronts looking

L; in r. fulmen., 1. resting on

sceptre.

As d.^ but in r. globe supporting

Nike with wreath; in field 1.

crouching captive

Figure standing 1.; in r. Nike

with wreath^ 1. resting on scep-

tre; in field 1. palm-branch.

Figure standing to fronts look-

ing 1.; in r. olive-branch^ in 1.

long staff.

Camp-gate.

Camp-gate, star above.

Figure standing tofront, looking

r.; in r. spear, leaning with 1.

forearm on a column.

Figure, radiate, standing 1.; r.

hand raised, globe in 1.

Figure standing 1.; in r. {globe?'),

in 1. spear,

SOI
PR on shield held between two

victories; S on cippusbelow shield.

Legend across field; figure,

veiled, in toga, standing tofront,

looking r.

Legend only.

Legend only.

Approximate Number
diameter^ weight of

{mml). {gm.). coins.

14—16 i‘2-i'g^ ^34

20 3-84 I

20 2 -5,3 2

18 I

15 1 -5 ,
^'7 2

20 2-44 I

18 3-22 I

15 I

‘

5 ,
1 -8 2

18—20 2 -6-3'

5

9

15 2-6 I

18 2-36 I

14-16 [^•97] 2

18 2-6 I

18 2'1,2'95 2

Coins having parts of legends missing were not weighed.
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REVERSE LEGENDS AND TYPES (cont.)

Affroximate Number

(mm.). (gm.). coins.

r. VOT Legend in wreath. 15 I '34 I

XV
MVLT
XX
VOT Legend in wreath. 15 [r’55] 3
XX

MVLT
XXX

t. No legend. Emperor in quadriga galloping

r.; above, a hand extended

downwardsfrom sky.

X4-X6 X-2—2'2 X4

u. „ As t., with a star above quadriga. X4-X6
{

1

V. „ Wolf 1. suckling the Twins;

above, two stars.

x6—x8 X‘6-2'g 34

w. „ As V., with three dots placed x6-x8 2'7,2'8, 3
vertically between the stars. 3'

3

X.
5 ,

Victory /., r.foot on prow; in r.

hand spear, 1. resting on shield.

x6-x8 X‘2-3-x 34

As X., with two dots infield 1. X4~x6 x-6,xy, 3
2^1

z. „ As X., with two dots in field 1.

and star in field r.

X4~x6 i*6g I

Types rubbed 2

Total in hoard: 525 coins.

MINTS
The numerals and letters refer to the legends and types in the foregoing lists; the numbers

of coins are shown in brackets.

Alexandria. (Total coins.)

SMALA gE-b{2), gB-c{2), gE~c(i), iiF~t(2), i4*B-b(4), iy*B-b(2), i6B-c(i),

2iB-c(i), 2yB~c{i\ 2gG-v(5), 3xG~x(^2). SMALB gB~c(x), ijF~t(x), i4*B-b{2\
i4*B-c(x), i5*B~b{2), 3xG-x{3). SMALT xxF-t(i\ x6B-c(3), 2xB-c{x\ 23B-c{4\

3xG-x{x). SMALA 23B-c(2), 3xG-x(x). SMALB gE-b(2), - xxF-t{2).
bM A Lwii

S
I
R

SMALT

ii6

9B-c{2), 3xG-x(3y



Antioch. {Total j.jD coins.)

ANA i8B-m{i).^ SMANA gE-b^y), gE-c{5), i6B-c(2). SMANB 4B~c{2), gE~b(s),
9E-c(i), iiF-u{i). SMANr 9E~b{y\ 9E-c{6), x5*B-b{i\ i6B-c{2),^ i6A-c{2),^
i8A—c{i\^ 3xG—y(i). SMANA gE—hi^^ gE—cip), i6B~c{x\ x6A—c{i).^ SMAN6
4B-c(i),^ i4^B-b(8), x4*B-c{x), x6A-c{3). SMANS 4E-c{2\ xxF-t{x\ x4*B~b{5),
X4*B-c(2), x6B-c{x). SMANZ x5*B~b{6\ x6B~c(2), x8A-s{x). SMANH i4*B-c\x),
x5*B-b{2\ x6B-c{3), 2o*B-b{4), 20*B-c(i). SMANO x4*B-c{2), x4*B~b(8\
x5*B-b{x), 2xB--c(i\ 2sA-r{x), 29G-v(2). SMANI 2xB-c{x), 2y*B-b(i), 27B-c(x\
3iG-x(3), 3iG~y(2), 3xG-z(x). SMANAI x6A-c(x). SMANTI 4B-c{i). SMANAI
4B-c(2), x6B-c{3), x6A-c{3). SMANTB 4D-h{x). SMANTB o*C~f{x). SMANTS

o*C-q(2). —La. o*C~e(2).

Arelate. (s coins.)

PARL j7£-c(j).6 [s]ARL 22E~c{x),^

Aquileja. (2 coins.)

F

29G~a)ii). AQP 2gG-v{x).

Constantinople. {Total^4 coins.)

•CONSA* gE—b{x). CONSB X4*B-c{x). CONST 9E~b{2\ X4*B—h{x), x4B—b{2).^

CONSA 7D-c(x), 9E-b{5)P9E-c{5),x4*B-c{x). CONSe l3E-g{2\ 29G~v{6). CONSS
j55_^(j)jIo z8A—c{2). CONSZ 9E-c{x\ 29G~c{3), 3oG—x{3). CONSH gE—b(x),

9E—c{2). COHSQ7A~c{x\x4*B-b{3).^^ CONSl C0HS\ k 19 C~c{2)^ 30 G-x{3).

CONS ixF-t{x), x4jx*B-c{x)p^ 25A-c{x).

Cyzicus. [Total 60 coins.)

SMKA x5B-c{x), x8A-c{4)y 2oB~c{x\ 22*C-c{x\^3 29 G-'v{2).'^‘^ SMKB yA—c{2)ps

9E~b{x\ 169E-c{x), X4B-b{2), J5 B-c(2), 29 G-v(i),30 G—x{x). SM K r 9E—h{2\ 9 B-b{2\
x4*B-b{x), 14 B—b{2\ xs B-b(x\ J5*B-b{2\ x8A—c{x\ 29 G-a3{3\^'^30 G-x{2).^^ SMKA
4B~b{x)y 9B-b{x), x5B-b{2). SMKC 9E—b{2),^9 9E-c{2)y x4B—c(i), X4*B-b{i),

x3*B~b{x), x5B-c(i)y 25A~c{x), 25D-c{x%^° 28*B-c{x), 3oG-x{x). SMKS gE-blJ),

9E-c{x)y 2oC-hh{x)y 2oB-c{2), 25A-c{2).

^ Obv. legend doubtful. * Query SMAN[r]. ^ Possibly SM ANTI.
+ Query SMAN[A]. ^ Query SMAN[e]. ® Rev., on standard: 1.

’ Rev., on standard: G. ® van: ‘CONSr*. van: ‘CONSA-. ‘CONSS*.

“ van: CONSO* and ‘CONSG*. Query CONS[*]; rev., on standard: Query

SM[KA]. ” van: *SMK> and SMKA*. » SMKB* and SMKB*. *SMKB.

van: *5MKT. ‘SMKT and SMKT*. « ‘SMKB. SMKB*.
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MINTS (cont.)

Heraclea. {Total 20 coins.)

SMHA gE-h{3\^ i4B-b{i),^ i3B-i(2),3 3oG-x{3).^ SMHB gE-b(2),5 2gG-v(x)6
2gG-c(2). SHWr i4*B-b(i),T i6A~c(i)y 3oG-c{i). SMH 6 29 C?-'i;(5).8

Nicomedia. {Total coins.)

SMNA gE-b{3)y gE-c(J)y xxF-t{i), xxF-o{i), xg C~b{x\^ 30 G-x{x). SMN B gE-b{2)y
x4*B-b(x), x4*B-c{x)y x4B-b{x). SMNT gE~b(^y 9T-c(4), x4B-b{2)y xsB-clx),
i6B-c{x), 2gG-w{x). SMNA x5B-b(3). SMNB 7D-c(x), yj-c(x), gE-b{x)y gE-c{2),

xxF-t(2), x4B-c(x), 26B-b(x), 26B-c(x), 2gG-c{2), 2gG~w{x). SMNS gE-b{2)y

gE-c{2)y xxF-t(2)y x4B-c{3), x4B-b{2)y 25B-c{2)y 2g G-wii).

Rome. {Total 21 coins.)

®^(S5-/(j). R QJB-I(r). R s R»p S‘>E-c(4). R>(l_24E-c{i).

RFS X4*B~b(x). RQ_S X4B~b(x). RV<l_24E-k(2). ^^X4/2B-a(x).
R Q_

RiiliS X4lxB-c{x). RQT X5B-b(x). RBT X5B-b(l).

Siscia. {Totalg coins.)

T%\%x2B-n{x)y^^2gG~v{i). .ASIS* esis*9£-f(j). •0SIS*5iG-a?(j).

Thessalonica. {Total 2g coins.)

SMTSA gE-b{6)y gE-c{2), 22E-c{6). SMTSB X4*B-c(4), X7B-c(x). SMTSr X5B-b{2).
SMTS 6 29 G-^(6 ), 3X G-x(2).

{Uncertain.) {2 coins.)

SMT7£-<j).”
I • •

Augusta Trevirorum. (2 coins.)

TRS xoB-c{x). TR P x6B-c{x).T-^

‘ ‘SHHA, 'SMHA*, and SMHA*. * -SHHA*. ^ 'SHHA and SMHA*.
van: ‘SMHA and ‘SMHA*. s ‘SMbB. * SMHB*. ’ ‘SMHF. ® van:

•SMHBand SMHe*. f Query SM[N]A. TSISn ” Obv. legends doubtfol.
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In addition, there are the following coins having the essential parts of legends or

mint-names effaced

:

Various rulers, rev. type 4 coins.

>> 33 c, 52 33

35
^

35 33 2 33

Constantine I, 33 Uj 3 35

33 53 I coin.

33 33 0
,

I 33

55 35 I 33

53 33 A I 33

Delmatius, 53 C, I 33

Urbs Roma, 33 'V, 2 coins.

Constantinopoli(s), 33 X, 4 35

Types rubbed. 2 33

Total 74

C. Lambert.



GREEK AND LATIN INSCRIPTIONS IN THE MUSEUM

I
T is proposed to notice here from time to time such Greek and Latin

inscriptions in the Palestine Archaeological Museum as have not received

adequate treatment elsewhere; also any newly acquired or for which time

may have suggested some modification in the reading.

The following is a preliminary list:

I. Milestone. Mus. Cat. 32. 1770 (PI. XLIV, a and b). Ht. c. 2*05 m.
Roughly rectangular section, diminishing upwards, slight offset c. 0-40 m.

high around foot. Average ht. of letters 0-05 m. Local limestone. The
principal inscription occupies one face, some lines overlapping slightly at one

or both ends on to the two adjacent faces. One of these latter (at r. to one

viewing the inscription) has received at some later period a second inscription,

now almost illegible. Stone broken; upper (inscribed) part only shown in

photograph.

(.) IMP CAESARI
DIVI TRAIANI FIL

DiVl NERVAE NEPO
Tl TRAIANO HADRIANO
AVG PONTIF MAX
TRIB POTEST XIX
COS III PP

X

(^) CCHNFCCoSCNn I

r\

CONSTANTIN A

M

3

CONSTANTI 4

JON 5

The date is a.d. 135, the year of Hadrian’s capture of Jerusalem and
founding of Aelia Capitolina. The stone would seem to have marked the

tenth mile on the Ptolemais (Acre)-Tiberias road, one of the new roads con-

structed or improved at the reorganization of Judaea to aid in the control of

the province. Thus it has a significant bearing on the history of the city:

especially when considered in connexion with No. 2.

The reading of the reverse {b) is not certain, except for the clear repetition

of the name CONSTANTI(N) in 11
. 3, 4. It must be later than (^), though

much more illegible. It is cut at the same height as {a\ but the surface was
not so carefully prepared. It may refer to a reconditioning of the road at
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a subsequent period in the late third or fourth century, perhaps under
Constantine.

2. Limestone slab in form of tabula ansata with building inscription. Mus,
Cat. 31. 350 (PI. XLIV, c). 0-86 x 0-55 m. over all. Hard, creamy local

limestone. Average ht. of letters o- 10 m. The slab has been re-used with its

face inwards, as the black, pitchy matter still adhering in the crevices, and
a certain cutting in the raised border, seem to suggest. The surface has

suffered some rubbing, probably recently, but not enough to damage or in

any way obscure the excellent lettering. Purchased; said to come from Beit

Jibrin (Eleutheropolis).

VEXILLA
TIO LEG
VI FERR

The tall lettering with short horizontal strokes is characteristic of the mid-

second century, and this form of tabula ansata a favourite one for legionary

building inscriptions. ^ The present tablet indicates that a detachment or

‘colour-party’ of the Vlth legion constructed some building, probably in the

region of Eleutheropolis.

Inscriptions of the Vlth (Ferrata) legion are rare, and the present is the

second to be found in Palestine.^ The legion had been in the East (chiefly

Syria) since Augustus. When the province of Arabia was organized in 106,

one of the Syrian legions was sent there. That this was probably the Vlth

Ferrata was demonstrated by an inscription of this legion from Jerash,^ dated

to A.D. 1 21 or 13 1, at which date it was certainly garrisoning that province.

During the Jewish Revolt, 132-5, the Vlth was sent to assist the Xth (Fre-

tensis) in the reduction and pacification of Palestine. At the subsequent

reorganization ofJudaea by Hadrian into the province of Syria Palaestina and

the foundation of Aelia Capitolina, the Vlth was stationed at Caparcotna^ in

Galilee. This was finally proved by an inscription from Pisidian Antiochs

in honour of a tribune of the Vlth legion; formerly the head-quarters of this

legion had been placed at Capareae near Laodicea in North Syria, certainly

too far north. Thus the Vlth Ferrata, stationed in the Plain of Esdraelon,

held the northern part of Palestine.

' Cf., e.g., Rev. Biblique., 1902, pp. 430-1; 1925, pp. 580-1 (a similar ‘Vexillatio’ inscription

of the Xth legion—from Abu Ghosh).
2 A previous one from Sabastya. Cf. Harvard Excavations at Samaria

j

1908—10, I, 251, ij

II, PL 59/. Same wording, different spacing.

3 A. H. M. Jones, in y.R.S. XVIII (1928), pp. 146-7.
* Usually identified with el Lajjun (Megiddo), a corruption of ‘legio’.

5 Ramsay, J.R.S. VI (1916), pp. 129-31.
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The possibilities for the present inscription are therefore two: it may have

been erected (i) by a detachment of the Vlth legion sent over from Arabia

prior to a.d. 133-5, (2) ^7 ^ party of the Vlth when this was established

in Palestine at Caparcotna, in 1 3 5 or later. The latter is more probable. The
evidence of lettering also favours a date after 135 rather than before.

Leg. VI Ferrata would appear therefore to have enjoyed a reputation as

a reliable legion of ‘shock troops’ for difficult work in the more restless

provinces—as its epithet ‘Ironsides’ might suggest.^ Taken in conjunction

with No. I the present inscription has considerable interest for a momentous
epoch in the history of Palestine, and in itself may cast a ray of light into the

gloom which surrounds the movements and activities here of the ‘silent’ Sixth.

3. Boundary slab, limestone, broken; 7 fragments preserved. Mus. Cat. S.

89 1
(PI. XLV, a). The stone is wedge-shaped, narrowing downwards. From

ez Zib, on the coast, 5 miles south of Ras en Naqura. Original width at top,

f. 0*3 5 m. Surviving ht. o- 24 m. Average thickness 0*03 3 m. Poor lettering.

Several words have been erased, apparently titles.

Yn€PCC0THPIA[CTa)NA2 i

eWNIOJNHMCON[AYTOKPATOPa)N 2

MAZIMIANOY<KAICAPOC 3
KAlKOJCTANTINOYKAi 4
AIKINIOYTWNANIKHTOJN 5

AYrOY]CTa)N< 6

( ) 7

The inscription is a dedication to Galerius Maximianus, Constantine, and

Licinius pere. The date would seem to be between a.d. 307 and 311, the

limits being fixed by Licinius’ becoming Caesar and Augustus in 307, and

the death of Maximianus in 3 1 1. The reason for the erasures is not obvious.

The words excised are that following the name of Maximianus
(
1

. 3), which
may have been KAICAPOC from the traces that remain, and an unknown
number of lines where the inscription breaks off.

Other restorations suggested are: 1. i toon AjetONlooN; this involves assuming

that e (1. 2 init.) is an error for i; aicbvioj is of frequent occurrence in this

formula. The length of 1. r is not certain, but the stone would allow the

addition of KAI NIKHC also. 1. 2. There is room for AYtokpatopcon if the

full width of the stone were utilized. 1 . 6. AYroY]CTOON: traces of the first

’ In the wars of the next hundred years it was to earn the title of ‘Fidelis Constans’. Cf. Pauly-

Wissowa, S.V. Legio (VI ferrataj.

^
[ missing and supplied by conjecture.

( deliberately erased.

erased letters doubtfully legible.
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and fifth letters remain, sufficient to show that the word was not C€BACTCON.
The equivalent of Tnvictorum Augustorum’ is required. A and Y would suit

the indications that are left, and there is just room for the five letters AvroY-.
If KAICAPOC is correct in 1. 3, it is a proof that Galerius (Junior) and not

Herculeus Maximianus (Senior) is here referred to; for the latter was never
Caesar, but made Augustus at once.

4. Epitaph on tablet of red stone. Mus. Cat. S. 2368 (PI. XLV, b,i).

Fragmentary. Average ht. of letters 0*045 From the grounds of St.

George’s School, Jerusalem.

D [MI I

M''-LOR'[L . . 2

VIXIT-AN[NOS ... 3
M!L[ITAVIT .... 4

i.e.

Dis Manibus
Manius Lor(icus) L . .

.

.

Vixit Annos .

.

Militavit • • *

It is just possible that 1. 4 commences another name; the remaining upper
parts of the first two letters resemble the m’ of 1. 2. The inscription has been

previously published, P.E.F., Q.S. XXXV (1903), p. 271, and Z.D.P.V.
XLIV (1921), p. 1 10, No. 180, but in both places 1. 2 is incorrectly read,

and 1. 4 not given at all. The latter reference is particularly erroneous, giving

Marcus for Manius and L{ucius) Ort . . . for Lor . . ., though there is clearly

no stop after the L.

Late I St or early 2nd century a.d.

5. On interior of bronze ritual shovel or incense burner, inscribed within

a tabula ansata. Mus. Cat. M. 1017 (PI. XLVI, a). Length of shovel

0*255 ^* Average ht. of letters 0*007 Provenance unknown.

€YTYX1
TwoAro
pAcAc,
(ei5TUx(e}iTft> o dyopdaas),

i.e. ‘Good luck to the purchaser’. The e is omitted after X in the first line.

Probably c. third century a.d. This type of shovel or incense burner is

familiar, there being another specimen in the Museum. No other inscribed

one, however, seems to be known.

^ [ missing and supplied.

...... doubtful.
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6. Fragment of limestone; the back is concave, as though part of some

carved object curving internally. Mus. Cat. S. 918 (PI. XLV, Fig. b, 2).

Face of fragment approx. 0*015 x o*oi i m. Ht. of letters 0*020 to 0*026 m.

From Sabastya (1924).

. . ATIAI
<|)IAINNHZ T

i.e. KocXAiKpjaTlSi <t)iAtvvris T[fls .... or some similar name for the first word.

The stone seems to have been part of a memorial of some kind (.'* a tomb or

sarcophagus). The lettering is good and regular Hellenistic, probably of the

second century b.c. The names do not seem otherwise known at Sabastya.

7. Fragment of flange of very hard-baked clay dish, of mortarium type

(mid I century a.d. shape). Mus. Cat. I. 4193 (PI. XLV, b
^ 3). Stamped

in hollow letters within a rectangle, with the word

AOMt
±NOY

i.e. oj Domnus, evidently the maker of the vessel. At the end of the first line

and again at the beginning of the second is a sign, apparently merely orna-

mental. Such mortarium rim stamps are common on Roman sites in Western

Europe; see any excavation report for examples. They fall into a well-

established chronological series by shapes from the early first to the fourth

century a.d. The present specimen, by comparison, would be assigned to the

middle or second half of the first century. Cf., e.g., 'Excavations at Wroxeter,

1912, type 38 (Reports of the Research Committee of the Society of Anti-

quaries, I, p. 77, Oxf. Univ. Press).

8. Small flat tile. Mus. Cat. P. 1430 (PI. XLV, b, 4). Inscribed in relief

with the word
. . nNOZ

i.e. Aeyscovos. A curious feature is that the rest of the first letter must have

been on the preceding tile, for the original edge of the present tile is preserved

along part at least of all four sides, and there is clearly no room for the rest

of the n on this tile. One of the long sides also (that underneath in photo-

graph, PI. XLV, b^ 4) is slightly curving, and, along with the curving line

of the inscription itself, indicates that the whole formed a circle around a

central space. It is evidently part of a legionary stamp, probably of the

Xth Fretensis, though the object represented beneath the inscription cannot

be easily identified with any of the badges of that legion (bull, boar, dolphin,

galley, or Neptune). It may perhaps be intended for a suspended dolphin,

or have reference to some particular individual or cohort of that legion.

Another example in Museum of the Franciscan Biblical Institute, Jerusalem.
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9- Tile stamp of Xth Legion. Mus. Cat. P. 234 (PI. XLVI, b, i).

. . XFRE

i.e. Leg.l X Fretensis.

10. Tile stamp of Xth Legion. Mus. Cat. P. 1518 (PI. XLVI, b, 2).

LEGXF . .

Leg. X Fretensis.

Galley above; boar beneath.

1 1. Tile stamp of Xth Legion. Mus. Cat. P. 236 (PI. XLVI, b, 3).

. . XFRE
Leg. X Fretensis.

12. Tile stamp of Xth Legion. Mus. Cat. P. 235 (PI. XLVI, b, 4).

T3a . .

Leg. X Fretensis; retrograde.

13. Tile stamp of Xth Legion. Mus. Cat. P. 1480 (PI. XLVI, b, 5).

LEGXF . .

Leg. X Fretensis.

Galley above; boar beneath. All within circular stamp.

These tile stamps of Legio X Fretensis are, of course, well known from
Palestine. For some other examples, and for a discussion of the history of this

legion and its epithet (Fretensis), cf. Clermont-Ganneau, l^tudes d'Archeo-
logie Orientale, I, pp. 169 sqq., and the same author’s Recueil d'Archeologie

Orientale^ II, pp. 299 sqq.; Revue Biblique, 1892, pp. 383-4; ibid., 1900,
pp. 10 1 sqq. and PI. i. Some useful figures also in Daremberg et Saglio,

Dictionnaire, but their articles on the legions are antiquated, and must be
supplemented by Pauly-Wissowa. Reference to the above-quoted passages

will show that the suggested derivation of Fretensis from the battle on the Sea
of Galilee in Vespasian’s time will not hold water, as the legion had the name
already in Augustus’ day; the only probable origin remains that associated

with the legion’s operations against Sextus Pompey, when it was encamped
for some time beside the Siculum Fretum.

14. Stone bread-stamp. Mus. Cat. S. 2625 (PI. XLVI, b, 6).

L-FCeivs
MARITI

i.e. (probably) L\ucius\ f\ecit\ Ceius (or L\ucius'\ F\lavius\ Gems') ^ Marti.^

^ The Tl group has three vertical strokes, carelessly done, but is perhaps more probably MARTI
than MARITI (v. photograph). Something is missing before MARTI,
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The name of the slave and that of the owner often occur together on stamps

for provisions, as on Arretine bowls. There may have been originally

another line above. At the back is a projecting lug to serve as a handle,

much as on a modern rubber stamp.

15. Potter’s stamp on terra sigillata. Form 18, in planta pedis. Mus. Cat.

I. 3857. From Beisan, 1928. Tiberio-Claudian.

CAM[I]RI

The name Camirus does not occur in Oswald’s Index. The plate is a fine

and early example of Form 18, with perfectly flat interior base decorated with

four concentric grooves and rouletting between the outer two; a slight step

internally at junction of walls and base. Apparently South Gaulish ware, in

contradistinction to the mass of terra sigillata from Palestine, which is from
Asia Minor, or, less commonly, Italy. So far sigillata of the typical, sealing-

wax-red, Gaulish clay has rarely, if ever, been reported from Palestine; the

usual kind being that of creamy yellow clay from Asia Minor. ^

The present is a beautiful example of the in planta pedis type of stamp, on
the centre of the interior base.

16. Potter’s stamp on terra sigillata. Form 24/25, on interior base. Mus.
Cat. I. 3850. From Beisan, 1928. Perfect stamp; regular, clear lettering.

IVLI

This must be the lulius of La Graufesenque and Banassac, of the period

Claudius-Flavian; it is thus thoroughly in keeping with the Gaulish pro-

venance of the previous piece, as both were found at Beisan in the excavations

of the same year.

Oswald [Index) quotes several stamps of this potter on Form 24. His market
was wide, for vases bearing his stamp have been found in York, Wiesbaden,
London, Poitiers, Boulogne, Vindonissa, P^rigueux, and Troia de Setubal

(Portugal). The last is perhaps the most distant until the present find from
Beisan.

J. H. Iliffe.

' Since the above was written, pieces of several Gaulish sigillata vases have been found at

Sabastya (1932). Now in the Palestine Archaeological Museum. Also one Italian dish (Loeschcke,
Type 8 Ab) by PRIMVS and NAEVIVS, who worked at Puteoli. This is said to come from
Dura, near Hebron, and will be published later.
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SATURA EPIGRAPHICA ARABICA IP

SAFAD

Tomb cave, called Magharat Banat Ya'qub,^ to the south of the Castle

of Safad.

5

Construction Text. 815 a.h. On the lintel of the shrine. Dimensions
within the border, measured on squeeze, 1451x45 cm. Three lines of
elegant provincial naskhi, almost full diacritical points, many vowel-marks,
numerous differentiating signs, several ornaments filling the intervening

spaces. Unpublished,3 cf. PI. XLVII.

JS o.- 9 ^ 0"$ 9 -o-o r*-- ^ a.--

. dLjiJl 1 IJL3 . . •

1 1 < <0 d) frW*

AjJaLJ! (jg)

I

<lUI <u>^

. . . Qur’an XII. 96 . . . Ordered the building of the blessed place ofpilgrimage

over the cenotaph of our Lord the Messenger of Good Tidings who brought the

* Continued from Vol. I, pp. 37-45.
^ Cf. Evliya TshelebI, Vol. IX (MS. Istanbul) (Maqam hadrat Ya'qub and Bait al-huzn);

Pococke, Description of the East, 1745, Vol. II, i, p. 76 f.; Robinson, Biblical Researches, London,

1841, Vol. Ill, p. 334, n. 4 (and lit.); Kitchener, ‘Reports’, in QSt., 1877, p. 124 (MukSm
Benit Yakub); Kitchener, ‘Survey of Galilee’, in QSt., 1878, p. 167; Survey of Western Palestine,

I, p. 255; Friedmann, ‘The Bridge and Cave of Benit Y’akhb’, in QSt., 1898, p. 29 f.; Kahle,

‘Gebrauche bei den moslemischen Heiligtiimern in Palastina’, in Palastinajahrbuch, Vol. VIII,

1913, pp. 150, 152, 159 (Heiligtumder banat Ja'kub); Masterman, ‘Safed’, in Qi?/., 1914, p. 177;
'Abdallah Mukhlis, ‘Jubb Yusuf as-siddlq’, in ax-Zahra', Sha'ban 1346, p. 338 f. (ghar Ya'quls).

3 Copied Tvith numerous mistakes by Evlip TshelebI, l.c.; mentioned and partly quoted by

'Abdallah Mukhlis, l.c. supra.

* A small piece of the squeeze has been torn off here, but the reading presents no difficulty.
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shirt of foseph the Righteous to hisfather yacob, peace be upon both of them,

the servant yearning for God, His Excellency Saif ad-dtn FauzJ al-Adhamt

at-Tanami, Governor of the August Sultanate in thefortress of Safad, protected

be it, under the direction of the hord Husdm al-Adhamt, God's mercy be upon

him, in the month RabT 1, 815 (began 1
1 June 1412).

The importance of this cave, as of some other Moslem shrines, can be

best measured by the care bestowed on its upkeep, and by its popularity

as a burial-place. The former is indicated by the change of the original

cavern (a tomb-cave with kokim) into a mosque and mausoleum with

several periods of architectural work clearly marked by the style of the

masonry and two different blazons,^ and the second by the number of

tombs; besides the ‘Messenger of Good Tidings’ and a number of Biblical

personages alleged to have been buried in this cave,^ there were interred

Muhammad b. Mahmud al-Qabaqlbl,^ Amir Taynal al-Ashrafr,'*- the daughter

of Sudun, Governor of Safad,s and several others whose tombs have no

inscriptions.®

The name of this monument calls for some explanation. These ‘daughters

of Jacob’, unknown in Arabic literary texts dealing with Biblical history

or Biblical legends, have puzzled travellers and archaeologists,^ but an

explanation has been furnished only with regard to one monument, viz. the

Bridge (Jisr Banat Ya'qub). Houri Jacob was the first to point out that there

was in Safad a Convent of St. James, to the maintenance of which the toll

paid at the bridge was devoted, and that the ‘daughters of Jacob’ owe their

existence to the nuns of St. James,^ and this statement has been repeated often

since.9 There is, of course, one point in favour of such a theory, viz. that the

' One on the keystone of the relieving arch of the door leading to the cave (<2 red pointed

shield, upper field blank (inlay missing), on the united middle and lower fields a pair of white

polo-sticks)', the other on each side of a door in the eastern wall (a six-petalled rosette without

shield).

^ Cf. Ewliya Tshelebi, l.c.

3 In 695, according to Ibn al-Jazarl, quoted by 'Abdallah Mukhlis, l.c., p. 338. This was only

a temporary burial, as al-Qabaqibfs coffin was transferred to Damascus the following year.

+ On the 5th Rabi' I. 743 (9 August 1 342) in a tomb prepared by Tashtamur al-BadrI (‘Himmis

akhdar’) for himself, cf. Safadi, Ayan, s.v. Taynal (MS. Berlin, fo. da'', 1. 6).

5 The inscription (on the end of the tomb) is dated 909 a.h. According to Ibn lyas, IV, p. 34,
I. 19, Sudun ad-Dawadarl was appointed Governor of Safad in 908.
® The ground in front of the cave is also used as a cemetery.

Clermont-Ganneau, Archaeological Researches, II. 78 ff., identified them with the five daughters

of Manasseh. Cf. Zickermann, ‘Am See von Gennezaret voruber’, Paldstinajahrbuch, I, p. 82
(‘Name . . . auffallend’).

® 0*5^,1898, p. 30.

" Cf. Zickermann, l.c. ; Baedeker, Palestine and Syria, 1912, p. 268.
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bridge was originally called Bridge ofJacob,^^^ at one time perhaps also Bridge

of the Sons of Jacob,^ and received its present name considerably later*^

It follows clearly from the literature quoted in the notes that the name
'Bridge of the Daughters ofJacob’ appears for the first time at the end of the

^ Dimishqi, ed. Mehren, p. 107, I penult; Ibn Fadl Allah, Masdlik al-ahdr^ I, p. 82, 1 . 8;

Bertrandon de la Broquiere, Voyage d^Outremer (ed. Schefer), Paris, 1892, p. 52; Pelerinage

du marchand Basile (ed, Khitrovo, Itiniraires Russes en Orient^ p. 248); Ibn Taghrlbirdl,

an-Nujum a%-%dhira^ VI. 575, 1 . lO; Ibn Ji^an, al-Qaul al-mustazraf (txsl, Devonshire,

Vol. XX, p. 28); Jean Ch^snc^LUy Voyage de Monsieur Jramon (ed. Schefer), Paris, 1887, p. 113;

Melchior von Seydlitz, Wallfahrf^ Chap. XII (end of April), Gorlitz, 1582; Salomon Schweig-

ger, Reyssbeschreibungy Niirnberg, i6o8, p. 319; Radzivill, Peregrinatioy Brunsberg, 1601, p. 42;

Giovanni Zuallardo, Viaggio di Gierusalemmey Roma, 1595^ p. 252; Cotovicus, Itinerariumy

Antwerp, 1619, p. 361; Castela, Le Sainct Voyage^ Paris, 1612, p. 490; Pietro della Valle, Vtaggiy

Paris, 1843, I,p. 319; Quaresmius, Elucidatioy Antwerp, 1639, IIjp. 871; Lightfoote, Disquisitio

chronographica {Opera omnwy Vol. II, 2nd ed.), Francquerae, 1699; Roger, La Terre Saintey

Paris, 1664, p. 78 {Saake Getsser lacoubey c’est k dire le Pont de Jacob)

y

Samuel b. David

Yemshel in Eisenstadt, Osar massa^dthy p, 200 (‘it is called the “ Bridge of Jacob” in the

language of the Ishmaelites till to-day’) [I have to thank Mr. M. Ish-Shalom, Jerusalem, for this

reference and the one in note 2 marked with an asterisk]
;
Jean de Thevenot, VoyagCy Paris, 1 665, 1 ,

p. 433; V. Troilo, Orientalische Reisebeschreibungy Dresden, 1676, p. 433; Goujon, Histoire et

voyage de la Terre-Saintey Lyon, 1671, p. 82 f.; Pococke, Description of the Easty London,

1745, II. i, p. 77; Volney, Voyagey Paris, 1787, IL 103; Ali Bey, Voyagesy Paris, 1814, III,

p. 212 (Cantara Yacoub); Irby and Mangles, Travelsy London, 1823, p. 285 f ; G. H. v. Schubert,

Reise ins Morgenlandy III. 256-61; E. W, Schulz, Reise in d, gelobte Landy nth day (Dutch
transl. Schoonhoven, 1859, P- 3+6); A. de NorofF, in the map of his edition of the Abbot Daniel,

St Petersburg, 1864.
^ This name became for a time the recognized European name of the Bridge and was used by

scholars who knew that the Arabic form was different, cf. ^Simha b. Josue, Ahavath Siyydn in

Eisenstadt, l.c., p, 247 (‘we arrived at the Bridge of Jacob called Jisr Banat Ya^qub’); Raumer,
Paldstina (ist ed., p. 47; 4th ed., p. 55, Dschisr Beni Jakub); Ritter, Erdkundey Bd, VIII, Teil 15,
Berlin, 1850, pp. 253, 266 ff.; J. Wilson, The Lands of the BibUy 1847, Vol. II, pp. 315-18
(‘Jacob’s Bridge, or, rather, the Bridge of Jacob’s Daughters, for its Arabic name is Jisr Benat
Ya’kiib’).

3 Unless we assume with Robinson, Biblical ResearcheSy London, 1841, III, p, 361, n. 7, that

the Jisr Beni Takoub of Burckhardt, Travels in Syria and the Holy Landy London, 1822, pp. 315,

317, is a mistake of the traveller (who, e.g., persistently writes for ^j^^y 11. cc., and pp. 207,

318, jjj for pp. 183, 189, 323, for pp, 288, 336, for><, pp. 67, 103,

for Jh-5, pp. 134, 216).
^ Abd al-Gham an-Nabulsi, ar-^Rihla aVqudsiyya (4th day of hisjourney), MS. Palestine Museum

Library, p. 32 (‘Bridge of Jacob, called Bridge of the Daughters of Jacob’); Dapper, Beschry-

ving van Syrie en Palesiyn of Heilige Lanty Amsterdam, 1677, Vol. II, p. 155 {Dgeser Jacouby
dat is hrugh van Jakohy of Ghiecid Benat Jacouby dat is, brugh der dochteren van Jakob)

'y
Jacotin,

Carte (File 46: Acre, Nazareth, Jourdain); Seetzen, ReiseUy 1854, I, p. 339 £; Robinson, l.c.

supra, p. 361; Bz^siy PellegrinaggioyTovmoy 1857, Vol. Ijp. 183; Lynch, Philadelphia,

1849, p. 470; van de Velde, Reise durch Syrien und Paldstina in den Jahren 1831 und 18$2

y

Gotha,

18613 I, p. 275, II, p. 353 f.; Guerin, DescriptioUy GalileCy I, p. 341 ff.; Survey of Western
PalestinCy 1884, I, pp, 206, 226. Since the publication of the Survey the form Jisr Banat Ya'qub
became definitely established; there is no need, therefore, to quote any later literature.
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seventeenth century, and even then only as an alternative; it actually came
into use more than a hundred years later, thus being removed by seven
centuries from the date of the convent which was supposed to have lent its

name to it.

Various other sites are mentioned in literature as connected with the
Daughters of Jacob, especially their tombs, under terebinths or other trees

not far from the Jisr Banat Ya'qub,^ at Qbab ad-dhur near Burqa in the

vicinity of Sebastia,^ in the wood in the vicinity of Banias, called Turbat
Banat Ya'qub,^ at Irtah, to the south of Tulkarm,^ in the neighbourhood of

Bi’r al-Ma'in,s behind the synagogue at Kafr Bir'im,^ a shrine at Meron,^
a bath in the vicinity of the Jisr,^ a tomb at Saffuriyya,® and another at

Kabul.

L. I. According to Tabari, Annales^ I, 409, 1 . 4f.; Baidawi, ad loc., ed.

Fleischer, I, 471, it was Juda who brought Joseph’s shirt to Jacob.

L. 2. could be punctuated (at-TaimI) and explained as a

nisba to Wadi at-Taim, thus indicating the local origin of the governor.

This assumption might be corroborated by the name Fauzl, which is common
in Syria and Palestine, but hardly ever appears outside these provinces. How-
ever, pending further evidence, it seems advisable to assume that is

a relatij d'‘appartenance and marks Fauzl as a former dependant on one of the

several amirs of the name of Tanam who during the last decades of the eighth

century of the Hijra played an important role as Viceroys of Syria or powerful

provincial governors.

L. A. Mayer.

^ Gudrin, I.C., I. 342 f.; Survey^ I, p, 226; T>&\mz.n^PalSstinajahrbuch.) Vol. Ill, p. 8, n. 2;

Vol. V, p. 19; Hartmann, ZDMG, Vol. LXIV, pp. 694-700; Vilnay, ‘QivrS haq-qedoshim’, Sefer

hash-shana, Vol. II/III, p. 121. “ Dalvazn, Palastinajakrhuch, Vol. Ill, p. 8.

^ Dalman, Paldstinajahrbuch, Vol. I, p. 82 n., p. 92 n.

^ Vilnay, l.c.

® Clermont-Ganneau, Archaeological Researches, II, pp. 78 fF.

* Seetzen, Reisen, II, p. 126: ‘eine kleine im Felsen ausgehauene Grotte, welche Kabbr ben9.t

Jakiib genannt wird.’

^ Seetzen, l.c., p. 127: ‘Juden, welche hier eine verschlossene Kapelle haben, die Mesiredbenat

Jakub genannt wird.’

® Gudrin, l.c., I, p. 342; Survey, I, p. 226.
f Sukenik, Tarbts, Vol. Ill, p. 1 08 f., pi. II.

[AlbrightJ, ‘A tour on foot through Samaria and Galilee’, BASOR, No. 4, September 192I5

p. 9.



TWO TURKISH INSCRIPTIONS FROM THE CITADEL OF
JERUSALEM

I
N his monumental work Materiaux pour un Corpus Inscriptionum Arabi-

carum ^ Max van Berchem published inscriptions found in the Citadel of

Jerusalem. The following were not included in the Corpus, the older one
because he forgot to copy it,^ the other one, possibly because of its recent

date.3 They are published here as they bear on the history of the architecture

of the Citadel of Jerusalem.

I

Construction Text. a.h. i i 5 i . Slab of limestone, known locally as malaki,

embedded in a frame over the entrance to an open air praying place {musalla),

between the moat and the eastern entrance of the Citadel, south of the Gate.

Dimensions 58 X39 cm. Six lines of Ottoman naskhi^ each half verse in a

special frame. The qur’anic verse
(
1 . i) takes the place of two lines of text.

--tti ai -o .*• o o# ^ ^ 0-0 w

oL-aJI j' (i)

-Ujl (2)

jL>.l

<!)

J»U ^\j>-
( 3 )

A
^‘1 jU»j

J' J>} *^1' ula' obb^ (5)

dUl

' y^rusalem, Ville^ 1. 1
, p. 159 f.

’ Op. cit, No. 54, p. 167.
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U 1 JU ^Ul
(6)

I word I word
. . . 096^ Jj^. [• • •

I5T" 4!bJ JiUll (7}

(I)

^l»J ^ «>UlLi i_jl j»

NNON ^ (8)

1. Qur’an, xi, 1 16. Good works drive away evils (Sale).

2. Thank God this construction has been finished. Its ornamental 'title' is due

to the kindness of the exaltedpersonage (hazret) of the Aghd of the fanissaries.

3. No more are the ornaments and embellishments threatened by ruin. For they

havefound again the previous balance in his time.

4. Now many a prostration and earnest supplication the hearts perform here!

He who repairs itfrom time to time is worthy to be the object of [benedictory')

prayers.

5. He who prostrates himself in worship will praise him with a thousand bless-

ings. How excellent a summer mosque! Its star shines bright.

6 . The Aghd of the Janissaries^ the Khdssekl 'Alt Aghd repaired [this

beautiful mosquefor the brethren .?)

7. The heart's desire fixed its date with nice words : 'This mosque has given

beauty and splendour at (/) the Gate of the citadel'.

Tear 1
1
5

1

The inscription is well preserved with the exception of the second hemi-

stich of line 6. It is a corrupt poem in poor Turkish; the verses consist of

sixteen syllables to the hemistich.

V. I. For jljip- being another form of jjfs- : A. C. Barbier de Maynard,

Hictionnaire Turc-Franfais^ s.v.; the Chief of the Janissary Corps had the

title of Agha (cf. Encyclopaedia of Islam^ Engl, ed., vol. i, p. 180).

This form is used together with the correct one. Cf. Evliya Tshelehi, Vol. IX, MS. cit.,

fo. go'^, 1. 10, where it is connected with the particle yeh and also the genitive case, fo. 90"^, line 7
from bottom, and other passages.
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V. 5- zahcy zihi, zihi (Persian interjection of admiration); cf. also CIA,
yerusalem, Ville, p. i66, note 3, where it is left untranslated by van Berchem.

V. 6. The second hemistich is conjectural.

V. 7. The following is the value of the letters of each word:

Jl
= 2+6 8

45>bu^ = ^ t>" "b
^

» 40 -p 60 -(- 3 “t~4 = 107

iS ĴJ= (i + ^ + j + c^ + j; 6 d" 1 0 “b 200 4 "h 1

0

= 230

*
Ca) 4- 1 -}- Ca)

;
•

2+1+2 5

= ^ + •^ + J 4' <3 5 100+30+70+4+

5

= 209

^ + J + o + o+j + j; 200+6+ ^0+ 100+

3

® ”b S = 391

jU =
c$ + J + ^ + ^4

*

^
4“ J 5 30+40+70+1 + 50+ 10 = 201

1151

Renovation Text, a.h. 1326. Marble slab (painted black) over the en-

trance to the Mosque of the Citadel. Six lines of modern, elegant naskhi, with

the tughra of the Sultan 'Abd ul-Hamid II over them. Dimensions of slab

90 x87 cm. Differentiating signs. Inscription 84 x 61 cm.

<sP

Wf t4f

A*)

(_^UH jlkLJI ^jljstLJl vjlLJLJl ^ (jlLLJl (3)

J11
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^ ‘t-- iSjT^ (6)

1 *A.^.^4 tf
i3 1 A^S^

al-Ghazi (The Vanquisher)
'Abd ul-Hamid Khan bin 'Abdul-Majid Khan, the always victorious.

1. As an addition to the Imperial pious deeds of the Promoter of the State

dignity of the divinely marked Islamic Caliphate,

2. and of the ancient throne of the sublime Ottoman Empire, His Majestic,

Powerful,

3 . Magnificent Highness, the Sultan, son of the Sultan, son of the Sultan, the

Sultan al-Ghdzi

4. Abd ul-Hamid Khan, the Second, son of the Sultan al-Ghdzi Abd ul-

Majtd Khdn—
5. this holy mosque of the Imperial Citadel was renovated, repaired, and re-

stored (lit. revived) by the most noble,

6. illustrious Caliph in the year 13260/ the Hijra and thefinancialyear 1324.

The humble Muhammad an-Nammari ^ wrote it.

S. H. Stephan.

^ Under the last line appears to the left in nasta^liq the name of the calligrapher, a member of the

well-known.Jerusalem family ofal-Nammarl, a teacher, who died about ten years ago in Jerusalem.
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MOSAIC PAVEMENTS IN PALESTINE

I
N the following list an attempt has been made to catalogue the mosaic

pavements known to exist or to have existed in Palestine. The sources used

are referred to in the concluding note.

A list of abbreviations used, a key to patterns, and a general note on mosaic

pavements in Palestine follow the catalogue.

The pavements are arranged by sites in the alphabetical order resulting from

the transcription prescribed by the ‘Transliteration . . . and transliterated

Lists’ issued by the Government of Palestine in 1931. The Roman numerals

and the letters behind the names refer to the sheets of the Palestine Explora-

tion Fund maps and their subdivision into squares of 5 minutes longitude and

latitude, as adopted by the ‘Provisional Schedule of Historical Sites and

Monuments’ published in the Official Gazette of the Government of Palestine

on 1 5 June 1929.^

The letters and numbers in the text refer to the tables of patterns. It should

be understood that reference is made in each case to the type of pattern. The
actual pavement will probably be found to differ from the pattern in details;

such slight irregularities are almost unavoidable in mosaic work and are as

a rule suppressed in the drawings published, although they appear in the

photographs. This is a first and necessarily imperfect attempt to reconstruct

partially the pattern-book the ancient mosaicists must have used. The tables

and the key to patterns will, it is hoped, help in matching patterns dis-

covered in the future.

Pavements for which no bibliography is given are, to the best of the present

writer’s knowledge, unpublished.

1. 'abasan el kabir

Patterned floor, covered with 30-40 cm. of sand. Average 100 cubes to 10 cm. sq.

Colours : Red, dark brown, dark and light grey, white.

2 . ABU SHUSHA. VIII. L. j.

On south-west slope of the hill. Very fragmentary and close to the surface.

1*48 X 1-95 m. 16 cubes to 10 cm. sq.

{a) White border, 30 cm. wide, Black border, la cm. wide, (r) Inner field white,

filled with 9 arrow-heads of 6 red or yellowish cubes, arranged in three rows.

' Where no map reference is given, the place is outside the area covered by the P.E.F. map.
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3. 'abud. XIV. K. q.

(1) Coloured mosaic pavement reported on site now occupied by Roman Catholic
Convent built in 191a.

(2) North terrace of the Convent: White mosaic pavement 3*375 m. sq., tesserae

white and pinkish white, c. 20 in 10 cm. sq.

Ment. : Horning, p. 1 33.

4.

EL 'aFFULA. VIII. N. j.

Mosaic pavements discovered in 1931 in the course of constructing a street. White
tesserae, 25 in 10 cm. sq. All pavements fragmentary.

(1) Room measuring 3-60 X 4*00 m.

(2) Room measuring 3-50 x 4*60 m.

(3) Part of room adjoining (2) on the north-west, i •20x0*90 m.

(4) Part of room, 8 ’2o x 0-90 m. On the southern side of this room there is a raised

portion, o*6ox 0-40 m., 30 cm. over the level of the room.

Coloured tesserae seen by Gudrin, Galilie^ I, p. no.

5.

*ANATA. XVII. N. t.

Mosaic pavement in a ruined church to the right of the road, at the entrance of the

village. Covered up 15-25 cm. deep.

Bibl.\ Horning, p. 130; SJVPy III, p. 82 (plan).

6.

ARNUTIYA. XIV. M. r.

Press north-east of site. Remains of white mosaic pavement, only r. 10 cm. sq.

left. Tesserae 2 x i’5 cm.

7-10. ASCALON. XIX. E. V.

7 . Mosaic fragment of six large cubes of white, hard, polished stone. Each cube

measures o*io x 00*4 m.
Found at Tall el Faras near Ascalon, now in the Louvre (AO. 5981).

Bibl.'. Rey, Tribu de “Juda^ p. iiij Villefosse, Noticcy No. 735 Dussaud, MonumentSy p. 71-

8. Badly preserved mosaic containing a medallion with a Greek inscription, found

at Ascalon.

Bibl.\ ‘Bulletin’ RBy 1918, p. 596.

9. Tessellated pavement of large plain marble tesserae, possibly part of the original

floor of the ‘Herodian cloister of the Senate House’.

Bibl. \ Garstang in QSt.y 1924, p. 29 (plan)} Mallon in Biblkoy 1921, p. 509.

10 . Rough mosaic of an Arab mosque.

Bibl,'. Mallon in BiblicOy 1921, p. 509-

11. 'AUJA el HAFIR

Church in the valley. Pavement originally 30 x 24 m.
(i) Tabula ansata, 3-20 m. long, in two lines. Letters 1 1—12 cm, high.
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['YJtt^P acoTT]plas tmv Kap'n:oq)opTiCT6cvTOv 2!epyf(ou) drrb crupTT6v(ou) K(al) povocx(oO)

K(al) nocy\A(oO)Tos
j

<3c2sX9(fis) K(ai) ntotv(oO) 2iiocK(6vou) ocOrfis O(iou) TrpcoTeOovT(os)

UiriTpo-rr(6X£cos) ’Euipia(ris) i(Tous) lv2kOKTicovos) i PT)(v6s) ropTr(iafou) k'.

For the salvation of the donors, Sergius, assessor and monk, and Pallous, his sister, and

Pianus, Deaton, her son, frimicerius of the metropolis of Emesa, the 20th Gorpaeus 4^6,

of the 5th year of the indiction (7 September 601 a.d.).

(2) Narthex. Border: 5 9. Field: 7 -^* inside each circle.

(3) In south aisle: numerous black and white cubes.

(4) Central nave: Opus sectile of triangular pieces, counterchanging, each two

forming a square of 12 cm. sq., the whole forming crosses and stars.

Bibl.i Huntingdon, Palestine audits Transformation, London, 1912, p. 123; Hansler in HL,
1916, pp. 157 f., 198 ff., fig.5 Th. Wiegand, Sinai (Denkmalschutzkommando, No, i),

Berlin, 1920, p. 103; Abel in RB, 1920, pp. 112, 113 f.; A. Alt, Griechische Inschriften

der Palaestina Tfrfw (Denkmalschutzkommando, No. 2), p. 37 f., No. 119 (with copy of

inscription naade by Schumacher in 1914).

12. EL BASSA. III. L. C.

House of As 'ad el Khalil. Mosaic pavement now covered with concrete.

13. BATTIR. XVII. L. U.

Found 1910, 100 m. west of the Railway Station, 1.50 m. deep.

Pavement measuring 4-65 x c. 4 m.
Surround: sprinkled with sprigs.

Border: B12 with lotus flowers in centre.

Field: Interlacing ‘rainbow’ lines running in parallels and forming a repeating

pattern consisting of a network of octagons round circular medallions, with square

tablets at the points of intersection and rectangles along the border. The squares

contain the inscription in four parts; the circles, fruit, &c., the rectangles, fishes. The
interstices are filled with fruits, balls, sprigs (F 3), and lozenges.

The field has been only partly uncovered.

Inscription: I. ‘Ytt^P acoTtiplccs K(al) dvTiXi‘i(p)4'ecos ’AXurrtou toO <ptX(o)xp(lwrou)

K(al) Tcov 2iia9£p(6v)TCOv. II. ’HTToiriaEv ’AvtcovIs FotAcya Tdb ipycov toOto wlp acorri-

p({as) fscopylou. III. ’EttI tou 6sco9iATiaT<5cT(ou) recopyiou •rrp(ea)|3uT^p(ou) iy^vriTco tiJc

<5&2ct. IV. ZirouAfl ’EiouXidvvou TTiotikoO iyfiveTO prjvi MapTlou §v2(iktic6vos) L
I. For the salvation and succour of Alypios, who loves Christ, and of his kin. II. Antonis

Galoga made this work for the salvation of George. III. In the time of the most pious

priest George these things have been made. IV. By the endeavours of lulianus Pisticus

{this) was made in the month of March of the 5th year of the Indiction.

Dating: Vincent proposes the second half ofthe sixth or the seventh century, possibly

even the eighth; Heisenberg the sixth. The mosaic shows tendencies towards the

arabesque in the complicated interlacings and the paucity of space allotted to figural

representation. The geometric basis of the network has been compared by M. Dieu-
lafoy to elements of Sassanian decoration.

Bibl.'. Vincent in RB, 1910, pp. 254-61, 2 pis., plan; S6journe in CJIL, 1909, pp. 951,

97s f. (with observations by Dieulafoy); Heisenberg in BZ, 1910, p. 661; Bleckmann in

ZDPV, 1913, p. 239; M. K. ’AvotKdXu4»iS BugavTivou Mcocraikou ev BeTrip in Flea
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Sion, 19^0, p. 463 £; Kaufmann, Handbuch der christl. Epigraphtk, 1917, pp. 401,
Fig. 238.

14-21. BEISAN. IX. p. k., p. 1. (Cf. also No. 33 ca.)

TallelHusn:
14 . Round Church.

(1) South-west of Church: Diagonal panels bordered with scrolls and containing
bowls filled with flowers.

(2) Small chamber north of main vestibule. Border: A6—B4—A3. Field: Ji.
Diamonds inside the circles, F 3 arranged crosswise in between. Tesserae less than
I cm. sq. laid in lime mortar 2 cm. thick above layer of packed debris.

(3) Quantities of coloured and gilded tesserae in other rooms.

(4) West end of ambulatory. Border: Ai with lozenges at intervals. Field: H2.
(5) Niche south of west door: J3.
15 . ‘Byzantine House’

:

(1) Court paved with white tesserae.

(2) Loggia with red and yellow squares on white ground. Small crosses in centre

of each square.

(3) East of loggia, room i : Surround: sprinkled with diamonds. Border: B2. Field:

Space with diamonds, A 2 and corner of circle. Rest destroyed.

(4) East of loggia, room 2 : Greek fret border (Ajp).

(5) Room south of Court: Border: B 12. Field with conventional flowers growing
out of jars, with beribboned doves, heart-shaped leaves F 10 and F 14 (arranged

crosswise) between them.

(6) East of (5). Octagons and squares.

North-east of site

:

16 . House IV, room 2 : Fragments of red and blue tesserae.

17. West of area 106: Black and white tesserae arranged in squares.

18 . House VII: Fragment with geometric decoration.

19 . Western slope. Room 163: Circles.

20 . Monastery of Lady Mary.
(i) Court 15x9 m. Large circular panel with months (men engaged in various

occupations) with Greek inscriptions giving name of month and the number of its

days.^ In centre, busts of Sun and Moon, holding torches. Remainder of floor: panel

in octagon pattern. Birds and animals in the larger panels, fruits and lozenges in

the smaller ones. At entrance, inscription commemorating Zosimus, John, and the

Counts Peter and Anastasius, all high officials.

(2) Western room with inscription mentioning the priest and Hegumen George.

(3) North of (2) remains of mosaic with squares.

(4) North of (i). Border: A6-B12. Field: Vine trellis issuing from amphora

forms twelve medallions. Top row: (i) Man hunting, (2) (3) destroyed, (4) negro

leading camel (or giraffe.?). Middle row: (i) (2) Men harvesting grapes, (3) rnan

sitting on basket and playing to a dog, (4) wine-press Bottom row: (i) Man leading

* Cf. the inscribed mosaic pavement with months and a chase, found at Argos (Karo in AAn%.,

1931, col. 261), and the later pavements mentioned by E. Miintz in FA, 1877, pp. 32 ff. See

also Gauckler, p. 2123, no. 10; Inventaire, 11, 666, 752.
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donkey, (2) (3) men harvesting grapes, (4) head of donkey—^rest destroyed. The
inscription at entrance records the completion of the work by the priest Elias. Date
mutilated, earliest possible date a.d. 553-4, more probably 568-9.

(5) Five rooms east of (r) : Pavements with conventional patterns.

(6) Chapel in north-eastern part of monastery. Outside: Inscription containing a

prayer for Lady Mary and her son Maximus, the founders. Inside: Border, Bs.
Field, y with 82 circles with birds; near the west door two larger circles with

peacocks facing each other.

(7) Apse of Chapel: imbricated pattern with border of lotus buds {B-gT).

(8) Inscriptions in east side of Church. One inscription enables Mr. FitzGerald

to calculate the date of the completion of the mosaic as a.d. 567.
21 . House of Sadlqa Khalil et Tibani: Tesserae.

BtbL-. 14-19.’ C. S. Fisher in MJ, 1924, PP- 171-89, Figs.; G. M. FitzGerald, Beth-Shan

Excavationsf igsi-j, the Arab and Byzantine Levels.^ Philadelphia, 1931, Pis. I, XVI,
XVIII, XIX.

20 . G. M. FitzGerald in g-St., 1931, pp. 59-68, Pis. I-IV.

21. Unpublished.

22 . BEIT ALFA. IX. P. k.

Synagogue discovered and excavated 1928/9.

(1) Court 9*40 m. broad. Narthex 2*50 m. broad: geometric patterns.

(2) Floor of synagogue divided into three naves

:

(i) Central nave 10-35 x 5-50 m. Border: Part filled with intertwining vine-

stems forming oval medallions and part with straight lines forming squares and
lozenges. Within : bust ofman holding a bird, a cat(.'’) stalking a bird, fruits, a basket,

flowers, a fish, birds, &c. In the north side, on both sides of the central entrance

a lion (east) and a bull (west), facing each other. Between them the inscriptions.

Field divided into three panels: (<z) ‘Thorah shrine’ with decorated portals closed;

three cups standing on the shrine; horns in corners; above, pointed roof with lamp
suspended from the top. Standing on the horns two birds. The shrine is flanked by
two seven-branched candlesticks; two lions; and a curtain sprinkled with sprigs F3;
Jewish religious emblems. {b) 7Lo6mc. Square4m. the side. Within aretwo concentric

circles inscribed in the square, the outer divided into twelve panels. Centre panel:

Sun, a beardless nimbed youth riding a chariot drawn by four horses. Background
with moon and stars. Zodiac panels: The twelve signs, each inscribed, beginning

with the Ram and continuing: Bull Twins (joined together like

Siamese twins). Cancer (p’lD), Lion (n'^K), Virgin (nSlPlll) (a richly decorated

figure sitting on a throne). Balance (D'JlKi)) (man holding the balance), Scorpion

(!l“tpy). Archer (flK'p) (man shooting to the right). Lamb ('Tl) (destroyed together

with its inscription and restored unskilfully), Aquarius (**7'Tl) (man drawing water

from well in a bucket), Fishes (D'HTl). The bands separating the panels contain

plain stripes and dots, B 2 and row of sprigs F 13. In the corners of the square
are four winged busts of women, richly ornamented and inscribed respectively:

WtD mpn (Winter), ’“Ityn nsipn (Autumn), tlDn MSIpn (Summer), [|D]'i n£5lpn
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(Spring). The corner-fields are sprinkled with fruits, flowers, birds, (c) Sacrifice of

Isaac. Above a strip with palm-trees. Lower register with figures, from left to right:

Two servants in short tunics, one holding donkey, the other unpacking it; Ram

(placed vertically) bound to tree, inscribed Above, a hand emerging

from a dark cloud; below, Th^r\ ha, Abraham, bearded, dressed in a long robe,

holding a knife in his right hand (DITlSN); above on the right Isaac (pnif') kneeling

in an attitude of supplication, his hands bound; finally altar on which a fire is bxirning.

The field is strewn with branches.

(3) In the aisles : simple patterns. Near the western entrance a rectangle filled with

circles inside B 2
;
each circle with black dot in the centre. The interstices are filled

with small circles.

Two inscriptions, each in a tahula ansata :

I. Mv<'n>cr6((»)CTiv (e)0 T6|xviT(ai) sO K<5ciavov|T6S t<6> ipyov toO|t<o> Mapiccvbs Kol
|

’Avivcts 0(i)6s.

In honoured memory of the artists who made this work well,, Marianos and his son

Aninas.

2. . . wrbDVi . ./nne^n ppnji nDS'D[£5 pnn]

/’lan ... [? pinam . .
.
[jnyji/nxD nw p£a[nni<-i]

.|[tox] .... [''ij'2/h^ sti*?
[P‘1’5'1]

... 1%

This mosaic was laid down in the year ... of the reign of Emperor Justinus . . . who

gave a hundred dinars . . . gave all members {sons) of the community (.?) . . . Rabbi . . .

honoured be the memory of all sons . . . Amen.

L. 4, suggested reading by E. L. Sukenik: who donatedfor

forgiveness of the sins.

L. 5. [.p^n’njp

Of the two emperors named Justin, Sukenik prefers Justin I (518—27) on

historical grounds.

The mosaic is executed all in stone, save some glass cubes used in order to add

lustre to the precious stones represented in the ornaments of the Seasons.^ It is the

work of two local artists and is independent in style from the main trend of mosaic

art as shown, e.g., in the mosaics of near-by Beisan.

Bihl. \ Sukenik in Tarhis^ I, 1929, pp. 111—17} Pb. I—V; Barrois in iiS, 1930, pp. 265 fF.,

Pis.; Sukenik in Bericht uber die Htcndertjahrfeier des Archaologischer Instituts., pp. 3^5
~9 >

McCown in BASOR, No. 37, 1930, p. 16 f., 4. figs.; Sukenik in Encyclopaedia Judaicay

S.V. Bet Alfa; S. A. Cook, The Religion of Ancient Ralestine^ London, 193®} P- ^®7} 3 >

Sukenik, Beit Alpha., Jerusalem, 1932.

* The use of glass cubes to heighten the effect of ornaments occurs in African mosaics since the

third century a.d. Cf. L. Poinssot and R. Lanrier in Mans. Plot, 1924, pp. 78 ff.
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23. BEIT JIBRIn. XX. I. V.

(i) Casual discovery 1921, cleared by the Ecole arch^ologique franfaise. Mosaic
pavement of room measuring 9*50 x 5 m.
Border: approx, i m. wide, representing a hunt. It begins in the south-east corner

at a house, from which the hunter is galloping away through a phantastic vegetation.

(Here the border is interrupted by a circular medallion representing a draped female
bust, with head covered, holding two ducklings.) Beyond are an elephant and an
eagle. In the south-west corner a smaller house (a farm .?) is represented, then a hare,

a wolf, and two sheep. Next a shepherd holding out his right hand.'' At the end the
rider is seen attacking three animals in turn: (a) on foot, having tied his horse to

a tree (the animal attacked is lost, with the whole north-west angle)
;
(F) on horseback,

a panther (here follows the south-west angle, destroyed)
;

(c) again on foot, a bear.

Here the strip ends by returning to its point of departure. The representation goes
clockwise round the room.

Field: Bordered by g. The rectangular panel is divided into ten octagonal

panels by one vertical and four horizontal strips. At the intersections of the strips

are four circular medallions, showing from south-west to north-east: (a) Tap (Spring)

bust of girl holding cup with bird perching on it; (F) rfj (Earth) crowned with vine-

branches and corn-ears, holding fruits in her sash;^ (c) 64p[os] (Summer) holding
a sickle in her right hand and a sheaf of corn in her left (the head has been destroyed

by a circular excision, which has removed also the end of the inscription); 3 (d) 1 10A
In the ten octagonal panels, bordered by A 6, the following pairs of animals are

represented, facing each other (from south-west to north-east and from right to left)

:

(a) stag and hunting-dog; (b) lioness and ram; (r) boar and bear; (d) lion and an
animal (destroyed); (e) leopard (or jaguar) and antelope. Each animal is placed on
a ground-line and surrounded by plants suggesting its natural milieu.

The square and rectangular pieces, 27 in all, filling the strips between the medallions,

contain a variety of patterns, partly striped and partly forming knotted bands. Note
the following border patterns used as repeating patterns: Bi+Bg, Bxs

\
& link of

the Hs pattern ;'*• Ji; boxes seen in perspective.s Some of them include
birds. The corners ofthe medallions are filled with rows of counterchanging chevrons.
The cubes are on the whole of uniform size, 7-8 mm. sq. (opus tessellatum). Marble

pieces of the opus vermiculatum variety are only sparingly used for the finer details of
the design. No glass or paste cubes were noticed.

’ A salute to the rider?

^ It seems that the mosaicist has used the standing type of Autumn (a female bust crowned with
vine and holding fruits) and has labelled it Earth. This would explain how Autumn is missing in

the pavement. Winter is represented, as recognized by Vincent, in the draped figure in the south
side of the border. Very similar busts—^without inscriptions, the Autumn crowned with leaves

and grapes—-were found at Sens (see H, de Villefosse, Mans. Plot, 1913, pp. 89 £, PI. IX). See
also Inventaire, II, 752, 825, and II (Suppl), 116 III, 166. But note the representation of
Terra Mater (or the Year?), ibid., II, 752.
5 It is remarkable that the destruction, clearly of the ‘discriminating’ type known from Jerash

and elsewhere, has stopped short at mutilating one single panel.
^ Cf. Crowfoot, PI. XIII (2) (A.D. 526).
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Vincent dates this mosaic on internal evidence of style, dresses, technique, archi-
tecture, conventions, to the ‘Antonine period’,^ before the end of the third cen-
tury a.d.2

(2)—(lo) Cleared 1924 by the Ecole arch^ologique fran^aise.

(2) East of (i), 0'43 m. below (i). Remains of a mosaic pavement destroyed by the
construction of (i).

Surround: H3 with crosses in centre of each lozenge and at each crossing. Border:
A2-Bi3-B8.^
Field : strip of two rows of boxes seen in perspective, with a cross on the upper

surface. Three medallions surrounded by guilloche B 2 . Remainder destroyed.

(3) North of (i), O'j'4 m. below (i). Surface ascertained 5-80 m. Surround and
part of field sprinkled with indented squares. Border: A2 and B
(4) Gallery south-east of excavations field, paved with opus sectile of many-coloured

marble set out in geometrical patterns in square panels. 47, 49, and 51 cm. above (i).

(5) Remains of mosaic pavement of white tesserae, below (4). 27 cm. above (i).

(6) Traces of mosaic pavement in extreme south-west corner of the excavation.

19 cm. above (i).

(7) 0-47 m. above (i). H'j in guilloche of ochre, red, and blue strands. Twice
repaired {a) with black, red, and white cubes placed irregularly; {V) large white
tesserae.

(8) South of (i); below (7), 2 cm. above (i). Pavement c. 3 x 2-25 m.
Border: A2. Field: Vine trellis with grapes, tendrils, and leaves developing out of

amphora and forming eight round medallions: {a) Bottom row: two stags on each

side of the amphora. (^) Middle row, right: partridge; centre: falcon or hawk with

bulla on red strings; left: quail, (c) Top row: right: duck; centre: pheasant; left:

crane. All birds picking at the grapes, except the falcon and the crane, which is

scratching its head.

Above the field two peacocks holding a garland in their beaks. Above the garland

three sprigs F 23, Above the sprigs inscription:

XpioToO iranpaaiAfios
I

iKdaiiTjaa t6 p^XocOpov
1 0\52as 626v qiricpTciv iXlcovjXict poc9t;tcov|

ToOX’ iepsC/s dpOpcov
|

’OpoXiocvos fiTTiodupos.

I have decorated the house of Christ., the Universal Monarch, with mosaics, the floor and

the entrance, through my disciples (or: in memory of His disciples) (/) His blameless priest,

Obodianos the Gentle.

(9) East of (8). White mosaic sprinkled with black crosslets of four cubes.

(10) North-east of (9), O’^i m. above (i). Mosaic decorated with red and dark-blue

crosses.

* As classified by Gauckler, Daremberg-Saglio, s.v. Musivum opus.

^ To the references quoted for busts of Seasons, add Inventaire, I (2), 137^5 795> II (Suppl.)j

71 f4,7i/3, 73^,74^, 76<7, 560^5, III, 181, 194,216,
^ The t3q)e B 13 flanked by 5 5 occurs in the Qabr Hiram mosaic (E. Renan, Mission de

Phenicie, PL XLIX), dated a.d. 389 ora.d. 576. It is remarkable that it should occur here below the

Roman mosaic.

+ Not visible in drawing,
s Cf. Nos. 125, 133 and notes.
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The order followed in the above enumeration is that of publication. The chrono-

logical arrangement, as stated by Abel, is as follows

:

I. Graeco-Roman villa: ist period, (2) (3) (5); 2nd period (end of the third century

A.D.), (i) (4).

II. Christian chapel, c. a.d. 500 (8).

III. Re-erection of a church after Arab invasion: (7) (9) (10); twice repaired, as

seen in (7).

Parallels for the vine trellis are quoted in the Concluding Note, paragraph 7.

BilL\ Vincent in RB, 1922, pp. 259-81, 4 figs., Pis. VIII-X; Abel in iJ5
, 1924, pp. 584-

604, Figs. 1-4, Pis, X-XVI (incl. plans).

Merit.'. S. A, Cook, The Religions of Ancient Palestine.^ London, 1930, p. 205 f.} E. W. G.
Masterman in Q5)?., 1926, p. \ j(^', BBSAJ, 1922, p. 8; ibid., 1924, p. 77; CAIL^ 1922,

p. 41; iSynV, 1925, p. 203 f.; Klein in Encyclopaedia fudaica^ s.v. Bet Gubrin.

24. BEIT JIMAL. XVII.
J. U.

Church cleared in 1916.

(i), (2) Sacristy and west annex paved with white mosaics.

(3) Church: {a) Central nave. Remains of two pavements:

(i) Border: B1-B12—B1. Field: Remains of circular medallions.

(ii) Rectangle interlaced with circle. In circle (r.—0*63 m.) inscription : . .
.
9e

j
. .

.

ou|. . . ~ou|. . , ouiiE|. . . £0. In rectangle: four circles with star in corners, in

centre rhomb 16. Inside the rhomb Fig. 13.^

{h) Intercolumnar spaces : Geometric patterns combining rhombs, circles, knotting

bands.

(t) South aisle: Border, B^. Field, B14 enclosing squares with various interlaced

figures, crosses, &c. Inter alia Figs. 1 2, 14, and 15.
{d) Choir : White pavement with black and red crosslets.

The pavement is similar in style to those of Umm er-Rus and Deir Daqla.

Bibl.'. M. Gisler in Hi, 1917, pp. 18 fiF. (Fig.); Abel in XB, 1919, p. 244 f. (Fig.); Mallon
in Biblica, 1922, pp. 502-7; Gisler, KaqjapyapaXct, Mttnchen-Gladbach, 1923.

25. BEIT NATTIF. XVII.
J. U.

Room in house of Ibrahim Ahmad Khumayyis. 3*05 x 3 m. Surround sprinkled

with red and black crosses. Border: A2. Field: y6. The leaves are in red with
black border and stalk, and measure o*i6 x 0-08 m. 45 tesserae in 10 cm. sq.^.

Bibl.'. Mentioned by Sdjourn6 in RB, 1892, p. 263.

’ This and most of the other patterns in this pavement can be matched in the pavement of the

Milesian basilica, dating from Justinian’s time {Milet, Vol. I, fasc. 7, PI. XXV).
^ Heart-shaped or ivy leaves were regarded in Africa as having the power to ward off the evil

eye (L. Poinssot and R. Lantier in Mons. Plot, 1924, Vol. XXVII, p. 84 n.). See there also as

to the dependence of Punic symbols of divinity on Syrian lore. Similar leaves (fruits ?) were observed

in a pavement found last year at Jerash (AASOR, 1930, p. 57).
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26 . BEIT SHI'aR. XXI. L. V.

Pavement of a church or chapel discovered in 1902.
Room 15 X 8-10 m., paved wid'/fhosaics reported as similar to those of Umm er-

Rus. Inscription

:

[‘Ytt^P dv]TiXi^[p4;£cosT(3Sv]KapTTO99[po0vTC0v . .
. |

. KdcncovK(ai)'lco6(vtvZaxapi[av] . .
. |

[kqI 'Icojdviv ’ApsaonPov K(ai) Mcodviv K(ai) P . .

.

|

.

.]a eT£Aici>0ri to . .

.

For the help of the benefactors , . . Cassion, John, Zacharias and John Abesombos and
John and the work was completed in the year ....
The inscription was dated by Germer-Durand on epigraphical grounds to the latter

half of the sixth century.

Fihl.'. Vincent in RB, 1903, pp. 612--14, plan and Fig.; Germer-Durand in FO, 1908,

pp. 303 ff.j Jacoby, 34 a\ Horning, p. 133; Meistermann, La patrie de St. Jean Baptiste^

Paris, 1904, pp. 92-9, Fig. 5; Mader, Altchristl. Basiliken., pp. 204 f.

27. BEIT SURIK. XVII. L. t.

Casual discovery in 1901, almost immediately destroyed after discovery.

Tabula ansata measuring i*20xi m., containing 7 lines of r. 16 letters each,

each line 13 cm. high. The letters are in black, the lines and a diacritical mark in

red. A cup ( i*) in the left ansa.

Vincent in RR, 1901, pp. 444—8, PI. Ill, b:

+ ’ETrl ToO. . .vp otvouai I laKcjb[Pou] . . .o(v|A . . .[KCod) gi . . .
|Zcoo. . .[Tr ke k(ou)A|

ocvEpyov . .

.

Clermont-Ganneau in V (1903), pp. 46 IF.:

+ ’ETrl Tov[. . . 5;T£]9dv(ou) 2k|iaK6 [v(ou) Kai . , . Koy dv
|

g[yvcboTou ? Kal?] |K(ai) E[. .

.

Kal] |Zcog[ipou.? . . . Iv ^T(e)i ke' K(up{ou) ’A[vacrTaCTiou t6 7r]av epyov |[T£A£ico6ri].

In the time of the (pious?) Stephan, deacon, and . . . kos, reader, and . . . and E . , .

and Zosimos . . ., in the year 2$ of Emperor Ainastasius?) the whole work was completed.

Anastasius was the only emperor whose name begins with an A or A and who
reigned over 25 years (a.d. 491—518—this would date the inscription to a.d. 516).

BiU.‘. l.c. and Jac., 34; Horning, p. 130; Strzygowski in ZDPF, 1901, p. 158, n. i.

28. BEIT TiMA. XX. F. V.

Pavement at cemetery south of village, close to a rubble cistern, probably part of

a water-reservoir or press. Visible portion composed of plain white tesserae, 2—3 cm.

sq., much weathered.

29

.

BEIT 'UR ET TAHTA. XVII. K. S.

Mosaic pavement of a church, covered up, on property of Sh. A^mad el ‘GrI.

S6journ^ in AS, 1898, p. 122; Horning, p. 131 (where the reference to

V, 1897, is wrong).

30

.

BEITUNYA. XVII. L. S.

House of Isma'il Azara. Mosaic pavement depressed in two places to form cups.

Total area now existing 4 m. sq. Made of plain white tesserae, 42 in 10 cm. sq.
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31 . BENEI BERAQ. XIII. H. p.

Mosaic pavement discovered in 1926. 50 m. sq., of plain white tesserae. Partly-

damaged.

32. BETHANY (eL 'eIZARIYa). XVII. M. t.

Covered-up mosaic in derelict house, built on ruins of a church.

Merit.', Horning, p. 131.

33-4. BETHLEHEM

33
. (i) Near necropolis, discovered in 1895.

Fragments of ordinary white mosaic.

(2) Mosaic pavement in colours, floor of church. Inscription

:

'Avoi^orr^ poi miXasl^iKaiocnivTis elaEA|6(i)V Iv ocOrms
1

noXo-y/iCTopai Tcp K(up()cp
|

AOtt]

f) tniXTi Tou -(-

1

K(up{o)u 2iKaToi slaeAei^ I aovTai Iv ocOrfi. xxAxWxx.’^
Ps. CXVII, 19-20.

The pattern and technique are said to indicate the fourth-sixth centuries as date

of the mosaic.

BiU.', S^journ^ in iJlB, 1895, p, 442; L(agrange), ibid., p. 625 f.; Horning, p. 132.

34 . Deir er Ra'wat (Shepherds’ Grotto).

Few traces of medieval mosaic pavement.

Bihl.'. Guerin, Judk., I, p. 213; Horning, p. 1325 Migdal-Ader et Star

el-Ghanem, Jerusalem, 1925, p. 34.

35-6. BETHPHAGE. XVII. M. t.

Franciscan property. East end of enclosure.

35 . Christian tomb. Crude white mosaic.

36 . Opposite the tomb. Tesserae.

Bibl,: Barrois in RB, 1928, p. 262.

37. bIr YA'QUB. XI. N. O.

Well mouth has a white mosaic border of rough tesserae.

Btb/.: SfFPy II, p. 174; III,p. 437; S6journ6 in RB, 1893,9. 242 f.,plan; Horning, p. 121

38. EL BURJALIYA. XX. H. V.

Mosaic pavement 70 m. off Beit Jibrin road. Plain white tesserae, 28—30 cubes in

10 cm. sq.

39-41. CAESAREA, viii. I. k. (Cf. also Nos. 3 37 ff.)

39 . East of Crusaders’ wall, many black, white, and red tesserae.

40 . West of the Qa'ala, two mosaic pavements one above the other. On a stone

' For references to inscriptions beginning Athr) f) irOAri see A. Alt, Die griechischen Inschriften

der Ralaestina Tertia (Denkmalschutzkommando, 2), Berlin, 1921,9. 14, n. 5, to which add i?B,

1892, p. 585; Le Cosmos, 1889, p, 73; RB, 1914, p. 227, n. 25 Thomsen, 24; Mader, Altchristl.

Basiliken, p. 182 f.} cf. Nos. 1 12, 125 (4).
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pavement covered with rubble, white marble tesserae in grey mortar. Above this

a bed of mortar mixed with charcoal, with cobble-stones above it. On the stones

second tessellated floor in white cement.

41 . Similar to 40
, in north-west corner of Crusaders’ town.

Bihl.\ (i) Guerin, Samarte, II. 329; (2) and (3) SJf'P, II. 17.

43 . DALIAT EL KARMIL. V. K. i.

Quantities of loose tesserae, mostly white, some black, some red.

44-6 . DAWARTA. XI. N. O.

44. Tessellated pavements f'o cm. deep.

(a) Coarse pavement with cubes hardly squared.

(^) Finer pavement of cubes 3f cm. sq. with pattern representing lozenges and

leaves. Colours : white, brown, red, pink, yellow, blue. Some glass tesserae.

BM: SWP, II. 179.

45. Tesserae, 18 cm. sq. on the average, seen strewn on ground. Colours: red,

black, white.

46 . On slope of hill remains of vaulted rooms with tesserae.

47

,

ED DEIR. XXL M. W.

Large building to the south of the site. In one of the chambers to the north of the

courtyard scattered white tesserae (i *5 cm. sq.).

48

.

DEIR 'ALLA. XIV. J. q.

Foundations of chapel with a white mosaic pavement formed by small cubes.

Bibl.-. Guerin, Samarie^ II, p. 122.

49

.

DEIR EL 'ASAL. XXI. J. X.

Remains of church with three apses in north part of ruin. Tesserae.

Bihl.'. 'WLz.Aqy, Mtchristliche Basiliken^^. I57 ‘

50 . DEIR 'aspIn. XI.
J.

n.

Mosaic pavement near cistern, probably floor of a small basin. Remaining portion

measures c. 60x40 cm. White tesserae, c. 20 in 10 cm. sq.

Ment.\ SWP, II, p. 179.

51 . DEIR 'aSFUR. XVII. J. U.

(1) Building 32 m. sq., in prolongation of which to south there was a mosaic repre-

senting vine trellis forming medallions containing animals and birds. A fragment,

representing a gazelle, is preserved in the Agricultural School of the Salesian Fathers

at Beit Jimal.

(2) 2*50 m. to south of (i). White mosaic, 25 tesserae in 10 cm. sq.
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52.

DEIR EL 'AZAR. XVII. L. t.

Remains of a Byzantine basilica, 30 x 20 m., excavated in 1 907 and now partly

incorporated in the existing church.

(1) In pavement of church. 3-35 x i-8o m. Border: A

2

enclosing a white and
red band. Field: H2 with diamonds in squares (one each) and lozenges (three each).

36 tesserae in 10 cm. sq. Colours: red and black on white.

(2) Border in front of apse. Surround: 2-40 x 0*70 m. white, sprinkled with cross-

lets and containing a tabula without inscription. Border: B16 with diamonds
outside and sprigs F16 inside the lines. Field: destroyed. 64 tesserae in 10 cm. sq.

Colours : black, red, and brown on white.

(3) Outside church. 4X 2-80 m. Square formed \yf A2. In square inscribed two
concentric circles, the outer forming round the inner a border of eight interlacing

small circles. The central circle contains a diamond filled with chequer pattern. In

two corners ends of a diagonal line, in the two others leaves. White mosaic round
the circle. Colours: black and red on white. 36 tesserae in 10 cm. sq.

Bihl.'. Vincent in i25
, 1907, pp. 414-17; Piellat in Jlrusalem^ 190?) PP- 5S7-9I5 4 Figs.;

Merit.'. Horning, p. 131.

53.

DEIR DAQLA. XIV. K. q.

Remains of three-aisled church with fragments of a pavement.

(1) Outside building: coarse mosaics.

(2) Central nave: 6*09 m. broad. Coloured mosaic.

(3) Right aisle: 3*35 m. broad. Surround: Ai$ with crosslets in each square.

Border: Aig framed hy A2. Field: Ji with eight-pointed stars in the centre.

Dated to the fourth or fifth century.

Bibl.'. F. M. Drake in Burlington Magazine.^ 1919, p. 145.

54.

DEIR ED DIBBAN. XVI. I. U.

Bedding of a mosaic pavement.

55.

DEIR IBN 'UBAID (sT. THEODOSIUs). XVII. N. U.

(1) In Crypt, near north entrance: Mosaic put together from pieces found.

(2) North-east of entrance to crypt: white mosaic.

(3) East of (2) : Terrace with white mosaic.

(4) Fragments of mosaic reported in garden.

Blhl.'. E. Weigand in BE, 19 14/ 15, p. 173 f. (plan); Tesserae seen by Guerin, Judie^ III,

p. 89; Ment.'. Horning, p. 131.

(5) In courtyard of convent mosaic areas 7-30 x 6-50 m. and 2-50 x 6 m. (a) H3.

(b) Inscription in four lines with border A2.
K(0pi)£ ’I(riCTo)0 X(picrT)^, dvdcrr

|

ocuctov tAs | 'pux<5(S tcov [5oO]Acov {}) ctou.

Lord Jesus Christ.^ give repose to the souls of Thy servants.

Bibl.'. Alt in PJb^ 1925, p. 14.
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25 tesserae in lo cm. sq. Colours: white, red, black. 6ox i*37m.
The convent has known two main building periods: c. a.d. 460 and in the second

quarter of the sixth century. It was re-erected in the nineties of the last century.

56-7. DEIR EL MUKLIK. XVIII. O. t.

56 . Traces of white mosaic pavement round well mouth.
Bihl.'. Th. Fast in 2,DPF, 1913, p. 31.

57. (i) Pavement of red, black, and white tesserae in front of church, including

large fish (98 cm. long). Tesserae 1*3 cm. sq.

(2) East of altar: Triple border-lines. Field: Ji.

(3) Fragment showing small dolphin in red, black, yellow, and white.

Bihl.-. SWP^ III, p. 199; D. J. Chitty in QSt., 1928, pp. 141, 145, plan PI. I, PL VII,
Figs. 12, 13.

58

.

DEIR QAL'A. XIV. K. q.

Remains of chapel, measuring 8 x 32 paces, paved with white mosaic.

Biblr. Guerin, Samarie^ Hj P-

59

.

DEIR SERUR. XI. L. D.

Tessellated pavement in interior of eastern building.

BibL: SWP, II, p. 181.

60

.

DEIR SIAR EL GHANAM. XVII. M. U.

(1) Terrace paved with white mosaic cubes of moderate size.

(2) North of (i). Ruins of monastery, also paved with mosaic.

Bibl.'. Guarmani, 11 Migdal Ader .

.

., Beirut, 1859; Guerin, Judee^ I, p. 2i5j Meistermann,

Mtgdal-Ader et Star el-Ghanem (ouvr. posthum.), Jerusalem, 1925, pp. 8, ii, Plan on

p. 26.

61

.

DEIR sim'an. XIV. K. q.

On platform in north-western part of site scattered mosaic cubes.

Bibl.-. Guerin, Samarie^ II, p. 125.

62

.

DEIR WADi EL QILT. XVIII. O. S.

(1) In the cell of a monk Leontios. Pavement showing square inscribed in circle:

above, 9065 300%; below, Ah). In the circle: ‘Yirsp crcoTTipias Kai ccvTiAppvpecos toSv

Kapiro9opriactvTCov Kai Kap7T09opobvTCov &v Kbpios yvcboKei tcc ovopara.

For the salvation and succour of those who gave or do give, whose names the Lord knows.

Bibl.-. R. Kraetzschmar in MuNDPF, 1897,^ 55 f.; Clermont-Ganneau in PAO, 1898,

p. 174; RB, Bulletin 1902, p. 1585 Koikylides, to Kara ttiv houpov . . . toO Xougipa;

Jerusalem, 1901; Baumstark, p. 140; Horning, p. 131 f.

(2) Pavement of church. Byzantine imperial eagle. Below, name of Kallinikos, the

restorer of the pavement.
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(3) Ibid. Border: apparently 5 ^. Field: i!/ 5 . Inscription:

[0iAc5cv6pcoTre hvi^ctOtiti] |tou 2o\iXou crou IZ20.

Friend of man, remember Thy servant , . .

L. I destroyed during the war.

Germer-Durand (quoted by P. Lagrange) read the last words: ’1 [v2iiKTicovos]

Z

2 [av0iKoO]6 = 9th Xanthikos of the yth year of the indiction. Athanasiades sup-

posed the date to be 6069 a.m. = 1561. A. M. Schneider suggests that the letters

might have formed a name; Lagrange interpreted them as equivalent to a.d. 1234.

(4) Chapel of St. Stephan. Remains of mosaic pavement: Hi.
Dating: (2), repairs elfected in 1179; (3)5 second half of the fifth century, as shown

by technique (A. M. Schneider). The inscription is of later date.

Bihl. (2)-(4): Lagrange in KB, 1892, p. 443; Athanasiades, 'H lepct povn toO XojejJcc,

Athens, 1895; A. M. Schneider in RQ, 1931, pp. 309 f., 312 (plan facing p. 31 1).

63 . DUBIL. V. K. i.

Plot of Sh. Azzam.

(1) On white bedding: J 3; inside each circle, F 1$.

(2) White mosaic. 16 cubes in 10 cm. sq.

64-5. DURA. XXI. K. w.

64 . In and near the village. Tesserae.

65 . East of the village, in Vv^adl el Qumra. Wine-press with mosaic pavement.

Bihl.-. Mader, Jltchristliche Basiliken, p. 154.

66. DUWAIMA. XI. N. O.

Excavated by Tyrwhitt Drake in 1872.

Mosaic pavement set in cement, of white, pale yellow, red pink, blue-black tesserae

forming heart-shaped leaves,’^ twists, &c. Cubes i *25 cm. sq. Other cubes, i cm. sq.

scattered over site. The pavement was said to extend for 54 sq. m.
Bill.: Tyrwhitt Drake in QSt, 1872 , p. 190.

67. 'eIN 'aRRUB. XXI. L. V.

Fragment of pavement said to have been discovered at 'Ein 'Arrub. Published
from drawing.2 Church 20 x 8-10 m.
(a) Semicircle (apse). Border: Row of semicircles opening inwards. Field: Two

trees flanked by two stags, each stag plucking at leaves deep down on the trunk of
the trees. Field sprinkled with crosslets and diamonds.
{b) Fragment of pavement of nave. Border: B2 three times repeated. Field:

Inscription. Below it sprinkled crosses

:

''A]y(ios) rTXfi[CTiTT]Tros KapTTO(pcb[p]o(u) Ka6d)s K(bpios) ’lcodv[vris] Zc(xc(pias|’lco]dvvris

ApjSct auvej3Ti Kbpiov flcodcwTiv, K(upio)s| [§TeAsiif rja, rsA^cras p'rcov 6T[ecov].

* Cf. No. 25, note 4.
^ Vincent {RB, 1903, p. 614) and Meistermann (l.c.) query the existence of this mosaic and

suggest that there has been a confusion with the Beit Shi'ar pavement.
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Saint Plesippos^ son of Karpophoros, like Saint fokn, the son of Zacharias (ffohn the

Abbot agreed with Saint John), the Saint died, having completed loo years.

E. Zaccaria mentioned also the representation of one person baptizing another.

Bihl.'. G. A. Barton in Journal of Biblical Literature, 1903, pp. 41—4; E. Zaccaria, quoted
in Mommert, Das Praetorium des Pilatus, p. 163; Meistermann, La patrie de St. Jean
Baptiste, pp. 92-3.

68. 'eIN ED DIRWA. XXI. K. V.

Mosaics reported under ruins of old church.

BibU Schick in ZDPV, 1886, p. 162.

69 . 'ein duk
Accidentally e^roosed by explosion of a shell in 1918. Cleared in 1919 and excavated

in 1921 by the Ecole Archdologique Fran9aise.

Synagogue paved with mosaics with a total area of 350 sq. m.

(1) Before entrance. Panel with seven-branched candlestick.

(a) Inscription above the candlestick, i-dq m. long. Letters c, 6 cm.

rn’T |nD£)'DS 'is'b ncDDV “q nsna dtaS I'di

Honoured be the memory of Pinhas the Priest, son of Tusta, who donated the price of the

mosaicfrom his own means and the roof . . .

Klein proposes to read m'T p HDS’DS

ib) Inscription to left and right of the candlestick:

Dhi'S jnnm inpdn pts'? jriTpjT

Honoured be the memory of Rebecca the wife of Pinhas,

(2) Central nave:

(A) Square 4*05 m. with inscribed circle representing the signs of the Zodiac. In

the centre the Sun on its chariot; in the segments the twelve signs (up to now pub-

lished; the Virgin (nbinS), female figure with outstretched hands in the position of

a ‘praying woman’; the Ram (n^D); the Crab (|D1D); the Fishes (D'Jl); the Lion

(n'“)K); in the corners of the square figures of the Seasons. ^ Published: a female

figure with outstretched hands, JlSIpn, standing in place of TldM riSIpn
j
JlSIpfl

p'll mutilated; in place of |D’J letters

Below this square, inscription 1*24 m. long, letters c. 0-05 m., bordered: above

A 12, below row oiF 28.

px nd>['np] ninx pins [n]pinnxi 'dn m'n, dta? nn'di

Honoured be the memory of Halifu, daughter of Rabbi Safrah, who has shared in this

holy place. Amen.

(B) 14 X 6*50 m. Field excavated 1919.

Surround : squares and hexagons on white ground.

' This decoration is found also at Beth Alpha. S. A. Cook suggested a possible connexion with

the Twelve Tribes, honoured near the spot.
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Border: Bead and reel; B 7 black on white; B3 \
B 8 white on black.

Field: H 5. Animals and birds in panels and medallions, e.g. hare leaping in high

grass, pheasant, jackal.

(C) South end of (B). Daniel in lions’ den. Panel surrounded by double bluish line.

Preserved outline of lion and parts of arms of Daniel.

Inscription between Daniel and lion

:

.nDi’ IS |nD3ns j'ls'ys jSb?

sm p nB'’“T[p] insnK pns sn[”]pi{ prnnop] jp sb*? p'sp]

.pfci jntynp pns |jinp .n n[b] jnbpb ‘?[S] p t)D[s] |p

Honoured he the memory ofBenjamin the Manager, the son ofToseh. Honoured he the memory

of all those who exerted themselves andgave or who shallgive^for this holy flace either gold

or silver or anything of value. Let them . . . their part {?) in this holy place. Amen.

L. 6 read in different ways: Vincent-Carribre, Jinp.n j'nS'lX'; Dalman,

P«*lpSn; Clermont-Ganneau, pnplh pnnK'; Torrey, pnpih pn*? Slousch, 'nil

pnpin pV; Marmorstein, pnplH pn'N'ni; Klein, pnp[S]1h Ipn*?] Kln[']

Inscriptions to the right of Daniel

:

Above, IDISb^ Daniel, Peace.

Below,
j
[SJb'? S’S*!, Honoured he the memory of Samuel.

(D) Panel with Jewish sacred emblems: Thorah shrine, flanked by candlesticks, &c.
Above the panel double flowers, B 9 (very crude)

;
B 7. Between the two, inscrip-

tions :

(a) 1*35 m. long; letters c. 5|- cm. high:

[nET'ip]
I

mriK [pijns pprnriD pirn ms
(

[nj'y’i njib . . nns Sb^ ps^ss

[}]bK n[2^'sp] pns pnjpSin xin' . .

Honoured he the memory of Marutah (and) . . . tonah and Tair their son who exerted

themselves to emhellish this place. May they he .. . in this holy place, Amen.

L. I. Klein: S’K'I n31b[p] . . . JTnri

L. 3. Vincent-Carriere: P'll

(h) East part of the same panel, facing (a). Maximum length preserved 0’8o m.

[pN njynp mnx p]ns pnn^ p |. . * [ns] sns is . ns |sbS n'sn

Honoured he the memory of Maru . . . (and) ... son of Cris\ypa .'*]... to them in (this

holy place. Amen).
All images of living things in the pavement have been deliberately excised and the

places repaired with cement or white cubes.

Local stones have been used for the cubes.

Dating: Vincent in RB, 1919—first century a.d. (of the ‘Augustan’ style according
to the classification of Gauckler); the stylistic connexion with later pavements was,

* Cf. the KapiTO(poppCT<ftVTcov Kal KOcpTTOcpopobvToov at Deir Wadi el Qilt.
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however, admitted. Clermont-Ganneau suggested the fourth or fifth; in 1921 Vincent
accepted the second half of the third ; S. A. Cook proposed the fifth or earlier times

;

Torrey the fifth; S. Klein suggested, in the yud.-Paldst, Corpus Inscr.^ a date before
the second, as later the prohibition of the use of figured mosaics in synagogues was
strictly enforced (on the other hand Clermont-Ganneau saw in the use of mosaic
a sign of a date posterior to the second century). Later on S. Klein accepted the
mosaic as Byzantine (fifth-sixth century) in view of the use of the term ‘Marutah’
(Lordship) and of the Zodiac. Clermont-Ganneau suggested that the synagogue
belonged to a congregation of not strictly orthodox Jews, possibly Judaeo-Christians.

Bihl.-. Vincent in i?B, 1919, pp. 532-63, 2 Figs.; ibid., in RB^ 192I5 p. 442 f., PL VIII,
Fig. 2; Vincent and Carriere in AS, 1921, pp. 579-601, Pis. XV, XVI, i Facs.;

Clermont-Ganneau in CJIL, 1919, pp. 86, 87-120 (Fig.), 298-300; ibid., 1921, pp. 141,
I43“6; S. a. Cook in QSt.., 1920, pp. 82-7, i Fig.; Vincent in Syria, 1921, pp. 172-4,
quoted by Clermont-Ganneau.

Ment.\ Mosaic cubes seen in the place by V. Gudrin in 1870, Samarie, I, p. 219; BJSOR,
No. 2, 1921, Fig. and p. 7; ibid.. No. 4, 1921, p. 12; FitzGerald in QSt., 1921, p. 185;
Mallon in Bihlica, 1921, pp. 134, 398 f.; Grant in Smithsonian Re-port, 1921, p. 543;
Leclerq in Cabrol-Leclerq, s.v. Jericho, cols. 2231-3, Fig. 6173; Dalton, East Christian

Jrt, Oxford, 1925, p. 296; Galling in ZDPF, 1927, pp. 310, 314; Klein, ibid., 1928,
p. 136; S. A. Cook, Religion ofAncient Palestine, London, 1930, pp. 206 ff., PI. XXXVII.

Inscription discussed in above and Klein, Jud.-Palast. Corpus Inscriptionum, Wien, 1920,
pp. 69-74; Slousch in JPOS, 1921, pp. 33, 215; Marmorstein in QSt., 1920, p. 139;
ibid., 1921, p. 189 f.; Torrey in Joum. Amer. Or. Soc., 1920, p. 141 ; Dalman in PJB,
1922/23, p. 63; Klein in Tedfot, II, pp. 39-43.

70. 'EIN el FAWWAR. XVIII. O. S.

Excavated 1931 by the Department of Antiquities.

Chapel and courtyards, with annexe.

(1) Courtyards paved with white tesserae.

(2) Chapel: white ground. Surround sprinkled with indented squares. Border:

A 12 interspaced with Fxp. Field: F ig in quincunx formation.

(3) Annex south of chapel : As (2) less the border.

Bihl.\ R. W. H. in Quarterly of the Department of Antiquities, 1931, p. 151 f., PL LVH.

71 . 'EIN KARIM
Church of St. John.

(1) Mosaic pavement discovered in 1674. Now only traces of it are left behind the

main altar.

Bibl.\. Nau, Voyage nouveau de la Terre Sainte, Paris, 1744, p. 476; H. Maundrell, A Journey

from Aleppo to Jerusalem, Oxford, 1703, p. 92; Meistermann, La patrie de St. Jean
Baptiste, Paris, 1904, p. 185 f.

(2) In substructions of the porch. Border: Acanthus scroll forming medallions

containing geometrical figures, a bird, &c. Crosslets in spandrels of the scroll.

Field: Rectangle containing rhomb. In the corners: above, in each a pair of doves

and plant; below, two peacocks facing each other. The rhomb is divided into nine
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smaller rhombs: four contain /p, four a fret in perspective; the centre one contains

the inscription

:

Xai
I

p^oQg e(6o)0
[

picipTU
|

pES

Hail^ martyrs of God,

in black letters on red lines, inside a double black border.

Dating: Meistermann, fifth or sixth century, quoting de Rossi; Marucchi, fifth or

at the latest first half of sixth; Germer-Durand, seventh.^

Germer-Durand in RB, 1893, p. 212; Meistermann, l.c., pp. 178-90, 196-203, PI. in

colours facing p. 178, photograph facing p. 192; Jacoby, 30; Baumstark, p. 140 f.;

Horning, p. 130 f.j Mommert, Das Pratorium des Pilatus, p. 163.

72. 'ein et TABiGHA. VI. p. g. (Cf. also No. 344.)

Basilica dated to the fourth century excavated in 1932, by the Goerres-Gesellschaft.

Mosaic pavement including panel representing basket v^ith two fishes and some loaves.

BtbL\ Palestine Bulletin^ 6 March 1932. Ment: Horning, p. 121.

73-4. GAZA. XIX. D. W.

73 . Birket el Waqf, on road to Mineh.
Fragments of tessellated pavement found in February 1930.
74 . Harat el Yahud. Primitive mosaic pavement.

Bibl.\ Gatt in ZDPV^ 1884, p. 9.

75-9 . GE2ER. XVI. I. S.

Excavated or described in connexion with the P.E.F. excavations.

75 . White tesserae, c. i cm. sq., occasionally 3 cm. sq., found in fields.

76 . Wine-press (Wa'ret Salameh) paved with white tesserae. Lower compartment
(3-76 X 5*28 m.) square-set tesserae; upper compartment 5-02 x 4*82 m., border
tesserae set square, in field set diagonally. Cup hollows and vats also paved.
77 . Wine-press (Sha'b Ya'qub). Receiving-vat, 1-79 m. sq., paved with large white

tesserae.

78 . Houses in Abu Shusha village

:

(a) Blue lozenges with V-shaped dots on white ground.
(h) Hi with diamonds in squares.

79 . Roman bath at 'Ein Yerda:
(a) Atrium. Border xA2. Field : H3 with squares and lozenges within the squares.
{b) to (f) Three chambers (3*04 x 2*05 m.; 3'35 x 2-87 m.

;
2*21 x 2*44 m.) paved

with white mosaics.

Bihl.x Macalister in QBt., 1904, p. 126; ibid., The Excavation of Gezer, London, 1912,
VoL I, p. 184 f., 229, 231, Fig. 70; Vol. II, pp. 52, 54, Fig. 245; Vol. Ill, Pis. L,
CXXIX, Fig. 2; Horning, p. 134; G. A. Barton, Archaeology and the Bible^ Philadelphia,

PI. XXI.
' The acanthus scroll resembles—especially as regards the filling of the medallions—a border

of the Serdjilla pavement, dated 554 (or a.d. 473) (see H. C. Butler in 1901, II, pp. 62 ff.;

RJO^ V, p. 288 f.). The rhomboid arrangement of the field recalls a mosaic at Juran5on
(Blanchet, Etude sur la decoration des idifices de la Gaule, Paris, 1913, pp. 67 ff.).
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80. GHABIYA. VIII. I. 1.

Fragments of very rough mosaic pavements turned up by ploughing in January
1929.

81.

giveAt eliyahu. xvii. m. t.

Mosaics found in 1931 excavations.

Bibl.\ Miliar-Burrows in BJSOR^ 193^5 No. 45, p. 25.

82-3. HAIFA

82. German colony. Pavement of white mosaic (possibly remains of small Roman
bath), 3’65 m. long, sloping to west. Tesserae of hard Carmel limestone, 2*5' cm. sq.,

laid in good mortar mixed with ashes and a little sand.

Bibl.\ Schumacher in 1887, p. 33 f., plan.

83. Roman tomb west of the main railway line, on property of Tsa Saihun. Tomb
chamber 5 m. sq., paved with white mosaic, part of which remains.

BihL\ Schumacher in ZDPF-, 1890, p. 177, Fig. and plan.

84. HALHUL. XXI. L. W.

Courtyard and house of Hasan Salim Abu 'Asaba. Mosaic pavement over which
wall of a house has been built.

In the courtyard the pavement is almost entirely destroyed
;
there remain only a few

white tesserae in the north-west corner and a trace of a circular Greek inscription in

black letters.

In the house 7*75 m. x 50 cm. are preserved. This area is the border of a mosaic
pavement with traces of a circular decoration extending under the wall of the house.

The border is : black line—^white ground with black indented squares

—

Aii—several

black and red lines.

Ment. : SfFP, III, p. 329.

85. EL HAMMAM. VI. Q. h.

Found in the excavations of the Jewish Palestine Exploration Society in 1921.

(1) Square i*8o m. the side. Border: B2 inA2. Field: H4. The corner squares

are divided by diagonals ending in small square. In central square, sprigs (Fii) in

corners and diamond in middle. Colours : blue, red, brown, yellow.

(2) Below (i). Fragments of older mosaic.

(3) Fragments of white mosaic.

(4) Pavement (95 x 60 cm.) in four colours: red, brown, light and dark blue. Rect-

angle, with projections to the right and left, in twisted lines.

(5) Fragments of mosaic in another room similar to (4).

Dating: Slousch assigns (i) to the early Roman period, (4) to Byzantine times.

P. Vincent thinks the fourth or fifth century a.d. a more likely date.

Biblr. Slousch, Qobes, I, pp. ii, 30-1; Vincent in RB, 1922, pp. 117 IF.; Mallon in Biblica,

1921, p. 269; E. Grant in Smithsonian Report, 1921, p. 543-
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86. EL HAMMEH (eAST OF THE JORDAN)

Excavated by the Department of Antiquities in 1932.

Synagogue. Rectangular building measuring I4‘35xi3 m., divided into three

aisles, all paved with mosaics.

(1) Central nave with two panels

:

(a) Main field. Border, B2. In south end of field rectangular panel 4*80 x 1 m.
containing a four-line inscription in square Hebrew characters, grey or black on a

white ground. About 90-100 tesserae in 10 cm. sq.

(F) To south of (a) in space 5- 15 m. broad, a circular panel with ‘rainbow’ border,

flanked by two lions. Behind each of the lions, a tree. The panel contains a ten-line

inscription of the same characters as the preceding. Below the panel, a fillet ter-

minating on either side in ivy leaf.

Both inscriptions, in Aramaic, commemorate benefactors of the Synagogue who
contributed to the erection or repair of the building. The blessing of the ‘King of
the World’ is implored on them and their children. The names of these benefactors

are, among others: In the first inscription: Rabbi Tanhum ha-Levi, Monica of

Susitha, Kyrios Leontios, Jose bar Dosi of Capernaum, Judan of Hitaya, and ... of

Arbela. In the second inscription : Kyria Proton ( ?), Kyrios Sallustios, Kyrios Photios,

Kyrios Hanania, and Comes Theodoros (written Feodoros).

87-8. hertsliyA hi. x. h. o.

87 . Coloured mosaic reported to have been removed in the course of building the

main street.

88. Small fragments of white tessellated pavements, probably belonging to presses

observed at south end of the street.

89 . 'IMAD ED DIN. XI. N. O.

Shrine, (i) Pavement in opus sectile of geometric design. Red, black, and white
slabs in sizes varying from 9 to 3 cm. sq.

(2) Fragments of mosaic flooring, 7*20 x 6-30 m., in red, blue, white.

Bihl. (2): SWP, II, p. 170.

90. iqrIt. III. N. e.

White fragmentary pavement in front of house of Rashid Yusuf Daud, apparently
remains of a wine-press, 3*25 x i’2_5' m, 16 cubes in 10 cm. sq.

91 . JABAL FURAIDIS. XXI. M. V.

Donjon : Mosaic pavement of rough white and black tesserae. A fragment, of white
tesserae, measuring 0*30 x 0-45 cm. is at present in the Louvre Museum, Paris
(No. AO, 5981 a).

Bibl.\ de Saulcy, Voyage en Terre Sainie, Vol. II, Appendix, p. 333. Quoted by Gudrin,
Judie^ III, p. 126.

Merit.-, de Saulcy, Voyage., Vol. I, p. 173; SJVP, III, p. 332. Louvre fragment mentioned:
de Villefosse, Notice, No. 75 ; Dussaud, Monuments, p. 60.
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92. JABAL KAFSI. V. N. i.

Traces of ancient mosaic pavement.

Bibl.i SWP, I, p. 308.

93. JABAL EL MUNTAR (?)

Many white tesserae scattered in Byzantine ruins.

Bill.: Horning, p. 131.

94.

JALIL. XIII. H. p.

On road between the two quarters of the village. Pavement of plain white tesserae,

2—4 cm. sq.

95.

JALJULYA. XIV. J. p.

Round old tank north of Tulkarm road. About half of the uncovered portion of
a white pavement destroyed. Remaining fragments measure 0-85 x 0*70 m. and
i*75xo’8om. 16 cubes in 10 sq. cm.

96-7. JENIN. VIII. N. 1.

96 . Garden of Asad Habib el Haddad.
White mosaic pavement, c. 8 m. sq., discovered in August 1930. Tesserae about

1-5 cm. sq.

97. Hill north-east of the town. Tesserae.

Bihl.\ B. Schmidt in PJby 1918, p. 7.

98-9. JERICHO. XVIII. p. s. (Cf. also No. 347.)

98 . In garden of the Russian Hospice.

(a) Pavement 2*97 x 2*77 m. Border: guilloche O'lo m. broad, in north-east angle

small basin paved with mosaics.

(i) Panel decorated with interlacings forming medallions. A flowered cross in

the centre. Ancient repairs.

(ii) Inscription in grey cubes on white ground 0*82 x 2-35 m.:

+©flKri pccKapi
[

cotAtou KupiajKoO Trp8CT|3(uT^pou)
|

(Kal)f)youiJiivou|ToO (kcI)* ovvcriTi
|

aap^vou TolsCroyes £CrKTfi|piov toO dtyiou| (xal)* lv26§ou iJiAp|Tupos r80opyl|ou (ml)*

acopriCTap^
I

vcp dyicoTA(Ti3) I

§K(K)Xriai<7 Tf)s|lv26fou ©60t6kou|Sv ‘lepoaoAdpois*

’E|T6Ae\>TTiCTsv privi
I

A8K8v|3p(ou loc', tvA(iKTic6vos)
1

le', poaiA(s)ias toO Asa[ir6TOU fipoov

OAcx(ouiou)
I

’loucrrivou ?tous |t6 j3' +

.

The grave of the blessed Cyriacus, Priest and Hegumen andfounder of the pious oratory

of the holy and illustrious martyr George and benefactor of the Holiest New Church of the

illustrious Mother of God in Jerusalem, Passed away on thenth December of the lyth year

of the Indiction, in the second year of the reign of our lord, Flavius lustinus iith

December 566 a.d.).^

‘ Heisenberg explains ScoppaaiJi^vcp as meaning that Cyriacus gave the Chapel of St. George

built by him to the New Church in Jerusalem.
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(b) Another fragment with crossing garlands.

99. Coptic monastery. Mosaic pavement reported as existing in the Court. ^

Bthl. (98): Abel in RBy 1911, pp. 286-9; supplementary note, 1911, p. 440; Vaiihe in
EO, 1911, p. 231 f. Ment.'. Bleckmann in ZDPF^ 1913, p. 235 f.; Horning, p. 132;
Heisenberg in 5Z, 1911, p. 6x3 f.; Leclerq in Cabrol-Leclerq, col. 2383, Fig. 5712 (s.v.

‘Higoumene’); I. (p. IrTiypacph 'lepiyoOvTos in Nea Sion, 19 ii, pp. 289—93.

100. JERUSALEM. AUSTRIAN HOSPICE

Mosaic found i 860, ‘representing the Judaean partridge; the head was lost’.

BibL: C. W. Wilson, Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem, London, 1865, p. 60.

101. JERUSALEM. Bon^ Bait Quarter

Remains ofrough tessellated pavement, possibly floor of a press. Tesserae averaging
2 ’y cm. sq.

°

102. JERUSALEM. BURJ EL KIBRIt

Pavement round well mouth, i-26 xi-io m. Field: On white ground F18 in
quincunx.

Bibl.'. Vincent in RB, 1914, p. 436 f.. Fig.

103. JERUSALEM. CASA NOVA
Mosaic pavement containing a bird, some fishes, and shell-fishes.

Bibl.-. Mittheilungen des K. K. Oesterr. Museums, 1866, No. ii, p. 166; Clermont-Ganneau,
I, p. 330; Horning, p. 121; E. Muntz in RJ, 1877 (I), pp. 36, 39; Leclerq, Manuel

d archiologie chritienne^ Vol. II, p. 642.

* Dalton mentions in East Christian Art, p. 296, a mosaic representing ‘Daniel in the Lions’
Den’ as found in Jericho. This refers in all probability to 'Ein Duk.

(To be continued)

M. Avi-Yonah.







MOSAIC PAVEMENTS IN PALESTINE^104.

JERUSALEM. CHRIST CHURCH
Three mosaic pavements discovered in 1901.

(1) Surround sprinkled with diamonds. Border: B8 inA2. Field: H'/ with sprigs

F31. Repaired with white mosaic with black patches,

(2) South of (i). Fragment; Border (a) B14, (F) A15 in A2. Field: Strips B2
and A21 form square or triangular panels with birds and branches.

(3) Between (i) and (2), badly preserved fragment.

Date : Vincent suggests the Herodian period.^

BtbL\ Vincent in KB.^ 1910, pp. 419—20, PI., plan.

105.

JERUSALEM. CHURCH OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE

Latin Calvary Chapel. Fragments of an ancient mosaic pavement: a large circle

within a square, with four smaller disks in the four angles. The interspaces are filled

with patterns of various designs.

BihL‘. G. JeiFery, Brief Description of the Holy Sepulchre, Cambridge, I 9 I9) PP- ^03.

106.

JERUSALEM. CONVENT OF THE CROSS

Pavement of the Church of the Convent, much repaired with white and coloured

tesserae used indiscriminately.

(1) Central aisle: (i?) Border: Rs. Field: i7j. Colours : black and red on white.

(J>)
Border : B 7—^winding band with flag-shaped leaves—acanthus scroll showing

between the leaves: an animal, a fish, a flower, &c. Field: HS} one of the two frames

fllled with B2. The corners contain interlaced circles in triangles or a chain pattern.

The panels are fllled with fantastic animals in blue, black, red, and orange, with two

or three gold cubes. The medallions contain 18 .

(2) Both side aisles: white rectangular panel with B4 border in black and red.

Dating: Convent built ca. 1038, mosaics regarded by Vincent as dating from the

Commenian renaissance, although copied from a model of the flfth-sixth century;

by Dowling as of seventh century.

Bibl.: Quaresmius, op. cit. ii. 712; E. Pierrotti: Jerusalem explored, London, 1864, Vol. I,

p. 242, Vol. II, PI. LXIII; Vogue, Bglises de la Terre Sainte, Paris, i860, p. 340; E.

Miintz in RJ, 1877 (I), p. 36 f., 39; Guerin, Judle, I, p. 78 ; Clermont-Ganneau, I,

330; Jacoby, 24; Horning, p. 1305 Dowling in QSt., 1911, p. 184; Kondakov,

logicheskoye Puteshestvye po Siryi i Palestinye, St. Petersburg, I 904>
Ph- LVI, LXVI;

Leclerq, Manuel d'archeologie chretienne, Vol. II, p. 642; Vincent-Abel, p. 943>

LXXXV, 2-4.

* Continued from p. 1 62, References, such as S 5,
refer to drawings on pp. 1 38 S.

^ Examples of the ornaments used in this mosaic occur; the scroll {B 8) at Olynthos (fourth cen-

tury B.c.—D. M. Robinson in JJA, 1932, p. 23) and at Qabr Hiram (a.d. 581); the sprigs

F 31 resemble F 32 found in the ‘Roman’ level of Ophel (up to a.d. 600}; similar sprigs appear at

Qabr Hiram; theH 7 arrangement has been often assigned to the fifth century (Abel in RB, 1918,

p, 558) or even later centuries (Vincent-Abel, p. 507); the branches recall the similar arrangement

in Beit Jibrin (third century).



107.

JERUSALEM. 'EIN SILWAN

Church discovered north of pool by the Palestine Exploration Fund excavations

1894-7.

(1) North aisle, (a) North-west corner: Surround sprinkled with squares of lattice-

pattern. Border: 7 framed in 2. Field: iif7 ^ with diamonds in centre. (^) Rest

of north aisle is paved in a different pattern (not specified).

(2) Central nave. North-east angle : Surround : F22 in a row, also arranged cross-

wise. Border: ^2. Field: ^5 with F6 within each circle.

(3) Corner of south aisle: black, white, and red.

(4) Small chamber paved with white tesserae.

The church is supposed to have been built by Eudocia (-(-460) and to have existed

till the invasion of Chosroes II (a.d. 614).

Btil: Bliss in QSf., 1897, p. 21 fF.j Bliss-Dickie, pp. 181 f. (Fig.), 189 (PL), 209. Mint.-.

Sejourn6 in i?S, 1897, p. 3035 Jacoby, 21 } Horning, p. 124; Cabrol-Leclerq, s.v. Jerusa-

lem, col. 2329. (The reference in Horning to i?jB, 1896, p. 246, belongs to No. 126.)

108.

JERUSALEM. GETHSEMANE

Franciscan church.

(1) Coarse white mosaic alternating with stones.

(2) South nave. (a)RotdLeT\A3-B4—Ai. Field: Tif 7, with sprigs type Fjj arranged

in lines of ty^eA 18, in centre of each square C2 (F 21).

(b) Fragment of interlacing lines, in interstices sprigs F 3.

(c) Adjoining (b). Field: H3. In the squares alternating a chequer pattern and
I4. In the lozenges elongated rectangles.

(3) Central nave: Fragments of green and yellow leaves, and red and yellow fruits.

(4) North nave, 4-40 m. north of (3). Border: Aii-A2—By. Field: Fragments of

leaves, flowers or fruits, sprinkled with crosslets and sprigs Fi arranged crosswise.

(5) Annex: Many coloured guilloche.

(6) To the north, fragments of mosaic.

Dating: (1) Medieval church. (2)—(4) Church of the fourth century.

Bibl.: Vincent in RB^ 1920, p. 575, PI. I; Orfali, Gethsimani, Paris, 1924, pp. 3, 12, 14,

Pis. IV-VIII, XXII. Msni.i Vincent-Abel, p. 1010 f., PI. LXXXIX (5), (6); Mallon
in Biblica^ 1921, p- 137 f-J Terre Sainte^ 1921, p. 9; BASOR^ 1921, No. 3, p. 6; Butin,

ib. 1927, No. 27, p. 7; Cabrol-Leclerq, s.v. Jerusalem, col. 232A

109.

JERUSALEM. HARAT EL MAGHARIBA

Two pavements discovered in 1914 during the construction of the Purath Yos^f
Hospital.

(1) Geometric network with 5 5 border.

(2) Hi in black lines, with red and black sprig in each square.

(i) was seen by the workmen only; fragments of (2) by P. Vincent.

Bibl. : Vincent in i?5, 1 9 1 4, p. 435 f., plan.

* Sprigs as F 34 in the published drawing, which is apparently much simplified.
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110-22. JERUSALEM. MOUNT OF OLIVES

110. El-Mansuriya mosque in ruins, opposite Dominus Flevit chapel.

Oval basin m.) with outflow (lo cm. wide), found in 1907.
Other mosaic pavements found there before were destroyed. This fragment was

reported as in situ by Thomsen, 25.

Border: A^. Field in two registers. Upper: Gz with red-white centre. Lower:
Cross with I(riaou)C X(piaT6)C above its horizontal arms and AA below, surrounded

with sprigs F 21. Large cubes, 8 mm. to i cm.

Bibl. : Vincent in RB., 1 908, pp. 1 22-5, Fig. j Horning, p. 127 s Thomsen, 25 j Vincent-Abel,

p. 389, PI. XLIII, 3.

111 . Karm es saiyad (Orthodox Viri Galilaei). Found in 1889.

(1) Pavement of tomb-chapel 4- 80 X 5*30 m. Coloured border. Inscription on

tabula ansata 0*65 x 0-32 m., in four lines, black on white:

X(picrT)i pvhcrOqTi Tfjs 2\o0Xris (ctou) ZouCT6cvvas.

Christy remember Thy servant Susanna.

Germer-Durand proposed to read: aou Zocvvaj.

Sayce read: X(aip8T)e, Thomsen thought the ctou might have been omitted by

mistake.

Dating: Thomsen fifth century.

Bill.-. Schick in ZAPF, 1889, p. 194 f.; id. in 1889, p. 179, Fig.; Finn in QSl, 1890,

p. 54; Sa7ce, ibid., p. 44; Germer-Durand in PP, 1892, p. 573 /-; id- in PP, 1893, p. 213;

Horning, p. 127; Kaufmann, Handbmh der chr. Jrchaologie, 3rd ed., 1922, p. 143;

Thomsen, 148; Vincent-Abel, p. 919, Fig. 379; Cabrol-Leclerq,s.v. Jerusalem, col. 2368.

(2) Mosaic fragment in the Greek dyyeAiapos church. Ps. CXXI, 8 in Greek.^

Bibl.'. Horning, p. 127.

112 . Carmelite convent.

Mosaic inscription: Ps. CXVII, 20, and CXXI, 8 in Greek. (Cf. Nos. 33 (2),

III, 125 (4»
Bibl'. J. Germer-Durand in PP, 1892, p. 585. Ment.'. Germer-Durand m PP, 1914,

p. 227, n. 2; id., Le Cosmos., 1889, p. 73; Vincent-Abel, p. 389; Thomsen, 24 (dating

it to the fifth century); Cabrol-Leclerq, s.v. Jerusalem, col. 2359.

113

.

Carmelite property.

Remains of church excavated in 19 10, and supposed to be the church of the Eleona.

(1) White mosaic pavement along north wall.

(2) At higher level, 27 m. east of Credo. Border: A5--A2. Field: y4, with crosses

of four sprigs Fz within. (Vincent: B,)^

(3) Along south wall. Border: 2. Field : j, diamonds within squares. (E.)

(4) Farther west along south wall: Annexe 5x4- 60 m. divided into two parts:

{a) Crosslets on white ground round little basin, {b) J

5

sprinkled with crosslets.

Border: (D.)

1 Cf. 1 12, 125 (4).

2 The letters in brackets refer to the plan

Abel, Pis. XXXIV, XXXIX.
and Plate of Vincent, PP, 19 ii. Pis. I, IV; Vincent-
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(5) Border of vine-stem with grapes and leaves forming oval medallions also

numerous fragments of gilded or coloured glass tesserae. (A.)

(6) Fragment of i6 m. sq. south of (4) in another annexe. Border: B3 within A2,
Field

: Jjr, with Ci inside each circle and crosslets in interspaces. (C.)

(7) Farther west. Border: A2. Field: Hi, diamonds in each square. (F.)

(8) In the pavilion of the Pater : Mosaic put together from pieces found, showing

acanthus scroll. ^

(9) East of (4): Diamonds sprinkled in distances of 35 cm. on white ground.

(10) Near (9). Field: J3 with sprigs in centre of each scale. Pavement blackened

by fire.

(11) In garden, 120 m. south of Pater. Fragment 6-30x4 m. Surround: white.

Border : A2 . Field : Hy with sprigs E29 The lozengy fields measure 8 6 cm. diagonally.

(12) 20 m. south of Pater: white pavement.

Dating: If the mosaics are part of the original church of the Eleona, their date

would be about a.d. 372. The question is complicated by the fact that several of

the pavements (C, D, F) are outside the remains of the basilica. The pavement (i i)

is dated by Abel, a.d. 438.

Bihl.'. (i)-(io) Vincent in RB, 1911, p. 229 £, Pis. IV, VIII, 3; Cr6 in OChr, 1911,

pp. 121 ff., 316 ff.; Vincent-Abel, pp. 340 ff.. Pis. XXIV, XXXIX. Ment.\ y^rusalem,

1911, p. 452, plan; Butin in BASOR, 1927, No. 27, p. 6.—(ii)-(i2): Abel in RB,

1918, p. 558, Fig. 4.

114 . Below the Pater.

(1) Pavement of room 5- 50 m. aside, with a little apse, i-8om.long, i-2om. broad.

{a) In the room: Border: A12-A1, Field: Hi with F20^ arranged crosswise in each

square, (b) Betweenroomandapse,rowof .^9. (c) Apse: Greekcrosswitheightcrosslets.

(2) Many tesserae scattered over the whole property.

Bthl. \ Sejourn6 in RB, 1896, pp. 274 ff.. Fig.; Clermont-Ganneau in AR, I, p. 335 n.

115 . Mosaics found in the ruins of a church ^00 m. south of the Russian tower,

near the et Tur—Bethany Road. From west to east:

(1) Room 9-75x5*79 m. (?). White mosaic.

(2) Smaller room also paved with white mosaic.

(3) Courtyard paved with white mosaic.

(4) Church, 21-95 m. long, {a) North aisle, 2-95 m. broad: J3. {b) Annex to

west: Room partitioned into two. Field Hi. At south end inscription, 2-44 x o-44m.,
letters 8 cm. high:

‘Yttep dvccTroai(7ecos EOcte^Iou TrpECTpv/T(epou)
[

0Eo2oalou 2iotK(6vou): EOyeviou ’EXTri2ilou
j

EOcppocro:: ’AycxOovlKou tcov
|

povcc36vTcov.'*-

For the repose ofEusebius the Priest, Theodosius the Dean, Eugenius, Elpidius, Euphratas,

Agathonicus, monks.

{c) Apse of church: opus sectile in red, yellow, green, and white marble forming

' These mosaics are supposed by Vincent to be fragments of a mural mosaic.
* The state of the pavement, as published, allows only a guess at the type of sprig.

3 The drawing published allows only a guess at the form of the spri^.
^ Clermont-Ganneau in RAO, V, p. 163, gives in the facsimile wrongly povagcbvTCOV and omits

in the transcription the tcov in the penultimate line.
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interlaced circles containing lozenges, quatrefoils, &c. One circle mutilated, possibly

by iconoclasts.

Dating; The inscription has been dated on epigraphical reasons ('I 'with two dots,’'

square E, ©, O, S, O, A,) to the seventh, rather than the sixth, century, in any case

before a.d. 617.

Bibl.'. Schick in QSft., 1895, pp. 32 fF., plan; Bliss-Dickie, pp. 211-21; Lagrange in RB,

P- 437 > others in Horning, p. 126; add; Thomsen, 147; Vincent-Abel, p. 390;
Cabrol-Leclerq, s.v. Jerusalem, col. 2367.

116-19. Russian property.

116. In the rooms of the Mother Superior. Pavement of tomb (.?).

Circle with six-line inscription within, of which the last two-and-half lines are pre-

served. Two leaves in red, black, and yellow flank the end of the inscription

;

[©solhojcrias Tfis
|
5oTdcT(ri)s KoupiKouAa|pias

Mordtmann completes : ‘Yirep s^xfis kuI dcvairccOCTScos^

(For the fulfilment of the vow and the repose of Theodofiluy the most illustrious cuUcularia.

Dating: V. Schultze regards as the terminus a quo the second half of the fifth

century; Thomsen—sixth.

Bihl.\ V. Schultze in ZDPFy 1881, p. 16 f. (who read Sipoiqs); Mordtmann, ibid., 1884, p.

120} Jacoby, 13; Horning, p. 126; Thomsen, 143; Vincent-Abel, p. 390, n. i ; E. Loukia-

nofF in Bull, de RInstitut d’Bgyptey XIII, i930-i,p. 100 f., PI. VIII (i) where the end

is read: svAo^otAts KvpiKuAapias.

117. Group of three pavements in chapel north of church. Surround with lozenges

and sprigs F3 and Fj in two rows.

(1) Rectangle 3-5ox3‘2om. Border: A2—A5. Field: y4 with crosslets within

the circles.

(2) Border: B3. Field: Frame ^2 forms thirty-five medallions, containing: Hori-

zontal rows I, 2, 4, 5, birds (including an ibis, flamingo, doves, ducks, &c.); the

last panel in each of these rows is filled with : three lemons, a round fruit, a pome-

granate, a leaf, grapes. Row 3 contains fruits and leaves and two animals (dogs T).

In corners of medallions and panels, sprigs Fj.

(3) Border: Field: iifjr with diamond in each square. Inscription towards (2)

:

Als hishatakaran ter Hakobai or elev i yern Xndreloi.

This is the monument of the Lord (= Bishop) Jacob, made on (his) request.

Dated: Dashian, fifth—sixth century. Clermont-Ganneau regards (2) as earlier than

the other two. Lukianoff, eighth—ninth century. Owsepian, ninth—tenth century on

epigraphical reasons, disproved by Dashian.

(4) Below (3) in a tomb cave: Mosaic inscriptions over three tomb-niches: Jojik,

Shushan, Marin.

Bihl. : S6journ6 in RB, 1 893, p. 241 ; others in Horning, p. 1 25 (where the reference to AR, I,

should be corrected; 325 to read 335j 3’^9 ‘Abb.’ to be deleted); to which add; J.

Dashian in ZDPV, 1901, p. 166. Ment. in Vincent-Abel, p. 391, PI. XLIII, 2; Cabrol-

Leclerq, s.v. Jerusalem, col. 2356; Loukianoff, p. 100, PI, IV, V (i).

^ This T occurs also in the Jericho inscription, dated a.d. 566 (No. 98).

^ Cf. No. 120 A,



118. In the hall of the Russian, Museum., .Pavement measuring 6’']0xca. 7 m., in

fragmentary state. Surround ; sprinkled with three rows ofFj set out crosswise and
one row ofindented squares. It contains on the west side a rectangle including a rhomb
of type 16 (cf. note to No. 250) with circle within. Border: Row of F^s—^white

space containing inscription

—

B y-B 6—B 8—^rainbow line. Field : Strip of two frets^

separates two squares filled with jj. Frets and circles filled with B 2. Between the frets

on the strip, square with lamb in it. Central medallions: west: a duck; east: a cock.

In interspaces of circles: west: fishes, fruit east: grapes, fishes. Geometric panels in

half-circles on theborder, includingmulti-coloured counterchanging fans,ho, 18, shells.

Colours: black, violet, blue (in two shades), greenish, brown, red (in two shades),

orange, yellow, grey (several shades), white.3

Inscription; 2 •96m. long, bordered by two sprigs, Armenian capital characters, up to

8 cm. high, black on white ; Ays di e eranelvo(h) shushannan maor artvanah hori zh6.

TMs is the tomb of the blessed Susanna, mother of Artavan, Hori 18.^

Dating : According to Loukianoif before sixth century.

\ Clermont-Ganneau, I,p. 329 f., PL; Riess in ZDPF, 1885, pp. 155 fF., PL; others

in Horning, p. 125; add: J. Dashianin ZDPF, 1901, pp. 166 IF.; Kondakov, Pis. LXI,
LXII; Vincent-Abel, p. 391, PL XLIII, i; Loukianoff, p. 100 f., Pis. VI, VII.

119 . Vaulted room in underground tomb, near 117. Pavement, im.X72cm.
White surround. Border: A2-B3-A2. Field divided into two registers: Upper,
larger one, inscribed, in seven lines, red letters

:

Barechavs unelow/af ats z’surb e/sayi zeraneli / harss es ev walan a/rari wasn
tholov/thean melatz z’bi /

shatakarans zays.

Having as intercessors with God the Holy Jesaiah and the blessed Fathers, I, Walan,
have made this monumentfor the -pardon of the sins.^

Lower register: Hi with diamond in each square.

BibL-. As ri8; To Horning, p. 125 f., add, Dashian, ZDPF, 1901, p. 166; Loukianoff, p. 100,

PL V (2).

* Cf. No. 123 (2) and note.

2 This fruit is called by Clermont-Ganneau ‘a lemon cut open’. It resembles rather a ‘trunja’,

a fruit common in Palestine.

^ In all the publications of the mosaic no mention is made of a strip of the surround and parts of
the border, continuing for about 3 m. to the south of the pavement at its western extremity. This
increases the known breadth of the mosaic from 4 m. to ca. 7 m. and proves that the part preserved

is only the north-western corner of the pavement.

Originally this script was declared to be of the ninth or tenth century (Owsepian, Vetter). As
this date is very much later than that of the mosaic, Clermont-Ganneau doubted—on this and on
other grounds—if the inscription was originally there. Later on Dashian, following Baronian,

declared the script to be of the fifth-sixth century. This, however, although it disposes of one
difficulty, does not affect the following facts: {a) the cubes ofthe inscription and the space surround-

ing it differ from the rest of the pavement, {b) the inscription is set in a most unusual position. This
leads one to believe that at the time the inscription was made the pavement was already frag-

mentary, perhaps already as fragmentary as at present. It is doubtful, if, as Mme Loukianoff suggests,
the Armenian inscription replaced another one.

5 Cf. with this formula the suggested amendment of the Beth Alpha Aramaic inscription. No. 22,

1. 4.
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120. Between the gate and the Russian house, i* 19 x 0*49 m. . Inscribed;

Wasn alavthitz ev phr/kuthean thevah a/basov ev movrwan.
For the prayer and the salvation of Theuas, Abas, and Murwan.

Biblr. As 1 18; Horning, p. 125 f., to which add Dashian, p. 1665 Cahrol-Leclerq, s.v.

Jerusalem, col. 2356.

For the discussion of the various persons mentioned in these Armenian inscriptions

see QSt., 1895, P* 126 f.; ZDPF, 1901, pp. 168 fF.

120A. Tombs of Prophets. Pavement of tomb-chamber (?). Circle with a peri-

phery of 95 cm. inscribed in square i m. the side. Inscription running round circle:

+'YTr^p eOxfiS ^(ai) ccvcaraOaecos KaA(A)icrrpotToO uiroAiocKfovou) ‘Ay({os) ’AvaoTAaecos

For the fulfilment of the vow and the repose of Callistratus, Sub-Deacon of the Holy

iChurcJi) of the Resurrection.

V. Schultze read originally; KctvcrrpdTou.

Dated by Thomsen, 131, to the fifth century.

Bthl.\ V. Schultze in ZDPF, 1881, pp. 14-16} Mordtmann in ZDPF, 1884, p. 120}

Clermont-Ganneau in Revue critique, 1884, p. 263} Germer-Durand in RB, 1892,

p. 571 f.} Gelzer in MuNDPF, 1895, p. 19} Jacoby, 12} Horning, p. I24f.} Vincent-

Abel, p. 390} Thomsen, 131} Cabrol-Lederq, s.v. Jerusalem, col. 2365 f.

121 . Tombs of Prophets. Two small fragments found in 1901.

(a) H8 black on white. Crosslets in centre.

(b) Border: ^jx. Field: f/9. Four dots in centre of each lozenge.

Bibl.: Macalister in QSt, 1901, p. 24 f., Figs.} Jacoby, 15} Horning, p. 124.

122. Mosaic pavement with geometric pattern found between the University and

Karm es Saiyyad, near the road.

Bibl.: Horning, p. 127.

123-31. JERUSALEM. MOUNT ZION

123. Armenian property. Ancient church.

(1) 20-5 m. north of apse. Uncovered area 4-j:x2‘j'om. On white ground

alternate rows of indented squares and sprigs F3 set crosswise.

(2) Area of some square metres. Border: B2. Field: Corner visible filled by fret,

slanting, and formed by two white lines framing B 2,^ with 114 and diamonds in the

corner triangles.

(3) White mosaics in various places.

124. 150 m. west of St. Pierre, on Armenian ground. Square 1-72 m. Border:

A1-A6-B4. Field: Hi in white and black with crosses in each square (Pattern Gj).

Bibl.: Schick in QSt, 1890, p. 247 f. Fig.} Vincent in RB, 1902, p. 274 f. Fig.} Jacoby, 22}

Horning, p. 1 23} Vincent-Abel, pp. 497, 499, Figs. 181-4, p. 51 1, Fig. 195, plan. Ment

:

Germer-Durand in RB, 1914, p. 78} Power in Biblica, 1929, p. 299.

‘ This pattern ofa swastika filled by a guilloche occurs on many classical and post-classical mosaics,

cf. Sidon {Syria, VII, p. 2 f., PI. II) assigned to the first century a.d.} Vienne {Inventaire, I,

Nos. 161-2), Lyon (ibid., 734). Cf. also No. 118.
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125 . Property of the Augustine Fathers of the Assumption, excavated 1890-1913.

(1) Infrontofgrottowestofthechurch: Polychromemosaicinfragments. Pattern: ^5.

(2) Rooms of house west of church: Corridor and several rooms, mostly paved in

white mosaic, re-using cubes of older fragments. One of the rooms paved in Aij
used as repeating pattern.

(3) Mosaic fragments found round the crypt, especially to the north and the east,

mostly white; some fragments are of a coloured pavement.

(4) Room 8xiom., north-east of the church. Tabula ansata 65x25 cm. set in

a rough white pavement. In the ansae sprigs F5, Three-line Greek inscription,

Ps. CXXI, 8 : Kbpios . . . aou.i

(5) Mosaic in the steps to the crypt. White surround with indented squares.

Border: A 12—A 2-B 2-A 2. Field: Hy with sprigs type F 25.

(6) South of (5) : Round inscription

:

'YwEp iTCOT[Tipias Ma]p(as

For the salvation of Mary.

(7) Room 3 x4 m. north of church. Surround white, with two sandals in red^ and
inscription

:

E6Tux(e)i 2T49av6 Farewell Stephan.

Panel 1*60 m. the side. Border: A2-B1S-A2. Field: Vine-trellis issuing out of an

amphora forms medallions, four of which are preserved, showing : below, two lions

;

above, hunting-dog pursuing a gazelle (.?). Between them a dove^ with a bulla round
the neck.4 The grapes are arranged symmetrically.

s

(8) Entrance to room next to (7). Border of rectangular panel: Ai. Field: Hy.
Sprigs F 23.

Dating
: (4) dated by Vincent on epigraphical reasons to the eighth—ninth century.

(6) Thomsen, fifth, (7) Germer-Durand, fourth-fifth, (8) Germer-Durand, fourth—fifth,
Vincent, sixth-seventh century.

BibL: Schick in 1891, p. 19 f. (Fig.); id. in QSt.^ 1894, p. 16, plan; Germer-Durand
in EO-y 1908, p. 77 £; Vincent in i2S, i9o8,p. 406, PI.; Jacoby, 1 1; Horning, p. 123 fi;

Germer-Durand in AO, 1912, p. 38 £. (Fig.); id. in i?5., 1914, pp. 227 ff. (Figs., plans,

Pis. IV, IX); Thomsen, 21, 22, 105; Vincent-Abel, III, p. 506, PI. LIII, 10; p. 507,
Fig. 196, p. 512, PL LIII, 13; Cabrol-Leclerq, S.V. Jerusalem, col. 2360.

126 . Excavated in 1894-7, south of the Cenacle.

(1) Room D. Slight remains of mosaic with guilloche border.

(2) Tower north of aqueduct. Room 8x5m. Surround: white, bordered by black

and red lines. Border: R2, twice alternating with a white space. Field divided into

ten panels^ in two rows, each in A

2

border. Panels from east to west: H3 and 14
(set diagonally in a square, with crosslets in corners)

;
Hi (forming a St. Andrew’s

* Cf. No. Ill f. ^ Cf. No. 164 and Supplement No. 335 (i).

3 This bird has been regarded as the Syrian funerary eagle by Vincent-Abel, III, p. 512, n. i

(cf a note by Dussaud in Syria, 1925, p. 203 f, referring to No. 23 (8), and as a falcon or

hawk by Abel in RB, 1924, p. 593 f (Beit Jibrin, No. 23 (8)).

+ Cf the eagle in the Orpheus-Mosaic, No. 133 and No. 23 (8).

* The same border B13 occurs in the church of Procopius at Jerash (Crowfoot, PI. XIII (b)

)

dated a.d. 526. * The text, p. 64, says ‘eighth’ but PI. VIII shows ten.
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cross) and J4 ;
ly (twice); H4 twice, the second time repeated in a more complicated

form; 1

4

and Hi, as above. Colours: red, black, and white. Twenty tesserae to

I foot (30*5 cm.).

(3) In trench, east of the corner of the tower: (a) fragments of mosaic in various

colours; (b) white pavements.

Bibl.'. Bliss in QSt., 1896, p. 18; Bliss-Dickie, pp. 49, 63 f.. Pis. VII f. Merit. •. Lagrange
in JJS, 1895, p. 89; S^journ^, ibid., 1896, p. 124; Vincent, ibid., 1896, p. 246; Horning
p. 124.

127 . Franciscan cemetery opposite Assumptionist property.

Mosaic pavement several metres below earth.

BtU. : Horning, p. 1 23.

128 . Greek Catholic cemetery, near the rock-scarp.

Great quantity of mosaic pavement, rather rough, with good mortar, apparently

fallen from above (1874); further pieces found in 1891.

Bihl.\ Conder in QSt., 1875, p. 82, plan; 8WP, Jerusalem, p. 394, plan. Frank T. Ellis

in QSt., 1891, p. 309 f., Jacoby ii.

129 . North of Protestant cemetery.

Surround: sprinkled with indented squares. Border: Ay—B 3-Ay reversed. Field:

JS sprinkled with F33 sprigs.^ Colours : white, black, red, grey.

Bihl.\ Macalister in QSt., 1907, pp. 293 ff.. Fig.

130 . Orthodox church of the Holy Trinity. Three fragments of a mosaic, once

extending for 25 m. sq.

(1) Head (.'') and two lowered wings, inscribed: [djsOos.

(2) Partridge in front of a plant, inscribed
:
[7r^p5i]K(K)ss.

(3) Fragment of a building with arches.

(4) White mosaic fragments.

131 . On the way to the stables west of the Cenacle: Geometric design, in one

fragment circles.

Dated: 130: Roman period; 13 1 : remains of the Byzantine church of the Cenacle.

Bihl.-. Abel in RB, 19 ii, p. 124 f., Fig. 2. Merit.-. Bleckmann in 2,DPV, 1913, p. 239;
Thomsen, 19.

132-3 . JERUSALEM. MUSRARA QUARTER

132 . In situ in a house off Prophets Street. Funerary chapel, discovered July 1894.

Rectangular room 6*30 x 3-90 m. with small apse at east end. Surround: white.

Border: A1-B3-A1. Field: vine-trellis with leaves and grapes, issuing out of an

amphora standing on acanthus leaf. It forms forty-three medallions, arranged in rows

of five (not counting the vase). In each row the subjects are arranged in the following

order; A, B, C, B, A. Row i: A, goose; B, ibis; C, swallows. 2: A, partridge;

B, pheasant; C, basket with fruits. 3: A, dove; B, ostrich; C, cage. 4: A, stork;

B, goose; C, eagle. 5: A, partridge; B, ibis; C, vase. 6: A, flamingo; B, dove; C,

goose (?). 7: A, ostrich; B, dove; C, basket with fruits. 8 : on sides of the amphora,

two partridges, a cock, a hen. 9 : flanking the amphora, two peacocks.

* The drawing does not show the type clearly.
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Apse: Border; B8, Above, a vase flanked by two birds, with two birds above it.

In surround above panel and apse tabula ansata with inscription in Armenian

characters : Wasn yishataki ew pherkutean amenayn Hayots zorots zanuans Ter gite.

For the memory and salvation oj all the Armenians^ whose names the Lord knowsd’^

Dating: Owsepian, prior to a.d. 551 ;
Murray, fourth-sixth; Dashian, fourth-fifth;

Diehl, sixth century.

Bihh. Schick in QSt.^ 1894, p. 257 f.; Bliss in QSt., 1894, p. 261, Fig.; Owsepian in ZDPF,

1895, pp. 88 ff., PL; Guthe in MuNDPF, 1895, p. 53; A. S. Murray in QSf., 1895,

p. 126; Bliss-Dickie, pp. 253 ff., 2 Figs.; Strzygowski in ZDPF, 1901, p. 157?.; Dashian,

ibid., pp. 167-71. Ment.: S^journd in jRS, 1894, p. 628; Clermont-Ganneau, JR, I, p.

3366; Bosanquet in Journal of Hellenic Studies, 1898, p. 70; Jacoby, 17; Horning, p.

127 f.; Kaufmann, Handbuch der chr. Archaologie, 3rd ed., 1922, p. 414; Dalton, East

Christian Art, Oxford, 1925, p. 295; Diehl, Manuel d^art hyzantin, Paris, 1925, p. 227.

133 . Discovered 1901. Now in the Constantinople Museum.
(i) Pavement 5’70X3’20m. Surround: white, sprinkled with indented squares

and sprigs F3 and Fg, arranged crosswise at corners. At entrance, rectangle with

hexagon inside it. Sprigs F6 and Fg in corners and centre. Border and dividing

lines of the three registers: B2.
(a) Upper register 2X i‘24 m. Border: (i) A 20; (ii) acanthus scroll,^ with heads

(two bearded and two beardless) in corners, forming medallions (four in longer and

three in shorter side), altogether fourteen ; right side—bird, bull, basket with grapes,

almonds; above—ibis, stag, bird; left side—pomegranates, lion, trunja,^ duck; below

—deer, beardless human bust with bulla, holding cornucopia, beribboned dove.s In

spandrels pairs of crosslets; (iii) B x-f-9. Field: A youthful Orpheus, dressed in blue

chiton, red chlamys, black sandals, and a Phrygian bonnet; is represented sitting

and holding a lyre.^ Below his feet are Pan (with syrinx) and a centaur. Left of

Orpheus is a falcon (or eagle) with bulla, '7 right a partridge and a rat. Above: bear

(or panther T), a sheep, a serpent, a salamander (crocodile T) with a red chain. The
whole field is sprinkled with green boughs.

(h) Middle register: five panels, from left to right: (i) Row of diamonds, (ii) Panel

70X cm. with A10 above, Bg below, in centre a stone, (iii) 70x67 cm. above

' Clermont-Ganneau in dealing with No. 1 1 8 has raised as regards this mosaic too the question of

the relationbetween the pavement and the inscription. The mosaic is ofthe latestofthe sixth century;

the older palaeographists thought the inscription to be of the ninth or tenth. Dashian has later on

stated his opinion that the writing may well be of the fifth or sixth century. The question is really

quite distinct from that ofthe Mount of Olives mosaic, as two ofthe suspicious circumstances ofthat

case are here absent: {a) the cubes of the inscription are of the same size and character as those

of the pavement, [b) the inscription occupies a place quite usual for inscriptions in mosaic pavements.
^ The formula of this inscription occurs in Greek in Deir Wadi el Qilt (No. 62) and on a stone

baptisterium at Bethlehem (CIG, 8867} and in various other inscriptions,

5 This type of scroll—^midrib hidden, the leaf in profile, turned inwards—is found in the St.

George’s Church at Jerash, dated 529-30. Crowfoot, p. 45.

Cf. No. 118, n. 2 (p. 168). s Cf. Nos. 15 (5) and 250 (2).

® This Orpheus is ofthe Christian type with the Oriental costume, as distinct from the pagan semi-

nude type. The Christian type ofOrpheus had at first the animals replaced by sheep; there was, how-
ever, a reversion to the older type in the third and fourth centuries. ’ Cf. Nos. 23 (8), 1 25 (7),
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Aj6^ below four sprigs F3 in a row, in centre crosswise arrangement of sprigs. In
the middle register of the panel: two nimbed female figures in Byzantine Court
dress, dalmatica, pallium, and mantle, with red-yellow embroidered shoes. The field

is inscribed : ©e<co>2i<o>CTia and Fecopyfa. ^ Georgia holds a bird in her hands crossed on
her breast, Theodosia a handkerchief. Between the two figures a column or candle-
stick. (iv) Panel 70x57 cm. Above A8^ below Bg. In centre stone, as in (ii).

(v) Row of sprigs F3.

(c) Lowest register: Border, J2 forming two squares and two circles; it consists of
‘rainbow’ lines. From left to right: hunter, turned to right, leopard, turned to left;

lion, to right; hunter, to left. The corners of the medallions are filled with leaves

and a battle-axe ornament.
Local stone, only a few glass paste cubes used.

(2) Small apse, white pavement with red and black cross.

(3) Room 2* 10 X 1*90 m. behind small apse. Surround sprinkled with indented
squares. Border: A2, Field: Ji with alternating big and small circles, the larger

ones filled with concentring and counterchanging rings, counterchanging rays, &c.
Dating: Vincent, fifth—seventh century; Schick and Dickson, second—third; Strzy-

gowski, fourth-fifth; Thomsen, fifth.^ The mosaic is considered Christian ;3 Strzy-

gowski regards it as influenced by tapestry of Egyptian origin.'*-

\ Main sources: Vincent in AS, 1901, pp. 436-44, PL; id., ibid., 1902, pp. 100-3, Figs.;

Strzygowski in ZDPF^ PP- 136-65, PL, 6 Figs. For the rest of the bibliography

see Horning, p. 128, to which add: Ment. in MuNDPFy igoo, p. 83; Chrmique des Arts,

1901, p. 123, ibid., 1904, p. 231 ; Blanchet, Ftude sur la decoration des edifices de la Gaule

romaine, Paris, 1913, p. 91 and n. 4 (where for ‘Lagrange’ read ‘Vincent’); Kaufmann,
Handbuch der chr. Archdologie, 3rd ed., 1922, pp. 178, 413 f., Fig.; Thomsen, 162;

Diehl, Manuel A'art by%antin, 1925, Vol. I, p. 227; Dalton, East Christian Art, p. 295;
Cabrol-Leclerq, s.v. Jerusalem, col. 23546, Fig. 6191; Cook, A, S., Religion of ancient

Palestine, London, 1930, p. 228, PL XXXIX.

134 . JERUSALEM. NABLUS ROAD

Near Tombs of the Kings. Building with a mosaic floor.

Bihl.\ G. Schick in QSt., 1889, p. 1146

" Cf. Georgia, the wife ofTheodore represented on the mosaic pavement in Jerash dated a.d. 533,

but in the attitude ofprayer and without the nimbus, albeit with red shoes. (Crowfoot, PL X.)

* The fact that the two ladies are dressed in a fashion which came up in the sixth century would

seem to speak for P. Vincent’s date.

3 Cf. note 4 and Roscher, Lexikon der Mythologie, s.v. Orpheus.

+ For a general discussion of the type of Orpheus in ancient art see V. Schultze, ‘Orpheus in der

frUhchristlichen Kunst’, in Zeitschriftfur neutestamentliche Wissenschaft, 1924, pp. 173—183.

The mosaics representing Orpheus are enumerated by Roscher, s.v. Orpheus, col. 1189 £F., and

Gauckler, p. 21 ig, to which add: Chebba {Inventaire, II (i), 88), Henchir-Thina (ibid., II,

suppL, 32a), Constantine (ibid., Ill, 221), Sfax {Arch. Anz., 1913? P- ^61), Cos (ibid., 1901,

p. 134).

For a discussion ofthe question whether the mosaics copied the tapestry or vice versa see Crowfoot,

p. 44.
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135-46 . JERUSALEM. OPHEL

135 . Remains of white mosaic pavement; tesserae 2—3 cm. square.

136 . Room measuring 4X2’8om., with well-preserved mosaic pavement; strips

and corners of white and black tesserae on white ground.^

137 . Mosaic pavement.

Bihl. 135; Guthe in ZDPF, i88a, p. 176, PL VI, hk (plan); 136; ibid., pp. 191, 193, 346,

PI. Vir, LQ, S (plan);_ 137 : p. 347, PL VII,W (plan).

138 . (i) Signs of mosaic in a channel.

(2) Plain white mosaic observed in situ on the rock floor at two different levels.

Btbl. 138: Bliss in QSi., 1897, p. 267, PL III (plan); Bllss-Dickie, p. 237 f., PL XXIII.

139 . Mosaic pavement found on road to a quarry opened up in 1907. The pave-

ment was reported of ordinary character, with coloured cubes arranged without a

comprehensible pattern. Destroyed.

Bibl. 139; Vincent in RB, 1908, p. 278.

140-4 . Excavated 1923—5.

140 . ‘Herodian’ stratum, (i) Two fragments of white pavements, one with the

corner of a black lozenge. Tesserae i cm. sq., set diagonally.

(2) South of (i). White, red, yellow tesserae, mixed indiscriminately.

141 . ‘Roman’ stratum.

‘House of Eusebius’, (i) Entrance hall: fragments of white mosaic. (2) Vestibule:

mosaic fragment with sprigs. (3) Room A: 3*50X3*04m. Tesserae i-8 cm. sq.

Surround sprinkled with sprigs F32 set crosswise and indented squares. Border:

^2. Field: Fix in quincunx. (4) Room C: 3‘65X3’5om. White pavement.

(5) Room D. Bed: yellow clay, above this ashes, above this cement. Surround:

white, with a row of indented squares. Border: A2—Ay~A2. Field: Hy with sprigs

F24 and F2y. (6) Room E: 4*16 m.sq. Surround: white. Border: A2. Field:

F4 in quincunx, once crosswise. (7) Round mouth of well, 1*83 x 1*57 m. In the

three corners sprigs F8 crosswise.

142 . ‘Byzantine’ stratum.

(1) 2'74X2*54m. White tesserae i cm. sq. set diagonally. Central lozenge

1*0 1 m. sq. in black, containing a coloured guilloche.

(2) Fragments of mosaic floor. Tesserae i cm. sq. set diagonally. Sprigs Fy in

quincunx.

143 . (i) Chamber A of a mansion. White mosaic containing panel i-i2 m. broad,

with border A2.

(2) Chamber C: White mosaic, 3-86 m. broad.

144 . ‘Arab’ stratum. Fragments of mosaic pavements.

Specimens of mosaic fragments found are shown infra, p. 146, Fig. 137.

Bibl. : Macalister and Duncan, P. E. F. Annual.^ 1923—5, pp. 100, 107 f., 109 f., 1 1 1 £, 1 12 f.,

1 14 f., 120, 122 f., 124, Figs., Pis. VIII, IX, X, XII (plan,) id. in QSt. 1924, pp. 14,

19-21, Figs.

' Specimen deposited by Dr. Guthe in the ‘Deutsches Palastina-Museum’, Jerusalem
(
2DPT,

1882, p. 193).
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145 . Excavated 1927.
Floors of plain white mosaic, one similar to above, 14 1 (3).

Bill.'. Crowfoot in QSt.^ 1927, p. 145.

146 . Found in the 1928—9 excavations.

Pavement 8 •50x3-50 nr. Border: A1-A5-B6, Field: Hi in red, diamonds
within each square. Inscription in round ’medallion in A

2

:

2d ps
I

dvccvecbcrocs
|

q/riepTii Koapfjoas
[

^ AouadpEvos
|

oaToAotda(6)ias^ tov ctov
|

KTt(CTpdTcov) Kdp(ie) K6p(ris) Edy^viE
|

p£(Td) tov orsauTOu.

L. 5 = Tcov acov L. 7 tov = tcov.

O thou who hast restored me and decorated me with mosaics, mayest thou, after having
bathed in good health, enjoy thyfoundations with thy family, O Lord Count Eugeniusd-

Now in the Palestine Museum, Jerusalem. Dating: Hardly earlier than a.d. 558.
Bill.-. Crowfoot in QSt., 1929, p. 15 f., PI, IV. Ment.'. Albright in BJSOR, 1929, No. 33,

p.6; A.B.inii5,i929,p.3i6f.

147
. JERUSALEM. QAL'AT JALUD

(1) Mosaic resembling No. 104.

(2) Fragment of mosaic.

(3) Mosaic fragments found in March 1927, supposed to belong to Roman or
Herodian times,

Bibl.-. (i) Vincent in RB, 1910, p. 420, n. 2. (2) Vincent in RB, 1919, p. 559. (3) ibid.,

1927J P- 531-

148
, JERUSALEM. REHAVYA

House of Dr. Elias. Variegated tesserae on surface; larger piece of mosaic at

the edge.

149-54. JERUSALEM. SA'D WA SA'iD QUARTER

149 . Fragmentary mosaic found 1-50 m. below ground.
Surround sprinkled with indented squares. Border: A15. Field: F6 in quincunx.3

BibL‘. R. Savignac in RB, 1904, pp. 90 ff., Fig.; Clermont-Ganneau in RAO, 1905, p. 188;

Jacoby, 10; Horning, p. 129.

150-3 . Discovered during the 1925—6 excavations.

150 . (i) Pavement near the premises of the Swedish School.

Surround: white, indented squares in a row, F12 in corner set crosswise. Field;

Hi, diamond within each square.

(2) Corridor paved in white mosaic leading to and east of (i).

151 . Byzantine church. Mosaic pavement in fragments:

(i) {a) Border: J2 arranged as strip inside A2, and formed by ‘rainbow’ lines.

' The inscription has the correct coroAodaiocs: and not dcTtoaoc^cnag as originally read in QSt.
^ Cf. the Elche inscription ‘In his praedis vivas cum tuis omnibus multis annis’ quoted by

Gauckler, p. 2116, and the cup inscribed nie ^fioais psroc tcov ctcov TravToSv (Sukenik, Beit

Alfa, p. 18).

^ The drawing is not very clear.
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Diamond within each square, dot within each circle, (b) Border: Flanked hy A2,
By-Bis (with lotus flowers in centre^)-£S. Field: Ji with fruits inside the

medallions.

(2) ’Border: A12~B 2-Aj. Field: Sprigs F25.

(3) Inscription in tabula ansata i*57XO’63m., with A

2

frame. Lines in red
tesserae, black letters 1 2-13*5 <^^* high:

’Ev6(f<2e K(s)iT(ai)
|

’AvcxroAia
|

fi’Apap[iCTOT|v]fi
|

f| toO . . . fi kcxX[6v tov]
|

dycov[a dyco]
|

viCTaiJiivri K(ai)
1
9(e)cp Iccurriv

|

dvaOsTcra Ikoi
[
priOri 24 priv[(]

|

’Okto^pIco Ka' Iv20ktic6vos) y'

Here lies Anatolia of Arah(issos) ... of . havingfought a goodfight and consecrated

herself to Gody fell asleep on the 21st of the month of October of the 3rdyear of the indiction.

Abel proposes to fill out the lacuna in 1 . 4 MouptKiou, ‘Maurice’, and to refer the

inscription to Anatolia the sister of the Emperor of that name (a.d. 582-602), a
native of Arabissos. This reading has been adversely criticized by Heisenberg in

BZy 1926, p. 227.
152 . 5 m. east of (3). Mosaic next to cistern. Surround: indented squares in a

row. Border: A14. and A2. Field: corner preserved Ii.
153 . West of Nablus Road: Two rooms with plain white pavement. Border: Aix.
154 . Portion of tessellated pavement in the grounds of the American School of

Oriental Research.

Bihl.'. Abel in J?5
, 1925, p. 575 f.; Sukenik and Mayer, The Third Wall, Jerusalem, 1931,

pp. 36 f., 38 ff., 42, 46, Figs. Meni.: Vincent-Abel, p. 921, n. 6, Fig. 3815 Mallon in

Bihlicay 1925, p. 360, n. I; Garrow-Duncan in QSt., 1925, p. 178 f., Fig. 6; Cabrol-

Leclerq, s.v. Jerusalem, col. 2370 f.

155-6 . JERUSALEM. ST. ANNA

155 . Roman Catholic church.

(1) Fragment of mosaic found in transept north of church. Surround sprinkled

with crosslets. Border: double black line. Field: ^4 with crosslets in centre.

Bibl.: C. Mauss, La piscine de Bethesda . . ., Paris, 1888, p. 45 f.. Figs. 35 f.; id., Invention

dutombeau de Ste AnneyVamy 1904; O. Marucchi in MB, 1904, p. 2855 Horning, p. 122;
Vincent-Abel, pp. 692, 697, Fig. 283, Pis. LXXV.

(2) Chequer G j in red and yellow/black and white.

Bibl.-. X in RBy 1904, p. 236; PI. facing p. 232; Vincent-Abel, p. 718, PI. LXX (P*).

156 . Greek Orthodox church of St. Anna.
Mosaic inscriptions: ’l(oootxlp) K(al) M(apla). T(6)Tr(o)s K(al) T(d«)(p(os) l(cootxfui)

K(al) M(aplas). T(6)Tr(os) y(ev)v(fiaecos)

Bibl.: Thomsen, p. 146, declares these inscriptions to be forgeries.

157-9 . JERUSALEM. ST. ^TIENNE

Discovered in the course of the excavations in 1 8 8 1-94.
157. (A) In church, (i) North and south aisles: six fragments preserved. Sur-

round: white, with two rows of indented squares or sprigs F28. Border: Ai-Ay-
Bs—Ay—Ai. Field: Hy with sprigs F28 and F 23, in centre diamonds.

* Cf. the border at Battir, No. 13.



(a) Intercolumnar space: (a) East end. Border: Ai, Field: Ji, In each circle

C5, formed by four sprigs Fiy\\n lozenges indented squares, (b) West end. Border

:

A 2, Field: H8 with four sprigs F

3

crosswise in centre. ‘Rainbow’ lines.

(3) Central nave, {a) Surround: white, sprinkled with Eaj; border: Ai-By.
(b) Border: A2-Biy-A2. Field: Hy.
(B) Annex on north-east angle of the church. Pavement, 6 m. broad, patterned as

(A) (i) above. In west end fragments of inscription ... os ctou.

158. Tomb group south of church, (i) Rectangular room 5*94 x 3*45 m. White
surround. Border: 2. Field: iifx. Diamonds within each square. In centre

with a lamb and two branches of a plant within.

(2) 2 m. north of (i). Room 3*55 X2*5'5 m. Surround : white, with a row of squares.
Border: A13. Field: divided by lines A

2

into three panels; left and right Hy, sprigs

F30, with diamonds in centre. Middle panel: round entrance to underground
chamber, black squares with white centre, on white ground.
Dating : The mosaic in the church is regarded by Vincent as all of the same time

and style, viz. the fifth century a.d. The tomb-chamber is regarded as of the fifth-

sixth century.

159 . White mosaic pavement to right of the entrance to the Monastery, north of
the church.

Bihl. 157: Merrill in 1883, p. 239; T. H. Lewis in 1886, p. 135; Schick in

ZDPF, 1888, p. 253, with note by Guthej Lagrange, Saint Btienne et son sanctuaire b
Jirusalem, 1894, pp. io6f., I20, 131, PI.; Horning, p. 129; Thomsen, 16; Vincent-

Abel, pp. 772 ff., 776 f., Pis. LXXVII (plan), LXXVIII; Cabrol-Lederq, s.v. Etienne,

cols. 660 ff., plan.

158: S6journ^ini25, 1892, pp. 1 18, 258 (Fig.); Schick in 1892, pp. 190-2; Clermont-

Ganneau JR, I, p. 329; Strzygowski in ZDPF, 1901, pp. 156-7; Jacoby, 10; Horning,

p. 129; Kondakov, PI. LXVII; Baumstark, 140; Vincent-Abel, p. 786, Fig. 332, PL
LXXVIII, 4.

159: Horning, p. 129, No. 4.

160

.

JERUSALEM. SYRIAN ORPHANAGE

Press with white mosaic pavement.

Bibl. : Horning, p. 1 29 f.

161 . JERUSALEM. TOMBS OF KINGS

Double black border. Field: Hx with crosslets in each square. Colours: black,

white, red.

Bibl.-. MuNDPFi 1898, p. 30; Jacoby, 20; Horning, p. 129.

162 . JERUSALEM. UNIVERSITY GROUNDS

Pieces of mosaic flooring, white tesserae.

BibL: Schick in QSf., 1890, p. 257.

* A siniilar decoration occurs in the Serjilla mosaic (Butler in RA, t.goi, II, pp. 62 ff.; PI. XII),

dated a.d. 473.
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163-4. JERUSALEM. VIA DOLOROSA

163 . Greek Orthodox ‘Prison of Christ’. White mosaic pavement.

Bihl.\ ySrusalem^ 1906, p. 85; Savignac in RB, 1907, p. 1 13, n. 3.

164 . Armenian-Catholic church, N6tre-Dame de Spasme.

(1) Mosaic pavement, 5*70 m. below ground, found in 1874. Bed: blackish mortar

of lime and ashes, 4-5 cm. thick. Border: As. Field: Hi with diamonds within

each square. Many tesserae found above the pavement.

Bibl.'. Clermont-Ganneau, AR^ I, pp. 80 if., Fig.; Jacoby, 19 and 33 (In the latter Hammam
es Sultan is mentioned as outside Jerusalem).

(2) In crypt of church, (a) Pavement with alternate sprigs and lozenges on white.

Coarse tesserae, (b) In south-east corner fragment of pavement, I2*i3 x 1*62 m. in

its broadest part. Surround: white, dj cm. broad, contains a pair of red and yellow

pointed sandals, 25-5 cm. long, 9 cm. broad. ^ Border: As. Field: knotted red and

yellow bands in black frames, forming a repeating pattern, (c) Plain yellow tesserae

between (a) and (b) are dated to an intermediate period.

Dating, suggested by the occurrence of sandals, fifth-sixth century.

Bibl.-. Macalister in QSt.., 1902, pp. 122-4, Fig- 5 others in Horning, p. 121; add Vincent-

Abel, pp. 598-604, Fig. 233, p. 573.

165

.

JIFNA. XIV. M. r.

(1) Coarse white mosaic in oil press.

(2) Interlacing pattern in three colours. (Probably pavement of bath.)

Bibl.-. Abel in RB.^ 1923, pp. 1 13-14, plan.

166

.

EL KABRI. III. L. C.

Before the house of Husein Sirhan, fragmentary white pavement. Larger fragment
jxi’^om., six cubes in 10 cm. sq., below it smaller fragment 60 cm. sq.; thirty

cubes in 10 cm. sq.

167

.

KAFR KANNA. VI. N. i.

Discovered 1901 in Franciscan chapel, near the altar. In situ. Inscription in two
columns of five lines, 85 cm. broad. Yellowish-white ground; letters, borders, and
traces of a guilloche in black. Letters 5 cm. high.

jin'? 'nn / mn pijn / 'liii ntaiu in dipiin / in noi' ntsS nn’i

/ nnnin

linnin / [n*7]ncD nin / . .

.

jyy . .

.

Honoured be the memory oj Toseh, son of Tanhumf spit of Butah, and Us sons., "who made
this mosaic-, may it be a blessingfor them. Amen.

Col. 1, 1. I. inn should read: 1^1.

^ Cf. No. 125 (7), the references given in Vincent-Abel and No. 335 (i) of the Supplement.
2 Cf. No. 296.
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I. 3. Ch. Clerinont-Ganneau proposed as alternative meanings of tabella

(altar) or a meaning connected with lustral bath.'

Lidzbarski read;

Haievy: nn^'nn.

II. 3-5. Mttiier-Seilin: ^nn nnDn niyi.

Col. II, 1 . 1. Began probably also with a:

1 . 2. Lidzbarski completed: (.?') (?)

1
. 3. Klein completes: Jtn^ 'nfl.

Dated by Clermont-Ganneau, on historical grounds, to the fourth, and by Lidz-
barski, on epigraphical, to the third or fourth century a.d.

BibL\ Clermont-Ganneau in QSt.^ 1901, p. 251 (Fig.); ibid., pp. 374-89; ibid., 1902, pp.

132-4 (Fig.); id. RJO^ IV5 pp. 345-605 372 £5 PL II5 plan; id., Repertoire d^epigraphie

semitique^ Paris, 1900-5, No. 251; id., in CAIL^ 1901, pp. 852 £, PL; D. H. MuIIer-
Sellin in SBer AWW^ CXLIII, 1901; Haievy in Revue simitique^ IQOI, pp. 374 fF.;

Lidzbarski in Ephem. epigr, semit, I, p, 313 £5 S. Klein, Jud,-pald$t. Corpus inscriptionum^

Wien, 1920, pp. 74-6; id. in Tedtot II, p. 35 £
Ment,: Bulletin RB^ 1901, p. 491; Jacoby, 32; Baumstark, p. 140; Horning, p. 120; Kohl-

Watzinger, Antike Synagogen in Galilda^ Leipzig, 1916, p. 145 £; H. Vincent in RB^
I 9 i9> P- 556, n. 3.

168

.

KAFR ES SAMIR. V.
J.

h.

Presses, some of which contained a pretty mosaic pavement.

B'tU.'. E. Graf von Miilinen in ZDPF^ 1908, p. 56.

169

.

KAFR URIYA

House of Meir Yelsky. Large square floor of oil press, patterned with white mosaic.

170

.

KAFR YASiF. III. L. f.

Threshing floor south-east of village. Pavement extending for 10 x 5*50 m.
Border: interwoven geometric design and ornaments. Specimen given contains

guilloche. Field: divided by strips into square panels, each having within a square

set on diagonal. In the latter (in the part uncovered) 14 and quatrefoil. The report

in Qobes speaks of panels containing doves, serpents, cups, various fruits, a six-pointed

star, &c. ;
intertwined crosses said to be later additions.

Colours: white, black, red, grey, pink. Seventy-two cubes in 10 cm. sq.

Bibl.\ I. Braslavsky in Qobes, I, fasc. 2, p. 139; quoted by I. Ben-Zvi in JPOS, V (1925)?

p. 207, n. I.

' These readings suggested themselves to Clermont-Ganneau in consequence of his hypothesis

that the inscription belonged to a Christian church erected by a Jewish convertite. It must be

remembered that in 1901 a Hebrew mosaic inscription was unique. The hypothesis was disproved

by later discoveries and tacitly abandoned by its author.
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171. EL KHADR. XIV. N. r.

(1) In south-west corner of the south chapel tesserae are scattered over the ground.
Colours : black, white, and red. Each tessera slightly over i cm. sq.

(2) Two white mosaic pavements, 4-2 and 5*7 m. below surface and one above the
other were observed in excavations in 1922.

172. KHAN EL AHMAR. XVIII. 0. t.

(I) The church, (i) Central bay of nave: mosaic with simple pattern. (2) East
bay: opus seciilei circle with rays. (3) South aisle. Border: interlacing circles. Field:
circle within square, the borders interlacing eight times, four times by a simple knot,
in corners loops of type Ig. In circle six-pointed star, with trefoils filling the space
between its re-entrant angles and the circumference.’^

(II) The Court: coarse plain mosaic.

(III) The Vault, (i) First level: white mosaic laid diagonally with one row of red
tesserae laid square. (2) Third level: white mosaic laid diagonally, with border of
two-three rows laid square.

Dating: Church built a.d. 485, reconstructed a.d. 649. Internal evidence points
to the seventh-eighth century a.d.

Bibl.\ Chitty and Jones, A. H. M,,inQ5L, 1928, pp, 175 ff., PI, I, i.

173. KHAN EL AHMAR. XVIII. N. t.

Field after Km. 19 of the Jericho-Jerusalem road. Pavement extending for

4i'2om. sq. Double black border. Field: H3. Colours: white, red, black. Forty-
two tesserae in 10 cm. sq.

174.

KHAN MINYA. VI. Q. g.

^

At the foot of the Ureima Mountain. Roman bath with white mosaic pavement
in the apodyterium.

Bibl.'. Karge in Schlesische Volkszeitung^ 6 Feb. 1912, No. 56.

175.

KHAN ES SAHL. XVIII. P. S.

(1) Red, white, and black tesserae scattered over eastern part of the site.

(2) Glass tesserae in north part of site. Colours: light and dark blue, yellow,
green, red.

Bibl.'. Ment.\ Horning, p. 131.

176.

KHAN ESH SHUWEIKA. XVII. J. U.

Fragments of mosaic.

Bihl. \ H. V(incent) in 1899, p. 457.

* The relation of this type of decoration to Saracenic art is discussed by Hankin in QSt.^ 1929,
pp. 98 ff.
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177. KH. ABU ED dab’. XXI. L. W.

Tesserae.

Bihl.i Petrie, Tell el Hesy^ London, 1891, p. 61.

178. KH. ABU TANTUR. VII. I. k.

Fragment of mosaic pavement with black, white, and yellow cubes.

Bibl.: Gudrin, Samarie^ Hj p. 3 ^9 -

179-80. KH. 'ADASA. XVII. M. S.

179. White tessellated pavement of poor quality.

Bibl.: SWP.^ Ill, p. 106; Mackenzie in Q<S#., 1911, p. 985 E. W. G. Masterman in QSt.^

1913? P- 135 -

180. Geometric pattern in Byzantine church.

Bibl. : Ment. : Horning, p. 1 30.

181. KH. 'ALY. XIV. K. q.

Big mosaic cubes in several places.

Bibl.'. Gudrin, Samarie., P- 1^2.

M. Avi-Yonah,

{To be continued')
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VAULTED TOMB AT ASKALON

III-IV cent. A.D.

The following tomb was discovered accidentally in February 1931 by
Hajj 'Abdallah Jawad during vine-planting in his field, south of the

ramparts of Askalon. The exact position is 3 5 cm. from the west and 42 cm.

from the south margin of sheet lo-ri of the 1:20000 Topocadastral Survey

Map (Ashkelon). The discovery was reported immediately, and the tomb
cleared by the Department.

The tomb was 1*30 m. below the surface of the surrounding dunes. It

consisted of a single vaulted masonry chamber, 2*30 by 3*00 m. by 2*30 m.

high {vide plans and sections). The door, measuring 0-78 by 0-70 m., was in

the east wall. In the roof was a circular opening of 0*30 m. diameter. The
walls were made of concrete mixed with fine rubble, and were plastered inside

and outside; they were approximately 0-28 m. thick.

ifi

Sand had filled the chamber to the top. On clearing it was found that an
entrance had previously been made through a break in the roof. The west

portion of the chamber contained two burials, the layers being separated by
a stratum of drift sand, approximately o* i o m. thick. Both layers were found
disturbed. The only object found in its original position was a pottery vessel,

which lay in the north-east corner of the chamber.

The upper burial (as found) yielded a gold pendant (PI. XLVIII. 5), four

gold ear-rings with pendants (ibid. 7, 8, 10, 1 1), fragments of a gold necklace

with four and six disk- or cylinder-beads respectively (ibid, i), a bronze
cross pendant (ibid. 6), a glass perfume bottle (ibid. 12), a glass bracelet

(ibid. 4), a glass ring (ibid. 2), a glass pendant in the shape of a tiny coloured

jug (ibid. 3), twenty-two beads of glass and lapis lazuli, five blue stone beads
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(ibid. 9), a stone piece with traces of a cross, the remains of a lock, and various

bron2e fragments.

On the floor of the chamber were found the ribbed pottery vase with two

handles referred to above (PI. XLVIII. 13), and a glass vase (ibid. 14).

Inside the chamber there was also found a sandstone slab, 0*57 by 0*45 by
0-12 m., and a number of potsherds.

The tomb contains nothing which might give a very precise date, but the

contents as a whole indicate the late third or fourth century a.d. The gold

ear-rings resemble a number of those from the tombs of Karm-al-Sheikh,^

Jerusalem, and the tiny jug pendant is paralleled by e.g., those from the

Tarshiha tomb (to be published in the next number), a tomb fairly well dated

to the fourth century, and others. Like the latter, too, the present tomb from

Askalon was evidently Christian (cf. the crosses)
;
the contents perhaps point

to a female burial. J. H. Iliffe.

^ Quarterly, Vol. I, No. 1, pp. 3 sqq.
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EXCAVATIONS IN PALESTINE IN 193 1-2^

JERICHO

Garstang, J.: ‘The Walls of Jericho .
.

(in QSi., 1931), pp. 186-96, 5 Figs., 7 Pis.

1 ‘Jericho, City and Necropolis’ (in Annals of Archaeology and Anthropology^

Vol. XIX, 1932), pp. 3-22, 7 Figs., 23 Pis.

JERUSALEM

Abel, F. M., and Barrois, A.: ‘Decouverte d’un tombeau voht6 a Talbiyeh’ (in RB,

1931), pp. 295 ff., PI. X, 3 Figs.

RAS ISKAKDER

Stekelis, M.: ‘Prahistorische Funde am Ras Iskander’ (in JPOS, Vol. XII, 1932),

pp. 149 ff., PI. VII, 1 plan.

SABASTYA

Crowfoot, J. W.: ‘Excavations at Samaria 1931’ (in QSt., 1932), pp. 8-34, Pis.

I-VII.

: ‘The Expedition to Samaria-Sebustiya. The Forum Threshing-floor Area’ (in

QSt., 1932), pp. 63-70, Pis. I-VI.

TALL EL 'UJUL

Petrie, [Sir] Flinders: ‘Palaces of Ancient Gaza. Tell el Ajjul’ (in AE, 1932),

pp. 1-9, 1 1 Figs.

WADI EL MAGHARA

Garrod, Dorothy A. E.: ‘Excavations in the Wady el Mughara (Palestine), 1931’

(in BASER, 1932), pp. 6-1
1, 3 Pis.

McCown, Th. D.: ‘A note on the excavation and the human remains from the

Mugharet es Sukhul (Cave of the Kids), Season of 1931’ (in BASER, 1932),

pp. 12-15.

'Em et Tabtgha

The expedition of the Oriental Institute of the Goerres-Gesellschaft, directed

by Dr. Mader, with the assistance of Dr. Schneider, has excavated a basilica

constructed on the traditional site of the Miracle of the Loaves and Fishes

(Matt. xiv. 14-21, Mark vi. 32-44), a site mentioned by the pilgrim

Aetheria [ca. a.d. 390). The basilica is situated on the Western shore of Lake
Tiberias, between Tiberias and Tell Hum, a few metres south-west of the

Seven Springs (Heptapegon). The basilica has three naves and is orientated

true East. Its total length is 51 m., of which 30 m. belong to the nave with

Continued from Vol. I, pp. 157 ff.
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apse, 4 m. to the narthex, 17 m. to the atrium. There is also a transept

20 m. wide.

At the centre of the basilica the excavators found under the main altar of the

choir the stone on which, according to an old Christian tradition, Jesus

placed the five loaves and two fishes. Between the altar and the curve of the

apse there is accordingly a mosaic representation of a basket filled with loaves,

flanked on either side by a fish.

The mosaic pavements of the north and south transept are decorated with
pictorial representations showing on a light background oleander shrubs,

rushes, lotus and papyrus bushes, between which one can see ducks, geese,

storks, peacocks, herons, flamingoes, &c., playing among the bushes, drinking
from flowers, or hunting snakes. Smaller birds are balancing on the branches
or sitting in the flowers. In the middle of the vegetation are various buildings

(tower, gate, fort, round temple). The composition and the style of the

mosaics, as well as the absence of green and blue colours, suggest that the

mosaics and the church as well should be assigned to the middle of the fourth

century a.d.

Hedera

Two tombs recently discovered south-west of Hedera Colony were investi-

gated by Dr. E. L. Sukenik on behalf of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem.

The tombs were found built and covered with stone plates. In one tomb
remains of several decayed skeletons were found, from which it appears that

they were placed with their heads to the East.

In the first tomb a lead coffin was found, one short side and the bottom of

which were missing. The coffin measures c. i*8o m. x 30-40 cm. x 30-8 cm.,

narrowing in width and height. The two long sides and the cover were decor-

ated with a strip of vine trellis in relief. On one of the sides six conches were
found above the strip. The narrow side is decorated with an arch resting on
two twisted columns. Under the arch stands a naked boy holding in his right

hand a serpent and in the left a bunch of grapes. Conches are also found on
both sides of the arch.

Fragments of Roman ribbed pottery were found in both tombs. The finds

can be assigned to the second or third century a.d.

The 'Irq el Ahmar "Rock-shelter^

One-third of the surface of the Trq el Ahmar rock-shelter has been excavated

during the autumn season 1931 by Monsieur R. Neuville, on behalf of the

Tnstitut de Pal^ontologie Humaine’ of Paris. The work of this campaign
* Vol. I, 1931, pp. 157-8.



has permitted a more definite division of some of the archaeological levels

ascertained in the preliminary sounding.

In the centre of the rock-shelter, the sequence of deposits was as follows:

Lew/ A I : Black earth, i o cm. Potsherds and few flints of the Early and
Middle Bronze Ages.

Level A2: Grey and brownish earth, 10 to 70 cm. Lower Natufian flint

industry, characterized by very numerous microlithic crescents; dos rabattu

microliths; sickle-blades; small core-scrapers. Bone points, beads and frag-

ment of harpoon. Two V-shaped stone basins, pierced at the bottom. Very
numerous basalt and limestone grinders. Bone-point polishers. Hearths.

Abundant animal remains.

Level B: Soft brownish earth, 40 cm. The typical aurignacian d museau
scraper’' characterizes this level; end-scrapers; gravers; few retouched blades.

Hearths. Scarce animal remains.

Level C: Tough brownish earth, 40 cm. Sterile. Scarce animal remains.

Level D: Brown earth, i o to 20 cm. This thin but very rich level extends

all over a large hearth. Evoluated Gravette points^; discoidal flat scrapers^;

numerous gravers, often prismatic‘s; plane-scrapers. Very abundant animal

remains. Coproliths.

Level E: Dark-brown clay, 25 cm. Small discoidal, end, and rostrate^

scrapers; atypical blades and flakes. Abundant animal remains. Coproliths.

Level F: Same dark-brown clay, 40 cm. Gravette points®; small flat end-
scrapers; plane scrapers; gravers, often prismatic. Scarce animal remains.

Level G: Tough dark-brown clay, 40 cm. Sterile. No animal remains.

Level H: Sticky black clay, 20 cm. Abundant typical Mousterian industry,

consisting mainly of flakes and triangular points with retouched striking-

platform; typical cores. Hearths. Abundant animal remains. Coproliths.

Level I: Same black clay, 20 cm.,. resting immediately on bed-rock. Sterile.

No remains of animals.

The excavations will continue next season.

Lsawiya

Two cave tombs near Tsawiya (P.E.F. map XVII. M.t.) were cleared in

July 1932 by Dr. E. L. Sukenik, on behalf of the Hebrew University,

Jerusalem.

The first cave contained twenty-three ossuaries mostly of the ordinary type,

' H. Breuil, ‘Les subdivisions du paleolithique superieur et leur signification’, Fig. 6, No. 4, 5, 7, 8.
^ Ibid., Fig. I, Nos. 13, 15. 3 Ibid., Fig. 6, Nos. 1-3.

Ibid., Fig. 7, Nos. 3-5. s ibid., Fig. 7, No. 2. ® Ibid., Fig. i, Nos. 8-10.
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i.e. without ornament or decorated with rosettes. There was one ossuary

inscribed in Greek MAP0AC. Among the other remarkable ossuaries were:

an ossuary with traces of letters written with charcoal; one with the incised

name ‘Simeon bar Ton’ and a small drawing representing an altar; one with

the name ‘Grida’, decorated with two rosetted circles and a column, standing

on steps and with a rosette on top, between them; and finally, an ossuary in-

scribed ‘Matatyah’, the shorter form ‘Matyah’ being repeated on the same side.

Apart from the ossuaries Hellenistic clay lamps and other pottery was found
in a niche in the tomb cave.

The second cave was found completely destroyed. An ossuary without

decoration, inscribed ‘Yehonatan’, and a small pottery jug were recovered.

'Jerusalem, American School oj Oriental Research

In April 1932 a tomb-complex was discovered in the garden of the American
School of Oriental Research in Jerusalem and partly cleared by Professor

Millar Burrows, Director of the School. The portion uncovered is of an

irregular shape, consisting of three rooms, side by side. The first two are
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almost square, with a doorway in front of each, and are divided into four

compartments. The tops of the partitions are about on a level with the sills of

the doors, and it appears that they were never any higher. The third room
is double: the doorway faces the end of the partition and steps on either side

lead into the chambers, which are much deeper than the other two rooms.

These chambers are divided into six compartments (assuming that the rear

wall is a direct continuation of the one found in the first room). All walls

were originally covered with plaster.

The exterior is covered with cement, and the wall is sloping at the bottom.

The roof was barrel-vaulted, as the walls of the double chamber curve inward

at the top. Symmetry is conspicuously absent, and the masonry is poor, yet

with its coating of cement without and plaster within the building must have

been rather imposing.

Bones of fully one hundred bodies, badly broken and deranged, were found.

Two complete glass vases and two clay lamps came to light, one inscribed,

THC eeOTfO KOA, together with innumerable fragments. These objects,and the

potsherds, point to a date near the beginning of the sixth century a.d. This

is confirmed by two coins of Anastasius I. Earlier coins from the Roman
procurators to Julian lay outside the walls.

yerusalem^ Government House

During the construction of a road in the grounds of Government House,

Jerusalem, two ossuaries were found, decorated with rosettes. An investiga-

tion, undertaken by Dr. E. L. Sukenik on behalf of the Hebrew University,

Jerusalem, proved that the two ossuaries belonged to one kukh, a part of a

tomb-cave which extended under the road.

Khirbat Minya

In March 1932 Dr. A. E. Mader, Director of the Oriental Institute of the

Goerres-Gesellschaft, Jerusalem, excavated at Khirbat Minya, between

Tiberias and Talhum, on behalf of the Institute. The excavation brought to

light the remains of a Roman fort of square form, measuring 70 sq. m. with

nine round towers each about 4 m. in diameter. Several periods of building

could be distinguished.

The first period is characterized by excellent stone dressing and masonry in

walls which stand in some places 6 m. high. The core of the wall is cast, while

the inner and outer casings are made with carefully smoothed stones placed

orthostatically and joined with fine mortar; the dressing is equally fine inside

and outside. Headers and stretchers vary without fixed intervals. The plan
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and technique of the building are similar to those of the Roman forts of the

Limes Arabicus in Trans-Jordan, especially those of Qastal and Odruh.
The single gate of the fort gives on to the Via Maris, the ancient road which

led from Babylonia and Mesopotamia to Damascus, and thence by the Sea of

Galilee and the Mediterranean Sea to Egypt. In the south wall of the gate

there is a monumental niche, 3-50 m. high and 2-50 m. wide, the walls and
arch of which are richly modelled and belong undoubtedly to the first

building period. The purpose of the niche is not quite obvious. The dis-

proportion between its size and the narrowness of the gate, which is only 4 m.
wide, rules out the possibility that it contained a statue of a god or the emperor

on a corresponding scale. One would rather assume the existence of a

Sanctuary of the Standards [principia), placed here instead of at the rather

narrow court of the fort.

The gate is flanked by two towers in a greatly inferior technique which

proves the existence of a second building period. The stones re-used in this

construction have a wave profile on the short sides and belong, by analogy

with similar profiles in Damascus and Jerusalem, to the twelfth to fifteenth

centuries a.d.

At a depth of 8 m. the floor of the gateway was reached. There the ex-

cavators found a number of Early Byzantine architrave fragments, dating to

the fourth century, and ornamented with acanthus spirals, indentions, pearl

and bead and palmettes, as well as stones from arches and vaults with serrated

plaited bands and acanthus wreaths of the same period. In between were

huge fragments of a vault, bricks and numerous mosaic cubes of various hues,

including cubes with gold and silver leaf placed under glass; and limestone

cubes with a coat of pink colour. Among these debris were also found Arab

architectural fragments with rosettes and pomegranate flowers. It appears

that the architectural fragments of the fourth century belong to the Basilica of

the Miracle of the Loaves and Fishes, at the Seven Springs (excavated by the

same Society), and that they have been used, together with the Arab pieces,

for the decoration of a dome covered with glass mosaics, and belonging to the

thirteenth to fifteenth centuries, which was destroyed by an earthquake.

Magharat es Bukhul

In the 1932 spring season the Joint Expedition of the British School of

Archaeology and the American School of Prehistoric Research, under the

direction of Miss Dorothy A. E. Garrod, assisted by H. L. Morris, jun.,

T. P. O’Brien, and J. D. McCown, discovered the remains of eight individuals

in the Magharat es Sukhul (Cave of the Kids). This is a small cave-rock
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shelter situated on the south side of the valley near the mouth of the Wadi
Maghara.

The rock-shelter contain a Mousterian deposit, largely brown or black

breccia, from which over eight thousand flakes, cores, and implements of

Mousterian workmanship were recovered in 1931 and 1932. On the surface

upper Palaeolithic and later material was scattered, but does not represent

a clearly defined stratum of occupation. The Mousterian is a developed type

of Levalloisean and with the exception of four coup-de-poings from the base

of the deposit the implements are made of flakes. The fauna is plentiful,

including wild ox, pig, horse, deer, and a few rhinoceros teeth.

In May 1931, the skeleton and skull of a four-year-old infant were found.

This was sent to the Royal College of Surgeons and cleared under the direc-

tion of Sir Arthur Keith, F.R.S. It revealed a Neanderthal type with certain

puzzling features.

When excavation was resumed, the fragmentary remains of three individuals

plus two excellently preserved adult skeletons had come to light. Three more
individuals were subsequently discovered. The total is nine from the site and

with one exception all were found in the breccia at a depth of two to three

metres from the surface. Numbers IV and V were more fully cleared than

the others and give indication that the Mousterian inhabitants of Palestine,

while showing positive Neanderthaloid affinities, had some characteristics that

link them to modern races. The high and capacious skulls, and jaws with well-

marked chin, contract sharply with the heavy brow-ridges, pronounced alveo-

lar prognathism, and taurodont dentition. The size and length of the limbs

separate them from the short Neanderthals of Europe, but the curvature of

the femora indicates a slouching gait. The differences warrant a provisional

separation from the European Mousterians, and Sir Arthur Keith proposes

a new genus and species, ‘Palaeanthropus palestinus’, in which the Galilee

skull would be included.

Four of the skeletons lay immediately on the rock floor of the shelter and

each was removed on a slab of limestone rock.

The Magharat es Sukhul was excavated to rock over its whole terrace, inside

the small cave, and to a considerable distance down the slope.

Masada

Professor A. Schulten, General Dr. Lammerer, and Dr. Bor^e have pre-

pared an exact survey of the remains of the fortress and camps at Masada.

During a four weeks’ stay in March 1932 the following maps were prepared:

(i) a map of Masada i : 5,000, (2) a sketch map, i : 50,000, of the wider
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surroundings, (3) a plan of the fortress i : 2,500 with detailed plans of the

buildings, including the Palace of Herodes, of which this is the first survey,

(4) plans of all the nine Roman camps i : 500, with many detailed plans and
photographs.

The results of the expedition will be published early in 1933 as a separate

number of the Zeitschrift des Deutschen Paldstina-Vereins.

General Lammerer has made also a plan ( i : 20,000) of the fortress of Battir

and the Roman circumvallation there.

Qatana

A TOMB cave was cleared at Qatana village by Dr. E. L. Sukenik, on behalf

of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem. In addition to two ossuaries found by
the proprietor of the ground when the cave was discovered, the excavator

found one more ossuary with the drawing of a building covered by a triangular

roof, a Roman clay lamp, and two glass bottles.

Tall Beit Mirsim

The fourth campaign of the American School of Oriental Research in

Jerusalem and the Pittsburgh-Xenia Theological Seminary was headed by
Professor M. G. Kyle and directed by Professor W. F. Albright.

Excavation this season continued in the south-east quadrant and near the

West Gate. In the south-east, the area of over 1,500 sq. m., cleared previously

down to Stratum C, was excavated to bed-rock. In the north-west a smaller

area was excavated to bed-rock, since there was little stratification below

Stratum A in this corner.

The most important result of the campaign was to increase our knowledge

of the evolution of culture in the Middle Bronze. Great quantities of broken

pottery, scarabs and other objects make clearer differentiation of successive

phases of occupation possible. Stratum E, hitherto obscure, appeared as the

richest in the site, to judge from a remarkable cylinder seal, bearing a typical

Syrian representation (with meaningless hieroglyphic and cuneiform charac-

ters) as well as from many fine scarabs, bone inlay carved with animal designs,

gold beads, pottery, faience, and alabastra. Period E was characterized by a

new megaron type of house, displaced in D by houses with an open court.

Much new material for house plans and pottery of strata F and G was un-

earthed, while the oldest levels, H-I and J, were only represented by frag-

ments of wall, caves, pottery, and flints. The relative chronology of the

pottery found during the first three campaigns has been confirmed through-

out. The abundance of new material makes it possible to offer an absolute
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chronology which cannot be far wrong: J, before about 2000 b.c.; I-H,

between} and about 1800 b.c.; G-F, about the i8th century; E, iSth-iyth

centuries; D, lyth-ibth centuries; C, I5th-i3th centuries; B, i2th-ioth

centuries; A, 9th century to the beginning of the 6th.

Our knowledge of the defence system of the ancient town was greatly

extended. In addition to the G wall in the south-east, 3-25 m. wide, the

expedition found a reconstruction of it in period F, 3-50 m. wide. In period

E (Early Hyksos Age) these walls were replaced by a rampart of terre pisee,

as elsewhere in Palestine, Syria, and Egypt at this period. Later, in E (or

in D), a stone revetment, as in the red city of Jericho, was constructed, while

the old G-F wall was repaired to serve as retaining wall for the revetment. In

C there was a new wall, 2-50 m. thick, followed in B by a wall about 2*00 m.

thick and in A by a wall about i- 50 m. thick; in the latter two periods the wall

was strengthened on the inside by a system of casemates. The West Tower
was excavated to bed-rock and exhibited five phases of construction posterior

to its original erection over the ruined B wall, perhaps in the tenth century.

The third phase from the top (y) was dated by a stone-lined pit full of pottery

(including an imported Phoenician piece) to about 700 b.c.

The preliminary report of the fourth campaign will appear in Bulletin No. 47
of the American School of Oriental Research.

Ta// en Nasba

In 1931 the Tell en Nasba Expedition of the Pacific School of Religion, under

the direction of Prof. W. F. Badfe, excavated and mapped completely the

remaining sections of the city walls, inner and outer. In two places the main

wall had not been carried to bed-rock, but had been built over debris contain-

ing large numbers of Early Iron potsherds which clearly demonstrated that

the wall was built not earlier than about 900 b.c. New evidence was obtained

that the Iron-Age wall was built by a corvee and suffered destruction about

700 b.c. The city was rebuilt after this period, but not the wall, for during

the Middle Iron Age houses were built over the top of the wall. An accurately

dated fire level (silver coin of Alexander Balas) showed that the last general

destruction took place about the time of the Maccabees.

Further excavation of the environs of the Astarte sanctuary found in 1929
revealed a temenos enclosed by a wall. Within it was a complex of houses

with cell-like rooms next to the temple. To the north of it, still within the

enclosure, was a large building with very thick walls (palace.'’) backed by
a large tower in the city wall. Near by was a large room on a lower level,

which contained seven orthostats, and had steps leading down into it from a
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spacious paved court. The principal city gate was found on the east side.

It is of the same time as the Iron-Age wall and like it was destroyed, doubtless

by Sennacherib, about 700 b.c. The 4-metre wide entrance, the door-
sockets, the stone door-step against which the double-winged gate closed, the

long slot in which the iron bar rested, the stone seats at the entrance where
the judges gave decisions, and the gate-keeper’s room from which he could

ascend to the gate-tower—these were found in a remarkably good state of

preservation.

The principal individual find of the year was a beautifully made agate seal

bearing the inscription ‘Belonging to Jaazaniah, servant of the King’.

Underneath the inscription stands a cock exhibiting long spurs on his legs.

This Jaazaniah doubtless is the one mentioned (2 Kings xxv. 23 and Jer.

xl. 8) in the Bible as coming to Gedaliah at Mizpah after the destruction of

Jerusalem. It was found with fragments of Iron-Age pottery in the central

pit of an original Iron-Age tomb, re-used and enlarged during the Roman and
Byzantine periods. Other Iron-Age tombs of the west necropolis were found
to have been similarly re-modelled and re-used. The largest tomb of all con-

tained deposits which have provisionally been identified as Early Bronze, Late

Bronze, Early Iron, Roman and Byzantine. It yielded a considerable number
of seals and scarabs, among the latter seven that bear the cartouche of Thut-
mosis III. At least three tombs were found which belong entirely to the

Bronze Age. One late Roman and Byzantine tomb produced a lamp with

the Greek inscription ‘The Martyrs Stephen [and] Paul’.

Ez Zahirtya

In connexion with the excavations at Tell Beit Mirsim the expedition of the

American School of Oriental Research in Jerusalem and the Pittsburgh-

Xenia Theological Seminary made soundings in the village of ez Zahiriya,

in the second week of August 1932. Fourteen soundings were made, thirteen

pits being sunk to bed-rock, and one being an Israelite tomb. Since virgin

rock is exposed in the middle of the modern village, the pits were distributed

as evenly as possible around its periphery, some approaching the centre, while

others were on the edge. No place where there was hope of finding ancient

remains was neglected. The pits varied in depth from 4 m. to less than half

a metre, and yielded no remains of ancient walls or undisturbed stratification.

Most of them, including several of the deepest, contained only Arab pottery of

late Mamluk and Turkish date (indicating the correctness of the local tradition

which derives the name from al-Malik az-Zahir Baybars). In a few, Byzan-

tine pottery was found, generally below the Arabic. In some three pits earlier
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pottery was discovered, next to the rock, including Early Bronze, traces of

Middle Bronze, as well as a little Early Iron II (mostly characteristic of the

tenth-ninth century b.c.). The soundings proved quite conclusively that no

walled city or fortified town of any consequence ever existed here in ancient

times.

Umm ez Zunoeitina

In July 1932 a sounding was made in the Ufiim ez Zuweitina cave (south of

Wadi Khureitun) by Monsieur R. Neuville, on behalf of the Institut de

Pal6ontologie Humaine of Paris.

At the entrance of the cave a Lower Natufian hearth was found under a

stratum of modern black earth.

The principal discovery made in this hearth is a statuette of a cervoid animal

made of grey limestone. The animal is represented sitting, with its four paws

bent backwards. The object is well preserved with the exception of the

missing head and the broken paws. In its present state it measures 1 5 cm. in

length. The position of the neck seems to indicate that its snout rested on or

quite near the ground.

The total effect is one of a sure observation of nature and of an artistic taste

comparable with those observed in the sculpture of the Magdalenian period in

France, viz. the Lower Magdalenian of the Pyrenees and the Solutre sculpture

in stone. In Palestine itself the' statuette seems connected with the con-

temporary stone carvings of Magharat el Wad^ or Magharat el Kabara.^

The Natufian level yielded also most of the implements characteristic of this

culture, i.e. a fragment of a grooved bone haft with its sickle blade still in

position, two bone awls, microlithic crescents, sickle blades, end scrapers and

core scrapers, angle gravers, and a few Tardenoisian micro-gravers.

' Qsi.^ 1929, p. 220. ^ Man
, 1932, P- 20.
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